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Preface
This book, Towards a New Enlightenment? A Transcendent Decade, is the eleventh in an
annual series that BBVA’s OpenMind project dedicates to disseminating greater knowledge
on the key questions of our time.
We began this series in 2008, with the first book, Frontiers of Knowledge, that celebrated the
launching of the prizes of the same name awarded annually by the BBVA Foundation. Since
then, these awards have achieved worldwide renown. In that first book, over twenty major
scientists and experts used language accessible to the general public to rigorously review the
most relevant recent advances and perspectives in the different scientific and artistic fields
recognized by those prizes.
Since then, we have published a new book each year, always following the same model:
collections of articles by key figures in their respective fields that address different aspects
or perspectives on the fundamental questions that affect our lives and determine our future: from globalization to the impact of exponential technologies, and on to include today’s
major ethical problems, the evolution of business in the digital era, and the future of Europe.
The excellent reaction to the first books in this series led us, in 2011, to create OpenMind
(www.bbvaopenmind.com), an online community for debate and the dissemination of knowledge. Since then, OpenMind has thrived, and today it addresses a broad spectrum of scientific,
technological, social, and humanistic subjects in different formats, including our books, as
well as articles, posts, reportage, infographics, videos, and podcasts, with a growing focus
on audiovisual materials. Moreover, all of the content is presented in Spanish and English,
absolutely free of charge.
One of OpenMind’s fundamental assets is its group of three hundred authors and collaborators: world-class specialists in their respective fields. Another is its community; in 2018,
OpenMind will be visited by some seven million times by five-and-a-half million users from
all over the world and two-hundred thousand followers on social media. Their participation,
comments, and reposting of our contents bring life to the community.
In recent years, we have dedicated very particular interest to the technological revolution
and its profound impact on all aspects of our lives. In our 2017 book, The Next Step: Exponential Life, we analyzed how this revolution is producing enormous changes in the economy,
politics, society, culture, values, and everyday life. All this affects our understanding of what
even humanity is, as technologies emerge that are capable of enormously enhancing human’s
physical and mental capacity and lifespan. Even our position as the planet’s only intelligent
species is brought into question by our coexistence and possible merging with increasingly
intelligent machines.
All of this ushers in a new phase that led us to title last year’s book The Age of Perplexity.
Perplexity in the face of changes for which we have no guides or criteria for behaving—changes
that call into question the very bases of our economic and political system. In the present
book, Towards a New Enlightenment? A Transcendent Decade, we take another step forward,
reviewing the most important changes that have occurred over the last ten years (which
correspond to our project’s current duration) and, on the basis of their analysis, look to the
future in order to understand where they are leading and what decisions we must make on
both individual and collective levels.
To approach this complex task, we have drawn on a group of twenty-three globally renowned, top-class specialists, and I wish to thank them all for their excellent collaboration and,
in general, their generous support for our OpenMind project.

This book begins with a review of the recent advances and future lines of scientific development, as well as their technological applications. These advances are determining our
future possibilities in cosmology and physics, anthropology and data science, nanotechnology,
artificial intelligence and robotics, biotechnology, the social sciences, and so on.
This knowledge helps us to better understand the trends shaping the principal concerns
of our time: climate change and globalization, the economy and development, political organization and information, gender, the problems of massive urbanization, and cybersecurity,
all of which are subsequently discussed.
From their analysis we can draw two conclusions: first, that the technological revolution’s
ultimate impact on human life, including the preservation of the environment, fundamentally depends on the decisions we begin making today; and second, that a key decision will
be to foster what this book calls a “New Enlightenment,” a broad dialogue to establish new
philosophical and ethical bases for an economy, society, culture, and regulations adapted to
our new scientific and technological surroundings, which will maximize their positive effects
on growth and well-being, promote better distribution, and favor the development of shared
initiatives to deal with global warming, environmental deterioration, and biodiversity. This
will be a long and difficult task, but the sooner and more decisively we begin, the more likely
we are to succeed. The alternative—failure—is unthinkable, because it opens the door to
dystopias that some are already auguring and many already fear.
Francisco González
Group Executive Chairman, BBVA
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The last decade has been a turbulent one. The financial crisis
and uncertainty about the effects of globalization and the
technological revolution have led to broad questioning of the
global order of representative democracy and free markets.
This article argues that to materialize the enormous potential
growth and well-being for all offered by the technological
revolution, and to dissipate the climate of discontent and
pessimism, we need a New Enlightenment: a renewal of our
philosophical and ethical bases, and of our political, economic,
and legal architecture. This may be a long and complex
process, but some steps can be taken immediately through
economic and legal reforms. The digital transformation of the
financial industry is one of the reforms capable of improving
productivity and driving more inclusive growth.
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A Momentous (and Turbulent) Decade
Ours are turbulent times, where political, economic, and social patterns that seemed sturdy
and practically permanent are being radically questioned.
Undoubtedly, this is largely due to the financial crisis that has marked the last decade.
Eighty years after the Great Depression, and following the greatest known period of global
prosperity that began at the end of World War II and ended with the “Great Moderation” at
the beginning of our century, the world has again experienced a profound and worldwide
economic crisis.
This crisis, with its ensuing unemployment, rapid deterioration of public accounts, and
austerity policies, has particularly affected the most developed countries. There, the drop
in production and income was greater and more long lasting, and social-policy cutbacks
had a more powerful impact on their inhabitants, who have traditionally been much more
protected and caught up in a process of rapid aging. Doubts about the sustainability of the
welfare state, which had already arisen earlier and had led to liberal-oriented reforms in
many countries, have grown stronger.
Moreover, these doubts have spread to other key aspects of the liberal democratic system.
This has led to a proliferation of populist political options and proposed authoritarian solutions that have weakened citizens’ participation and trust in institutions and in the practice
of politics and democratic representation. Populist solutions unfettered by institutions or
traditional party politics are on the rise as a supposed representation of the “people” or the
“real people” (Müller, 2017).
The result is increased political polarization, with a much more biased and less transparent
debate that focuses more on the very short term and less on problem solving; more on the
fabrication of enemies and confrontation rather than the quest for agreement.
At the same time, political information and communications are deteriorating, social
networks favor media fragmentation, and polarization adds “spin” to the news or to deliberate
forms of disinformation such as “fake news.”

Ours are turbulent times, where political, economic, and social
patterns that seemed sturdy and practically permanent are being
radically questioned. Undoubtedly, this is largely due to the
financial crisis that has marked the last decade
In this setting, citizens tend to feel less safe and more pessimistic; they turn to more simple
and drastic solutions, assuming much more defined and monolithic national, ethnic, and
religious identities, among others.
The result is a less cohesive and more divided society that shows greater hostility toward
those perceived as “different” or “other”—especially immigrants.
And yet, these doubts and fears (of the other, of the future) did not begin with the crisis,
and, in fact, they have continued to grow, even with the recovery of global growth in recent
years. In the 1990s, the great sociologist Zygmunt Bauman (1998) coined the term “Unsicherheit” for the combination of uncertainty, insecurity, and vulnerability that he perceived in
contemporary developed societies and that he attributed to the economic, social, and cultural
effects of globalization and its difficult assimilation in those contexts—national, regional
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and local—closest to the people. Moreover, even before the crisis, economists such as Mary
Kaldor (2004) explained phenomena such as the so-called “new nationalisms” as reactions
to globalization.
Many of the new political and economic proposals certainly define themselves as explicitly
anti-globalization. Globalization is being questioned, and that very questioning has reached
the geopolitical framework in which that phenomenon has developed.
At the end of the Cold War, the United States emerged as the only superpower, the guardian
of an increasingly open and interconnected (globalized) world in which the liberal democratic
regime seemed to have prevailed and a world order of increasingly integrated democracies
and market economies would evolve.
But this view of the future is increasingly less certain. For two main reasons, the United
States’ hegemony is no longer so clear: first, because that nation’s weight in the global economy is waning as other areas, especially China, expand much more rapidly. And second,
since Trump’s election, the United States has adopted a more unilateralist approach that
focuses on its most immediate interests at the expense of its former role as champion of
democracy and free trade.
At the same time, supranational initiatives aimed at cooperation and economic integration
(including the most ambitious of all: the European Union), international accords and organisms (such as the WTO, which is fundamental for sustained globalization), and organizations
for coordinating global policies (the G8 and the G20) are growing weaker.
But this is not only a matter of globalization. Its repercussions (attributed or affirmed,
positive or negative) are increasingly intertwined with those of the ongoing technological
revolution. Technological advances drive globalization through improvements in telecommunications and greater connectivity, and the global setting is home to the technological
revolution. That is where it can develop and make the most of its potential. In fact, throughout
history, periods of globalization have normally been associated with accelerated technological progress.
The current period of globalization began after World War II, following the Great Depression
of 1929 and the protectionist and nationalist reactions sparked by it (and here, it is certainly
possible to recognize a disturbing parallel to the crisis of 2008 and our situation today). The
so-called information revolution began at almost the same time as the global political and
economic reorientation, and its ceaseless acceleration is ongoing.
This has been a period of unprecedented global prosperity; the world’s population has
tripled in number and living conditions have vastly improved on most of the planet, with a
considerable reduction in the number of persons living in poverty (World Bank, 2018).
It is impossible not to attribute much of the world economy’s outstanding performance
to globalization and the technological revolution, as well as to the strengthening of institutions in many emerging countries. The extension of free-market principles, the rule of law,
and the improvement of legal protection have helped many countries, especially in Asia, to
make unprecedented advances in development, thus leading and driving global growth. As
has always occurred in the past, such periods of globalization and technological progress
have increased prosperity and created more jobs than they have destroyed (Mokyr et al., 2015).
Why, then, is there such a sense of uncertainty, frustration, and pessimism?
As we mentioned above, the crisis and its aftereffects are part of the explanation. But if
they were the only cause, we would be experiencing temporary phenomena which should
have improved as the post-crisis recovery took shape. It is, therefore, necessary to look deeper
into the outcomes of globalization and technological progress, one of the clearest of which
is increased migratory flows.
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Emergency meeting at Lehman Brothers’ London office in
that city’s Canary Wharf financial district on September 11,
2008, four days before the company’s bankruptcy and the
start of the worldwide financial crisis
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Emigration to developed countries is necessary, and even essential for sustaining growth and
social-welfare systems. And yet, immigrants are frequently viewed as “unfair” competition
for local employment. They are accused of contributing to the maintenance of low salaries
and of a disproportionate use of social services.
At the same time, while globalization and technological advances have had no negative
effects on income or aggregate employment in developed countries, they have affected its
makeup and distribution.
Employment and salaries have particularly dropped in the manufacturing sector, first
because many jobs have been outsourced to emerging countries where salaries are lower;
and second, because automation and digitalization have made many of that sector’s routine
and repetitive jobs redundant.
There has, however, been an increase in employment in the service sector, which is more
difficult to automate. Most of this work, however, is unskilled, poorly paid, and open to competition from immigrants (Autor and Salomons, 2017). Simultaneously, the instability of the
job market and greater job turnover has generated a growing portion of part-time, temporary,
or freelance jobs in what has come to be known as a “gig economy” (Katz and Krueger, 2016).
Weak salary growth in developed countries is one of the most clearly established effects of
globalization and technological progress. On the other hand, the number (and most of all, the
remuneration) of highly skilled jobs has grown. Moreover, strong increases in productivity,
as well as economies of scale and the network economies of the most digitalized sectors that
drive the emergence of global monopolies, have led to major accumulations of income and
wealth by very reduced segments of the population.

Stagnating salaries and increased inequality in developed countries,
caused by globalization and technological change, as well as
concern about the future of jobs in light of what has happened in
many sectors, are at the base of the current climate of uncertainty
and pessimism
In summary, the distribution of wealth generated by globalization and technological advances
has been very unequal. The winners are the richest sector of the population in both developed
and emerging countries, as well as workers and the new middle classes in many emerging
countries—principally China and India. The losers are the poorest of the poor (fundamentally in areas such as Sub-Saharan Africa) and the working and middle classes in developed
countries and in many countries from the former communist block (Milanovic, 2016).
Stagnating salaries and increased inequality in developed countries, caused by globalization and technological change, as well as concern about the future of jobs in light of what
has happened in many sectors, are at the base of the current climate of uncertainty and
pessimism (Qureshi, 2017).

A New Society for the Digital Era
Discontent with what has already occurred is accompanied by the anxiety (perplexity) generated by the speed and magnitude of scientific and technological advances. The bioscience
and digital revolutions emerge as forces capable of transforming not only our economy and
society but even our bodies and minds.
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The Industrial Revolution was based on machines capable of surpassing the physical
limitations of humans and animals. Today’s revolution employs digital and biotechnologies
that surpass not only our physical but also our intellectual limitations, and even the natural
limitations of our lifespans. Sooner, rather than later, all of this will impose a radical rethinking
of our economy, society, and culture, as well as of our ethical principles and even the fundamental philosophical bases of our existence as individuals and as a species.

The bioscience and digital revolutions emerge as forces capable
of transforming not only our economy and society, but even our
minds and bodies
It is certainly impossible to foresee the nature and depth of the changes that will result from
the monumental and rapid technological revolution that has only just begun.
We can fear all sorts of dystopias, but we can also view the technological revolution as a
great opportunity to improve the well-being of all of the world’s citizens.
Throughout human history, economic progress and social welfare have gone hand in
hand with technological advances, and there is no reason why the present occasion should
be an exception.
Those positive effects, however, have only emerged after long and difficult periods of
transition, with winners and losers. We may recall, for example, the misfortune of farmhands
and small landowners, dismal wages and factory work, as well as the exploitation of children
and of the colonies at the dawn of the first Industrial Revolution.
Moreover, all technological revolutions since the Neolithic era, which ushered in agriculture and villages, have required long and profound processes of change in different areas.
For example, the development of the first Industrial Revolution that began in England in
the mid-eighteenth century required, at the very least, numerous earlier relevant technological innovations, not least of which was the printing press, three centuries earlier! Equally
necessary were the great discoveries made between the late fifteenth century and the end of
the sixteenth century, which increased the availability of resources to Western Europe and,
most of all, changed its worldview. Another crucial element was the scientific revolution of
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, when Bacon, Galileo, Newton, Leibniz, and many
others fathered science as we know it today.
Political systems were changing at the same time, with the birth of the nation states and
the transition to the earliest (and limited) parliamentary democracies, followed by the American and French Revolutions.
All of this shaped a radical departure from what had formerly been the dominant thinking. The new model, which adds up to what we now call the “Enlightenment,” was a major
step away from a basically religious and institutional mentality toward an approach based
on reason and facts that recognized the individual rights of every person regardless of their
status. This fundamental philosophical change sustained the processes of economic, political,
social, cultural, judicial, and institutional modernization, among others and led, in turn, to the
contemporary parliamentary democracies and free-market economies that, after decades of
growing success and prevalence over the communist alternative, are now being questioned.
Today, we are witnessing a new scientific and technological revolution that has been
called the Fourth Industrial Revolution (Schwab, 2016). We have the economic and human
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Oxfam activists wearing masks with the faces of political
leaders (in the photo: Vladimir Putin and former Italian
prime minister Paolo Gentiloni) demonstrate at a G20
meeting in Hamburg, Germany, in July 2017
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resources to insure its advancement, but in essence, it is operating on bases that correspond,
essentially, to the industrial age.
These bases need to be updated to drive the Fourth Industrial Revolution, to channel it, limit its
risks, maximize its benefits, and extend them to the global population as a whole. In short, we need
a New Enlightenment to organize scientific and technological advances in a new philosophical
framework, to help adapt our ethical criteria and to guide the necessary legal and political changes.
This is unquestionably a very complex process. It may take decades to complete, and it certainly surpasses the capacity of any state or supranational organization.
We are facing years of profound debate among different and often opposite views, but we must
stimulate and accelerate this process as much as possible. How? By fostering dialogue and the
confluence of hard science and technology with social science and the humanities, including
philosophy, ethics, and even the arts. Today, we have the tools to make this debate truly transparent, global, and open to all who have something to contribute.
And while this process is underway, it is important to concentrate on what can already be
revised and adapted to new situations: especially in two closely connected areas: the economy
and the law.

A New Political Economy, a New Legal Architecture
In the area of political economy, it is important, first, to encourage and boost the positive effects
of digital technology with reforms that foster research, development, and innovation, support
entrepreneurship, increase market transparency and competitiveness, and finally, favor the
infrastructures needed for the deployment and adoption of digital technologies.
As we have seen above, the job market is another priority. It is necessary to develop better
policies for addressing unemployment, with social protection that is adequate but does not
discourage job seeking in an environment marked by high levels of turnover. Active policies
are needed to favor workers’ recycling and mobility. And it is also essential to modernize regulations to better address the questions posed by a much greater diversity of work situations,
including part-time jobs, freelancers, and so on.
The most important element of all is certainly education, because that is the most powerful
means of insuring equal opportunities and social mobility. We definitely need more and better
education to close the currently growing inequality gap.
The technological revolution will undoubtedly require improved technical training, as well
as the provision of complementary, rather than alternative, skills required by technological
advances. And, of course, we must also push for continuous training and recycling.
But that is not all. It is not even the most important. We live and will continue to live in a
world of accelerating changes. It is, therefore, fundamental for education to promote certain
values and attitudes: courage in the face of change, entrepreneurial spirit, resilience, the capacity to adapt, and teamwork, among others.
The extraordinary advance of biotechnologies and information technologies also poses
very complex challenges to existing regulatory and legal frameworks.
Facing these challenges requires finding a fundamental balance that makes it possible to
control the risks associated with technology without unduly hindering innovation or limiting
its positive effects. This should lead to improvements in productivity, growth, and quality of
life, and should be coordinated, as much as possible, at a global level.
Potentially, the regulation of all these activities will need to be revised in all spheres of life;
however, five closely related areas stand out as particularly pressing.
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The first is privacy, and there are already important initiatives in this area, including the
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). This is a fine first step which will have to be
further developed and improved in the coming years. It only affects Europeans, however, and
ultimately we need to advance on a global scale toward more precise definitions of individual
rights with regard to personal data, and more straightforward and efficient mechanisms for
protecting and enforcing those rights.
The second aspect is market power. Digital technologies involve enormous economies
of scale and scope, with the consequent “natural” tendency toward monopolies. Today, for
example, Apple and Google have a duopoly on the smartphone-operating systems market,
while Facebook and Google dominate the digital publicity market and Amazon is becoming
increasingly dominant in online distribution and data-center infrastructure. These are just a
few examples of similar phenomena visible in many other sectors, including urban passenger
transit, the distribution of audiovisual content, and so on.
In this respect, there is cause for concern. Are new technologies undermining the competitive structures that drove growth in the twentieth century? And beyond the phenomenon of
the previously mentioned platforms, a variety of macroeconomic evidence points to a growing
polarization of productivity and sales in different industries (Van Reenen, 2018). Production
appears to be concentrated in a small number of companies with high profit margins.
It has also been argued, however, that new technologies are not so much weakening competitiveness as changing its mechanisms. In that sense, concentration would not be reducing
incentives and opportunities for equal competition among all to become new, globally successful mega-companies. But how could that happen? The argument is that new technologies
are easily scalable and replicable. That should favor the spread of innovations generated
by any company (even small ones) and limit the abuse of power by Internet giants. In fact,
while there have been some instances of abuse of market share, there has yet to be evidence
of systematic collusion: the Internet giants compete with each other to capture clients and
expand into new activities and markets.
The matter has yet to be resolved, but, in any case, the risk of a permanent drop in the
efficiency of multiple markets should lead us to develop adequate policies for fostering competition in digital settings.
Another important aspect is the concentration of income and wealth in a very small group
of people linked to large technology companies while overall salaries have grown very moderately, or not at all, for some years. This produces aggravation that grows when those large
companies are seen to be minimizing their worldwide fiscal contribution by paying taxes
where it is most convenient for them.
Control of these companies’ income and profits must certainly be improved, as must be the
distribution of taxes among the different jurisdictions where they have clients and activity.
Nonetheless, that requires a high degree of international coordination and the maintenance
of adequate incentives to innovation.
It is also necessary to address the problems arising in the area of information. The emergence of new digital media, including social networks, has had a distorting effect on the
transmission of news and on its transparency.
Finally, high priority must be assigned to cybersecurity, from crimes committed through
social networks to threats to countries’ national security.
All of these elements will have to be taken into account in future technology policies and
their regulation. This is an extraordinarily complex task, but it is fundamental if we want
the technological revolution to generate prosperity and well-being commensurate with its
potential.
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Education is the most powerful
means of insuring equal
opportunities and social mobility.
We need more and better
education to close the currently
growing inequality gap

The campus library of the Indian Institute of
Management Bangalore (IIMB), designed by Indian
architect Balkrishna Doshi

At a municipal vote in Seattle, various demonstrators
hold signs demanding that locally based multinational
corporations, such as Amazon, be taxed to combat rising
housing prices
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Beyond regulation, which will inevitably lag behind technological and business developments, we need to define and extend an ethical approach to the generation and application
of scientific and technological advances. That approach needs to include moral and cultural
values in the development of biotechnological applications and artificial intelligence.
If, for example, we believe that the democratic political system deserves to last through
coming generations, then the information systems used by democratic governments must be
designed to favor human rights, pluralism, separation of powers, transparency, fairness, and
justice. Likewise, we must be certain that artificial intelligence algorithms used for contact
with people in any business or activity are unbiased, do not discriminate against certain
groups and do not unduly interfere in their freedom of choice.
For all these reasons, we need to change the manner in which we work with technology,
generating more open, participative, and multidisciplinary ecosystems where more people
can contribute ideas, talent, and resources.
We undoubtedly have the capacity to develop technology that does not enslave us and
instead helps us to live better. But for this to happen we need to build ethical values into the
design of that technology.
If we manage to do so, the Fourth Industrial Revolution may effectively become much less
disturbing and more inclusive than the earlier three, a source of prosperity and well-being for all.

New Banking for a New Society
Reaching this goal would be considerably easier with a “digital” financial system. Its far
greater agility and efficacy would help improve people’s lives and contribute to much more
inclusive growth.
Digital technologies have huge potential for driving this transformation, with enormous
benefits for individual consumers and companies in terms of product quality, variety, convenience, and price. They will also allow thousands of millions of people from the lowest
layers of society around the world to obtain access to financial services, thus increasing their
possibility to prosper.
The last decade has been very difficult for banking. Following the extremely harsh impact
of the financial crisis, including the failure of many banks and very negative effects on that
industry’s reputation, banking now faces a period of reduced business growth and lower profitability in an environment characterized by low interest rates and greater capital requirements.
Clients, too, have changed. They demand different products and services and new ways of
accessing them. And thousands of new service providers (start-ups or, for some services, major
digital companies) are already meeting these demands (Lipton, Shrier, and Pentland, 2016).
Therefore, banking’s digital transformation is a case of both convenience for the common
good and the needs of the sector itself.
The panorama in which this transformation will occur is very complex. On a global level,
banking is growing more fragmented due to the annual entry of hundreds of competitors in
a field that already includes 20,000 banks, worldwide.
At the same time, the banking industry is splintering. The immense majority of new competitors are breaking banking’s value chain, offering very specialized products and services.
But this trend will have to undergo an about-face in the future. First, because the banking
sector already suffered from overcapacity in the past, and this is now growing even more
acute. It is, therefore, likely that many banks will disappear, along with a multitude of startups whose mortality rate is always very high.
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On the other hand, user-convenience calls for complete and integrated solutions, and
that, in turn, points to supply side regrouping.
In light of what has occurred in other sectors, this regrouping will very likely take the form
of platforms where different service providers compete—and they may frequently cooperate
as well—to improve their offers to clients (González, 2017). The “owners” managing these
platforms will control information generated by transactions and access to the end users.
This control represents a major source of value.
What sort of companies will attain this position? Possibly some especially successful startups, certainly some of today’s major digital companies, and probably a few banks capable of
transforming and adapting to this new scenario.
Banks have a good opportunity to successfully compete because they know the business,
they are accustomed to operating in regulated environments, and have client confidence in
the delicate area of handling their money. On the basis of that confidence and the client information they possess, they can build a platform that includes many more services. But the
necessary transformation will not be possible for all banks, and the competition will be severe.
That competition is precisely what can lead to a much better financial system—one that
is more efficient and productive, capable of providing better solutions to a larger number of
users, including the hundreds of millions who currently have no access to financial services,
and therefore capable of supporting growth and increased well-being for all.

On the basis of the confidence and the client information they
possess, banks can build a platform that includes many more
services. But the necessary transformation will not be possible
for all
Of course, in the financial world, as in others, materializing technology’s positive impact
depends largely on the decisions we make, both as private agents and as public powers (especially, in the latter instance, regulators and supervisors).
Clearly, while technological advances offer great opportunities, they also involve risks.
Grave disturbances of the financial system have a very important negative impact on growth,
employment, and well-being, which is precisely why the financial system has been subject
to particularly strict and detailed regulation.
On this occasion, financial regulators face an especially difficult task. First, because digital
means global, and the new regulatory framework requires a far greater degree of international
uniformity than presently exists. Second, because in a setting characterized by downturns in
prices and margins of the sort imposed by a digital world, the consolidation and regrouping
processes mentioned above, new competitors unaccustomed to operating in highly regulated
environments, continually evolving business models and relentless technological change,
the number of businesses that fail will greatly increase, as will the probability of systemic
problems (Corbae and Levine, 2018).
The present system of financial regulation and supervision, which focuses on consumer
protection and capital and liquidity requirements, is not adequate for handling the challenge
of digital innovation faced by this industry in three main areas: consumer protection, financial
stability, and the maintenance of a balanced framework for competitiveness.
New financial regulation must be constructed on very different bases, and rather than
focusing on certain types of institutions, it must focus on activities and the risks they entail:
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a wholistic regulation that also considers data protection, cybersecurity, and competition. To
do so, it must also approach matters from all relevant angles (technological, legal, financial,
and competitive).
From the very start, such transversal regulation based on close cooperation among authorities from different sectors and countries must also involve the private sector in its design
process. And finally, it must be capable of adapting to an environment in constant evolution,
both technologically and in terms of business models.
This is certainly a highly ambitious model but it can be approached in a pragmatic manner
beginning with six priorities: data protection and access, the development of cloud computing
for the financial industry, cybercrime, new developments in the area of payment, fostering
the development of innovations in controlled environments (“sandboxes”), and finally, constructing a level playing field for both newcomers and established entities.
With regard to data, however, financial regulation is an extension of much more general
regulation of overall personal data, including such delicate aspects as medical records. Its
development must therefore be tied to progress in more general settings.
Various authorities, including the IMF, the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, and
the European Banking Authority, are already analyzing these questions, but their range is
limited and partial, and in the face of insufficient global coordination, national authorities
are approaching these subjects from different standpoints.
It is essential to open international debate on key subjects in order to define a shared
body of principles. This will be a long and complex process in which progress will be slow,
frequently partial, and always subject to revision as technology and business models evolve.
It is, however, imperative to the construction of a better global financial system.

Rather than focusing on certain types of institutions, new
financial regulation must focus on activities and the risks they
entail: a wholistic regulation that also considers data protection,
cybersecurity, and competition
Moreover, and even more than new (and better) regulation, we need solid principles and
ethical values. In this digital world, reputation and client confidence is as valuable an asset
(or more so) as the finest technology.
These values must be fully integrated into the culture of entities seeking success in the
digital age. And here, despite past errors and problems with their reputation, banks may
have an advantage over competitors from other sectors: banks have always known the importance of reputation, and they have learned a great deal over the last few, very difficult
years.

BBVA, Driving the Transformation of the Financial Industry
BBVA began its digital transformation, or “long digital journey,” over ten years ago, in 2007,
and we did not start from zero. From the very beginning, we had a very clear understanding
that technology was going to radically transform our industry. It was not simply a matter of
improving (even drastically) the efficiency of banks, or endowing them with new “remote”
distribution channels. Instead, a bank had to become a different kind of company, capable of
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competing in a completely new ecosystem with clients unlike their predecessors and other
sorts of competitors.
At that point, we began to turn our vision into reality, undergoing a profound transformation that rests on three pillars: principles, people, and innovation.
We began acquiring the finest technology and we applied it to our operations, that is, to
our business. But we never lost sight of the fact that technology is a tool for serving people:
our clients and, of course, BBVA’s staff.
We rapidly grasped that carrying out this transformation requires the finest talent, and
the application of that talent and technology as a means of offering the best solutions to our
clients and earning their trust to insure long-lasting relationships with them. They must
trust in our technical confidence, but also in our will and capacity to treat them honestly.
Having the best staff and an excellent reputation among one’s clients are key elements
in banking, and that is why we have always assigned maximum importance to the values of
prudence, transparency, and integrity.
The years that have passed since we began this transformation have been very difficult
ones for the banking industry. The crisis was followed by a period of reinforced regulation
and supervision, with the corresponding demand for increased capital and a drop in the
industry’s profitability.
Our solid principles have allowed us to emerge from this difficult period with new strength
and, unlike many of our peers, without having needed any injection of public capital—not
even to increase capital due to the crisis.
At the same time, technological advances and their adoption by the banking industry have
continued to accelerate. When we began our transformation, there were very few smartphones,
and their capacities were vastly inferior to the present ones. Apple launched its first iPhone
in 2007, and, in one decade, the telephone has become clients’ leading means of interacting
with their banks.

At BBVA, we have been working on a profound cultural transformation.
Our basic principles have not changed, but our working processes,
organizational structures, and talents have certainly changed, as have
the attitudes that needed to be promoted: a positive attitude toward
change, flexibility, teamwork, and obsession with our clients and with
the need to continually improve their experience
This has also been the age of burgeoning cloud computing and big data, and, more recently,
artificial intelligence and the distributed-ledger technologies underlying blockchains. These
may become the bases for even more profound future transformations that are largely unforeseeable at the present time.
All of these developments have affected our project and required us to modify its original
design (sometimes in highly significant ways).
Another key element is the configuration of our staff. Carrying out a pioneering project
requires the finest talent, and for some time it was difficult to attract digital talent because
conventional banking did not seem like an obvious destination. That, in turn, slowed progress
and created a vicious circle. But with considerable effort we became a much more attractive
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Staff employing the Agile working method at BBVA
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place to work, a successful mixture of digital and financial talent—the latter of which we
already had in abundance. This has turned the situation around and produced a reciprocal
situation in which the advances in our project made it more and more attractive to new talent
capable of helping us to advance even farther. Of course, the finest staff requires excellent
leadership, with directors capable of both sharing and driving the project.
Last, but not least, we have been working on a profound cultural transformation. Our
basic principles have not changed, but our working processes, organizational structures, and
talents have certainly changed, as have the attitudes that needed to be encouraged: a positive
attitude toward change, flexibility, teamwork, obsession with our clients, and with the need
to continually improve their experience, a focus on getting things done, the ambition to
constantly grow better, to adopt the loftiest goals and to pursue them tenaciously.
Over the last decade, we have made many mistakes, with technology and with certain
personnel, but we have learned from our errors and we have continued working. Today, we
lead the industry in technology, but, most of all, we have the staff, the talent, and the agile
organization, leadership, and culture needed for advancing at an ever-faster rate. The results
have been very significant.
Our mobile banking application in Spain has been rated best in the world in 2017 and
2018 by Forrester (with Garanti, our Turkish bank’s application, rated second in the world).
In June 2018, forty-six percent or our clients were digital and thirty-eight percent were
mobile. Those numbers will surpass fifty percent in 2019. Moreover, digital sales are approaching fifty percent of our total.
More importantly, our digital clients are even more satisfied than our conventional ones,
and this is largely the reason why our overall client satisfaction index continues to rise, making
us leaders in the majority of the countries in which we operate.
Today, BBVA is at the forefront of the global financial system. There is still much to be
done: technology changes constantly, new ideas arise, as do new business models and new
and ever-stronger competitors. But this competition is what allows us to live up to our vision
of “bringing the age of opportunity to everyone” on a daily basis, while contributing to the
improvement of the global financial system.
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In the last decade, there has been dramatic progress in
exploring the cosmos. Highlights include close-up studies
of the planets and moons of our Solar System; and (even
more dramatic) the realization that most stars are orbited
by planets, and that there may be millions of Earth-like
planets in our Galaxy. On a still larger scale, we have
achieved a better understanding of how galaxies have
developed, over 13.8 billion years of cosmic history, from
primordial fluctuations. These fluctuations might have been
generated via quantum effects when our entire cosmos
was of microscopic size. Einstein’s theory received further
confirmation with the detection of gravitational wave—a
tremendous technological achievement. Future advances
will depend on more powerful instruments, which could
reveal evidence of life on exoplanets, and yield a better
understanding of the big bang, and the ultimate fact of our
cosmos.
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Introduction
Astronomy is the grandest of the environmental sciences, and the most universal—indeed,
the starry sky is the one feature of our environment that has been shared, and wondered at,
by all cultures throughout human history. Today, it is an enterprise that involves a huge range
of disciplines: mathematics, physics, and engineering, of course; but others too.
Astronomers aim to map and survey all the various entities—planets, stars, galaxies, black
holes, and so forth—that pervade the cosmos. We then want to use our knowledge of physics
to understand the exotic objects that our telescopes have revealed. A more ambitious aim is
to understand how the entire cosmic panorama, of which we are a part, emerged from our
universe’s hot, dense beginning.
The pace of advance has crescendoed rather than slackened; instrumentation and computer power have improved hugely and rapidly. The last decade, in particular, has witnessed
some astonishing advances. And the promise for the future is even brighter—astronomy offers
splendid opportunities for young researchers who want to enter a vibrant field.
In this paper I focus on three topics: firstly, planets and exoplanets, relatively “local” on
a cosmic scale; secondly, gravity and black holes, the extragalactic realm; and then thirdly,
and more speculatively, some concepts that aim to understand the cosmos as a whole.

Planets, Exoplanets, and Life
Human spaceflight has somewhat languished in the decades since those of us who are now
middle-aged were inspired by the Apollo program and the Moon landings. But space technology has burgeoned—for communication, environmental monitoring, satnav, and so forth.
We depend on it every day. And for astronomers it has opened new “windows”: telescopes in
space reveal the far infrared, the UV, X-ray, and gamma ray sky. Even though humans have
not ventured further than the Moon, unmanned probes to other planets have beamed back
pictures of varied and distinctive worlds.
Among highlights of the last decade, ESA’s “Rosetta” mission landed a small probe on
a comet—to check, for instance, if isotopic ratios in the cometary ice are the same as in
the Earth’s water. This is crucial for deciding where that water came from. NASA’s “New
Horizons” probe has passed Pluto, and is now heading into the Kuiper Belt, replete with
minor planets.

Among highlights of the last decade, ESA’s “Rosetta” mission
landed a small probe on a comet—to check, for instance, if isotopic
ratios in the cometary ice are the same as in the Earth’s water
Rosetta took about a decade to reach its destination, preceded by almost that long in planning
and construction. Its robotic technology dates from the 1990s—that is plainly frustrating
for the team that developed the project, because present-day designs would have far greater
capabilities. And the same is true for “New Horizons”—which nonetheless transmitted back
to us high-definition pictures of Pluto, ten thousand times further from Earth than the Moon
is. And the “Cassini” probe, which spent thirteen years exploring Saturn and its moons, is
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even more of an antique: twenty years elapsed between its launch and its final plunge into
Saturn in late 2017.
We are aware how mobile phones have changed in the last fifteen to twenty years—so
imagine how much more sophisticated today’s follow-ups to these missions could be. During
this century, the entire Solar System—planets, moons, and asteroids—will be explored and
mapped by flotillas of tiny robotic craft, interacting with each other like a flock of birds. Giant
robotic fabricators will be able to construct, in space, huge solar-energy collectors and other
artifacts. The Hubble Telescope’s successors, with huge gossamer-thin mirrors assembled
under zero gravity, will further expand our vision of stars, galaxies, and the wider cosmos. The
next step would be space mining and fabrication. (And fabrication in space will be a better
use of materials mined from asteroids than bringing them back to Earth.)
It is robots, and not humans, that will build giant structures in space. And sophisticated
robots will explore the outer planets: they will have to utilize the techniques of deep learning
and artificial intelligence (AI) to make autonomous decisions—the travel time for a radio
signal to the outer planets is measured in hours or even days, so there is no possibility of
direct control from Earth. These robots will not be humanoid in size and shape. Humans are
adapted to the Earth’s environment. Something more spider-like would be better suited to
the weaker gravity of Pluto or the asteroids.
But will these endeavors still leave a role for humans? There is no denying that NASA’s
“Curiosity,” a vehicle the size of a small car that has, since 2011, been trundling across Martian
craters, may miss startling discoveries that no human geologist could overlook. But machine
learning is advancing fast, as is sensor technology; whereas the cost gap between manned
and unmanned missions remains huge.
Robotic advances will surely erode the practical case for human spaceflight. Nonetheless,
I hope people will follow the robots, though it will be as risk-seeking adventurers rather than
for practical goals. The most promising developments are spearheaded by private companies.
For instance, SpaceX, led by Elon Musk, who also makes Tesla electric cars, has launched
unmanned payloads and docked with the Space Station. He hopes soon to offer orbital flights
to paying customers.

It is robots, and not humans, that will build giant structures in
space. And sophisticated robots will explore the outer planets:
they will have to utilize the techniques of deep learning and
artificial intelligence to make autonomous decisions
Indeed, I think the future of manned spaceflight, even to Mars, lies with privately funded
adventurers, prepared to participate in a cut-price program far riskier than any government
would countenance when civilians were involved—perhaps even one-way trips. (The phrase
“space tourism” should definitely be avoided. It lulls people into believing that such ventures
are routine and low-risk; and if that is the perception, the inevitable accidents will be as
traumatic as those of the US Space Shuttle were. Instead, these cut-price ventures must be
“sold” as dangerous sports, or intrepid exploration.)
By 2100, groups of pioneers may have established bases independent from the Earth—on
Mars, or maybe on asteroids. But do not ever expect mass emigration from Earth. Nowhere in
our Solar System offers an environment even as clement as the Antarctic or the top of Everest.
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Space does not offer an escape from Earth’s problems. Dealing with climate change on Earth
is a doddle compared with terraforming Mars.
What are the long-term hopes for space travel? The most crucial impediment today stems
from the intrinsic inefficiency of chemical fuel, and the consequent requirement to carry a
weight of fuel far exceeding that of the payload. Launchers will get cheaper when they can
be designed to be more fully reusable. But so long as we are dependent on chemical fuels,
interplanetary travel will remain a challenge. A space elevator would help. And nuclear power
could be transformative. By allowing much higher in-course speeds, it would drastically cut
the transit times to Mars or the asteroids (reducing not only astronauts’ boredom, but their
exposure to damaging radiation).
The question that astronomers are most often asked is: “Is there life out there already? What
about the ‘aliens’ familiar from science fiction?” Prospects look bleak in our Solar System,
though the discovery of even the most vestigial life-forms—on Mars, or in oceans under the
ice of Europa (one of Jupiter’s moons) or Enceladus (a moon of Saturn)—would be of crucial
importance, especially if we could show that this life had an independent origin.
But prospects brighten if we widen our horizons to other stars—far beyond the scale of
any probe we can now envisage. The hottest current topic in astronomy is the realization
that many other stars—perhaps even most of them—are orbited by retinues of planets, like
the Sun is. These planets are not directly seen but inferred by precise measurement of their
parent star. There are two methods:
1. If a star is orbited by a planet, then both planet and star move around their center of
mass—the barycenter. The star, being more massive, moves slower. But the tiny periodic
changes in the star’s Doppler effect can be detected by very precise spectroscopy. By now,
more than five hundred exo-solar planets have been inferred in this way. We can infer
their mass, the length of their “year,” and the shape of their orbit. This evidence pertains
mainly to “giant” planets—objects the size of Saturn or Jupiter. Detecting Earth-like planets—hundreds of times less massive—is a real challenge. They induce motions of merely
centimeters per second in their parent star.
2. But there is a second technique that works better for smaller planets. A star would dim
slightly when a planet was “in transit” in front of it. An Earth-like planet transiting a Sunlike star causes a fractional dimming, recurring once per orbit, of about one part in 10,000.
The Kepler spacecraft was pointed steadily at a 7-degree-across area of sky for more than
three years—monitoring the brightness of over 150,000 stars, at least twice every hour,
with precision of one part in 100,000. It found more than two thousand planets, many no
bigger than the Earth. And, of course, it only detected transits of those whose orbital plane
is nearly aligned with our line of sight. We are specially interested in possible “twins” of
our Earth—planets the same size as ours, on orbits with temperatures such that water
neither boils nor stays frozen. Some of these have already been identified in the sample,
suggesting that there are billions of Earth-like planets in the Galaxy.
The real challenge is to see these planets directly, rather than inferring them from observations
of their parent star. But that is hard. To illustrate the challenge, suppose an alien astronomer with a powerful telescope was viewing the Earth from (say) thirty light-years away—the
distance of a nearby star. Our planet would seem, in Carl Sagan’s phrase, a “pale blue dot,”1
very close to a star (our Sun) that outshines it by many billions: a firefly next to a searchlight.
But if it could be detected, even just as a “dot,” several features could be inferred. The shade
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A self-portrait by NASA’s Curiosity rover taken on Sol
2082 (June 15, 2018). A Martian dust storm has reduced
sunlight and visibility at the rover’s location in Gale Crater.
A drill hole can be seen in the rock to the left of the rover
at a target site called “Duluth”
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of blue would be slightly different, depending on whether the Pacific Ocean or the Eurasian
land mass was facing them. The alien astronomers could infer the length of our “day,” the
seasons, the gross topography, and the climate. By analyzing the faint light, they could infer
that it had a biosphere.
Within ten to fifteen years, the huge E-ELT (Europe’s “Extremely Large Telescope”), being
built by the European Southern Observatory on a mountain in Chile—with a mosaic mirror
thirty-nine meters across—will be drawing inferences like this about planets the size of our
Earth, orbiting other Sun-like stars. But what most people want to know is: could there be life
on them—even intelligent life? Here we are still in the realm of science fiction.
We know too little about how life began on Earth to lay confident odds. What triggered the
transition from complex molecules to entities that can metabolize and reproduce? It might
have involved a fluke so rare that it happened only once in the entire Galaxy. On the other
hand, this crucial transition might have been almost inevitable given the “right” environment. We just do not know—nor do we know if the DNA/RNA chemistry of terrestrial life is
the only possibility, or just one chemical basis among many options that could be realized
elsewhere.
Moreover, even if simple life is widespread, we cannot assess the odds that it evolves into
a complex biosphere. And, even it did, it might anyway be unrecognizably different. I will
not hold my breath, but the SETI program is a worthwhile gamble—because success in the
search would carry the momentous message that concepts of logic and physics are not limited
to the hardware in human skulls.

The hottest current topic in astronomy is the realization that
many other stars—perhaps even most of them—are orbited by
retinues of planets, like the Sun is
And, by the way, it is too anthropocentric to limit attention to Earth-like planets even though it
is a prudent strategy to start with them. Science-fiction writers have other ideas—balloon-like
creatures floating in the dense atmospheres of Jupiter-like planets, swarms of intelligent
insects, and so on. Perhaps life can flourish even on a planet flung into the frozen darkness
of interstellar space, whose main warmth comes from internal radioactivity (the process
that heats the Earth’s core). We should also be mindful that seemingly artificial signals could
come from superintelligent (though not necessarily conscious) computers, created by a race
of alien beings that had already died out. Indeed, I think this is the most likely possibility.
We may learn this century whether biological evolution is unique to our Earth, or whether
the entire cosmos teems with life—even with intelligence. We cannot give any firm estimates
of how likely this is. Even if simple life is common, it is a separate question whether it is likely
to evolve into anything we might recognize as intelligent or complex. It could happen often.
On the other hand, it could be very rare. That would be depressing for the searchers. But it
would allow us to be less cosmically modest: Earth, though tiny, could be the most complex
and interesting entity in the entire Galaxy.
The E-ELT will reveal exoplanets, but still only as points of light. But by mid-century there
may be huge mirrors in space that could actually resolve an image of an Earth-sized world
orbiting another star. Perhaps some of these may have evidence of vegetation or other life.
We have had, since 1968, the famous image—iconic ever since among environmentalists—of
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our Earth, taken by Apollo astronauts orbiting the Moon. Perhaps by its centenary, in 2068,
we will have an even more astonishing image: another Earth, even one with a biosphere.

Strong Gravity and the Large-Scale Cosmos
Back now to the inanimate world of physics and chemistry—far simpler than biology. What has
surprised people about the newly discovered planetary systems is their great variety. But the
ubiquity of exoplanets was not surprising. We have learned that stars form via the contraction
of clouds of dusty gas; and if the cloud has any angular momentum, it will rotate faster as
it contracts, and spin off a dusty disk around the protostar. In such a disk, gas condenses in
the cooler outer parts; closer in, less volatile dust agglomerates into rocks and planets. This
should be a generic process in all protostars.
The crucial force that allows stars to form and holds planets in orbit around them is, of
course, that of gravity. And it is Einstein’s theory of general relativity that describes precisely
how gravity behaves. Einstein did not “overthrow” Newton, but his theory applied more widely than Newton’s and offered a deeper understanding of gravity in terms of space and time:
in the words of the great physicist John Archibald Wheeler: “Spacetime tells matter how to
move; matter tells spacetime how to curve.”2 This great theory was proposed in 1915. But for
the first fifty years after its discovery relativity was somewhat isolated from the mainstream
of physics and astronomy. The gravitational effects governing ordinary stars and galaxies
were weak enough to be adequately described by Newtonian theory—general relativity was
no more than a tiny correction.

What has surprised people about the newly discovered planetary
systems is their great variety. But the ubiquity of exoplanets was
not surprising
This situation changed in 1963 with the discovery of quasars—hyper-luminous beacons in
the centers of some galaxies, compact enough to vary within hours or days, but which vastly
outshine their host galaxy. Quasars revealed that galaxies contained something more than
stars and gas. That “something” is a huge black hole lurking in their centers. Quasars are specially bright because, as we now recognize, they are energized by emission from magnetized
gas swirling into a central black hole.
Quasars were a key stimulus to the emergence of “relativistic astrophysics.” But not the
only one. In particular, another surprise was the detection of neutron stars. One of the bestknown objects in the sky is the Crab Nebula: the expanding debris from a supernova witnessed
by Chinese astronomers in AD 1054. What kept it shining, so blue and bright, was a longtime
puzzle. The answer came when it was discovered that the innocuous-seeming star in its center
was anything but normal. It was actually a neutron star spinning at 30 revs per second and
emitting a wind of fast electrons that generated the blue light. In neutron stars relativistic
effects are ten to twenty percent—not merely a tiny correction to Newton.
Supernovae are crucial to us: if it was not for them we would not be here. By the end of a
massive star’s life, nuclear fusion has led to an onion skin structure—with hotter inner shells
processed further up the periodic table. This material is then flung out in the supernova
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Even after the Sun dies, cosmic
expansion could continue. The
bast and most “conservative”
bet is that we have almost an
eternity ahead—an ever colder
and ever emptier cosmos
High Bay 3 inside the Vehicle Assembly Building
at NASA’s Kennedy Space Center in Florida. The
newly installed platform will complete the second
of ten levels of work platforms that will surround
and provide access to the SLS rocket and Orion
spacecraft for Exploration Mission 1

explosion. The debris then mixes into the interstellar medium and recondenses into new
stars, orbited by planets.
The concept was developed primarily by Fred Hoyle and his associates. They analyzed
the specific nuclear reactions involved, and were able to understand how most atoms of the
periodic table came to exist and why oxygen and carbon (for instance) are common, whereas gold and uranium are rare. Some elements are forged in more exotic environments—for
instance, gold is made in the cataclysmic collisions of neutron stars—a phenomenon not
observed until 2017, when a gravitation wave signal, interpreted as a merger of two neutron
stars, was followed up by telescopes that detected the event in many wavebands.

Supernovae are crucial to us: if it was not for them we would not
be here. By the end of a massive star’s life, nuclear fusion has led
to an onion skin structure—with hotter inner shells processed
further up the periodic table. This material is then flung out in the
supernova explosion. The debris then mixes into the interstellar
medium and recondenses into new stars, orbited by planets
Our Galaxy is a huge ecological system where gas is being recycled through successive generations of stars. Each of us contains atoms forged in dozens of different stars spread across
the Milky Way, which lived and died more than 4.5 billion years ago, polluting the interstellar
cloud in which the Solar System condensed.
The 1960s saw the first real advance in understanding black holes since Julius Robert
Oppenheimer and his co-workers, in the late 1930s, clarified what happens when something
falls into a black hole and cuts itself off from the external world. (And it is interesting to
conjecture how much of the 1960s work Oppenheimer might have preempted if World War
II had not broken out the very day—September 1, 1939—that his key paper appeared in the
Physical Review.)
Theorists in the 1960s were surprised when their calculations showed that all black holes
that had settled into a steady state were “standardized” objects, specified by just two numbers:
their mass, and their spin—no other parameters. This realization hugely impressed the great
theorist Subrahmanyan Chandrasekhar, who wrote that “in my entire scientific life, the most
shattering experience has been the realization that an exact solution of Einstein’s equations
… provides the absolutely exact representation of untold numbers of massive black holes
that populate the Universe.”3
A dead quasar—a quiescent massive black hole—lurks at the center of most galaxies.
Moreover, there is a correlation between the mass of the hole and that of its host galaxy. The
actual correlation is with the bulge (non-disk) component, not the whole galaxy. Our own
Galaxy harbors a hole of around four million solar masses—modest compared to the holes
in the centers of giant elliptical galaxies, which weigh billions of solar masses.
Einstein was catapulted to worldwide fame in 1919. On May 29 that year there was a solar
eclipse. A group led by the Cambridge astronomer Arthur Eddington observed stars appearing close to the Sun during the eclipse. The measurements showed that these stars were
displaced from their normal positions, the light from them being bent by the Sun’s gravity.
This confirmed one of Einstein’s key predictions. When these results were reported at the
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Royal Society in London, the world press spread the news. “Stars all askew in the heavens;
Newton Overthrown” was the rather over-the-top headline in The New York Times.4
And in February 2016, nearly a hundred years later, there came another equally momentous announcement—this time at the Press Club in Washington—which offered the newest
and strongest vindication of Einstein’s theory. This was the detection of gravitational waves
by LIGO (the acronym stands for Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory). Einstein envisaged the force of gravity as a “warping” of space. When gravitating objects change
their shapes, they generate ripples in space itself. When such a ripple passes the Earth, our
local space “jitters”: it is alternately stretched and compressed as gravitational waves pass
through it. But the effect is minuscule. This is basically because gravity is such a weak force.
The gravitational pull between everyday objects is tiny. If you wave around two dumbbells
you will emit gravitational waves—but with quite infinitesimal power. Even planets orbiting
stars, or pairs of stars orbiting each other, do not emit at a detectable level.

In February 2016 there came another equally momentous
announcement: the detection of gravitational waves by the Laser
Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO), which
offered the newest and strongest vindication of Einstein’s theory
Astronomers are agreed that the sources that LIGO might detect must involve much stronger gravity than in ordinary stars and planets. The best bet is that the events involve black
holes or neutron stars. If two black holes form a binary system, they would gradually spiral
together. As they get closer, the space around them gets more distorted, until they coalesce
into a single, spinning hole. This hole sloshes and “rings,” generating further waves until
it settles down as a single quiescent black hole. It is this “chirp”—a shaking of space that
speeds up and strengthens until the merger, and then dies away—that LIGO can detect. These
cataclysms happen less than once in a million years in our Galaxy. But such an event would
give a detectable LIGO signal even if it happened a billion light-years away—and there are
millions of galaxies closer than that.
To detect even the most propitious events requires amazingly sensitive—and very expensive—instruments. In the LIGO detectors, intense laser beams are projected along four-kilometer-long pipes and reflected from mirrors at each end. By analyzing the light beams, it is
possible to detect changes in the distance between the mirrors, which alternately increases
and decreases as “space” expands and contracts. The amplitude of this vibration is exceedingly small, about 0.0000000000001 centimeters—millions of times smaller than a single
atom. The LIGO project involves two similar detectors about 3,220 kilometers apart—one
in Washington State, the other in Louisiana. A single detector would register micro-seismic
events, passing vehicles, and so on, and to exclude these false alarms experimenters take
note only of events that show up in both.
For years, LIGO detected nothing. But it went through an upgrade, coming fully on line
again in September 2015. After literally decades of frustration, the quest succeeded: a “chirp”
was detected that signaled the collision of two black holes more than a billion light-years away,
and opened up a new field of science—probing the dynamics of space itself.
This detection is, indeed, a big deal: one of the great discoveries of the decade. It allayed
any residual skepticism about the validity of Einstein’s equations when LIGO detected events
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attributable to a merger of two holes. The detected “chirps,” complicated patterns of oscillations, are excellently fit by computational models based on Einstein’s theory.
The holes detected by LIGO are up to thirty solar masses—the remnants of massive stars.
But still more energetic events are expected, involving supermassive holes in the centers
of galaxies. When two galaxies merge (as Andromeda and the Milky Way will in about
four billion years) the black holes in the center of each will spiral together forming a binary, which will shrink by emitting gravitational radiation and create a strong chirp when
the two holes coalesce. Most galaxies have grown via a succession of past mergers and acquisitions. The consequent coalescences of these supermassive black holes would yield
gravitational waves of much lower frequencies than ground-based detectors like LIGO can
detect. But they are the prime events to which detectors orbiting in space would be sensitive. And ESA has a project called LISA that aims to detect these powerful low-frequency
“ripples” in space-time.

Beyond Galaxies—Cosmic Horizons
We know that galaxies—some disc-like, resembling our Milky Way or Andromeda; others
amorphous “ellipticals”—are the basic constituents of our expanding universe. But how much
can we actually understand about galaxies? Physicists who study particles can probe them,
and crash them together in accelerators at CERN. Astronomers cannot crash real galaxies
together. And galaxies change so slowly that in a human lifetime we only see a snapshot of
each. But we are no longer helpless: we can do experiments in a “virtual universe” via computer simulations, incorporating gravity and gas dynamics.
We can redo such simulations making different assumptions about the mass of stars and
gas in each galaxy, and so forth, and see which matches the data best. Importantly, we find,
by this method and others, that all galaxies are held together by the gravity not just of what
we see. They are embedded in a swarm of particles that are invisible, but which collectively
contribute about five times as much mass as the ordinary atom—the dark matter.
And we can test ideas on how galaxies evolve by observing eras when they were young.
Giant telescopes, in space and on the ground, have been used to study “deep fields,” each
encompassing a tiny patch of sky. A patch just a few arc minutes across, hugely magnified by
these telescopes, reveals hundreds of faint smudges: these are galaxies, some fully the equal
of our own, but they are so far away that their light set out more than ten billion years ago.
They are being viewed when they have recently formed.
But what happened still further back, before there were galaxies? The key evidence here
dates back to 1965, when Penzias and Wilson discovered that intergalactic space is not completely cold. It is warmed to three degrees above absolute zero by weak microwaves, now
known to have an almost exact black body spectrum This is the “afterglow of creation”—the
adiabatically cooled and diluted relic of an era when everything was squeezed hot and dense.
It is one of several lines of evidence that have allowed us to firm up the “hot big bang” model.
But let us address an issue that might seem puzzling. Our present complex cosmos manifests a huge range of temperature and density—from blazingly hot stars, to the dark night sky.
People sometimes worry about how this intricate complexity emerged from an amorphous
fireball. It might seem to violate the second law of thermodynamics—which describes an
inexorable tendency for patterns and structure to decay or disperse.
The answer to this seeming paradox lies in the force of gravity. Gravity enhances density
contrasts rather than wiping them out. Any patch that starts off slightly denser than average
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This celestial object looks like a delicate butterfly, but
nothing could be farther from reality. What appear to be
its wings are roiling cauldrons of gas heated to more than
36,000 degrees Fahrenheit. The gas is tearing across
space at more than 600,000 miles an hour—fast enough
to travel from Earth to the Moon in twenty-four minutes.
The Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3), a new camera aboard
NASA’s Hubble Space Telescope, snapped this image in
May 2009
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would decelerate more, because it feels extra gravity; its expansion lags further and further
behind, until it eventually stops expanding and separates out. Many simulations have been
made of parts of a “virtual universe”—modeling a domain large enough to make thousands
of galaxies. The calculations, when displayed as a movie, clearly display how incipient structures unfold and evolve. Within each galaxy-scale clump, gravity enhances the contrasts still
further; gas is pulled in, and compressed into stars.
And there is one very important point. The initial fluctuations fed into the computer
models are not arbitrary—they are derived from the variations across the sky in the temperature of the microwave background, which have been beautifully and precisely delineated by ESA’s Planck spacecraft. These calculations, taking account of gravity and gas
dynamics, reveal, after the 1000-fold expansion since the photons were last scattered, a
cosmos that yields a good statistical fit to the conspicuous present structures and allow
the universe’s mean density, age, and expansion rate to be pinned down with a precision
of a few percent.

Many simulations have been made of parts of a “virtual
universe”—modeling a domain large enough to make thousands
of galaxies. The calculations, when displayed as a movie, clearly
display how incipient structures unfold and evolve. Within each
galaxy-scale clump, gravity enhances the contrasts still further;
gas is pulled in, and compressed into stars
The fit between the fluctuation spectrum measured by the Planck spacecraft (on angular
scales down to a few arc minutes) and a six-parameter model—and the realization that these
fluctuations develop, under the action of gravity and gas dynamics, into galaxies and clusters
with properties matching our actual cosmos—is an immense triumph. When the history of
science in these decades is written, this will be one of the highlights—and I mean one of the
highlights of all of science: up there with plate tectonics, the genome, and only very few others.

The Very Early Universe—More Speculative Thoughts
What about the far future? Any creatures witnessing the Sun’s demise six billion years hence
will not be human—they will be as different from us as we are from a bug. Post-human evolution—here on Earth and far beyond—could be as prolonged as the Darwinian evolution
that has led to us—and even more wonderful. And, of course, this evolution is even faster
now—it happens on a technological timescale, operating far faster than natural selection and
driven by advances in genetics and in artificial intelligence (AI). We do not know whether the
long-term future lies with organic or silicon-based life.
But what happens even further into the future? In 1998 cosmologists had a big surprise. It
was by then well known that the gravity of dark matter dominated that of ordinary stuff—but
also that dark matter plus ordinary matter contributed only about thirty percent of the socalled critical density. This was thought to imply that we were in a universe whose expansion
was slowing down, but not enough to eventually be halted. But, rather than slowly decelerat-
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ing, the redshift versus distance relationship for a particular population of exploding star—
Type 1a supernovae—famously revealed that the expansion was speeding up. Gravitational
attraction was seemingly overwhelmed by a mysterious new force latent in empty space
which pushes galaxies away from each other.
Even after the Sun dies, cosmic expansion could continue. Long-range forecasts are seldom reliable, but the best and most “conservative” bet is that we have almost an eternity
ahead—an ever colder and ever emptier cosmos. Galaxies accelerate away and disappear
over an “event horizon”—rather like an inside-out version of what happens when things fall
into a black hole. All that is left will be the remnants of our Galaxy, Andromeda, and their
smaller neighbors. Protons may decay, dark-matter particles annihilate, occasional flashes
when black holes evaporate—and then silence.
The nature of dark matter may well be pinned down in a decade, but this dark energy—latent in empty space itself—poses a deeper mystery. It will not be understood until
we have a model for the microstructure of space. I am not holding my breath for this: all
theorists suspect this will involve phenomena on what is called the “Planck length”—the
scale where quantum effects and gravity overlap. This scale is a trillion trillion times smaller than an atom. Dark energy may be the biggest fundamental challenge presented by the
present-day universe.
But now, back to the past. The background radiation is a direct messenger of an era when
the universe was a few hundred thousand years old—the photons have mainly traveled uninterruptedly, without scattering, since then. But we have firm grounds for extrapolating
further back—to hotter and denser eras. We are definitely vindicated in extrapolating back
to one second, because the calculated proportions of helium and deuterium produced (for
a nuclear density fitting other data) match beautifully with what is observed. Indeed, we
can probably be confident in extrapolation back to a nanosecond: that is when each particle
had about 50 GeV of energy—an energy that can be achieved in the LHC (Large Hadron
Collider) at CERN in Geneva—and the entire visible universe was squeezed to the size of
our Solar System.
But questions like “Where did the fluctuations come from?” and “Why did the early
universe contain the actual mix we observe of protons, photons, and dark matter?” take
us back to the even briefer instants when our universe was hugely more compressed
still—into an ultra-high-energy domain where experiments offer no direct guide to the
relevant physics.
For close to forty years we have had the so-called “inflationary paradigm”—seriously
invoking an era when the Hubble radius was a billion times smaller than an atomic nucleus.
It is an amazingly bold backward extrapolation, to an era when the physics was extreme, and
cannot be tested by experiments. This paradigm is supported already by some evidence. Be
that as it may, it might be useful to summarize the essential requirements that must be explained, if we are to understand the emergence of our complex and structured cosmos from
simple amorphous beginnings.
1. The first prerequisite is, of course, the existence of the force of gravity—which (as explained earlier) enhances density contrasts as the universe expands, allowing bound
structures to condense out from initially small-amplitude irregularities. It is a very weak
force. On the atomic scale, it is about forty powers of ten weaker than the electric force
between electron and proton. But in any large object, positive and negative charges almost
exactly cancel. In contrast, everything has the same “sign” of gravitational charge so when
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sufficiently many atoms are packed together, gravity wins. But stars and planets are so
big because gravity is weak. Were gravity stronger, objects as large as asteroids (or even
sugar-lumps) would be crushed by gravity. So, though gravity is crucial, it is also crucial
that it should be very weak.
2. There must be an excess of matter over antimatter.
3. Another requirement for stars, planets, and biospheres is that chemistry should be
non-trivial. If hydrogen were the only element, chemistry would be dull. A periodic table
of stable elements requires a balance between the two most important forces in the microworld: the nuclear binding force (the “strong interactions”) and the electric repulsive
force that drives protons apart.
4. There must be stars—enough ordinary atoms relative to dark matter. (Indeed, there
must be at least two generations of stars: one to generate the chemical elements, and a
second able to be surrounded by planets.)
5. The universe must expand at the “right” rate—not collapse too soon, nor expand so fast
that gravity cannot pull together the structures.
6. There must be some fluctuations for gravity to feed on—sufficient in amplitude to permit the emergence of structures. Otherwise the universe would now be cold ultra-diffuse
hydrogen—no stars, no heavy elements, no planets, and no people. In our actual universe,
the initial fluctuations in the cosmic curvature have an amplitude 0.00001. According to
inflationary models, this amplitude is determined by quantum fluctuations. Its actual
value depends on the details of the model.
Another fundamental question is this: how large is physical reality? We can only observe a
finite volume. The domain in causal contact with us is bounded by a horizon—a shell around
us, delineating the distance light (if never scattered) could have traveled since the big bang.
But that shell has no more physical significance than the circle that delineates your horizon
if you are in the middle of the ocean. We would expect far more galaxies beyond the horizon.
There is no perceptible gradient across the visible universe—suggesting that similar conditions
prevail over a domain that stretches thousands of times further. But that is just a minimum.
If space stretched far enough, then all combinatorial possibilities would be repeated. Far
beyond the horizon, we could all have avatars—and perhaps it would be some comfort that
some of them might have made the right decision when we made a wrong one!
But even that immense volume may not be all that exists. “Our” big bang may not be the
only one. The physics of the inflation era is still not firm. But some of the options would lead
to so-called “eternal inflation” scenario, in which the aftermath of “our” big bang could be
just one island of space-time in an unbounded cosmic archipelago.
In scenarios like this, a challenge for twenty-first-century physics is to answer two questions. First, are there many “big bangs” rather than just one? Second—and this is even more
interesting—if there are many, are they all governed by the same physics or not? Or is there
a huge number of different vacuum states—with different microphysics?
If the answer to this latter question is “yes,” there will still be underlying laws governing
the multiverse—maybe a version of string theory. But what we have traditionally called the
laws of nature will be just local bylaws in our cosmic patch. Many domains could be stillborn
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or sterile: the laws prevailing in them might not allow any kind of complexity. We therefore
would not expect to find ourselves in a typical universe—rather, we would be in a typical
member of the subset where an observer could evolve. It would then be important to explore
the parameter space for all universes, and calculate what domains within it allow complexity
to emerge. This cannot be done unless (probably after a long wait) a theory such as string
theory becomes believable and “battle-tested.”
Some claim that unobservable entities are not part of science. But few really think that.
For instance, we know that galaxies disappear over the horizon as they accelerate away.
But (unless we are in some special central position and the universe has an “edge” just beyond the present horizon) there will be some galaxies lying beyond our horizon—and if the
cosmic acceleration continues they will remain beyond for ever. Not even the most conservative astronomer would deny that these never-observable galaxies are part of physical
reality. These galaxies are part of the aftermath of our big bang. But why should they be
accorded higher epistemological status than unobservable objects that are the aftermath of
other big bangs?

“Our” Big Bang may not be the only one. The physics of the
inflation era is still not firm. But some of the options would lead
to a so-called “eternal inflation” scenario in which the aftermath
of our big bang could be just one island of space-time in an
unbounded cosmic archipelago
To offer an analogy: we cannot observe the interior of black holes, but we believe what Einstein says about what happens there because his theory has gained credibility by agreeing
with data in many contexts that we can observe. Likewise, if we had a model that described
physics at the energies where inflation is postulated to have occurred, and if that model had
been corroborated in other ways, then if it predicts multiple big bangs we should take that
prediction seriously.
If there is just one big bang, then we would aspire to pin down why the numbers describing
our universe have the values we measure (the numbers in the “standard model” of particle
physics, plus those characterizing the geometry of the universe). But if there are many big
bangs—eternal inflation, the landscape, and so forth—then physical reality is hugely grander
than we would have traditionally envisioned.
It could be that in fifty years we will still be as flummoxed as we are today about the ultra-early universe. But maybe a theory of physics near the “Planck energy” will by then have gained
credibility. Maybe it will “predict” a multiverse and in principle determine some of its properties—the probability measures of key parameters, the correlations between them, and so on.
Some do not like the multiverse; it means that we will never have neat explanations for
the fundamental numbers, which may in this grander perspective be just environmental
accidents. This naturally disappoints ambitious theorists. But our preferences are irrelevant
to the way physical reality actually is—so we should surely be open-minded.
Indeed, there is an intellectual and aesthetic upside. If we are in a multiverse, it would
imply a fourth and grandest Copernican revolution; we have had the Copernican revolution
itself, then the realization that there are billions of planetary systems in our Galaxy; then that
there are billions of galaxies in our observable universe.
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But we would then realize that not merely is our observable domain a tiny fraction of the
aftermath of our big bang, but our big bang is part of an infinite and unimaginably diverse
ensemble.
This is speculative physics—but it is physics, not metaphysics. There is hope of firming it
up. Further study of the fluctuations in the background radiation will reveal clues. But, more
important, if physicists developed a unified theory of strong and electromagnetic forces—and
that theory is tested or corroborated in our low-energy world—we would then take seriously
what it predicts about an inflationary phase and what the answers to the two questions above
actually are.
I started this talk by describing newly discovered planets orbiting other stars. I would like
to give a flashback to planetary science four hundred years ago—even before Newton. At that
time, Kepler thought that the Solar System was unique, and Earth’s orbit was related to the
other planets by beautiful mathematical ratios involving the Platonic regular solids. We now
realize that there are billions of stars, each with planetary systems. Earth’s orbit is special
only insofar as it is in the range of radii and eccentricities compatible with life (for example,
not too cold and not too hot to allow liquid water to exist).
Maybe we are due for an analogous conceptual shift, on a far grander scale. Our big bang
may not be unique, any more than planetary systems are. Its parameters may be “environmental accidents,” like the details of the Earth’s orbit. The hope for neat explanations in
cosmology may be as vain as Kepler’s numerological quest.
If there is a multiverse, it will take our Copernican demotion one stage further—our Solar System is one of billions of planetary systems in our Galaxy, which is one of billions of
galaxies accessible to our telescopes—but this entire panorama may be a tiny part of the
aftermath of “our” big bang—which itself may be one among billions. It may disappoint
some physicists if some of the key numbers they are trying to explain turn out to be mere
environmental contingencies—no more “fundamental” than the parameters of the Earth’s
orbit round the Sun. But, in compensation, we would realize that space and time were richly textured—but on scales so vast that astronomers are not directly aware of it, any more
than a plankton whose “universe” was a spoonful of water would be aware of the world’s
topography and biosphere.
We have made astonishing progress. Fifty years ago, cosmologists did not know if there
was a big bang. Now, we can draw quite precise inferences back to a nanosecond. So, in fifty
years, debates that now seem flaky speculation may have been firmed up. But it is important
to emphasize that progress will continue to depend, as it has up till now, ninety-five percent
on advancing instruments and technology—less than five percent on armchair theory, but
that theory will be augmented by artificial intelligence and the ability to make simulations.

Concluding Perspective
Finally, I want to draw back from the cosmos—even from what may be a vast array of cosmoses, governed by quite different laws—and focus back closer to the here and now. I am often
asked: is there a special perspective that astronomers can offer to science and philosophy?
We view our home planet in a vast cosmic context. And in coming decades we will know
whether there is life out there. But, more significantly, astronomers can offer an awareness
of an immense future.
Darwinism tells us how our present biosphere is the outcome of more than four billion
years of evolution. But most people, while accepting our emergence via natural selection, still
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somehow think we humans are necessarily the culmination of the evolutionary tree. That
hardly seems credible to an astronomer—indeed, we are probably still nearer the beginning
than the end. Our Sun formed 4.5 billion years ago, but it has got six billion more before the
fuel runs out. It then flares up, engulfing the inner planets. And the expanding universe will
continue—perhaps for ever—destined to become ever colder, ever emptier.
But my final thought is this. Even in this “concertinaed” timeline—extending billions of
years into the future, as well as into the past—this century may be a defining moment. Over
most of history, threats to humanity have come from nature—disease, earthquakes, floods,
and so forth. But this century is special. It is the first where one species—ours—has Earth’s
future in its hands, and could jeopardize life’s immense potential. We have entered a geological era called the anthropocene.
Our Earth, this “pale blue dot” in the cosmos, is a special place. It may be a unique place.
And we are its stewards at a specially crucial era. That is an important message for us all,
whether we are interested in astronomy or not.
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In recent years, although physics has not experienced
the sort of revolutions that took place during the first
quarter of the twentieth century, the seeds planted at
that time are still bearing fruit and continue to engender
new developments. This article looks at some of them,
beginning with the discovery of the Higgs boson and
gravitational radiation. A deeper look reveals the additional
need to address other discoveries where physics reveals
its unity with astrophysics and cosmology. These include
dark matter, black holes, and multiple universes. String
theory and supersymmetry are also considered, as is
quantum entanglement and its uses in the area of secure
communications (quantum cryptography). The article
concludes with a look at the presence and importance of
physics in a scientifically interdisciplinary world.
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Physics is considered the queen of twentieth-century science, and rightly so, as that century
was marked by two revolutions that drastically modified its foundations and ushered in profound socioeconomic changes: the special and general theories of relativity (Albert Einstein,
1905, 1915) and quantum physics, which, unlike relativity, cannot be attributed to a single
figure as it emerged from the combined efforts of a large group of scientists. Now, we know that
revolutions, whether in science, politics, or customs, have long-range effects that may not be
as radical as those that led to the initial break, but can nonetheless lead to later developments,
discoveries, or ways of understanding reality that were previously inconceivable. That is what
happened with physics once the new basic theories were completed. In the case of quantum
physics, we are referring to quantum mechanics (Werner Heisenberg, 1925; Paul Dirac, 1925;
Erwin Schrödinger, 1926). In Einstein’s world, relativistic cosmology rapidly emerged and
welcomed as one possible model of the Universe the experimental discovery of the Universe’s
expansion (Edwin Hubble, 1929). Still, the most prolific “consequences-applications” emerged
in the context of quantum physics. In fact, there were so many that it would be no exaggeration to say that they changed the world. There are too many to enumerate here, but it will
suffice to mention just a few: the construction of quantum electrodynamics (c. 1949), the
invention of the transistor (1947), which could well be called “the atom of globalization and
digital society”, and the development of particle physics (later called “high-energy physics”),
astrophysics, nuclear physics, and solid-state or “condensed matter” physics.
The second half of the twentieth century saw the consolidation of these branches of physics, but we might wonder whether important novelties eventually stopped emerging and
everything boiled down to mere developments—what Thomas Kuhn called “normal science”
in his 1962 book, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions. I hasten to add that the concept of
“normal science” is complex and may lead to error: the development of the fundaments—the
“hard core,” to use the term introduced by Kuhn—of a scientific paradigm, that is, of “normal science,” can open new doors to knowledge of nature and is, therefore, of the greatest
importance. In this article, I will discuss the decade between 2008 and 2018, and we will see
that this is what has happened in some cases during the second decade of the twenty-first
century, significantly after the “revolutionary years” of the early twentieth century.

The Discovery of the Higgs Boson
One of the most celebrated events in physics during the last decade was the confirmation of
a theoretical prediction made almost half a century ago: the existence of the Higgs boson.
Let us consider the context that led to this prediction.
High-energy physics underwent an extraordinary advance with the introduction of particles whose names were proposed by one of the scientists responsible for their introduction:
Murray Gell-Mann. The existence of these quarks was theorized in 1964 by Gell-Mann and
George Zweig. Until they appeared, protons and neutrons had been considered truly basic
and unbreakable atomic structures whose electric charge was an indivisible unit. Quarks
did not obey this rule, as they were assigned fractional charges. According to Gell-Mann and
Zweig, hadrons—the particles subject to strong interaction—are made up of two or three
types of quarks and antiquarks called u (up), d (down) and s (strange), whose electric charges
are, respectively, 2/3, 1/3, and 1/3 of an electron’s (in fact, there can be two types of hadrons:
baryons—protons, neutrons, and hyperions—and mesons, which are particles whose masses
have values between those of an electron and a proton). Thus, a proton is made up of two u
quarks and one d, while a neutron consists of two d quarks and one u. They are, therefore,
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composite structures. Since then, other physicists have proposed the existence of three more
quarks: charm (c; 1974), bottom (b; 1977) and top (t; 1995). To characterize this variety, quarks
are said to have six flavors. Moreover, each of these six can be of three types, or colors: red,
yellow (or green), and blue. Moreover, for each quark there is an antiquark. (Of course, names
like these—color, flavor, up, down, and so on—do not represent the reality we normally associate with such concepts, although in some cases they have a certain logic, as is the case
with color).
Ultimately, quarks have color but hadrons do not: they are white. The idea is that only the
“white” particles are observable directly in nature. Quarks are not, as they are “confined,” that
is, associated to form hadrons. We will never be able to observe a free quark. Now, in order for
quarks to remain confined, there must be forces among them that differ considerably from
electromagnetic or other forces. As Gell-Mann put it (1995: 200): “Just as the electromagnetic
force among electrons is measured by the virtual exchange of photons, quarks are linked to
each other by a force that arises from the exchange of other types: gluons (from the word,
glue) bear that name because they stick quarks together to form observable white objects
such as protons and neutrons.”

Physics is considered the queen of twentieth-century science,
and rightly so, as that century was marked by two revolutions
that drastically modified its foundations and ushered in profound
socioeconomic changes: the special and general theories of
relativity and quantum physics
About a decade after the introduction of quarks, a new theory—quantum chromodynamics—emerged to explain why quarks are so strongly confined that they can never escape from
the hadronic structures they form. Coined from chromos, the Greek word for color, the term
chromodynamics alludes to the color of quarks, while the adjective quantum indicates that it
meets quantum requirements. Quantum chromodynamics is a theory of elementary particles
with color, which is associated with quarks. And, as these are involved with hadrons, which
are the particles subject to strong interaction, we can affirm that quantum chromodynamics
describes that interaction.
So quantum electrodynamics and quantum chromodynamics function, respectively, as
quantum theories of electromagnetic and strong interactions. There was also a theory of weak
interactions (those responsible for radioactive processes such as beta radiation, the emission
of electrons in nuclear processes), but it had some problems. A more satisfactory quantum
theory of weak interaction arrived in 1967 and 1968, when US scientist Steven Weinberg and
British-based Pakistani scientist Abdus Salam independently proposed a theory that unifies
electromagnetic and weak interactions. Their model included ideas proposed by Sheldon
Glashow in 1960. The Nobel Prize for Physics that Weinberg, Salam, and Glashow shared in
1979 reflects this work, especially after one of the predictions of their theory—the existence
of “weak neutral currents”—was corroborated experimentally in 1973 at CERN, the major
European high-energy laboratory.
Electroweak theory unified the description of electromagnetic and weak interactions, but
would it be possible to move further along this path of unification and discover a formulation
that would also include the strong interaction described by quantum chromodynamics?
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CERN's Globe exhibition center in Switzerland on a snowy
day. This wooden building was given to CERN in 2004
as a gift from the Swiss Confederation to mark fifty years
since the organization's foundation
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The answer arrived in 1974, and it was yes. That year, Howard Georgi and Sheldon Glashow
introduced the initial ideas that came to be known as Grand Unification Theories (GUT).
The combination of these earlier theories constituted a theoretical framework for understanding what nature is made of, and it turned out to have extraordinary predictive capacities.
Accordingly, two ideas were accepted: first, that elementary particles belong to one of two
groups—bosons or fermions, depending on whether their spin is whole or fractional (photons are bosons, while electrons are fermions)—that obey two different statistics (ways of
“counting” groupings of the same sort of particle). These are the Bose-Einstein statistic and
the Fermi-Dirac statistic. Second, that all of the Universe’s matter is made up of aggregates
of three types of elementary particles: electrons and their relatives (particles called muons
and taus), neutrinos (electronic, muonic, and tauonic neutrinos), and quarks, as well as the
quanta associated with the fields of the four forces that we recognize in nature (remember that in quantum physics the wave-particle duality signifies that a particle can behave
like a field and vice versa): the photon for electromagnetic interaction, Z and W particles
(gauge bosons) for weak interaction, gluons for strong interaction, and, while gravity has not
yet been included in this framework, supposed gravitons for gravitational interaction. The
subgroup formed by quantum chromodynamics and electroweak theory (that is, the theoretical system that includes relativist theories and quantum theories of strong, electromagnetic,
and weak interactions) is especially powerful, given the balance between predictions and
experimental proof. This came to be known as the Standard Model, but it had a problem:
explaining the origin of the mass of the elementary particles appearing therein called for
the existence of a new particle, a boson whose associated field would permeate all space,
“braking,” so to speak, particles with mass so that, through their interaction with the Higgs
field, they showed their mass (it particularly explains the great mass possessed by W and Z
gauge bosons, as well as the idea that photons have no mass because they do not interact
with the Higgs boson). The existence of such a boson was predicted, theoretically, in three
articles published in 1964—all three in the same volume of Physical Review Letters. The first
was signed by Peter Higgs (1964a, b), the second by François Englert and Robert Brout (1964),
and the third by Gerald Guralnik, Carl Hagen, and Thomas Kibble (1964a). The particle they
predicted was called “Higgs boson.”

One of the most celebrated events in physics during the last
decade was the confirmation of a theoretical prediction made
almost half a century ago: the existence of the Higgs boson
Detecting this supposed particle called for a particle accelerator capable of reaching sufficiently high temperatures to produce it, and it was not until many years later that such a machine
came into existence. Finally, in 1994, CERN approved the construction of the Large Hadron
Collider (LHC), which was to be the world’s largest particle accelerator, with a twenty-seven-kilometer ring surrounded by 9,600 magnets of different types. Of these, 1,200 were twopole superconductors that function at minus 217.3ºC, which is even colder than outer space,
and is attained with the help of liquid helium. Inside that ring, guided by the magnetic field
generated by “an escort” of electromagnets, two beams of protons would be accelerated until
they were moving in opposite directions very close to the speed of light. Each of these beams
would circulate in its own tube, inside of which an extreme vacuum would be maintained,
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until it reached the required level of energy, at which point the two beams would be made to
collide. The theory was that one of these collisions would produce Higgs bosons. The most
serious problem, however, was that this boson almost immediately breaks down into other
particles, so detecting it called for especially sensitive instruments. The detectors designed
and constructed for the LHC are called ATLAS, CMS, ALICE, and LHCb, and are towering
monuments to the most advanced technology.
Following construction, the LHC was first tested by circulating a proton beam on September 10, 2008. The first proton collisions were produced on March 30, 2010, producing a total
energy of 7·1012 eV (that is, 7 tera-electron volts; TeV), an energy never before reached by any
particle accelerator. Finally, on July 4, 2012, CERN publicly announced that it had detected
a particle with an approximate mass of 125·109 eV (or 125-giga-electron volts; GeV) whose
properties strongly suggested that it was a Higgs boson (the Standard Model does not predict
its mass). This was front-page news on almost all newspapers and news transmissions around
the world. Almost half a century after its theoretical prediction, the Higgs boson’s existence had
been confirmed. It is therefore no surprise that the 2013 Nobel Prize for Physics was awarded
to Peter Higgs and François Englert “for the theoretical discovery of a mechanism that contributes to our understanding of the origin of mass of subatomic particles, and which recently
was confirmed through the discovery of the predicted fundamental particle, by the ATLAS
and CMS experiments at CERN’s Large Hadron Collider,” as the Nobel Foundation’s official
announcement put it.
Cleary, this confirmation was cause for satisfaction, but there were some who would have
preferred a negative outcome—that the Higgs boson had not been found where the theory
expected it to be (that is, with the predicted mass). Their argument, and it was a good one, was
expressed by US theoretical physicist and proponent Jeremy Bernstein (2012 a, b: 33) shortly
before the discovery was announced: “If the LHC confirms the existence of the Higgs boson,
it will mark the end of a long chapter of theoretical physics. The story reminds me of that of a
French colleague. A certain parameter had been named after him, so it appeared quite frequently
in discussions about weak interactions. Finally, that parameter was measured and the model
was confirmed by experiments. But when I went to congratulate him, I found him saddened
that his parameter would no longer be talked about. If the Higgs boson failed to appear, the
situation would become very interesting because we would find ourselves in serious need of
inventing a new physics.”
Nonetheless, the fact, and triumph, is that the Higgs boson does exist, and has been identified.
But science is always in motion, and, in February 2013, the LHC stopped operations in order to
make adjustments that would allow it to reach 13 TeV. On April 12, 2018, it began its new stage
with the corresponding proton-collision tests. This involved seeking unexpected data that reveal
the existence of new laws of physics. For the time being, however, we can say that the Standard
Model works very well, and that it is one of the greatest achievements in the history of physics,
an accomplishment born of collective effort to a far greater degree than quantum mechanics
and electrodynamics, let alone special and general relativity.
Despite its success, however, the Standard Model is not, and cannot be “the final theory.”
First of all, it leaves out gravitational interaction, and second, it includes too many parameters
that have to be determined experimentally. These are the fundamental, yet always uncomfortable whys. “Why do the fundamental particles we detect even exist? Why are there four fundamental interactions, rather than three, five or just one? And why do these interactions exhibit
the properties (such as intensity and range of action) they do?” In the August 2011 issue of the
American Physical Society’s review, Physics Today, Steven Weinberg (2011: 33) reflected upon
some of these points, and others:
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Of course, long before the discovery of neutrino masses, we knew of something else beyond the
standard model that suggests new physics at masses a little above 1016 GeV: the existence of
gravitation. And there is also the fact that one strong and two electroweak coupling parameters
of the standard model, which depends only logarithmically on energy, seem to converge to get
a common value at an energy of the order of 1015 GeV to 1016 GeV.
There are lots of good ideas on how to go beyond the standard model, including supersymmetry and what used to be called string theory, but no experimental data yet to confirm any
of them. Even if governments are generous to particle physics to a degree beyond our wildest
dreams, we may never be able to build accelerators that can reach energies such as 1015 to 1016
GeV. Some day we may be able to detect high-frequency gravitational waves emitted during the
era of inflation in the very early universe, that can tell us about physical processes at very high
energy. In the meanwhile, we can hope that the LHC and its successors will provide the clues we
so desperately need in order to go beyond the successes of the past 100 years.

Weinberg then asks: “What is all this worth? Do we really need to know why there are three
generations of quarks and leptons, or whether nature respects supersymmetry, or what dark
matter is? Yes, I think so, because answering this sort of question is the next step in a program
of learning how all regularities in nature (everything that is not a historical accident) follow
from a few simple laws.”
In this quote by Weinberg we see that the energy level at which this “new physics” should
clearly manifest, 1015-1016 GeV, is very far from the 13 TeV, that is, the 13·103 GeV that the
revamped LHC should reach. So far, in fact, that we can perfectly understand Weinberg’s
observation that “we may never be able to construct accelerators that can reach those energies.” But Weinberg also pointed out that by investigating the Universe it might be possible
to find ways of attaining those levels of energy. He knew this very well, as in the 1970s he
was one of the strongest advocates of joining elementary particle physics with cosmology. In that sense, we should remember his book, The First Three Minutes: A Modern View
of the Origin of the Universe (1977), in which he strove to promote the mutual aid that cosmology and high-energy physics could and in fact did obtain by studying the first instants
after the Big Bang. For high-energy physics that “marriage of convenience” was a breath
of fresh air.
Rather than the style and techniques that characterized elementary particle physics in
the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s, Weinberg was referring to something quite different: the physics
of gravitational waves or radiation. Besides its other differences, gravitational radiation’s
theoretical niche does not lie in quantum physics, but rather in the theory that describes the
only interaction that has yet to fit quantum requisites: the general theory of relativity, where
the world of basic physics mixes with those of cosmology and astrophysics. And in that plural
world, there has also been a fundamental advance over the last decade.

Gravitational Radiation Exists
Years of intense mental effort began in 1907, with the identification of the so-called “equivalence principle” as a key element for constructing a relativist theory of gravitation. After
those years, which included many dead-ends, in November 1915, Albert Einstein completed the structure of what many consider physics’ most elegant theoretical construction:
the general theory of relativity. This is a “classic” theory, in the sense that, as I pointed
out above, it does not include the principles of quantum theory. And there is consensus
about the need for all theories of physics to share those principles. Still, Einstein’s relativist
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The Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) is the world’s largest
particle accelerator. Its
twenty-seven-kilometer ring is
surrounded by 9,600 magnets,
of which 1,200 function at
minus 271.3ºC, an even lower
temperature than in outer
space
A cross section of CERN's Compact Muon Solenoid
detector (CMS)

formulation of gravitation has successfully passed every single experimental test yet conceived. The existence of these waves is usually said to have been predicted in 1916, as that
is when Einstein published an article concluding that they do, indeed, exist. Still, that work
was so limited that Einstein returned to it some years later. In 1936, he and collaborator
Nathan Rosen prepared a manuscript titled: “Do Gravitational Waves Exist?” in which they
concluded that, in fact, they do not. There were, however, errors in that work, and the final
published version (Einstein and Rosen, 1937) no longer rejected the possibility of gravitational waves.
The problem of whether they really exist—essentially, the problem of how to detect them—
lasted for decades. No one put more time and effort into detecting them than Joseph Weber,
from the University of Maryland, who began in 1960. He eventually came to believe that he
had managed to detect them, but such was not the case. His experiment used an aluminum
cylinder with a diameter of one meter and a weight of 3.5 tons, fitted with piezoelectric quartz
devices to detect the possible distortion of the cylinder when gravitational waves passed
through it. When we compare this instrument with the one finally used for their detection, we
cannot help but admire the enthusiasm and ingenuousness that characterized this scientist,
who died in 2000 without knowing whether his lifelong work was correct or not. Such is the
world of science, an undertaking in which, barring exceptions, problems are rarely solved by
a single scientist, are often wrought with errors, and take a very long time indeed.

On February 11, 2016, a LIGO representative announced
that they had detected gravitational waves corresponding
to the collision of two black holes. This announcement also
constituted a new confirmation of the existence of those
singular cosmic entities
The detection of gravitational waves, which required detecting distortion so small that it is
equivalent to a small fraction of an atom, finally occurred in the last decade, when B. P. Abbott
(Abbott, et al., 2016) employed a US system called LIGO (Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory) that consisted of two observatories 3,000 kilometers apart (the use of
two made it possible to identify false signals produced by local effects), one in Livingston
(Louisiana) and the other in Hanford (Washington). The idea was to use interferometric systems with two perpendicular arms in vacuum conditions with an optical path of two or four
kilometers for detecting gravitational waves through the minute movements they produce in
mirrors as they pass through them. On February 11, 2016, a LIGO representative announced
that they had detected gravitational waves and that they corresponded to the collision of
two black holes, which thus also constituted a new confirmation of the existence of those
singular cosmic entities. While it did not participate in the initial detection (it did not then
have the necessary sensitivity, but it was being improved at that time), there is another major
interferometric laboratory dedicated to the detection of gravitational radiation: Virgo. Born
of a collaboration among six European countries (Italy and France at the helm, followed by
Holland, Hungary, Poland, and Spain), it is located near Pisa and has agreements with LIGO.
In fact, in the “founding” article, the listing of authors, B. P. Abbott et al., is followed by the
statement: “LIGO Scientific Collaboration and Virgo Collaboration.” Virgo soon joined this
research with a second round of observations on August 1, 2017.
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The detection of gravitational radiation has opened a new window onto the study of the
Universe, and it will certainly grow wider as technology improves and more observatories
like LIGO and Virgo are established. This is a situation comparable to what occurred in 1930
when Karl Jansky’s pioneering radio astronomy (astronomy based on radio waves with wavelengths between a few centimeters and a few meters) experiments radically broadened our
knowledge of the cosmos. Before that, our research depended exclusively on the narrow band
of wavelengths of the electromagnetic spectrum visible to the human eye. In fact, things have
moved quite quickly in this sense. On October 16, 2017, LIGO and Virgo (Abbott et al., 2017)
announced that on August 17 of that same year they had detected gravitational radiation from
the collision of two neutron stars with masses between 1.17 and 1.60 times the mass of our
Sun (remember that neutron stars are extremely dense and small, with a radius of around ten
kilometers, comparable to a sort of giant nucleus formed exclusively by neutrons united by
the force of gravity). It is particularly interesting that 1.7 seconds after the signal was received,
NASA’s Fermi space telescope detected gamma rays from the same part of space in which that
cosmic collision had occurred. Later, other observatories also detected them. Analysis of this
radiation has revealed that the collision of those two stars produced chemical elements such
as gold, silver, platinum, and uranium, whose “birthplaces” had been previously unknown.
The detection of gravitational waves also reveals one of the characteristics of what is known
as Big Science: the article in which their discovery was proclaimed (Abbott et al., 2016) coincided with the LIGO announcement on February 11 and was signed by 1,036 authors from 133
institutions (of its sixteen pages, six are occupied by the list of those authors and institutions).
The importance of LIGO’s discovery was recognized in 2017 by the awarding of the Nobel
Prize for Physics in two parts. One half of the prize went to Rainer Weiss, who was responsible
for the invention and development of the laser interferometry technique employed in the
discovery. The other half was shared by Kip Thorne, a theoretical physicist specialized in
general relativity who worked alongside Weiss in 1975 to design the project’s future guidelines
and remains associated with him today; and Barry Barish, who joined the project in 1994 and
reorganized it as director. (In 2016, this prize had been awarded to David Thouless, Duncan
Haldane, and Michael Kosterlitz, who used techniques drawn from a branch of mathematics
known as topology to demonstrate the existence of previously unknown states, or “phases,”
of matter, for example, superconductors and superfluids, which can exist in thin sheets—
something previously considered impossible. They also explained “phase transitions,” the
mechanism that makes superconductivity disappear at high temperatures.)

Black Holes and Wormholes
The fact that the gravitational waves first detected in LIGO came from the collision of two black
holes also merits attention. At the time, there were already numerous proofs of the existence of
these truly surprising astrophysical objects (the first evidence in that sense arrived in 1971, thanks
to observations made by instruments installed on a satellite that the United States launched
on December 12, 1970, and since then, many more have been identified, including those at the
nucleus of numerous galaxies, one of which is our own Milky Way). It is worth remembering
that in the 1970s many scientists specializing in general relativity thought that black holes were
nothing more than “mathematical ghosts” generated by some solutions to Einstein’s theory
and thus dismissible. After all, the equations in a physics theory that describes an area of reality
can include solutions that do not exist in nature. Such is the case, for example, with relativist
cosmology, which includes multiple possible universes. As it happens, black holes do exist,
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although we have yet to understand such fundamental aspects as where mass goes when they
swallow it. The greatest advocates of the idea that black holes are the inevitable consequence
of general relativity and must therefore exist were Stephen Hawking and Roger Penrose, who
was initially trained in pure mathematics. Their arguments were first proposed in a series of
works published in the 1960s, and they were later followed by other scientists, including John
A. Wheeler (the director of Thorne’s doctoral dissertation) who, in fact, invented the term “black
hole.” Moreover, before his death on March 14, 2018, Hawking had the satisfaction of recognizing that this new confirmation of the general theory of relativity, to whose development he
had dedicated so much effort, also constituted another proof of the existence of black holes.
Given that no one—not even Penrose or Wheeler (also now dead)—had contributed as much
to the physics of black holes as Hawking, if the Nobel Foundation’s statutes allowed its prizes
to be awarded to a maximum of four rather than three individuals, he would have been a fine
candidate. (In 1973, he presented what is considered his most distinguished contribution: a
work maintaining that black holes are not really so “black,” because they emit radiation and
therefore may end up disappearing, although very slowly. This has yet to be proven.) But history
is what it is, not what some of us might wish it were.

The greatest advocates of the idea that black holes are the
inevitable consequence of general relativity and must therefore
exist were Stephen Hawking and Roger Penrose in a series of
works published in the 1960s
In the text quoted above, Weinberg suggests that: “Someday we may be able to detect
high-frequency gravitational waves emitted during the very early universe’s period of
inflation, which could offer data on very high-energy physical processes.” This type
of gravitational wave has yet to be detected, but it may happen quite soon, because we
have already observed the so-called “wrinkles in time,” that is, the minute irregularities in the cosmic microwave background that gave rise to the complex structures, such
as galaxies, now existing in the Universe (Mather et al., 1990; Smoot et al., 1992). We
may recall that this occurred thanks to the Cosmic Background Explorer (COBE), a satellite placed in orbit 900 kilometers above the Earth in 1989. Meanwhile, the future of
gravitational-radiation astrophysics promises great advances, one of which could be the
identification of cosmological entities as surprising as black holes: the “wormholes,”
whose name was also coined by John Wheeler. Simply put, wormholes are “shortcuts” in the Universe, like bridges that connect different places in it. Take, for example, two points in the Universe that are thirty light-years apart (remember, a light-year
is the distance a ray of light can travel in one year). Given the curvature of the Universe,
that is, of space-time, there could be a shortcut or bridge between them so that, by following
this new path, the distance would be much less: possibly just two light-years, for example. In
fact, the possible existence of these cosmological entities arose shortly after Albert Einstein
completed the general theory of relativity. In 1916, Viennese physicist Ludwig Flamm found
a solution to Einstein’s equations in which such space-time “bridges” appeared. Almost no
attention was paid to Flamm’s work, however, and nineteen years later Einstein and one of
his collaborators, Nathan Rosen, published an article that represented physical space as
formed by two identical “sheets” connected along a surface they called “bridge.” But rather
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than thinking in terms of shortcuts in space—an idea that, in their opinion, bordered on the
absurd—they interpreted this bridge as a particle.
Decades later, when the general theory of relativity abandoned the timeless realm of
mathematics in which it had previously been cloistered, and technological advances revealed the usefulness of understanding the cosmos and its contents, the idea of such
shortcuts began to be explored. One result obtained at that time was that, if they indeed
exist, it is for a very short period of time—so short, in fact, that you cannot look through
them. In terms of travel, they would not exist long enough to serve as a shortcut from one
point in the Universe to another. In his splendid book, Black Holes and Time Warps (1994),
Kip Thorne explains this property of wormholes, and he also recalls how, in 1985, he received a call from his friend, Carl Sagan, who was finishing work on a novel that would also
become a film, Contact (1985). Sagan had little knowledge of general relativity, but he wanted the heroine of his story, astrophysicist Eleanor Arroway (played by Jodie Foster in the
film), to travel rapidly from one place in the Universe to another via a black hole. Thorne
knew this was impossible, but to help Sagan, he suggested replacing the black hole with a
wormhole: “When a friend needs help,” he wrote in his book (Thorne 1994, 1995: 450, 452),
“you are willing to look anywhere for it.” Of course, the problem of their very brief lifespan
continued to exist, but to solve it, Thorne suggested that Arroway was able to keep the
wormhole open for the necessary time by using “an exotic matter” whose characteristics he
more-or-less described. According to Thorne, “exotic matter might possibly exist.” And
in fact, others (among them, Stephen Hawking) had reached the same conclusion, so the
question of whether wormholes can be open for a longer period of time than originally
thought has led to studies related to ideas that make sense in quantum physics, such as
fluctuations in a vacuum: considering space as if, on an ultramicroscopic scale, it were a
boiling liquid.

Simply put, wormholes are “shortcuts” in the Universe, like
bridges that connect different places in it. For example, if
two points in the Universe are thirty light-years apart, the
curvature of the Universe (of space-time) might permit
the existence of a shortcut between them—possibly only
two light-years in length
Another possibility recently considered comes from a group of five scientists at Louvain University, the Autonomous University of Madrid-CSIC, and the University of Waterloo, whose
article in Physical Review D (Bueno, Cano, Goelen, Hertog, and Vernocke, 2018) proposes
the possibility that the gravitational radiation detected by LIGO, which was interpreted as
coming from the collision of two black holes, might have a very different origin: the collision
of two rotating wormholes. Their idea is based on the existence of a border or event horizon
around black holes, which makes the gravitational waves produced by a collision such as the
one detected in 2016 cease in a very short period of time. According to those scientists, this
would not happen in the case of wormholes, where such event horizons do not exist. There,
the waves should reverberate, producing a sort of “echo.” Such echoes were not detected,
but that may be because the instrumentation was unable to do so, or was not prepared for
it. This is a problem to be solved in the future.
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Multiple Universes
Seriously considering the existence of wormholes—“bridges” in space-time—might seem like
entering a world in which the border between science and science fiction is not at all clear, but
the history of science has shown us that nature sometimes proves more surprising than even
the most imaginative human mind. So, who really knows whether wormholes might actually
exist? After all, before the advent of radio astronomy, no scientist could even imagine the
existence of astrophysical structures such as pulsars or quasars. Indeed, the Universe itself,
understood as a differentiated entity, could end up losing its most fundamental characteristic:
its unicity. Over the last decade scientists have given increasingly serious consideration to a
possibility that arose as a way of understanding the collapse of the wave function, the fact that,
in quantum mechanics, what finally decides which one of a system’s possible states becomes
real (and how probable this occurrence is) is observation itself, as before that observation
takes place, all of the system’s states coexist. The possibility of thinking in other terms was
presented by a young doctoral candidate in physics named Hugh Everett III. Unlike most of
his peers, he was unconvinced by the Copenhagen interpretation of quantum mechanics so
favored by the influential Niels Bohr, especially its strange mixture of classical and quantum
worlds. The wave function follows its quantum path until subjected to measurement, which
belongs to the world of classical physics, at which point it collapses. Everett thought that such
a dichotomy between a quantum description and a classical one constituted a “philosophical
monstrosity.”1 He therefore proposed discarding the postulated collapse of the wave function
and trying to include the observer in that function.

Before the advent of radio astronomy, no scientist could even
imagine the existence of astrophysical structures such as
pulsars or quasars. Indeed, the Universe itself, understood
as a differentiated entity, could end up losing its most
fundamental characteristic: its unicity
It is difficult to express Everett’s theory in just a few words. In fact, John Wheeler, who directed his doctoral dissertation, had trouble accepting all its content and called for various
revisions of his initial work, including shortening the first version of his thesis and limiting
the forcefulness of some of his assertions, despite the fact that he recognized their value. Here,
I will only quote a passage (Everett III, 1957; Barrett and Byrne (eds.), 2012: 188–189) from the
article that Everett III (1957) published in Reviews of Modern Physics, which coincides with
the final version of his doctoral dissertation (successfully defended in April 1957):
We thus arrive at the following picture: Throughout all of a sequence of observation processes
there is only one physical system representing the observer, yet there is no single unique state
of the observer […] Nevertheless, there is a representation in terms of a superposition […] Thus
with each succeeding observation (or interaction), the observer state ‘branches’ into a number
of different states. Each branch represents a different outcome of the measurement and the
corresponding eigenstate for the object-system state. All branches exist simultaneously in the
superposition after any given sequence of observations.
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In this quote, we encounter what would become the most representative characteristic of
Everett’s theory. But it was Bryce DeWitt, rather than Everett, who promoted it. In fact, DeWitt
recovered and modified Everett’s theory, turning it into “the many-worlds interpretation” (or
multiverses), in a collection of works by Everett that DeWitt and Neill Graham edited in 1973
with the title The Many-Worlds Interpretation of Quantum Mechanics (DeWitt and Graham
[eds.], 1973). Earlier, DeWitt (1970) had published an attractive and eventually influential
article in Physics Today that presented Everett’s theory under the provocative title “Quantum
Mechanics and Reality.” Looking back at that text, DeWitt recalled (DeWitt-Morette, 2011:
95): “The Physics Today article was deliberately written in a sensational style. I introduced
terminology (‘splitting’, multiple ‘worlds’, and so on.) that some people were unable to accept
and to which a number of people objected because, if nothing else, it lacked precision.” The
ideas and the version of Everett’s theory implicit in DeWitt’s presentation, which have been
maintained and have even flourished in recent times, are that the Universe’s wave function,
which is the only one that really makes sense according to Everett, splits with each “measuring” process, giving rise to worlds and universes that then split into others in an unstoppable
and infinite sequence.

The ideas and the version of Everett’s theory implicit in
DeWitt’s presentation are that the Universe’s wave function
splits with each “measuring” process, giving rise to worlds
and universes that then split into others in an unstoppable and
infinite sequence
In his Physics Today article, DeWitt (1970: 35) wrote that: “No experiment can reveal the
existence of ‘other worlds.’ However, the theory does have the pedagogical merit of bringing
most of the fundamental issues of measurement theory clearly into the foreground, hence
providing a useful framework for discussion.” For a long time (the situation has begun to
change in recent years) the idea of multiverses was not taken very seriously, and some even
considered it rather ridiculous, but who knows whether it will become possible, at some future
time, to imagine an experiment capable of testing the idea that other universes may exist,
and, if they do, whether the laws of physics would be the same as in our Universe, or others.
Of course, if they were different, how would we identify them?

Dark Matter
Until the end of the twentieth century, scientists thought that, while there was still much
to learn about its contents, structure, and dynamics, we knew what the Universe is made
of: “ordinary” matter of the sort we constantly see around us, consisting of particles (and
radiations/quanta) that are studied by high-energy physics. In fact, that is not the case. A
variety of experimental results, such as the internal movement of some galaxies, have demonstrated the existence of matter of an unknown type called “dark matter,” as well as something called “dark energy,” which is responsible for the Universe expanding even faster than
expected. Current results indicate that about five percent of the Universe consists of ordinary mass, twenty-seven percent is dark matter and sixty-eight percent is dark energy.
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In other words, we thought we knew about what we call the Universe when, in fact, it is
still largely unknown because we have yet to discover what dark matter and dark energy
actually are.
At the LHC, there were hopes that a candidate for dark mass particles could be detected.
The existence of these WIMPs (weakly interacting massive particles) is predicted by what is
called supersymmetry, but the results have so far been negative. One specific experiment
that attempted to detect dark matter used a Large Underground Xenon or LUX detector at
the Stanford Underground Laboratory and involved the participation of around one hundred
scientists and engineers from eighteen institutions in the United States, Europe, and, to a
lesser degree, other countries. This laboratory, located 1,510 meters underground in a mine
in South Dakota, contains 370 kilos of ultra-pure liquid xenon and the experiment sought to
detect the interaction of those particles with it. The results of that experiment, which took
place between October 2014 and May 2016, were also negative.

Supersymmetry and Dark Matter
From a theoretical standpoint, there is a proposed formulation that could include dark matter, that is, the “dark particles” or WIMPs, mentioned above. It consists of a special type of
symmetry known as “supersymmetry,” whose most salient characteristic is that for each
of the known particles there is a corresponding “supersymmetric companion.” Now, this
companion must possess a specific property: its spin must be 1/2 less than that of its known
partner. In other words, one will have a spin that corresponds to an integer, while the other’s
will correspond to a half-integer; thus, one will be a boson (a particle with an integer spin)
and the other, a fermion (particles with a semi-integer spin). In that sense, supersymmetry
establishes a symmetry between bosons and fermions and therefore imposes that the laws
of nature will be the same when bosons are replaced by fermions and vice versa. Supersymmetry was discovered in the early 1970s and was one of the first of a group of theories of
other types that raised many hopes for unifying the four interactions—bringing gravitation
into the quantum world—and thus moving past the Standard Model. That group of theories
is known as string theory.2 A good summary of supersymmetry was offered by David Gross
(2011: 163–164), one of the physicists who stands out for his work in this field:
Perhaps the most important question that faces particle physicists, both theorists and experimentalists, is that of supersymmetry. Supersymmetry is a marvelous theoretical concept. It is a
natural, and probably unique, extension of the relativistic and general relativistic symmetries
of nature. It is also an essential part of string theory; indeed supersymmetry was first discovered
in string theory, and then generalized to quantum field theory. […]
In supersymmetric theories, for every particle there is a ‘superpartner’ or a ‘superparticle.’
[…] So far, we have observed no superpartners […] But we understand that this is perhaps not
surprising. Supersymmetry could be an exact symmetry of the laws of nature, but spontaneously
broken in the ground state of the universe. Many symmetries that exist in nature are spontaneously broken. As long as the scale of supersymmetry breaking is high enough, we would not have
seen any of these particles yet. If we observe these particles at the new LHC accelerator then, in
fact, we will be discovering new quantum dimensions of space and time.[…]
Supersymmetry has many beautiful features. It unifies by means of symmetry principles
fermions, quarks, and leptons (which are the constituents of matter), bosons (which are the
quanta of force), the photon, the W, the Z, the gluons in QCD, and the graviton.
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Stephen Hawking (1942–2018) aboard a modified Boeing
727 jet owned by the Zero Gravity Corporation. The jet
completes a series of steep ascents and dives that create
short periods of weightlessness due to free fall. During
this flight, Hawking experienced eight such periods
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After offering other examples of the virtues of sypersymmetry, Gross refers to dark matter: “Finally, supersymmetric extensions of the standard model contain natural candidates for dark-matter WIMPs. These extensions naturally contain, among the supersymmetric partners of ordinary matter, particles that have all the hypothesized properties of
dark matter.”
As Gross pointed out, the experiments at the LHC were a good place to find those “supersymmetric dark companions,” which could be light enough to be detected by the CERN
accelerator, although even then they would be difficult to detect because they interact neither with electromagnetic force—they do not absorb, reflect, or emit light—nor with strong
interaction, because they do not interact with “visible particles,” either. Nonetheless, they
possess energy and momentum (otherwise, they would be “ghosts” with no physical entity
whatsoever), which opens the doors to inferring their existence by applying the customary
laws of conservation of energy-momentum to what is seen after the particles observed collide
with the WIMP. All the same, no evidence of their existence has yet been found in the LHC.
In any case, the problem of what dark matter actually is constitutes a magnificent example
of the confluence of physics (the physics of elemental particles) with cosmology and astrophysics—yet another indication that these fields are sometimes impossible to separate.

String Theories
The string theories mentioned with regard to supersymmetry appeared before it did. According to string theory, nature’s basic particles are actually unidimensional filaments (extremely
thin strings) in space with many more dimensions than the three spatial and one temporal
dimension that we are aware of. Rather than saying that they “are” or “consist of” those strings,
we should, however, say that they “are manifestations” of the vibrations of those strings.
In other words, if our instruments were powerful enough, rather than seeing “points” with
certain characteristics we call electron, quark, photon, or neutrino, for example, we would
see minute, vibrating strings (whose ends can be open or closed).
The first version of string theory arose in 1968, when Gabriele Veneziano (1968) introduced
a string model that appeared to describe the interaction among particles subject to strong
interaction. Veneziano’s model only worked for bosons. In other words, it was a theory of
bosonic strings, but it did demand a geometrical framework of twenty-six dimensions. It was
Pierre Ramond (1971) who first managed—in the work mentioned in footnote 2, which introduced the idea of supersymmetry—to extend Veneziano’s idea to include “fermionic modes
of vibration” that “only” required ten-dimensional spaces. Since then, string (or superstring)
theory has developed in numerous directions. Its different versions seem to converge to form
what is known as M-theory, which has eleven dimensions.3 In The Universe in a Nutshell,
Stephen Hawking (2002: 54–57) observed:
I must say that personally, I have been reluctant to believe in extra dimensions. But as I am
a positivist, the question ‘do extra dimensions really exist?’ has no meaning. All one can
ask is whether mathematical models with extra dimensions provide a good description
of the universe. We do not yet have any observations that require extra dimensions for their
explanation. However, there is a possibility we may observe them in the Large Hadron Collider in Geneva. But what has convinced many people, including myself, that one should take
models with extra dimensions seriously is that there is a web of unexpected relationships,
called dualities, between the models. These dualities show that the models are all essentially
equivalent; that is, they are just different aspects of the same underlying theory, which has been
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given the name M-theory. Not to take this web of dualities as a sign we are on the right track
would be a bit like believing that God put fossils into the rocks in order to mislead Darwin about
the evolution of life.

Once again we see what high hopes have been placed on the LHC, although, as I already
mentioned, they have yet to be satisfied. Of course this does not mean that some string theory
capable of bringing gravity into a quantum context may not actually prove true.4 They are
certainly enticing enough to engage the greater public, as can be seen in the success of the
one by Hawking mentioned above, or The Elegant Universe (1999), written by Brian Greene,
another specialist in this field. There are two clearly distinguished groups within the international community of physicists (and mathematicians). Some think that only a version of
string theory could eventually provide the possibility of fulfilling the long-awaited dream of
unifying the four interactions to form a great quantum synthesis, thus surpassing the Standard Model and general relativity and discovering ways of experimentally proving that theory.
Others believe that string theory has received much more attention than it deserves as it is
an as yet unprovable formulation more fitting in mathematical settings than in physics (in
fact, mathematics has not only strongly contributed to string theories, it has also received a
great deal from them. It is hardly by chance that one of the most outstanding string-theory
experts, Edward Witten, was awarded the Fields Medals in 1990, an honor considered the
mathematics equivalent to the Nobel Prize). As to the future of string theory, it might be best
to quote the conclusions of a recent book about them by Joseph Conlon (2016: 235–236), a
specialist in that field and professor of Theoretical Physics at Oxford University:
What does the future hold for string theory? As the book has described, in 2015 ‘string theory’
exists as a large number of separate, quasi-autonomous communities. These communities work
on a variety of topics range[ing] from pure mathematics to phenomenological chasing of data,
and they have different styles and use different approaches. They are in all parts of the world. The
subject is done in Philadelphia and in Pyongyang, in Israel and in Iran, by people with all kinds
of opinions, appearance, and training. What they have in common is that they draw inspiration,
ideas, or techniques from parts of string theory.
It is clear that in the short term this situation will continue. Some of these communities will
flourish and grow as they are reinvigorated by new results, either experimental or theoretical.
Others will shrink as they exhaust the seam they set out to mine. It is beyond my intelligence to
say which ideas will suffer which fate—an unexpected experimental result can drain old subjects
and create a new community within weeks.

At this point, Conlon pauses to compare string theory’s mathematical dimension to other
physics theories, such as quantum field theory or gravitation, pointing out that “although they
may be phrased in the language of physics, in style these problems are far closer to problems
in mathematics. The questions are not empirical in nature and do not require experiment to
answer.” Many—probably the immense majority of physicists—would not agree.

According to string theory, nature’s basic particles are actually
unidimensional filaments (extremely thin strings) in space with
many more dimensions than the three spatial and one temporal
dimension that we are aware of. We should, however, say that
they “are manifestations” of the vibrations of those strings
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The example drawn from string theory that Conlon next presented was “AdS/CFT Correspondence,” a theoretical formulation published in 1998 by Argentinean physicist Juan Maldacena
(1998) that helps, under specific conditions that satisfy what is known as the “holographic
principle” (the Universe understood as a sort of holographic projection), to establish correspondence between certain quantum gravity theories and any compatible field or quantum
chromodynamic theory. (In 2015, Maldacena’s article was the most frequently mentioned in
high-energy physics, with over 10,000 quotes.) According to Conlon: “The validity of AdS/
CFT correspondence has been checked a thousand times—but these checks are calculational
in nature and are not contingent on experiment.” He continues:
What about this world? Is it because of the surprising correctness and coherence of string theories such as AdS/CFT that many people think string theory is also likely to be a true theory of
nature? […]
Will we ever actually know whether string theory is physically correct? Do the equations
of string theory really hold for this universe at the smallest possible scales?
Everyone who has ever interacted with the subject hopes that string theory may one day
move forward into the broad sunlit uplands of science, where conjecture and refutation are
batted between theorist and experimentalist as if they were ping-pong balls. This may require
advances in theory; it probably requires advances in technology; it certainly requires hard work
and imagination.

In sum, the future remains open to the great hope for a grand theory that will unify the
description of all interactions while simultaneously allowing advances in the knowledge of
matter’s most basic structure.

Entanglement and Cryptography
As we well know, quantum entanglement defies the human imagination. With difficulty,
most of us eventually get used to concepts successfully demonstrated by facts, such as indeterminism (Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle of 1927) or the collapse of the wave function
(which states, as mentioned above, that we create reality when we observe it; until then, that
reality is no more than the set of all possible situations), but it turns out that there are even
more. Another of these counterintuitive consequences of quantum physics is entanglement,
a concept and term (Verschränkung in German) introduced by Erwin Schrödinger in 1935 and
also suggested in the famous article that Einstein published with Boris Podolsky and Nathan
Rosen that same year. Entanglement is the idea that two parts of a quantum system are in
instant “communication” so that actions affecting one will simultaneously affect the other,
no matter how far apart. In a letter to Max Born in 1947, Einstein called it “phantasmagorical
action at a distance [spukhafte Fernwirkung].”

Quantum entanglement exists, and over the last decade it has
been repeatedly proven. One particularly solid demonstration
was provided in 2015 by groups from Delft University, the United
States National Institute of Standards and Technology, and Vienna
University, respectively
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Now, quantum entanglement exists, and over the last decade it has been repeatedly proven.
One particularly solid demonstration was provided in 2015 by groups from Delft University,
the United States National Institute of Standards and Technology, and Vienna University, respectively. In their article (Herbst, Scheidl, Fink, Handsteiner, Wittmann, Ursin, and
Zeilinger, 2015), they demonstrated the entanglement of two previously independent photons 143 kilometers apart, which was the distance between their detectors in Tenerife and
La Palma.
In a world like ours, in which communications via Internet and other media penetrate and
condition all areas of society, entanglement constitutes a magnificent instrument for making
those transmissions secure, thanks to what is known as “quantum cryptography.” The basis
for this type of cryptography is a quantum system consisting, for example, of two photons,
each of which is sent to a different receptor. Due to entanglement, if one of those receptors
changes something, it will instantly affect the other, even when they are not linked in any
way. What is particularly relevant for transmission security is the fact that if someone tried
to intervene, he or she would have to take some sort of measure, and that would destroy the
entanglement, causing detectable anomalies in the system.
Strictly speaking, quantum information exchange is based on what is known as QKD, that
is, “Quantum Key Distribution.”5 What is important about this mechanism is the quantum
key that the entangled receptor receives and uses to decipher the message. The two parts of
the system share a secret key that they then use to encode and decode messages. Traditional
encryption methods are based on algorithms associated with complex mathematical operations that are difficult to decipher but not impossible to intercept. As I have pointed out,
such interception is simply impossible with quantum cryptography.
Quantum entanglement augurs the possible creation of a global “quantum Internet.” It
is therefore not surprising that recently created companies, such as the Swiss ID Quantique
(founded in 2001 as a spinoff of Geneva University’s Applied Physics Group), the US MagiQ,
or Australia’s QuintessenceLabs have taken considerable interest in quantum cryptography,
as have well-established firms such as HP, IBM, Mitsubishi, NEC, NTT, and Toshiba.

In a world like ours, in which communications via Internet
and other media penetrate and condition all areas of society,
entanglement constitutes a magnificent instrument for making
those transmissions secure, thanks to what is known as “quantum
cryptography”
One problem with quantum cryptography is that when classic communications channels,
such as optic fiber, are used, the signal is degraded because the photons are absorbed or
diffused by the fiber’s molecules (the limit for sending quantum cryptograph messages is
around one or two cities). Classic transmission also breaks down over distances, but this can
be remedied with relays. That solution does not exist for quantum transmission, however,
because, as mentioned above, any intermediate interaction destroys the message’s unity. The
best possible “cable” for quantum communication turns out to be the space vacuum, and a
significant advance was recently made in that sense. A team led by Jian-Wei Pan, at China’s
University of Science and Technology, in Hefei, in collaboration with Anton Zeilinger (one
of the greatest specialists in quantum communications and computation) at Vienna Univer-
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sity, managed to send quantum messages back and forth between Xinglong and Graz—7,600
kilometers apart—using China’s Micius satellite (placed in orbit 500 kilometers from Earth
in August 2016) as an intermediary.6 To broaden its range of action, they used fiber-optic
systems to link Graz to Vienna and Xinglong to Beijing. That way, they held a secure seventy-five minute videoconference between the Chinese and Viennese Science Academies
using two gigabytes of data, an amount similar to what cellphones required in the 1970s.
Such achievements foreshadow the establishment of satellite networks that will allow secure
communications of all kinds (telephone calls, e-mail, faxes) in a new world that will later
include another instrument intimately related to the quantum phenomena we have already
discussed: quantum computing, in which quantum overlap plays a central role.

Quantum entanglement augurs the possible creation of a global
“quantum Internet.” It is therefore not surprising that well-established
firms such as HP, IBM, Mitsubishi, NEC, NTT, and Toshiba have taken
considerable interest in quantum cryptography
While classic computing stores information in bits (0, 1), quantum computation is based on
qubits (quantum bits). Many physical systems can act as qubits, including photons, electrons, atoms, and Cooper pairs. Contemplated in terms of photons, the principle of quantum overlap means that these can be polarized either horizontally or vertically, but also in
combinations lying between those two states. Consequently, you have a greater number
of units for processing or storage in a computing machine, and you can carry out various
operations at the same time, that is, you can operate in parallel (every bit has to be either 1
or 0, while a qubit can be 1 and 0 at the same time, which allows multiple operations to be
carried out at the same time). Obviously, the more qubits a quantum computer employs, the
greater its computing capacity will be. The number of qubits needed to surpass computers
is believed to be fifty, and IBM recently announced that it had surpassed that threshold...
although only for a few nanoseconds. It turns out to be very difficult indeed to keep the
qubits entangled (that is, unperturbed) for the necessary period of time. This is extremely complicated because subatomic particles are inherently unstable. Therefore, to avoid
what is called “decoherence,” one of the main areas of research in quantum computing
involves finding ways to minimize the perturbing effects of light, sound, movement, and
temperature. Many quantum computers are being constructed in extremely low-temperature vacuum chambers for exactly that reason, but obviously, industry and governments
(especially China, at present) are making significant efforts to advance in the field of quantum computing: Google and NASA, for example, are using a quantum computer built by
the Canadian firm, D-Wave Systems, Inc, which is the first to sell this type of machine capable of carrying out certain types of operations 3,600 times faster than the world’s fastest
digital supercomputer.
Another possibility associated with quantum entanglement is teletransportation,
which Ignacio Cirac (2011: 478) defined as “the transfer of an intact quantum state from
one place to another, carried out by a sender who knows neither the state to be teletransported nor the location of the receiver to whom it must be sent.” Teletransportation experiments have already been carried out with photons, ions, and atoms, but there is still a long
way to go.
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Physics in an Interdisciplinary World
In previous sections, I have focused on developments in what we could call the “most fundamental physics,” but this science is not at all limited to the study of nature’s “final” components, the unification of forces or the application of the most basic principles of quantum
physics. Physics is made up of a broad and varied group of fields—condensed matter, low
temperatures, nuclear, optical, electromagnetism, fluids, thermodynamics, and so on—and
progress has been made in all of them over the last ten years. Moreover, those advances will
undoubtedly continue in the future. It would be impossible to mention them all, but I do want
to refer to a field to which physics has much to contribute: interdisciplinarity.
We should keep in mind that nature is unified and has no borders; practical necessity has
led humans to establish them, creating disciplines that we call physics, chemistry, biology,
mathematics, geology, and so on. However, as our knowledge of nature grows, it becomes
increasingly necessary to go beyond these borders and unite disciplines. It is essential to form
groups of specialists—not necessarily large ones—from different scientific and technical
fields but possessed of sufficient general knowledge to be able to understand each other and
collaborate to solve new problems whose very nature requires such collaboration. Physics
must be a part of such groups. We find examples of interdisciplinarity in almost all settings,
one of which would be the processes underlying atmospheric phenomena. These involve all
sorts of sciences: energy exchanges and temperature gradients, radiation received from the
Sun, chemical reactions, the composition of the atmosphere, the motion of atmospheric and
ocean currents, the biology of animals and plants that explains the behavior and reactions of
animal and plant species, industrial processes, social modes and mechanisms of transportation, and so on and so on. Architecture and urban studies offer similar evidence. For climate
change, energy limitations, atmospheric pollution, and agglomeration in gigantic cities, it is
imperative to deepen cooperation among architecture, urban studies, science, and technology
without overlooking the need to draw on other disciplines as well, including psychology and
sociology, which are linked to the study of human character. We must construct buildings
that minimize energy loss, and attempt to approach energy sufficiency, that is, sustainability,
which has become a catchword in recent years. Fortunately, along with materials with new
thermal and acoustic properties, we have elements developed by science and technology,
such as solar panels, as well as the possibility of recycling organic waste.

Nature is unified and has no borders; practical necessity has led
humans to establish them, creating disciplines that we call physics,
chemistry, biology, mathematics, geology, and so on. However, as
our knowledge of nature grows, it becomes increasingly necessary
to go beyond those borders and unite disciplines
One particularly important example in which physics is clearly involved is the “Brain Activity Map Project” which the then president of the United States, Barack Obama, publicly
announced on April 2, 2013. In more than one way, this research project is a successor to the
great Human Genome Project that managed to map the genes composed by our chromosomes.
It seeks to study neuron signals and to determine how their flow through neural networks
turns into thoughts, feelings, and actions. There can be little doubt as to the importance of
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this project, which faces one of the greatest challenges of contemporary science: obtaining a
global understanding of the human brain, including its self-awareness. In his presentation,
Obama mentioned his hope that this project would also pave the way for the development of
technologies essential to combating diseases such as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s, as well as
new therapies for a variety of mental illnesses, and advances in the field of artificial intelligence.
It is enough to read the heading of the article in which a group of scientists presented and
defended this project to recognize its interdisciplinary nature and the presence of physics therein. Published in the review Neuron in 2012, it was titled “The Brain Activity Map Project and
the Challenge of Functional Connectomics” and was signed by six scientists: Paul Alivisatos,
Miyoung Chun, George Church, Ralph Greenspan, Michael Roukes, and Rafael Yuste (2012).
Equally worthy of note are nanoscience and nanotechnology. The atomic world is one of the
meeting places for the natural sciences and technologies based on them. In the final analysis,
atoms and the particles they are made of (protons, neutrons, electrons, quarks, and so on) are
the “world’s building blocks.” Until relatively recently, there was not a research field—I am
referring to nanotechnology and nanoscience—in which that shared base showed so many
potential applications in different disciplines. Those fields of research and development
owe their name to a measurement of length, the nanometer (nm), which is one billionth of
a meter. Nanotechnoscience includes any branch of science or technology that researches
or uses our capacity to control and manipulate matter on scales between 1 and 100 nm. Advances in the field of nanotechnoscience have made it possible to develop nanomaterials and
nanodevices that are already being used in a variety of settings. It is, for example, possible to
detect and locate cancerous tumors in the body using a solution of 35 nm nanoparticles of
gold, as carcinogenic cells possess a protein that reacts to the antibodies that adhere to these
nanoparticles, making it possible to locate malignant cells. In fact, medicine is a particularly
appropriate field for nanotechnoscience, and this has given rise to nanomedicine. The human
fondness for compartmentalization has led this field to frequently be divided into three large
areas: nanodiagnostics (the development of image and analysis techniques to detect illnesses
in their initial stages), nanotherapy (the search for molecular-level therapies that act directly
on affected cells or pathogenic areas), and regenerative medicine (the controlled growth of
artificial tissue and organs).

One particularly important example in which physics is clearly
involved is the “Brain Activity Map Project” which the then
president of the United States, Barack Obama, publicly announced
on April 2, 2013. In more than one way, this research project is a
successor to the great Human Genome Project that managed to
map the genes composed by our chromosomes
It is always difficult and risky to predict the future, but I have no doubt that this future will involve all sorts of developments that we would currently consider unimaginable surprises. One
of these may well be a possibility that Freeman Dyson (2011), who always enjoys predictions,
suggested not long ago. He calls it “radioneurology” and the idea is that, as our knowledge of
brain functions expands, we may be able to use millions of microscopic sensors to observe
the exchanges among neurons that lead to thoughts, feelings, and so on, and convert them
into electromagnetic signals that could be received by another brain outfitted with similar
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Colored scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of
nanostructures formed on a vanadium and vanadiumoxide surface by a carbon-dioxide laser beam. The
resulting nanostructures can have applications in various
forms of electronics and nanotechnology
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sensors. That second brain would then use them to regenerate the emitting brain’s thoughts.
Would, or could that become a type of radiotelepathy?

Epilogue
We live between the past and the future. The present is constantly slipping between our fingers
like a fading shadow. The past offers us memories and acquired knowledge, tested or yet to
be tested, a priceless treasure that paves our way forward. Of course we do not really know
where it will lead us, what new characteristics will appear, or if it will be an easy voyage or
not. What is certain is that the future will be different and very interesting. And physics, like
all of the other sciences, will play an important and fascinating role in shaping that future.
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Over the last decade, the analysis of ancient DNA has
emerged as cutting-edge research that uses methods
(genetics) and concepts (hybridization) not previously
common in the field of anthropology. Today, we are the only
human species on the planet, but we now know that we had
offspring with others that no longer exist and have inherited
some of their genes. What does it mean to be a hybrid?
What are the implications of having the genetic material
of other hominins in our blood? Was this hybridization a
factor in the Neanderthals’ extinction? Does it shift our
perspective on human diversity today? Both genetic and
fossil evidence gathered over the last decade offer a more
diverse and dynamic image of our origins. Many of the keys
to Homo sapiens’ success at adapting may possibly lie in
this miscegenation that not only does not harm our identity,
but probably constitutes a part of our species’ hallmark and
idiosyncrasies.
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In normal use, the word “investigation” is filled with connotations of progress and future.
Paradoxically, its etymology lies in the Latin word investigare, which comes, in turn, from
vestigium (vestige or footprint). Thus, the original meaning of “investigate” would be “to
track.” For those of us who study ancient eras, returning to the root of the word “investigate”
brings out the frequently overlooked idea that progress is only possible through knowing and
learning from the past. Paleoanthropology is the field that studies the origin and evolution
of man and tries to reconstruct the history of biological and cultural changes experienced
by our ancestors since the lines that have led to humans and chimpanzees split some six
million years ago. One of the main bodies of evidence on which the study of human evolution draws is fossils of extinct hominid species. This frequently leads to the erroneous idea
that paleoanthropology is an area of study cloistered in the past, and that its contribution
to our understanding of today’s human beings consists, at most, of a few anecdotes. In fact,
research into human evolution over the last decade has invalidated that paradigm in both
the methodological and conceptual sense with research on the very horizon of knowledge
that has contributed previously unknown knowledge about our own species.
The past is now uncovered using technology of the future. The need “to make the dead
talk” and to maximize the information that can be extracted from cherished and rare fossil
and archeological finds has led paleontologists and archeologists to perfect and fully exploit current methods—sometimes to define new lines of investigation. The application,
for example, of high-resolution imaging techniques to the study of fossils has spawned an
independent methodological branch known as virtual anthropology. Thus, the digital age
has also reached the world of the past, and, with these techniques, it is now possible to study
a fossil in a nondestructive manner by making two- and three-dimensional measurements
and reconstructions of any of its surfaces, whether internal or external. The best example of
this fruitful relation between technology and the study of the past, however, appears in the
consolidation of a recent research area: paleogenetics, that is, the analysis of ancient DNA.
The awarding of the Princess of Asturias Prize for Scientific and Technical Research to Swedish biologist Svante Pääbo, considered one of the founders of paleogenetics, illustrates the
importance that molecular studies have attained in the reconstruction of a fundamental part
of our history. The team led by Pääbo, director of the Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary
Anthropology in Leipzig (Germany), has pioneered the application of high-performance DNA
sequencing techniques to the study of ancient DNA, thus making it possible to analyze the
complete genomes of extinct organisms. Their collaboration with scientists researching the
Sierra de Atapuerca archeological sites in the province of Burgos has, in fact, led to a scientific
landmark: extracting DNA from the hominins at the Sima de los Huesos site (430,000 years
old). This is the oldest DNA yet recovered in settings without permafrost.
The consolidation of paleogenetic studies has provided data on the origin of our species—Homo sapiens—and the nature of our interaction with other now-extinct species of
hominins. Such knowledge was unimaginable just ten years ago. Until now, the story of
Homo sapiens’ origin was practically a linear narrative of its emergence at a single location
in Africa. Privileged with a variety of advanced physical and intellectual capacities, modern
humans would have spread to all of the continents no more than 50,000 years ago. That is the
essence of the “Out of Africa” theory, which suggests that in its expansion across the planet
Homo sapiens would have replaced all archaic human groups without any crossbreeding at
all. Molecular analyses have now dismantled that paradigm, revealing that modern humans
not only interbred and produced fertile offspring with now-extinct human species such as
Neanderthals, but also that the genetic makeup of today’s non-African human population
contains between two and four percent of their genes. Moreover, through genetic analysis of
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hand bones discovered in a cave in Denisova, in the Altai mountains of Siberia, geneticists
have identified a new human population. We have practically no fossil evidence of them, and
therefore know very little about their physical appearance, but we do know that they were
different from both Neanderthals and modern humans. Colloquially known as Denisovans,
they must have coexisted and crossbred with our species and with Homo Neanderthalensis,
as between four and six percent of the genetic makeup of humans currently living in Papua
and New Guinea, Australia and Melanesia is of Denisovan origin.

The past is now uncovered using technology of the future. The
need to maximize the information that can be extracted from
fossil and archeological remains has led to the perfection and
exploitation of current methods and the development of new lines
of research
Paleogenetics constitutes frontier research in many of the senses described by science historian Thomas S. Kuhn in his work The Structure of Scientific Revolutions (1962), as it has made
it possible to use methods (genetics) and concepts (hybridization) that were not previously
common in paleoanthropology, thus providing unexpected results that bring the ruling paradigm into question. Moreover, it has opened a door to unforeseen dimensions of knowledge.
Although today we are the only human species on Earth, we now know that we were not always alone, and that we knew and had offspring with other humans that no longer exist but
have left their genetic mark on us. This triggers a degree of intellectual vertigo. What does it
mean to be a hybrid? What was it like to know and coexist with a different intelligent human
species? What are the implications of having genetic matter from other human species running through our veins? Was this hybridization involved in the extinction of our brothers, the
Neanderthals? Does this shed new light on the diversity of humans today?
It is difficult to resist the fascination of exploring the most ancient periods, despite the
relative scarcity of available evidence, but over the last decade paleoanthropology has proved
a wellspring of information on more recent times, especially with regard to our own species.
Genetic data, along with new fossil discoveries and new datings that place our species outside
the African continent earlier than estimated by the “Out of Africa” theory, have uncovered a
completely unknown past for today’s humans.
In this context, the present article will review some of the main landmarks of human
evolution discovered in the last decade, with a particular emphasis on philosopher Martin
Heidegger’s affirmation that “the question is the supreme form of knowledge” and the idea
that a diagnosis of any science’s health depends not so much on its capacity to provide answers as to generate new questions—in this case, about ourselves.

Our Hybrid Origin
One of the main problems with the idea of hybrid species is that it contradicts the biological
concept of species originally formulated by evolution biologist Ernst Mayr. According to Mayr,
a species is a group or natural population of individuals that can breed among themselves
but are reproductively isolated from other similar groups. This concept implies that indi-
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viduals from different species should not be able to crossbreed or have fertile offspring with
individuals who do not belong to the same taxon. And yet, nature offers us a broad variety
of hybrids—mainly in the plant world, where species of mixed ancestry can have offspring
that are not necessarily sterile. This is less common among animals or at least less known,
although there are known cases among species of dogs, cats, mice, and primates, including
howler monkeys. One particular example among primates is the hybrids that result from
crossbreeding different species of monkeys from the genus Cercopithedidae, familiarly known
as baboons. As we shall see, they have provided us with very useful information. An additional problem is that, until molecular techniques were applied to paleontological studies,
the concept of biological species was difficult to establish in fossils. We would have needed
a time machine to discover whether individuals from different extinct species could (and
did) interact sexually, and whether those interactions produced fertile offspring. Moreover,
there is very little information about the physical appearance of the hybrids, which further
complicates attempts to recognize them in fossil evidence.
In the context of paleontology, the concept of species is employed in a much more pragmatic way, as a useful category for grouping individuals whose anatomical characteristics
(and ideally, their behavior and ecological niche) place them in a homogenous group that can,
in principle, be recognized and distinguished from other groups. This clear morphological
distinction among the individuals we potentially assign to a species is used as an indirect
indicator of their isolation from other populations (species) that would not have maintained
their characteristic morphology if they had regularly interbred. Does the fact that H. sapiens
and H. Neanderthalensis interbred signify that they are not different species? Not necessarily,
although the debate is open.

Today we are the only human species on the planet, but we now
know that we had offspring with others that no longer exist and
that we have inherited some of their genes
The Neanderthals are hominins that lived in Europe some 500,000 years ago. Their extinction
some 40,000 years ago roughly coincides with the arrival of modern humans in Europe, and
this has led to the idea that our species may have played some role in their disappearance.
Few species of the genus Homo have created such excitement as the Neanderthals, due to
their proximity to our species and their fateful demise. The study of skeletal and archeological remains attributed to them offers an image of a human whose brain was of equal or even
slightly larger size than ours, with proven intellectual and physical capacities. They were
skilled hunters, but also expert in the use of plants, not only as food but also for medicinal
purposes. Moreover, the Neanderthals buried their dead and used ornaments, and while
their symbolic and artistic expression seems less explosive than that of modern humans, it
does not differ substantially from that of the H. sapiens of their time. Indeed, the sempiternal
debate as to the possible cultural “superiority” of H. sapiens to H. Neanderthalensis often
includes an erroneous comparison of the latter’s artistic production to that of modern-day
humans, rather than to their contemporaneous work. The recent datings of paintings in various Spanish caves in Cantabria, Extremadura, and Andalusia indicate they are earlier than
the arrival of modern humans in Europe, which suggests that the Neanderthals may have
been responsible for this type of art. If they were thus sophisticated and similar to us in their
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complex behavior, and able to interbreed with us, can we really consider them a different
species? This debate is further heightened by genetic studies published in late 2018 by Viviane
Slon and her colleagues, which suggest that Neanderthals, modern humans, and Denisovans
interbred quite frequently. This brings into question the premise that some sort of barrier
(biological, cultural, or geographic) existed that hindered reproductive activity among two
supposedly different species.
Fossil and genetic data now available are still insufficient to support any firm conclusions, but it is important to point out that even when we are speaking of relatively frequent
crossbreeding among individuals from different species (and living species have already
supplied us with examples of this) we are not necessarily saying that such crosses are the
norm in such a group’s biological and demographic history. There are circumstances that
favor such crossbreeding, including periods in which a given population suffers some sort of
demographic weakness, or some part of that population, perhaps a marginal part, encounters
difficulty in procreating within its own group; or mainly in periods of ecological transition
from one ecosystem to another where two species with different adaptations coexist. Ernst
Mayr himself clarified that the isolation mechanisms that separate one lineage from another
in reproductive terms consist of biological properties of individuals that prevent habitual
crossbreeding by those groups, and while occasional crossbreeding might occur, the character of that exchange is not significant enough to support the idea that the two species have
completely merged. And that is the key element here. The Neanderthals are probably one of
the human species most clearly characterized and known through fossil evidence. Their low
and elongated crania, with an obvious protuberance at the back (“occipital bun”), the characteristic projection of their faces around the nasal region (technically known as mid-facial
prognathism) and the marked bone ridge at the brow (supraorbital ridge) are Neanderthal
characteristics that remained virtually intact from their origin almost half a million years
ago in Europe through to their extinction. If there really had been systematic and habitual
interbreeding among Neanderthals and modern humans, it would probably have attenuated
or modified those patterns. But in fact, the most pronounced examples of those morphological
traits appear in the late Neanderthals. Moreover, except for genetic analyses, we have found no
evidence that the two groups lived together. The digs at Mount Carmel, Israel, are the clearest
example of physical proximity among the two species, but, in all cases, evidence of one or the
other group appears on staggered layers—never on the same one. Thus, Neanderthals and
humans may have lived alongside each other, but not “together,” and while there may have
been occasional crossbreeding, this was not the norm. Therefore, modern humans cannot be
considered a fusion of the two. In this sense, the hypothesis that Neanderthals disappeared
because they were absorbed by modern humans loses strength.
A final interesting take on inter-species hybrids emerges from baboon studies by researchers such as Rebecca Ackermann and her team. It is popularly thought that a hybrid will present
a morphology halfway between the two parent species, or perhaps a mosaic of features from
both. But Ackermann and her colleagues have shown that hybrids frequently resemble neither
of the parents, so that many of their characteristics are actually “morphological novelties.”
Hybrids tend to be either clearly smaller or larger than their parents, with a high number of
pathologies and anomalies that rarely appear in either of the original populations. Some of
these anomalies, such as changes in the craniofacial suture, bilateral dental pathologies, and
cranial asymmetries, undoubtedly reflect developmental “mismatches.” Thus, even when
hybridization is possible, the “fit” can be far from perfect. And, in fact, paleogenomic studies,
such as those by Fernando Méndez and his team, address the possibility that modern humans
may have developed some kind of immune response to the Neanderthal “Y” chromosome,
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For some experts, hybridization
may have been advantageous
for our species as a source
of genes beneficial to our
conquest of the world

A hamadryade ape (Papio hamadryas) from the genus
Cercopithacidae. Studies of specimens resulting from
crossbreeding among different species of this family
have provided very useful information for the study of
hybridization among hominins

The recent dating of paintings
from various Spanish caves
opens the possibility that
Neanderthals may have been
the authors of this type of
artistic expression

Painting at the Altamira Cave in Cantabria, Spain,
which dates from the Upper Paleolithic

which would have repeatedly caused Homo sapiens mothers impregnated by Neanderthal
fathers to miscarry male fetuses. This would, in turn, have threatened the conservation of
Neanderthal genetic material.

Paleogenomic studies suggest that modern humans may have
developed some kind of immune response to the Neanderthal “Y”
chromosome, which would have repeatedly caused Homo sapiens
mothers impregnated by Neanderthals to miscarry male fetuses
Along that line, we could consider that while hybridization may not have caused Neanderthals to disappear, it may have been a contributing factor. Far from the classic example of
dinosaurs and meteors, extinction in the animal world is generally a slow process in which a
delicate alteration of the demographic equilibrium does not require major events or catastrophes to tip the scales one way or the other. While the Neanderthals’ fertility may have been
weakened by the mix, some experts suggest that by interbreeding with Neanderthals and
Denisovans our species may have acquired genetic sequences that helped us adapt to new
environments after we left Africa, especially through changes in our immune system. Thus,
hybridization would have been advantageous for our species as a source of genes beneficial
to our conquest of the world.
Further research is necessary to explore the effect of genetic exchange on the destiny of
each of these species. But, while hybridization may have negatively affected Denisovans and/
or Neanderthals, as they are the ones that disappeared, paleogenetics suggest that the interaction of modern humans with those extinct species was not necessarily violent. One of the
most classic theories proposed to explain the Neanderthals’ disappearance is confrontation,
possibly even violent conflict, between the two species. Homo sapiens has been described as
a highly “invasive” species, and its appearance, like Attila’s horse, has been associated with
the extinction of many species of large animals (“megafaunal extinction”), including the Neanderthals. While sex does not necessarily imply love, the fact that there is a certain amount
of Neanderthal DNA running through our veins suggests that someone had to care for and
assure the survival of hybrid children, and that reality may allow us to soften the stereotype
of violent and overpowering Homo sapiens.

The “Hard” Evidence of Our Origin
There is no doubt that technological advances in recent years have led us to examine the small
and the molecular. The methodological revolution of genetic analysis is bolstered by the birth
of paleoproteomics (the study of ancient proteins), a discipline whose importance can only
grow in the coming years. Nonetheless, the hard core and heart of anthropology has been and
will continue to be fossils. Without fossils, there would be no DNA and no proteins; we would
lack the most lasting and complete source of data on which paleoanthropology draws. While
futuristic analysis techniques continue to emerge, reality reminds us that to move forward in
this field we must literally and figuratively “keep our feet on the ground.” The ground is where
we must dig, and that is where, with hard work and no little luck, we find the bones of our
forebears. There is still much ground to be covered, and our maps are filled with huge fossil
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gaps. Regions such as the Indian Subcontinent or the Arabian Peninsula have barely been
explored in that sense, so discoveries there are like new pieces that oblige us to reassemble
the puzzle. Over the last decade, new and old fossils found in Asia are shifting the epicenter
of attention toward the Asian continent and there are, foreseeably, many surprises in store.
Even with regard to the reconstruction of our own species’ history, which has long been told
exclusively in terms of Africa, the fossils discovered over the last decade have something to say.
From the standpoint of fossils, the hypothesis of our species’ African origin has rested
mainly on the discovery there of the oldest remains attributable to Homo sapiens. These
include the Herto and Omo skulls from Ethiopia, which are between 160,000 and 180,000
years old. The Qafzeh and Skhul sites in the Near East have provided an important collection
of fossils also attributed to our species, which are between 90,000 and 120,000 years old. And
yet, the “Out of Africa” hypothesis holds that our species was not able to enter Europe and
Asia until some 50,000 years ago, so the presence of Homo sapiens in Israel was not considered
dispersion or “exodus” as such.
Over the last decade, however, a significant number of fossils brings the 50,000-year date
into question. These include the teeth and jaw found in Daoxian (Fuyan Cave) and Zhirendong, in South China, and the finger bone discovered in Al-Wusta (Saudi Arabia), which
place our species outside Africa at least 80,000 years ago, although their presence may even
be earlier than 100,000 years ago. With the discovery at a dig in Misliya (Israel) of a human
jawbone dating from around 190,000 years ago—this is as old as the oldest African fossils
attributable to Homo sapiens—it is becoming increasingly clear that our species was able to
adapt to other territories earlier than we thought, although the debate is still open. Arguably,
genetic evidence continues to suggest that modern humanity comes mainly from a process of
dispersion that took place around 50,000 years ago. That does not, however, rule out earlier
forays that may not have left any mark on modern humans—or perhaps we have simply not
detected them yet. When we limit ourselves to maps with arrows representing the spread of
humans, we may easily forget that hominins do not migrate in linear, directional ways, as if
they were on an excursion or march with a predetermined destination or purpose. Like any
other animal’s, human migration should be understood as the expansion or broadening of
an area of occupation by a group when a lack of barriers (ecological or climactic, for example)
and the presence of favorable demographic conditions allow them to increase their territory.
The “Out of Africa” migration was probably not a single event or voyage, but rather a more
or less continuous flow of variable volume. There may have been various “Out of Africa”
movements, and also several “Into Africa,” reentries that are not technically returns, because
hominins do not “go home.” Instead, they expanded the diameter of their territory whenever
nothing kept them from doing so.

Arguably, genetic evidence continues to suggest that modern
humanity comes mainly from a process of dispersion that took
place around 50,000 years ago
Finally, 300,000-year-old fossil remains at Jebel Irhoud in Morocco shed new light (new
questions?) on our species’ origin. While those specimens lack some of the features considered exclusively Homo sapiens (such as a chin, vertical forehead or high, bulging cranium),
many researchers consider them the oldest representative of our lineage. The novelty lies
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The skull and neck vertebrae of an adult human from
Sima de los Huesos at the Atapuerca site in Burgos,
Spain, discovered in 1984. The teeth, jaw, and facial bones
appear to be Neanderthal, while the cranium is primitive.
This suggests that the Neanderthals’ characteristic
features evolved separately, following an evolutionary
model known as accretion
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not so much in their age as in their location. Until recently, most African fossils attributed
to our species were found in regions of East or South Africa, not in the North. This and other fossils finds on that continent lend weight to the hypothesis that we originate from not
one, but various populations that came to inhabit far-flung regions of the enormous African
continent and maintained intermittent genetic exchanges. Homo sapiens would thus have
evolved along a more cross-linked and nonlineal path than previously thought. This theory,
now known as “African Multiregionalism,” suggests that the deepest roots of Homo sapiens
are already a mixture, a melting pot of different populations of highly varied physical and
cultural characteristics. Curiously, the term “multiregionalism” refers to another of the major
theories proposed during the twentieth century to explain Homo sapiens’ origin. Unlike “Out
of Africa”, “Multiregionalism” maintained that our species grew out of the parallel evolution
of various lineages in different parts of the world, and this theory also observed genetic exchanges among those parallel groups. Surprisingly, the last decade has seen the two poles
(Out of Africa and Multiregionalism) growing ever closer together.

The Legacy of the Past
Both genetic studies and fossil evidence from the last ten years offer a more diverse, rich, and
dynamic view of our own species. From its origin in Africa to hybridization with Neanderthals
and Denisovans, Homo sapiens emerges as a melting pot of humanities. Many of the keys to
our successful adaptation as we conquered ever-wider territories and changing environments
may well be the result of precisely the cosmopolitan miscegenation that has characterized
us for at least the last 200,000 years. This admixture not only does not weaken our identity
as a species; it is probably part and parcel of our idiosyncrasy.
Human evolution rests precisely on biological diversity, an advantageous and versatile
body of resources on which nature can draw when circumstances require adaptive flexibility.
Endogamic and homogeneous species are more given to damaging mutations, and it is even
possible that the Neanderthals’ prolonged isolation in Europe over the course of the Ice Age
may have made them more vulnerable in the genetic sense. Part of the flexibility that characterizes us today was received from other humans that no longer exist. We are the present
and the future, but we are also the legacy of those who are no longer among us.

Both genetic studies and fossil evidence from the last ten years
offer a more diverse, rich, and dynamic view of our own species.
From its origin in Africa to hybridization with Neanderthals and
Denisovans, Homo sapiens emerges as a melting pot of humanities
Despite being from species who probably recognized each other as different, humans and
others now extinct crossbred, producing offspring and caring for them. This inevitably
leads us to reflect on current society and its fondness for establishing borders and marking
limits among individuals of the same species that are far more insurmountable than those
dictated by biology itself. Our culture and social norms frequently take paths that seem to
contradict our genetic legacy. How would we treat another human species today? Why are
we the only one that survived? Would there even be room for a different form of humans?
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Would there be room for difference? What is our level of tolerance toward biological and
cultural diversity?
We continue to evolve. Natural selection continues to function, but we have altered selective pressures. Social pressure now has greater weight than environmental pressure. It is
more important to be well connected than to enjoy robust health. With the rise of genetic
editing techniques, humans now enjoy a “superpower” that we have yet to really control.
Society must therefore engage in a mature and consensual debate about where we want to
go, but that debate must also consider our own evolutionary history, including our species’
peculiarities and the keys to our success. By any measure, what made us strong was not
uniformity, but diversity. Today, more than ever, humanity holds the key to its own destiny.
We have become the genie of our own lamp. We can now make a wish for our future, but we
have to decide what we want to wish for. We boast about our intelligence as a species, but
what we do from now on will determine how much insight we really possess. In ten, twenty,
or one hundred years, our past will speak for us, and it will be that past that issues the true
verdict on our intelligence.
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Data are the lifeblood of decision-making and the raw
material for accountability. Without high-quality data
providing the right information on the right things at
the right time, designing, monitoring, and evaluating
effective policies become almost impossible. Today
there are unprecedented possibilities for informing and
transforming society and protecting the environment. I
describe the social science and computer architecture
that will allow this data to be safely used to help
adaptation to the new world of data, a world that is more
fair, efficient, and inclusive, and that provides greater
opportunities than ever before.
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Prologue: Birth of the Age of Data
For me, the story starts more than twenty years ago when I was exploring wearable computing.
My lab had the world’s first cyborg group: about twenty students who soldered together PCs
and motorcycle batteries and little lasers so you could shoot images right into your eye. We
tried to experiment with what the future would be. To put this in context, remember that there
were very few cellphones in 1996. There was not even WiFi. Computers were big, hot things
that sat on desks or in air-conditioned rooms. It was clear to me, however, that computers
were going to be on our bodies and then basically everywhere.
We built this set of equipment for a whole group of people and then did lots of experiments
with it. One of the first things everybody said about it was: “This is really cool, but I’ll never
wear that.”
So, my next step was to get fashion schools involved in our work. The image on the facing
page is from a French fashion school called Creapole. I had talked with students about where
the technology was going and then they came up with designs. Intriguingly, they essentially
invented things that looked like Google Glass and an iPhone down to the fingerprint reading.
It is interesting that by living with prototypes of the technology you can begin to see the
future perhaps better than just by imagining it. The truly important thing that we learned by
living this future was that vast amounts of data would be generated. When everybody has devices on them, when every interaction is measured by digital sensors, and when every device
puts off data you can get a picture of society that was unimaginable a few years ago. This ability
to see human behavior continuously and quantitatively has kicked off a new science (according to articles in Nature1 and Science2 and other leading journals) called computational social
science, a science which is beginning to transform traditional social sciences. This is akin to
when Dutch lens makers created the first practical lenses: microscopes and telescopes opened
up broad new scientific vistas. Today, the new technology of living labs—observing human
behavior by collecting a community’s digital breadcrumbs—is beginning to give researchers
a more complete view of life in all its complexity. This, I believe, is the future of social science.

A New Understanding of Human Nature
Perhaps the biggest mistake made by Western society is our adherence to the idea of ourselves
as “rational individuals.”
The foundations of modern Western society, and of rich societies everywhere, were laid
in the 1700s in Scotland by Adam Smith, John Locke, and others. The understanding of
ourselves that this early social science created is that humans are rational individuals, with
“liberty and justice for all.”3 This is built in to every part of our society now—we use markets,
we take direct democracy as our ideal of government, and our schools have dropped rhetoric
classes to focus on training students to have better analytics skills.
But this rational individual model is wrong—and not just the rational part but, more
importantly, the individual part. Our behavior is strongly influence by those around us and,
as we will see, the source of most of our wisdom. Our ability to thrive is due to learning from
other people’s experiences. We are not individuals but rather members of a social species. In
fact, the idea of “rational individuals” reached its current form when mathematicians in the
1800s tried to make sense of Adam Smith’s observation that people “…are led by an invisible
hand to … advance the interest of the society, and afford means to the multiplication of the
species.”4 These mathematicians found that they could make the invisible hand work if they
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Wearable electronics design, from collaboration between
the author and Creapole Design School in Paris
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used a very simplified model of human nature: people act only to benefit themselves (they
are “rational”), and they act alone, independent of others (they are “individuals”).
What the mathematics of most economics and of most governing systems assume is that
people make up their minds independently and they do not influence each other. That is simply wrong. While it may not be a bad first approximation, it fails in the end because it is people
influencing each other, peer-to-peer, that causes financial bubbles, and cultural change, and
(as we will see) it is this peer-to-peer influence that is the source of innovation and growth.
Furthermore, the idea of “rational individuals” is not what Adam Smith said created the
invisible hand. Instead, Adam Smith thought: “It is human nature to exchange not only
goods but also ideas, assistance, and favors … it is these exchanges that guide men to create
solutions for the good of the community.”5 Interestingly, Karl Marx said something similar,
namely that society is the sum of all of our social relationships.
The norms of society, the solutions for society, come from peer-to-peer communication—
not from markets, not from individuals. We should focus on interaction between individuals,
not individual genius. Until recently, though, we did not have the mathematics to understand
and model such networks of peer-to-peer interaction. Nor did we have the data to prove how
it all really works. Now we have both the maths and the data.

What the mathematics of most economics and most
governing systems assume is that people make up their minds
independently. That is simply wrong, because it is people
influencing each other that causes financial bubbles, and it
is this peer-to-peer influence that is the source of innovation
and growth
And so we come to the most fundamental question about ourselves: are we really rational
individuals or are we more creatures of our social networks?

Wealth Comes from Finding New Opportunities To answer the question of who we really are,
we now have data available from huge numbers of people in most every society on earth and
can approach the question using very powerful statistical techniques. For instance, let us
look at a sample of 100,000 randomly selected people in a mid-income country and compare
their ability to hear about new opportunities (measured by how closed or open their social
networks are) to their income.
The answer is that people who have more open networks make more money. Moreover,
this is not just an artifact of the way we measured their access to opportunities, because you
can get the same result looking at the diversity of jobs of the people they interact with, or the
diversity of locations of the people that they interact with. Shockingly, if you compare people
who have a sixth-grade education to illiterate people, this curve moves only a little to the left.
If you look at people with college educations, the curve moves only a little bit to the right.
The variation that has to do with education is trivial when compared with the variation that
has to do with diversity of interaction.
You may wonder if greater network diversity causes greater income or whether it is the
other way around. The answer is yes: greater network diversity causes greater income on
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average (this is the idea of weak ties bringing new opportunities) but it is also true that greater
income causes social networks to be more diverse. This is not the standard picture that we
have in our heads when we design society and policy.
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As people interact with more diverse communities, their
income increases (100,000 randomly chosen people in
mid-income country) (Jahani et al., 2017)

In Western society, we generally assume that individual features far outweigh social network
factors. While this assumption is incorrect, nevertheless it influences our approach to many
things. Consider how we design our schools and universities. My research group has worked
with universities in several different countries and measured their patterns of social interactions. We find that social connections are dramatically better predictors of student outcome
than personality, study patterns, previous training, or grades and other individual traits.
Performance in school, in school tests, has more to do with the community of interactions
that you have than with the things that the “rational individual” model leads us to assume
are important. It is shocking.
It is better to conceive of humans as a species who are on a continual search for new opportunities, for new ideas, and their social networks serve as a major, and perhaps the greatest,
resource for finding opportunities. The bottom line is that humans are like every other social
species. Our lives consist of a balance between the habits that allow us to make a living by
exploiting our environment and exploration to find new opportunities.
In the animal literature this is known as foraging behavior. For instance, if you watch
rabbits, they will come out of their holes, they will go get some berries, they will come back
every day at the same time, except some days they will scout around for other berry bushes.
It is the tension between exploring, in case your berry bush goes away, and eating the berries
while they are there.
This is exactly the character of normal human life. When we examined data for 100 million people in the US, we saw that people are immensely predictable. If I know what you do
in the morning, I can know, with a ninety-percent-plus odds of being right, what you will
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be doing in the evening and with whom. But, every once in a while, people break loose and
they explore people and places that they visit only very occasionally, and this behavior is
extremely unpredictable.
Moreover, when you find individuals who do not show this pattern, they are almost always
sick or stressed in some way. You can tell whether a person’s life is healthy in a general sense—both mental and physical—by whether they show this most basic biological rhythm or
not. In fact, this tendency is regular enough that one of the largest health services in the US
is using this to keep track of at-risk patients.

Humans, as a species, are on a continual search for new
opportunities, for new ideas, and their social networks serve
as a major, and perhaps the greatest, resource for finding
opportunities
If you combine this idea of foraging for novelty with the idea that diverse networks bring greater opportunities and greater income, you would expect that cities that facilitate connecting
with a wide range of people would be wealthier. So, we gathered data from 150 cities in the US
and 150 cities in the EU and examined the patterns of physical interactions between people.
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As face-to-face communication within a city allows
interaction between more diverse communities, the city
wealth increases. Data from 150 cities in the US and 150 in
the EU (Pan et al., 2013)
data
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If your city facilitates more diverse interactions, then you likely have more diverse opportunities and over the long term you will make more money. From the figure above, you can
see this model predicts GDP per square kilometer extremely accurately, in both the US and
the EU. What that says is that the factors that we usually think about—investment, education, infrastructure, institutions—may be epiphenomenal. Instead of being the core of
growth and innovation, they may make a difference primarily because they help or hinder
the search for new opportunities. The main driver of progress in society may be the search
for new opportunities and the search for new ideas—as opposed to skills in people’s heads
or capital investment.
Summary: this new computational social science understanding of human behavior and
society in terms of networks, the search for new opportunities, and the exchange of ideas
might best be called Social Physics, a name coined two centuries ago by Auguste Comte, the
creator of sociology. His concept was that certain ideas shaped the development of society in
a regular manner. While his theories were in many ways too simplistic, the recent successes
of computational social science show that he was going in the right direction. It is the flow of
ideas and opportunities between people that drives society, providing quantitative results at
scales ranging from small groups, to companies, cities, and even entire countries.
Once we understand ourselves better, we can build better societies.
If the search for new opportunities and ideas is the core of human progress, then we should
ask how best to accomplish this search. To optimize opportunity, I will turn to the science of
financial investment, which provides clear, simple and well-developed examples of the tradeoff between exploiting known opportunities and exploring for new ones.
In particular I will look at Bayesian portfolio analysis. These methods are used to choose
among alternative actions when the potential for profit is unknown or uncertain (Thompson,
1933). Many of the best hedge funds and the best consumer retail organizations use this type
of method for their overall management structure.
The core idea associated with these analysis methods is that when decision-makers are
faced with a wide range of alternative actions, each with unknown payoff, they have to select
actions to discover those that lead to the best payoffs, and at the same time exploit the actions
that are currently believed to be the best in order to remain competitive against opponents.
This is the same idea as animals foraging for food, or people searching for new opportunities
while still making a living.

Optimizing Opportunity

To optimize opportunity, I will turn to the science of financial
investment, which provides clear, simple and well-developed
examples of the trade-off between exploiting known
opportunities and exploring for new ones
In a social setting the payoff for each potential action can be easily and cheaply determined
by observing the payoffs of other members of a decision-maker’s social network. This use of
social learning dramatically improves both overall performance and reduces the cognitive
load placed on the human participants. The ability to rapidly communicate and observe other
decisions across the social network is one of the key aspects of optimal social learning and
exploration for opportunity.
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As an example, my research group recently examined how top performers maximize the
sharing of strategic information within a social network stock-trading site where people can
see the strategies that other people choose, discuss them, and copy them. The team analyzed
some 5.8 million transactions and found that the groups of traders who fared the best all
followed a version of this social learning strategy called “distributed Thompson sampling.”
It was calculated that the forecasts from groups that followed the distributed Thompson
sampling formula reliably beat the best individual forecasts by a margin of almost thirty
percent. Furthermore, when the results of these groups were compared to results obtained
using standard artificial intelligence (AI) techniques, the humans that followed the distributed
Thompson sampling methodology reliably beat the standard AI techniques!

The use of social learning dramatically improves both overall
performance and reduces the cognitive load placed on the
human participants. The ability to rapidly communicate and
observe other decisions across the social network is one of
the key aspects of optimal social learning and exploration for
opportunity
It is important to emphasize that this approach is qualitatively the same as that used by
Amazon to configure its portfolio of products as well as its delivery services. A very similar
approach is taken by the best financial hedge funds. Fully dynamic and interleaved planning,
intelligence gathering, evaluation, and action selection produce a powerfully optimized
organization.
This social learning approach has one more advantage that is absolutely unique and essential for social species: the actions of the individual human are both in their best interest
and in the best interest of everyone in the social network. Furthermore, the alignment of
individuals’ incentives and the organization’s incentives are visible and understandable.
This means that it is easy, in terms of both incentives and cognitive load, for individuals to
act in the best interests of the society: optimal personal and societal payoffs are the same,
and individuals can learn optimal behavior just by observing others.

Social Bridges in Cities: Paths to Opportunity
Cities are a great example of how the process of foraging for new opportunities shapes human
society. Cities are major production centers of society, and, as we have already seen, cities
where it is easy to search for new opportunities are wealthier. Long-term economic growth
is primarily driven by innovation in the society, and cities facilitate human interaction and
idea exchange needed for good ideas and new opportunities.
These new opportunities and new ideas range from changes in means of production or
product types to the most up-to-the-minute news. For example, success on Wall Street often
involves knowing new events minutes before anyone else. In this environment, the informational advantages of extreme spatial proximity become very high. This may explain why Wall
Street remains in a tiny physical area in the tip of Manhattan. The spatial concentration of
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economic actors increases productivity at the firm level by increasing the flow of new ideas,
both within and across firms.
Our evidence suggests that bringing together people from diverse communities will be the
best way to construct a vibrant, wealthy city. When we examine flows of people in real cities,
however, we find that mixing is much more limited than we normally think. People who live
in one neighborhood work mostly with people from only a couple of other neighborhoods
and they shop in a similarly limited number of areas.
Physical interaction is mostly limited to a relatively small number of social bridges between
neighborhoods. It is perhaps unsurprising that people who spend time together, whether
at work or at play, learn from each other and adopt very similar behaviors. When I go to
work, or to a store, I may see someone wearing a new style of shoe, and think “Hey, that
looks really cool. Maybe I’ll get some shoes like that.” Or, perhaps I go to the restaurant that
I always like, and somebody nearby orders something different, and I think “Oh, that looks
pretty good. Maybe I’m going to try that next time.” When people spend time together they
begin to mimic each other, they learn from each other, and they adopt similar behaviors and
attitudes.
In fact, what you find is that all sorts of behaviors, such as what sort of clothes they buy,
how they deal with credit cards, even diseases of behavior (like diabetes or alcoholism),
flow mostly within groups connected by social bridges. They do not follow demographic
boundaries nearly as much. In a recent study of a large European city, for instance, we found
that social bridges were three hundred percent better at predicting people’s behaviors than
demographics, including age, gender, income, and education
Groups of neighborhoods joined by rich social bridges form local cultures. Consequently,
by knowing a few places that a person hangs out in, you can tell a huge amount about them.
This is very important in both marketing and politics. The process of learning from each other
by spending time together means that ideas and behaviors tend to spread mostly within the
cluster, but not further. A new type of shoe, a new type of music, a political viewpoint, will
spread within a cluster of neighborhoods joined by social bridges, but will tend not to go across
cluster boundaries to other places. Advertisers and political hacks talk about influencers
changing people’s minds. What I believe is that it is more about social bridges, people hanging
out, seeing each other, interacting with each other, that determines the way ideas spread.

Long-term economic growth is primarily driven by innovation,
and cities facilitate human interaction and idea exchange
needed for good ideas and new opportunities
Summary: what Adam Smith said about people exchanging ideas—that it is the peer-to-peer
exchanges that determine norms and behaviors—is exactly true. But what is truly stunning
is that because we hold onto the “rational individual” model of human nature, we assume
that preferences are best described by individual demographics—age, income, gender, race,
education, and so forth—and that is wrong. The way to think about society is in terms of these
behavior groups. Who do they associate with? What are those other people doing? The idea of
social bridges is a far more powerful concept than demographics, because social bridges are
the most powerful way that people influence each other. By understanding the social bridges
in society, we can begin to build a smarter, more harmonious society.
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Social bridges are threehundred percent better at
predicting people’s behaviors
than demographics

Influencer Susie Bubble (r.) before the Louis
Vuitton fashion show at the Paris Fashion Week
Womenswear Spring/Summer 2019

Cities are major production
centers of society, and where
it is easier to search for new
opportunities there is also
greater wealth

Aerial view of Tokyo. This Nippon megacity has the
world’s largest metropolitan area

While there has been a sharp increase in remote, digital
communications in modern times, physical interactions between people remain the key
medium of information exchange. These social interactions between people include social
learning through observation (for example, what clothes to wear or what food to order)
and through intermediary interactions (for example, word of mouth, mutual friends). To
infer interactions between people, a network of interaction was first obtained based on the
individual’s proximity. Physical proximity has been shown to increase the likelihood of faceto-face conversations, and this increase in interaction strength is widely used to help city
planning and placement of city amenities.
The social bridges idea is that individuals can commonly be identified as part of a community based on where they live, work, and shop. Where you invest your most valuable
resource—time—reveals your preferences. Each community typically has access to different
pools of information, opportunities, or offers different perspectives. Diverse interactions
should then increase a population’s access to the opportunities and ideas required for productive activity.

Diversity and Productivity

Interaction diversity (left) and future economic growth
(right) for the city of Beijing; it can be seen that they are
highly correlated (Chong, Bahrami, and Pentland, 2018)

When we apply this logic to the cities in the US, Asia, and Europe, we find that the effect of
this sort of interaction diversity has an effect comparable to that of increasing population.
In other words, it is not just the number of individuals in the region that predicts economic
growth, but also idea flow via the social bridges that connect them. If we compare the explanatory strength of interaction diversity with other variables such as average age or percentage
of residents who received a tertiary education, we find that these traditional measures are
much weaker at explaining economic growth than social bridge diversity. This means that
models and civil systems that depend only on factors such as population and education may
be missing the main effects.
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A New Social Contract
In 2014 a group of big data scientists (including myself), representatives of big data companies,
and the heads of National Statistical Offices from nations in both the north and south met
within the United Nations headquarters and plotted a revolution. We proposed that all the
nations of the world measure poverty, inequality, injustice, and sustainability in a scientific,
transparent, accountable, and comparable manner. Surprisingly, this proposal was approved
by the UN General Assembly in 2015, as part of the 2030 Sustainable Development Goals.
This apparently innocuous agreement is known as the Data Revolution within the UN,
because for the first time there is an international commitment to discover and tell the truth
about the state of the human family as a whole. Since the beginning of time, most people have
been isolated, invisible to government and without information about or input to government
health, justice, education, or development policies. But in the last decade this has changed.
As our UN Data Revolution report, titled “A World That Counts” put it:
Data are the lifeblood of decision-making and the raw material for accountability. Without
high-quality data providing the right information on the right things at the right time, designing,
monitoring and evaluating effective policies becomes almost impossible. New technologies are
leading to an exponential increase in the volume and types of data available, creating unprecedented possibilities for informing and transforming society and protecting the environment.
Governments, companies, researchers and citizen groups are in a ferment of experimentation,
innovation and adaptation to the new world of data, a world in which data are bigger, faster and
more detailed than ever before. This is the data revolution.6

More concretely, the vast majority of humanity now has a two-way digital connection that can
send voice, text, and, most recently, images and digital sensor data because cellphone networks
have spread nearly everywhere. Information is suddenly something that is potentially available
to everyone. The Data Revolution combines this enormous new stream of data about human
life and behavior with traditional data sources, enabling a new science of “social physics”
that can let us detect and monitor changes in the human condition, and to provide precise,
non-traditional interventions to aid human development.
Why would anyone believe that anything will actually come from a UN General Assembly
promise that the National Statistical Offices of the member nations will measure human development openly, uniformly, and scientifically? It is not because anyone hopes that the UN
will manage or fund the measurement process. Instead, we believe that uniform, scientific
measurement of human development will happen because international development donors
are finally demanding scientifically sound data to guide aid dollars and trade relationships.
Moreover, once reliable data about development starts becoming familiar to business people,
we can expect that supply chains and private investment will start paying attention. A nation
with poor measures of justice or inequality normally also has higher levels of corruption,
and a nation with a poor record in poverty or sustainability normally also has a poor record
of economic stability. As a consequence, nations with low measures of development are less
attractive to business than nations with similar costs but better human development numbers.

Building a Data Revolution
How are we going to enable this data revolution and bring transparency and accountability
to governments worldwide?
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The key is safe, reliable, uniform data about the human condition. To this end, we have
been able to carry out country-scale experiments that have demonstrated that this is a practical
goal. For instance, the Data for Developments (D4D) experiments that I helped organize for
Cote d’Ivoire and Senegal, each of which had the participation of hundreds of research groups
from around the world, have shown that satellite data, cellphone data, financial transaction
data, and human mobility data can be used to measure the sustainable development goals
reliably and cheaply. These new data sources will not replace existing survey-based census
data, but rather will allow this rather expensive data to be quickly extended in breadth, granularity, and frequency.7
But what about privacy? And won’t this place too much power in too few hands? To address
these concerns, I proposed the “New Deal on Data” in 2007, putting citizens in control of data
that are about them and also creating a data commons to improve both government and private
industry (see http://hd.media.mit.edu/wef_globalit.pdf). This led to my co-leading a Word
Economic Forum discussion group that was able to productively explore the risks, rewards,
and cures for these big data problems. The research and experiments I led in support of this
discussion shaped both the US Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights, the EU Data Protection laws,
and is now helping China determine its data protection policies. While privacy and concentration of power will always be a concern, as we will shortly see there are good solutions available
through a combination of technology standards (for example, “Open Algorithm” described below) and policy (e.g., open data including aggregated, low-granularity data from corporations).

D4D experiments have shown that satellite data, cellphone data,
financial transaction data, and human mobility data can be used
to measure sustainable development goals reliably and cheaply
Following up on the promise uncovered by these academic experiments and World Economic
Forum discussions, we are now carrying out country-scale pilots using our Open Algorithms
(OPAL) data architecture in Senegal and Colombia with the help of Orange S.A., the World
Bank, Paris21, the World Economic Forum, the Agence Française de Développement, and
others. The Open Algorithms (OPAL) project, developed originally as an open source project by
my research group at MIT (see http://trust.mit.edu), is now being deployed as a multi-partner
socio-technological platform led by Data-Pop Alliance, Imperial College London, the MIT
Media Lab, Orange S.A., and the World Economic Forum, that aims to open and leverage
private sector data for public good purposes (see http://opalproject.org). The project came
out of the recognition that accessing data held by private companies(for example, call detail
records collected by telecom operators, credit card transaction data collected by banks, and
so on) for research and policy purposes requires an approach that goes beyond ad hoc data
challenges or through nondisclosure agreements. These types of engagements have offered
ample evidence of the promise, but they do not scale nor address some of the critical challenges, such as privacy, accountability, and so on.
OPAL brings stakeholders together to determine what data—both private and public—
should be made accessible and used for which purpose and by whom. Hence, OPAL adds a
new dimension and instrument to the notion of “social contract,” namely the view that moral
and/or political obligations of people are dependent upon an agreement among them to form
the society in which they live. Indeed, it provides a forum and mechanism for deciding what
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Surveillance cameras at the Paul-Loebe-Hause, home to
Budestag members and headquarters of the European
Commission. Berlin, Germany, April 2018
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levels of transparency and accountability are best for society as a whole. It also provides a
natural mechanism for developing evidence-based policies and a continuous monitoring of
the various dimensions of societal well-being, thus offering the possibility of building a much
deeper and more effective science of public policy.
OPAL is currently being deployed through pilot projects in Senegal and Colombia, where
it has been endorsed by and benefits from the support of their National Statistical Offices
and major local telecom operators. Local engagement and empowerment will be central to
the development of OPAL: needs, feedback, and priorities have been collected and identified
through local workshops and discussions, and their results will feed into the design of future
algorithms. These algorithms will be fully open, therefore subject to public scrutiny and redress. A local advisory board is being set up to provide guidance and oversight to the project.
In addition, trainings and dialogs will be organized around the project to foster its use and
diffusion as well as local capacities and awareness more broadly. Initiatives such as OPAL
have the potential to enable more human-centric accountable and transparent data-driven
decision-making and governance.
In my view, OPAL is a key contribution to the UN Data Revolution—it is developing and
testing a practical system that insures that every person counts, their voices are heard, their
needs are met, their potentials are realized, and their rights are respected.

Smarter Civic Systems Using the sort of data generated by OPAL, computational social science
(CSS) researchers have shown that Jane Jacobs, the famous urban visionary and advocate of
the 1900s, was right: cities are engines of innovation, powered by the interaction of diverse
communities. The question, then, is how to best harness this innovation. Today we use markets
and market forces to separate good ideas from bad, and to grow the good ones to scale.
But, as CSS has shown, markets are a bad way to characterize human society. They are based on greedy optimization and ignore the power of human social processes. The only reason
that they work at all may be that regulators “tweak” them to suit the regulators’ preconceived
notions of good and bad. Direct democracy suffers from the same problems, which is why
most countries have representative democracy instead. Unfortunately, representatives in
such systems are all too prone to capture by special interests.
Another path to harnessing human innovations is suggested by the insight that powers
today’s cutting-edge artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms. Most of today’s AI starts with a large,
random network of simple logic machines. The random network then learns by changing the
connections between simple logic machines (“neurons”), with each training example slightly
changing the connections between all the neurons based on how the connection contributes
to the overall outcome. The “secret sauce” is the learning rule, called the credit assignment
function, which determines how much each connection contributed to the overall answer.
Once the contributions of each connection have been determined, then the learning algorithm
that builds the AI is simple: connections which have contributed positively are strengthened;
those that have contributed negatively are weakened.
This same insight can be used to create a better human society, and, in fact, such techniques are already widely used in industry and sports, as I will explain. To understand this idea,
imagine a human organization as a kind of brain, with humans as the individual neurons.
Static firms, symbolized by the ubiquitous organization chart, have fixed connections and, as
a result, a limited ability to learn and adapt. Typically, their departments become siloed, with
little communication between them so that the flow of fresh, crosscutting ideas is blocked.
As a consequence, these statically configured, minimally interconnected organizations risk
falling to newer, less ossified competitors.
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But if an organization’s skills can be supercharged by adopting the right sort of credit
assignment function, then the connections, among individuals, teams, and teams of teams,
might continuously reorganize themselves in response to shifting circumstances and challenges. Instead of people being forced to be simple rule-following machines, people would engage
in continuous improvement that is seen in the Kaizen-style manufacturing developed by
Toyota, the “quality team” feedback approach adopted by many corporations, or the continuous, data-driven changes in sports team rosters described in the book Moneyball.

Another path to harnessing human innovations is suggested by
the insight that powers today’s cutting-edge AI algorithms. The
“secret sauce” is the learning rule, called the credit assignment
function, which determines how much each connection
contributed to the overall answer
The key to such dynamic organizations is continuous, granular, and trustworthy data. You
need to know what is actually happening right now in order to continuously adapt. Having
quarterly reports, or conducting a national census every ten years, means that you cannot have an agile learning organization or a learning society. OPAL and the data revolution
provide the foundation upon which a responsive, fair, and inclusive society can be built.
Without such data we are condemned to a static and paralyzed society that will necessarily
fail the challenges we face.
Today, online companies such as Amazon and Google, and financial services firms such as
Blackrock and Renaissance, have enthusiastically adopted and developed these data-driven
agile approaches to manage their organizations. Obviously, such continuously adapting and
learning organizations, even if assisted by sophisticated algorithms, will require changing
policy, training, doctrine, and a wide spectrum of other issues.

To most of us change means chaos. So how can we expect to achieve this
vision of a dynamic society without continuous chaos? The key is to have a credit assignment
function that both makes sense for each individual and yet at the same time yields global
optimal performance. This would be a real version of the “invisible hand,” one that works for
real people and not just for rational individuals.
The phrase makes sense means that each individual must be able to easily understand their
options and how to make choices that are good for them as an individual, and also understand
how it is that what is good for them is also good for the whole organization. They must be
able to easily and clearly communicate the choices they have made and the anticipated or
actual outcomes resulting from those choices. Only through this sort of understanding and
alignment of incentives within society will the human participants come to both trust and
helpfully respond to change.
Sound impossible? It turns out that people already quite naturally do this in day-to-day
life. As described in the first section of this paper, people rely on social learning to make decisions. By correctly combining the experiences of others we can both adapt to rapidly changing
circumstances and make dramatically better day-to-day decisions. Earlier I described how
people naturally did this in a social financial platform.

Avoiding Chaos
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A young man collects smog in Beijing with an industrial
vacuum cleaner in order to make “smog bricks” that
will be recycled as building materials. With this 100day project, he sought to demonstrate the health
and environmental effects of urban pollution. Beijing,
November 2015
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The keys to successful rapid change are granular data about what other people are doing and
how it is working out for them, and the realization that we cannot actually act independently
because every action we take affects others and feeds back to ourselves as others adapt to our
actions. The enemies of success are activities that distort our perception of how other people
live their lives and how their behaviors contribute to or hinder their success, for example,
advertising, biased political advocacy, segregation, and the lack of strong reputational mechanisms all interfere with rapid and accurate social learning.
How can we begin to encourage such learning organization and
societies? The first steps should be focused on accurate, real-time knowledge about the
successes and failures that others have experienced from implementing their chosen strategies
and tactics. In prehistoric times people knew quite accurately what other members of their
village did and how well it worked, and this allowed them to quickly develop compatible
norms of behavior. Today we need digital mechanisms to help us know about what works
and what does not work. This sort of reputation mechanism is exactly the benefit of using
an architecture like OPAL.
Strong reputation mechanisms allow local community determination or norms and regulations instead of laws created and enforced by elites. For instance, frontline workers often
have better ideas about how to deal with challenging situations than managers, and tactical
engineers know more about how a new capability is shaping up than its designers do. The secret
to creating an agile, robust culture is closing the communications gap between people who do
and people who organize, so that employees are both helping to create plans and executing
them. This closure fits with another key finding: developing the best strategy in any scenario
involves striking a balance between engaging with familiar practices and exploring fresh ideas.
Actively encouraging sharing in order to build community knowledge offers another
benefit: when people participate and share ideas, they feel more positive about belonging to
the community and develop greater trust in others. These feelings are essential for building
social resilience. Social psychology has documented the incredible power of group identities to
bond people and shape their behavior; group membership provides the social capital needed
to see team members through inevitable conflicts and difficult periods.

The Human Experience

Summary: A New Enlightenment
Many of the traditional ideas we have about ourselves and how society works are wrong. It is
not simply the brightest who have the best ideas; it is those who are best at harvesting ideas
from others. It is not only the most determined who drive change; it is those who most fully
engage with like-minded people. And it is not wealth or prestige that best motivates people;
it is respect and help from peers.
The disconnect between traditional ideas about our society and the current reality has
grown into a yawning chasm because of the effects of digital social networks and similar technology. To understand our new, hyper-connected world we must extend familiar economic
and political ideas to include the effects of these millions of digital citizens learning from
each other and influencing each other’s opinions. We can no longer think of ourselves as only
rational individuals reaching carefully considered decisions; we must include the dynamic
social networking effects that influence our individual decisions and drive economic bubbles,
political revolutions, and the Internet economy. Key to this are strong and rapid reputation
mechanisms, and inclusiveness in both planning and execution.
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Today it is hard to even imagine a world where we have reliable, up-to-the-minute data
about how government policies are working and about problems as they begin to develop. Perhaps the most promising uses for big data are in systems like OPAL, which allow statisticians
in government statistics departments around the world to make a more accurate, “real-time”
census and more timely and accurate social surveys. Better public data can allow both the
government and private sectors to function better, and with these sorts of improvements in
transparency and accountability we can hope to build a world in which our government and
social institutions work correctly.
Historically we have always been blind to the living conditions of the rest of humanity;
violence or disease could spread to pandemic proportions before the news would make it to
the ears of central authorities. We are now beginning to be able to see the condition of all of
humanity with unprecedented clarity. Never again should it be possible to say: “We didn’t
know.”
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Nanotechnology’s influence in our daily life is reflected in
mobile communication tools, medical diagnostics and new
treatments, the use of data by companies and governments,
and its accumulation in the cloud. Society reacts slowly to
rapidly unfolding technological changes. Nanotechnology,
with its atomic-scale capabilities in which much of the natural
and physical world’s dynamics unfold, has the potential to
make far more dramatic leaps than humanity has encountered
in the past. Evolutionary changes—the natural world’s
manipulation, such as through genes—and emergent
changes—the physical world’s manipulation and autonomy,
such as through artificial intelligence—can now be brought
together to cause profound existential changes. The complex
existential machines thus created have a ghost in them, and
humanity needs to shape technology at each stage of the
machine building so that it is an angelic ghost.
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Even some of your materialistic countrymen are prepared to accept—at least as a working hypothesis—that some entity has—well, invaded Hal. Sasha has dug up a good phrase: “The Ghost
in the Machine.”
Arthur C. Clarke (in 2010: Odyssey Two, 1982)
The official doctrine, which hails chiefly from Descartes, is something like this. … every human
being has both a body and a mind. Some would prefer to say that every human being is both a
body and a mind. His body and his mind are ordinarily harnessed together, but after the death
of the body his mind may continue to exist and function. … Such in outline is the official theory.
I shall often speak of it, with deliberate abusiveness, as ‘the dogma of the Ghost in the Machine.’
I hope to prove that it is entirely false, and false not in detail but in principle.
Gilbert Ryle (in The Concept of Mind, 1949)

Six years ago, in an earlier article1 in this book series, we explored the implications of the
ability to observe and exercise control at the atomic and molecular scale, also known as
nanotechnology. We had concluded with speculations and numerous questions regarding
the physical and biological complexity that the future will unfold as a result of this technology’s development. Our reasoning was that nature’s complexity arose in the interactions
that take place at the atomic scale—atoms building molecules, complex molecules in turn
leading to factories such as from the cells for reproduction, and the creation of multifaceted
hierarchical systems. Physical laws, such as the second law of thermodynamics, still hold
good, so this development of complexity takes place over long time scales in highly energy-efficient systems. The use of nanotechnology’s atomic-scale control—nature’s scale—has
brought continuing improvements in efficiency in physical systems and a broadening of
its utilization in biology and elsewhere. This ability to take over nature’s control by physical technology gives humans the ability to intervene beneficially, but also to raise existential questions about man and machine. Illustrative examples were emergent machines as
self-replicating automatons where hardware and software have fused as in living systems,
or evolution machines where optimization practiced by engineering modifies the evolutionary construct. Computational machines now exist as the emergent variety which improve
themselves as they observe and manipulate more data, retune themselves by changing how
the hardware is utilized, and span copies of themselves through partitioning over existent
hardware, even if they are not yet building themselves physically except in rudimentary
3D printing. Numerous chemicals and drugs are now built via cells and enzymes as the biological factories.
The existential questions that we concluded with in the article have only buttressed themselves in this interregnum. Rapid development of CRISPR (clustered regularly interspaced
short palindromic repeats) and of machine learning evolving to artificial intelligence (AI)2
have brought us to a delicate point.
This paper—scientific and philosophical musing—underscores lessons from these intervening years to emphasize the rapid progress made, and then turns to what this portends.
We look back at how the physical principles have influenced nanotechnology’s progress and
evolution, where it has rapidly succeeded and where not, and for what reasons. As new technologies appear and cause rapid change, society’s institutions and us individually are slow
in responding toward accentuating the positive and suppressing the negatives through the
restraints—community-based and personal—that bring a healthy balance. Steam engines,
when invented, were prone to explosions. Trains had accidents due to absent signaling sys-
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tems. Society put together mechanisms for safety and security. Engines still explode, accidents still happen, but at a level that society has deemed acceptable. We are still working on
the control of plastics, and failing at global warming. These latter reflect the long latency of
community and personal response.
In the spirit of the past essay, this paper is a reflection on the evolution of the nanotechnology catalyzed capabilities that appear to be around the corner, as well as the profound
questions that society needs to start reflecting and acting on.

The use of nanotechnology’s atomic-scale control—nature’s
scale—has brought continuing improvements in efficiency in
physical systems and a broadening of its utilization in biology
and elsewhere. This ability to take over nature’s control by
physical technology gives humans the ability to intervene
beneficially, but also to raise existential questions about man
and machine
This past decadal period has brought numerous passive applications of nanotechnology into
general use. As a material drawing on the variety of unique properties that can be achieved in
specific materials through small-scale phenomena, usage of nanotechnology is increasingly
pervasive in numerous products, though still at a relatively high fiscal cost. These applications
range from those that are relatively simple to others that are quite complex. Coatings give
strength and high corrosion and wear resistance. Medical implants—stents, valves, pacemakers, others—employ such coatings, as do surfaces that require increased resistance in adverse
environments: from machine tools to large-area metal surfaces. Since a material’s small size
changes optical properties, trivial but widespread uses, such as sunscreens, or much more
sophisticated uses, such as optically mediated interventions in living and physical systems,
have become possible. The mechanical enhancements deriving from nanotubes have become
part of the arsenal of lightweight composites. The nanoscale size and surface’s usage has also
made improved filtration possible for viruses and bacteria. Batteries employ the porosity and
surface properties for improvements in utilitarian characteristics—energy density, charge
retention, and so on—and the proliferation of electric cars and battery-based storage promises large-scale utilization. Surfaces make it possible to take advantage of molecular-scale
interaction for binding and interaction. This same mechanism also allows targeting with
specificity in the body for both enhanced detection as well as drug delivery. So, observation,
in particular, of cancerous growths and their elimination has become an increasing part of
the medical tool chest. This same surface-centric property makes sensors that can detect
specific chemicals in the environment possible. The evolutionary machine theme’s major
role has consisted in its ability, through large-scale, nature-mimicking random trials conducted in a laboratory-on-a-chip, to sort, understand, and then develop a set of remedies
that can be delivered to the target where biological mechanisms have gone awry. Cancer, the
truly challenging frontier of medicine, has benefited tremendously through the observation
and intervention provided by nanotechnology’s tool chest even though this truly complex
behavior (a set of many different diseases) is still very far from any solution except in a few of
its forms. The evolutionary machine theme is also evident in the production methods used
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Graphene slurry, containing graphene and polymer
binders, at the National Graphene Institute facility, part
of the University of Manchester, in Manchester, UK,
April, 2018. Graphene is increasingly in demand for use
in batteries
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for a variety of simple-to-complex compounds—from the strong oxidant that is hydrogen
peroxide via enzymes to the vaccine for Ebola virus produced via tobacco plants—that have
become commonplace.
Admittedly, much of this nanotechnology usage has been in places where cost has been of
secondary concern, and the specific property attribute of sufficient appeal to make a product
attractive. This points to at least one barrier, that of the cost of manufacturing that has remained a challenge. Another has been the traditional problem of over-ebullience that drives
market culture. Graphene, nanotubes, and other such forms are still in search of large-scale
usage. An example of market culture is the space elevator based on carbon nanotubes that
caught popular attention. Thermodynamics dictates the probabilities of errors—defects,
for example—in assemblies. And although a nanotube, when small, can exhibit enormous
strength, once one makes it long enough, even the existence of one defect has serious repercussions. So, space elevators remain science fiction.

The evolutionary machine theme’s major role has consisted
in its ability to sort, understand, and then develop a set of
remedies that can be delivered to the target where biological
mechanisms have gone awry
There is one place, though, where the cost barrier continues to be overcome at quite an incredible rate. In human-centric applications, the evolution of electronics in the information
industry (computation and communication) has seen the most dramatic cost reduction
and expansion of widespread usage. The cellphone, now an Internet-accessing and video
delivering smartphone, has been an incredibly beneficial transforming utility for the poor
in the Third World.
The nature of archiving and accessing data has changed through the nanoscale memories
and the nanoscale computational resources that increasingly exist in a far removed “nonplace”—euphemistically in the cloud. These are accessed again by a nanoscale-enabled
plethora of developments in communications, whether wireless or optical, and through the
devices that we employ. Videos, texting, short bursts of communications, and rapid dissemination of information is ubiquitous. Appliances, large and small, are being connected
together and controlled as an Internet of Things in a widening fabric at home and at work
for desired goals such as reducing energy consumption, or improving health, or for taking
routine tasks away from human beings.
Availability of information and the ability to draw inferences from it has brought machine
learning, also known as artificial intelligence (AI), to the fore. Data can be analyzed and decisions made autonomously in a rudimentary form in the emergent machine sense. Artificial
intelligence coupled to robotics—the physical use of this information—is also slowly moving
from factories to human-centric applications, such as autonomous driving, in which sensing,
inferencing, controlling, and operating all come together. This is all active usage that has an
emergent and evolutionary character.

Quantum computation is another area that has made tremendous progress during this period. Quantum computing employs entangled superposition of information accessible at
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the quantum scale, which becomes possible at the nanoscale, in order to proceed with the
computation. It is a very different style than the traditional one of deterministic computing,
in which bits are classical. Classical in the sense that they are either, say, “0” or “1” Boolean
bits. We can transform them through computational functions, a “0” to “1”, for example by
an inverter, or a collection of these—one number—and another collection of these—another
number—through a desired function to another collection of these, which is another number.
Adding or multiplying is such a functional operation. At each stage of computation, these
“0”s and “1”s are being transformed deterministically. In classical computation, one cannot,
in general, get back to the starting point once one has performed transformations since information is being discarded along the way. A multiplication product usually has multiple
combinations of multiplicands and multipliers. Quantum bits as entangled superposed states
are very different. A single quantum bit system is a superposition of “0” and “1”. We do not
know which one it is except that it is one of them. When we measure it, we find out whether
it is a “0” or a “1”. A two quantum bit system can be an entangled system where the two bits
are interlinked. For example, it could be a superposition where if the first is a “0” the second
is a “1”, and if the first is a “1” then the second is a “0”. This is an entangled superposition.
Only when we make a measurement does one find out if it is the “01” combination or the
“10” combination. A system composed of a large number of quantum bits can hold in it far
more of these linkages, and one can manipulate these through the computation—without
the measurement of the result—while the entanglement and its transformations continue to exist. While performing this computation, without having observed the result, one
can actually go back to the starting point since no information has been discarded. So, the
computation proceeds and only when we make a measurement, do we find out the result,
which is in our classical world. It is this ability, and transformations in it while still keeping
the entanglement and its related possibility options open—unlike the discarding of them in
the classical mode—that endows quantum computing with properties that surpass those of
classical computation. Fifty quantum bit systems exist now. This is almost the point in which
quantum computation begins to achieve capabilities superior to that of classical computation.
Numerous difficult problems, cryptography having been the earliest rationale for pursuing
this approach, but also many more practical interesting problems—understanding molecules
and molecular interactions, working toward further complexity of them including into drug
discovery—become potentially solvable. Fifty quantum bits make much more complexity to
be computed. Since nature is quantum in its behavior at the smallest scales where the diversity
of interactions occurs, and classical behavior is a correspondence outcome, that is, a highly
likely statistical outcome, quantum computing represents a way that we have now found to
simulate how nature itself computes. A new style of computing is being born.

Artificial intelligence coupled to robotics—the physical use
of this information—is also slowly moving from factories to
human-centric applications, such as autonomous driving, in
which sensing, inferencing, controlling, and operating all come
together
These broad and pervasive changes—still in infancy—are very much on the same scale of
changes that arose with the invention of the printing press and the invention of mechanized
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transportation. The press democratized learning and information delivery. Mechanized transportation made the world smaller and eased the delivery of goods. Both were instrumental
in making a more efficient way—in time, but also in energy, and in other dimensions—for
human uplifting possible. Books also deliver vile and transportation is a convenient tool
for terrorists and government crackdowns. Society has found ways to limit these negative
effects, and is finding more ways to limit as new mutations crop up. Deleterious attributes
are also observable in the new technologies. The mobile communication instrumentation
and ubiquitous information availability has changed us. It takes us away from longer range
careful thinking and articulating, as well as how we react to any information thanks to the
trust that the written word has instilled in us. Financial markets, social interactions, and
even our family interactions show consequences of this access ubiquity that has arisen from
the nanoscale. Drones as no-blood-on-my-hand machines of death are now ubiquitous in
conflicts trivializing death and human destiny exploiting the technology.

Quantum computation is an area that has made tremendous
progress over the last decade. Numerous difficult problems,
cryptography having been the earliest rationale for pursuing
this approach, but also many more practical interesting
problems—understanding molecules and molecular
interactions, working toward further complexity of them
including into drug discovery—become potentially solvable
This evolution in artificial intelligence, robotics, autonomy, the merging of emergent and
evolutionary machinery is raising profound questions and society is struggling to grasp even a
rudimentary understanding of them so that it can rationally tackle from both a philosophical
and a scientific perspective many of the problems that will most certainly arise, just as they
did with earlier moments of technology-seeded inflection.
I would like to explore this segue by looking into the coming era’s possibilities and integrating thoughts that encompass where this comes from and where it could lead to by
looking at some unifying thoughts across the physical and natural world integrated by
nanotechnology.
The second law of thermodynamics, first formulated by Sadi Carnot in 1824, says that in
an isolated system entropy always increases. Entropy, in a simplistic sense, is a measure of
randomness. The law says that if there is absent movement of energy and matter in a system,
the system will evolve toward complete randomness. It will exhaust itself of any capability.
A thermodynamic equilibrium is this state of maximum randomness. Initially empirical, it
now has concrete statistical foundations, and is the reason why natural processes tend to
go in one direction, as also for the arrow of time. In contrast, our world—natural and what
we have created—has a lot of organization together with a capability to do really interesting things. Atoms assemble themselves into molecules. Molecules become complex. Very
complex molecules such as the ribosomes—consisting of RNA and protein parts—become a
controller and perform transcription and messenger functions essential to creating proteins.
Cells appear—thousands in variety in the human—organs form, and grow to end up in the
diversity of nature’s creations. A living emergent machine appeared through a hierarchy
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The evolution of AI, robotics,
and the autonomy of emerging
and evolutive machinery are
very much on the same scale
of changes that arose with
the invention of the printing
press and the invention of
mechanized transportation
Detail of the facade of the Quantum-Nano Centre
building designed by KPMB Architects. Waterloo,
Canada, 2013

AI coupled to robotics—
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information—is also slowly
moving from factories to
human-centric applications

Foreground view of glass reinforced with a
nanolayer. The photograph was taken at the
P Glass factory in Moscow

of this organized coupling. Our social system, computing or governmental or finance systems, are also such a machinery: parts coupling to other parts under an organized orthodoxy
that has numerous capabilities. The second law’s vector toward thermodynamic randomness has been overcome due to flow of matter and energy and an interesting diversity has
come about.
This is the appearance of complexity taking the form of hierarchy for which Herbert Simon
has an interesting parable in the essay “The architecture of complexity.”3 It involves Hora
and Tempus, the watchmakers. Both make watches with a thousand little individual parts.
Tempus made his watches by putting all the parts together in one go, but if interrupted, for
example, by the phone, he had to reassemble it from all these one thousand parts. The more
the customers liked the watch, the more they called, the more Tempus fell behind. Hora’s
watches were also just as good. But he made them using a hierarchy of subassemblies. The
first group of subassemblies used ten parts each. Then ten such subassemblies were used to
build a bigger subassembly, and so on. Proud competitors in the beginning, Tempus ended
up working for Hora. If there is a one-in-a-hundred chance of being interrupted during the
assembling process, Tempus, on average, had to spend four thousand times more time than
Hora to assemble a watch. He had to start all over again from the beginning. Hora had to
do this only part of the way. Hierarchy made Hora’s success at this rudimentary complex
system possible.
Thermodynamics’ lesson in this parable, as also in a generalization to our physical and
natural world, is that the complexity arose from the assembling of parts which in general may
be random. The likelihood of building up from a small number of elements coming together
to obtain a stable assembly, initially simple, but progressively more complex with the building
up of hierarchy, is larger than for the coming together of a large number of elements. And
new properties emerged in the end watch and possibly in the intermediate subassemblies. Of
course, this is a very simplistic description subject to many objections, but an organizational
structure appeared due to the flow of energy and parts into the system and the existence of
stable intermediate forms that had a lowering of entropy. If there is enough time, nature too
will build hierarchies based on stable intermediate forms that it discovers. By doing so, it
acquires negentropy (a lowering—negative—of entropy from its state of exhaustion, that is,
the maximum). This is the story of the appearance of life.

Our social system, computing or governmental or finance
systems, are also such a machinery: parts coupling to other
parts under an organized orthodoxy that has numerous
capabilities
In his 1967 book The Ghost in the Machine,4—the third time that this phrase has appeared for
us—Arthur Koestler calls this process the “Janus effect.” Nodes of this hierarchy are like the
Roman god, whose one face is toward the dependent part and the other toward the apex. This
link and proliferation of these links with their unusual properties are crucial to the emergent
properties of the whole.
Thermodynamics, however, places additional constraints and these arise in the confluence
of energy, entropy, and errors. Any complex system consists of a large number of hierarchical
subassemblies. A system using nanoscale objects is subject to these constraints of the build-
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ing process. If errors are to be reduced, the reduction of entropy must be large. But, such
a reduction process requires the use of more energy. Heat will arise in this process. To be
sustainable—avoiding overheating, even as energy flow keeps the system working—requires
high-energy efficiency, limits to the amount of energy transformed, and keeping a lid on
errors. Having to deploy so much energy at each step makes the system enormously energy
hungry. The computation and communication disciplines suffer from this thermodynamic
consequence. The giant turbines that convert energies to electric form—the mechanical motion of the blades to the flow of current across voltages—need to be incredibly efficient so that
only a few percent—if that—of that energy is lost to the volume. And a turbine is not really
that complex a system. Computation and communication have not yet learned this lesson.
Nature has found its own clever way around this problem. Consider the complex biological
machine that is the human. The building or replacement processes occur individually in very
small volumes—nanoscale—and are happening in parallel at Avogadro number scale. All this
transcription, messaging, protein and cell generation, and so on, requires energy and nature
works around the error problem by introducing mechanisms for self-repair. Very low energy
(10–100 kBT, the kBT being a good measure of the order of energy in a thermal motion) breaks
and forms these bonds. Errors scale exponentially with these pre-factors. At 10 kBT energy,
one in 100,000 building steps, for example, for each unzipping and copying step, will have
an error, so errors must be detected, the building machine must step back to the previous
known good state and rebuild that bond, a bit like that phone call to Tempus and Hora, but
causing Hora to restart only from an intermediate state. Nature manages to do this pretty well.
The human body recycles a body weight of ATP (adenosine triphosphate)—the molecule for
energy transformation—every day so that chemical synthesis, nerve impulse propagation,
and muscle contraction can happen. Checking and repairing made this complexity under
energy constraint possible.

What would take nature’s complex system many many
generations, such as through plant breeding, or of living species,
can be achieved in one or few generations. An emergent-evolution
machine has been born with human intervention. But now it can
live on its own. New members of the natural kingdom can be
engineered
How is all this discussion related to the subject of nanotechnology with its masquerading
ghost?
I would like to illustrate this by bringing together two technologies of this decade: that of
CRISPR and the rise of artificial intelligence.
CRISPR is a gene-editing method that uses a protein (Cas9, a naturally occurring enzyme)
and specific guide RNAs to disrupt host genes and to insert sequences of interest. A guide
RNA that is complementary to a foreign DNA sequence makes it possible for Cas9 to unwind
the sequence’s DNA helix, create a double-stranded break, and then the repair enzyme puts
it back together by placing a desired experimental DNA. The guide RNA sequence is relatively inexpensive to design, efficiency is high, and the protein injectable. Multiple genes
can be mutated in one step. This process can be practiced in a cell’s nucleus, in stem cells,
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in embryos, and extracellularly. It is a gene-editing tool that allows the engineering of the
genome. Thermodynamics teaches us that errors will always occur; if one puts in a lot more
energy, the likelihood is less, and this is why low-energy systems need self-correction mechanisms. Even then, rare errors can still pass through. CRISPR helps with that for the genomic
errors in the natural world. A defective Janus—an error in the Hora-like way of building the
system—can be fixed.
Drug discovery, genetic disease prevention, heart diseases, blood conditions, modifying
plants5 for a change of properties—tomatoes that are jointless; a working example is the joint
where the tomato attaches to the plant that gets a signal to die and let go when a tomato is
ripe—and others all become possible. What would take nature’s complex system many many
generations, such as through plant breeding, or of living species, can be achieved in one or
few generations. An emergent-evolution machine has been born with human intervention.
But now it can live on its own. New members of the natural kingdom can be engineered.

The second technology is that of machine learning now evolving toward an artificial intelligence. As electronic devices have become smaller and smaller, and new architectures—including those with rudimentary self-test and self-repair—evolved, with ever-higher densities and integration levels, we now have supercomputing resources local at our desk as well
as in the cloud. This enormous data sorting and manipulating power is now sufficient for
the programmed algorithms to discover patterns, find connections between them, and also
launch other tasks that ask questions to help test the validity of inferences and probe for
more data where enough is not known. The human view of information is of it representing
compact associations. While the picture of a dog contains a lot of data in the pixels, and one
can even associate a scientific information measure—a negentropy of sorts—to it, the information in a human context is that these associations when viewing the picture will be of it
being a dog, more specifically a golden retriever that looks well looked after, but also that
golden retrievers are prone to cancer due to selective breeding, and so on. Quite a bit of this
information can be associated with the dog as nuggets of wisdom. Even that dogs and cats
do not always get along together, or that dogs became domesticated—this too by selective
breeding—during the human as hunter-gatherer phase. As we go farther and farther away
from the dog as a pattern—dogs evolved from wolves—a physical machine’s ability gets
weaker and weaker unless the connection of very different domains of information can be
put together as knowledge. For a human this is less of a problem. If this factual information of wolf-dog existed as a content in the machine, it is fine, but if one were interested in
finding this connection, it will require asking questions, genetic tracing, pattern matching,
and taking other steps before the connection will be established. The human learning and
knowledge creation happens through hypotheses, looking at results of experiments and
debates before ultimately a consensus appears. This capability, because machines can ask
and research for information, is now within the reach of artificial intelligence, although
connecting two what were previously separate domains—space and time as in relativity—is
certainly not, at least not yet. So, when one reads reports of artificial intelligence performing
a preliminary assessment of diseases, helping design molecules, and building experiments
for the designer molecules, these are fairly complex pattern-matching tasks where data and
information is being connected.
With quantum computing also making enormous progress, there is another range of possibilities of powerful import. Because of the exceptional and different computing capability
that quantum computation achieves (entanglement is subsumed), making connections that
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exist, but are not apparent classically, can be potentially made latent quantum-mechanically.
This potentially implies that the nature of associations and connections that the human sees,
as Einstein saw in relativity, and classical machine learning only sees if it has already seen it,
may be unraveled by the quantum computing machinery since they exist in the entangled
data and are not classically manifest.
We can now connect our thermodynamic thoughts to this discussion.
CRISPR as a gene-modification tool came about by replacing nature’s randomized trials
process with human intervention, because scientists knew how bacteria’s immune response
fights a foreign viral DNA. CRISPR is this producing of two strands of short RNA (the guide
RNA), that then go and form a complex with the Cas9 enzyme that then targets and cuts out
and thus disables the viral DNA. Because of the way Cas9 binds to DNAs, it can distinguish
between bacterial DNA and viral DNA. So, in this ability lies the memory that can continue to
correct future threats. The threats are the errors. From the domain of bacterial viral infection,
we have now made connections to the vast domain of natural processes that depend on the
genome because a process that nature had shown as being a stable has now been connected
to other places, which nature may have discovered, but perhaps not evolved to in the Wallace-Darwin sense. Both the energy constraint and the error correction and stability constraint
of thermodynamics were satisfied in the physical practice of CRISPR in the natural world.
Human beings can now apply this to multitudes of places where nature does not because it
has either not figured it out or because it figured out that it was inappropriate.

Drug discovery, genetic disease prevention, heart diseases,
blood conditions, modifying plants for a change of
properties—tomatoes that are jointless; a working example is
the joint where the tomato attaches to the plant that gets a
signal to die and let go when a tomato is ripe—and others all
become possible with CRISPR
Now look at the evolution of computing to artificial intelligence in our physical technology and
its capabilities as well as shortcomings. Physical electronics devices getting to smaller-length
scales means that much that happens at the quantum scale becomes important. Tunneling
is one such phenomena, and electrons tunneling because voltages exist, not because data is
being manipulated, is just a production of heat and not doing anything useful. To get low errors
in these physical systems—without yet a general ability to correct errors at the individual step
stage—means that one cannot reduce the energy being employed to manipulate the data.
So, the amount of energy that is consumed by a biological complex system to make a useful
transformation is many orders of magnitude lower than that of the physical complex system.
The human brain is like a 20 W bulb in its energy consumption. The physical systems used
in the artificial intelligence world are hundreds of times more power consuming if sitting on
a desktop and another factor of hundreds more if resident in a data center. So, this artificial
intelligence capability has arrived with an enormous increase in power consumption because
of the thermodynamics of the way the complex system is implemented.
Human thinking and the human brain is a frontier whose little pieces we may understand,
but not the complex assembly that makes it such a marvel. So, the tale of “Blind men and the
elephant” should keep serving us as a caution. But there are a number of characteristics that
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scientists—psychologists, behaviorists, neuroscientists—do seem to agree with through their
multifaceted experiments. The behaviorist Daniel Kahneman6 classifies human thinking as
fast and slow. Fast is a System 1 thinking that is fast, heuristic, instinctive, and emotional.
In making quick judgments, one maps other contexts to the problem one is faced with. This
dependence on heuristics causes bias, and therefore systematic errors. Slow is a System 2
thinking that is deliberative and analytic, hence slow. The human brain, and those of only
a few other mammals, is capable of imagining various pasts and future “worlds” to develop
situational inferences and responses. The neuroscientist Robert Sapolsky7 discusses the
origin of aggression and gratification in terms of the events in the brain. I associate these
mostly with the fast since they tend to be instinctive. Functionally, the brain can be partitioned into three parts. Layer 1—common to the natural kingdom—is the inner core that is
quite autonomic that keeps the body on an even keel by regulating. Layer 2, more recent in
evolution, expanded in mammals and is proportionally the most advanced in humans. Layer
3—the neocortex, the upper surface—is the youngest in development (a few hundred million
years8), relatively very recent, with cognition, abstraction, contemplation, sensory processing
as its fortes. Layer 1 also works under orders from Layer 2 through the hypothalamus. Layer
3 can send signals to Layer 2 to then direct Layer 1. The amygdala is a limbic structure—an
interlayer—below the cortex. Aggression is mediated by the amygdala, the frontal cortex,
and the cortical dopamine system. The dopaminergic system—dopamine generation in
various parts of the brain—is activated in anticipation of reward, so this complex system is
for this particular aspect a trainable system—a Pavlovian example—where learning can be
introduced by reinforcing and inhibitive training experiences. A profound example of the
failure of this machinery was Ulrike Meinhof, of the Baader-Meinhof Red Army Faction that
was formed in 1968 in Germany. Earlier, as a journalist, she had had a brain tumor removed in
1962. Her autopsy in 1976 showed a tumor and surgical scar tissue impinging on the amygdala,
where social contexts, anxieties, ambiguities, and so on are tackled to form that response of
aggression. Many of the proclivities of a human depend on this Layer 3 to Layer 2 machinery
and the Januses embedded in them. Pernicious errors, if not corrected, the style of thinking
and decision-making as in intelligence, matters profoundly. This is true for nature and will
be true for artificial intelligence.

Nanotechnology has now nearly eliminated the gulf between
the physical and the biological domain. The last decades
of the twentieth century and those that followed brought
about numerous nanotechnology tools that made a more
fundamental understanding of complex biological processes
possible
With this background of the current state and related discussion, one should now turn to
look at the future. Technology, when used judiciously and for the greater good of the societal
collective, has been a unique human contribution to nature. The technological capabilities
over the last nearly two hundred years, since the invention of the steam engine, have been
compounding at an incredible rate.
In this milieu, in recent decades, nanotechnology has now nearly eliminated the gulf
between the physical and the biological domain. The last decades of the twentieth century
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Techno-camera and radar system of an UBER Ford Fusion
autonomous vehicle during a technology demonstration
of driverless cars in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, on
September 13, 2016
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and those that followed brought about numerous nanotechnology tools that made a more
fundamental understanding of complex biological processes possible. In turn, this has led
to the incredible manipulation capabilities that now exist that sidestep the natural ways of
evolution. Artificial intelligence brings in brain-like cognitive capability, except that this
capability can access incredibly more data than any human can keep and often it is in the
hands of corporations.
The story of technology tells us that the nineteenth-century Industrial Revolution ocurred
in mechanics, which served to automate physical labor. I am going to call this new nanotechnology-enabled change with the merging of the biological and physical an existential
revolution since it impinges directly on us as beings.
This existential revolution and the changes and disruption it is likely to cause are of
a kind and at such a scale that the traditional long delay of society exercising control—it
takes many decades, even societal upheavals such as those arising in Marxism following the
Industrial Revolution—will just not work. Much care, foresight, and judgment is needed,
otherwise we will witness consequences far worse than the loss of species that we are currently witnessing due to the unbridled expansion of humanity and the need for resources for
his expansion.
There are plenty of illustrations pointing toward this, some more deeply connected than
others.

The story of technology tells us that the nineteenth-century
Industrial Revolution occurred in mechanics, which served
to automate physical labor. I am going to call this new
nanotechnology-enabled change with the merging of the
biological and physical an existential revolution since it
impinges directly on us as beings
Between 1965 and 2015, the primary energy supply of the planet has increased from 40 PWh
to 135 PWh (petawatt hour as the unit) over a whole year. This is an increase in excess of a
factor of three over this fifty-year period with the predominant source of energy being oil,
coal and gas. During this same period, the yearly electrical energy movement in the US alone
went from about 8 PWh to nearly 42 PWh, a five-fold increase. The United States alone now
consumes in the form of electric energy the total energy that the entire world consumed
about fifty years ago. US consumption is a quarter of the energy consumption of the world
even though its population is less than one twentieth. Much of this energy-consumption
increase has come from the proliferation of computation and communication. Each of that
smartphone’s functioning requires a semi-refrigerator of network and switching apparatus.
Each of the web searches or advertising-streamed courtesy of machine-learning algorithms
is another semi-refrigerator of computational resources. Global warming is at its heart a
problem arising in this electricity consumption, which in turn comes from this information
edifice and its thermodynamic origins.
As the cognitive aspect of the machine ability improves, and robotics—autonomous cars
being a primary trend currently—proliferates, will people live farther and farther away from
work because cars have been transformed into offices on wheels, or will it lead to an efficient
usage of cars where cars pick up people and drop off people in set places and so fewer cars
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are needed because they are being used efficiently and perhaps only exist as a service that is
owned by the community or a business? If it is the latter, this is a technological solution around
a major problem that has appeared in our society a hundred plus years after the invention of
the combustion engine. If it is the former, there is now another increase of energy consumption brought about by technology. Existentially insidious is the continuing expansion of the
“medium is the message” because technology companies with the computational platforms
and the reach are really media companies pushing advertising, thoughts, and lifestyles leveraging their access to the individual’s societal interaction stream.
In the biological disruption, humans have not quite objected to genetically modified agriculture, which is a rudimentary genome modification. Improved nutritional value, pest and
stress resistance, and other properties have been welcomed, particularly in countries such as
the US and in the Third World. Not so well understood is the crossbreeding and introduction
of foreign transgenes into nature, nor is the effect of such artificial constructs that did not arise
through the evolutionary process of nature on other natural species. Increased resistance also
goes together with invasiveness, leading to reduced diversity. Bt-corn fertilizes other crops
and becomes a vector for cross-contamination of genes in the Mandeleevian style. Bt-corn
also affects other insects, a prominent example being of Monarch butterflies. So, just like the
antibiotics-resistant bacteria that we now face, especially in the hospitals of the Third World
with tuberculosis being the most insidious, and the major hospitals of the US, we will have
deleterious consequences from the new engineering of biology. We have few capabilities for
visualizing these possible threats, so this subject is worth dwelling on.

As the cognitive aspect of the machine ability improves, and
robotics—autonomous cars being a primary trend currently—
proliferates, will people live farther and farther away from work
because cars have been transformed into offices on wheels, or will
it lead to an efficient usage of cars
What does the introduction of a precisely programmed artificial change into the natural world
do? That is, a world in which evolution takes place via a selection based on small and inherited
variations that increase the ability to compete, survive, and reproduce by natural random
interactions of which only specific ones will continue. It will lead to further continuation of
the natural evolution process, but in which a nonnatural entity has now been introduced.
Nature evolves slowly on a long-term time scale. This evolving minimizes harmful characteristics all the way from the basic molecular level to the complex system level at each of the
steps of the assembling. While the artificial change has a specific characteristic desired by
the human, it may not and will not for many instances have the characteristics that nature
would have chosen because of the optimization inherent in the natural evolution process.
The compression of the time scale and the introduction of specific nonnatural programming
means that the chances of errors will be large. We see the deleterious consequences of such
errors in systems all the time in our world’s complex systems. An error of placing the wrong
person in the hierarchy of an organization leads to the failures of such organizations. An
error of placing the wrong part in the complex system, such as in Hora’s watch, will stop its
working. A specific function may be achieved through the deliberate making of a choice, but
a global function may be lost.
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CRISPR makes the consequences of this genetic modification of the natural world
much more profound, because it can make programmed change over multiple genes
possible, not just in crops but in all the different inhabitants—living and nonliving. Multiple changes affected simultaneously compounds the risks. A hamburger-sized tomato
that has flavor, takes long to rot, and grows on a jointless plant may be very desirable to
McDonalds, the farmer, and the consumer, but it is extremely risky with the risks not really even ascertainable about what the jumping of genes across species could possibly
lead to. This is precisely what the thermodynamic constraints on natures’ processes—
energies, error rates, error-correcting, generational mutations, and self-selection—has
mitigated for billions of years.
A short step from this is the potential for programming traits of our own offspring. Who
does not want brighter and more beautiful children? A hundred years ago, eugenics was
enormously popular in the countries of the West—John Maynard Keynes, Teddy Roosevelt,
Bertrand Russell, Bernard Shaw, Winston Churchill were all adherents—and it did not take
long for this path’s culmination in Adolf Hitler. Among the pockets of high incidence of
Asperger’s syndrome is the Silicon Valley, where many of the high-technology practitioners—a group with specific and similar traits and thus reduced diversity—reside. That autism exists as a problem here should not be a cause for surprise. Genes serve multitudes
of purposes, and various traits arise in their coexistence. This requires diversity from
which the multitudes of traits—of disease, disposition, and others—that humans acquire.
Program this, and we really cannot tell what deleterious outcomes will arise and one will
not see these for generations.
Another scaling of this approach is the putting together of CRISPR with artificial intelligence as an emergent-evolution fusion. With enough data, one could ask for a certain set of
characteristics in this group, the algorithms design CRISPR experiments to achieve it, and
behold, we have engineered a new human, or even a new species.

It is the challenge to society to bring about a civilized order
to all this. Society needs to find ways to function so that
self-repair becomes possible at each stage of the complex
system building. Neither top-down nor bottom-up suffice, the
repairing must exist at each stage in how society functions
and also in how the technology works
As Leo Rosten once said: “When you don’t know where a road leads, it sure as hell will take
you there.” This is the existential paradox.
So, I return to the dilemma outlined at beginning of this paper. In the first half of the twentieth century, when we learned to create chemicals for specific purposes with similar motives,
for example, pesticides, even as agriculture output increased—a desirable outcome—we also
faced Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring.9 With time, we found ways to mitigate it, but this problem
still festers at low intensity.
It is the challenge to society to bring about a civilized order to all this. Society needs to
find ways to function so that self-repair becomes possible at each stage of the complex system
building. Neither top-down nor bottom-up suffice, the repairing must exist at each stage in
how society functions and also in how the technology works.
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This complex world that we now have has this existential dilemma in the emergent-evolutionary fusion.
We have moved beyond Descartes and Ryle, and the great phenomenologists.
The ghost exists in this machinery. Ghosts can be angelic and ghosts can be demonic.
Angels will benefit us tremendously, just as transportation has for mobility, drugs have for
health, communication has for our friendships and family, and computing has in helping build
the marvels and technologies that we employ every day. Humans must understand and shape
the technology. If we can build such systems with clear and well-thought out understanding
of what is not acceptable as a human effort, keep notions of relevance and provenance, and
make the systems reliable, then the world’s education, health, agriculture, finance, and all
the other domains that are essential to being civilized humans as citizens of this planet can
all be integrated together for the greater good of all.
But, if not dealt with judiciously and at the planet scale with nature’s kingdom at its heart,
the human story could very well follow the memorable line from Arthur Clarke’s 2010: Odyssey
Two book: “The phantom was gone; only the motes of dancing dust were left, resuming their
random patterns in the air.”
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Artificial intelligence (AI) is a technical term referring to
artifacts used to detect contexts or to effect actions in response
to detected contexts. Our capacity to build such artifacts has
been increasing, and with it the impact they have on our society.
This article first documents the social and economic changes
brought about by our use of AI, particularly but not exclusively
focusing on the decade since the 2007 advent of smartphones,
which contribute substantially to “big data” and therefore the
efficacy of machine learning. It then projects from this political,
economic, and personal challenges confronting humanity in
the near future, including policy recommendations. Overall,
AI is not as unusual a technology as expected, but this very
lack of expected form may have exposed us to a significantly
increased urgency concerning familiar challenges. In particular,
the identity and autonomy of both individuals and nations is
challenged by the increased accessibility of knowledge.
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1. Introduction
The past decade, and particularly the past few years, have been transformative for artificial
intelligence (AI) not so much in terms of what we can do with this technology as what we are
doing with it. Some place the advent of this era to 2007, with the introduction of smartphones.
As I detail below, at its most essential, intelligence is just intelligence, whether artifact or animal. It is a form of computation, and as such a transformation of information. The cornucopia
of deeply personal information that resulted from the willful tethering of a huge portion of
society to the Internet has allowed us to pass immense explicit and implicit knowledge from
human culture via human brains into digital form. Here we can not only use it to operate
with human-like competence, but also produce further knowledge and behavior by means
of machine-based computation.
For decades—even prior to the inception of the term—AI has aroused both fear and excitement as humanity contemplates creating machines in our image. This expectation that
intelligent artifacts should by necessity be human-like artifacts blinded most of us to the
important fact that we have been achieving AI for some time. While the breakthroughs in
surpassing human ability at human pursuits, such as chess (Hsu, 2002), Go (Silver et al., 2016),
and translation (Wu et al., 2016), make headlines, AI has been a standard part of the industrial repertoire since at least the 1980s. Then production-rule or “expert” systems became a
standard technology for checking circuit boards and detecting credit card fraud (Liao, 2005).
Similarly, machine-learning (ML) strategies like genetic algorithms have long been used for
intractable computational problems, such as scheduling, and neural networks not only to
model and understand human learning, but also for basic industrial control and monitoring
(Widrow et al., 1994). In the 1990s, probabilistic and Bayesian methods revolutionized ML
and opened the door to some of the most pervasive AI technologies now available: search
through massive troves of data (Bishop, 1995). This search capacity included the ability to
do semantic analysis of raw text, astonishingly enabling Web users to find the documents
they seek out of trillions of Web pages just by typing only a few words (Lowe, 2001; Bullinaria
and Levy, 2007).

Today, AI breakthroughs in surpassing human ability in certain
activities make headlines, but AI has been a standard part of the
industrial repertoire since at least the 1980s
This capacity to use AI for discovery has been extended not only by the massive increase of
digital data and available computing power, but also by innovations in AI and ML algorithms.
We are now searching photographs, videos, and audio (Barrett et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2016).
We can translate, transcribe, read lips, read emotions (including lying), forge signatures
and other handwriting, and forge video (Hancock et al., 2007; Eyben et al., 2013; Assael et
al., 2016; Haines et al., 2016; Reed et al., 2016; Vincent, 2016; Schuller et al., 2016; Sartori
et al., 2016; Thies et al., 2016; Deng et al., 2017; Chung and Zisserman, 2017). Critically, we
can forge real-time audio/video during live transmissions, allowing us to choose the words
millions “witness,” particularly for celebrities such as politicians for whom there is already
a great deal of data for composing accurate models (Thies et al., 2016; Suwajanakorn et al.,
2017). At the time of this writing, there is increasing evidence that the outcomes of the 2016
US presidential election and UK referendum on EU membership were both altered by the
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AI detection and targeting of “swing voters” via their public social-media use (Cadwalladr,
2017a,b; ICO, 2018), not to mention the AI-augmented tools used in cyberhacking (Brundage et
al., 2018). AI is here now, available to and benefiting us all. But its consequences for our social
order are not only not understood, but have until recently barely even yet been the subject
of study (Bryson, 2015). Yet now too, with advances in robotics, AI is entering our physical
spaces in the form of autonomous vehicles, weapons, drones, and domestic devices, including
“smart speakers” (really, microphones) and even games consoles (Jia et al., 2016). We are becoming surrounded by—even embedded in—pervasive automated perception, analysis, and
increasingly action.
What have been and will be the impacts of pervasive synthetic intelligence? How can
society regulate the way technology alters our lives? In this article, I begin by presenting
a clean, clear set of definitions for the relevant terminology. I then review concerns and
suggested remediations with respect to technology. Finally, I make expert though unproven
recommendations concerning the value of individual human lives, as individual human
capacities come increasingly under threat of redundancy to automation.

2. Definitions
The following definitions are not universally used, but derive from a well-established AI text
Winston (1984), as well as from the study of biological intelligence (Barrows, 2000, attributed
to Romanes, 1883). They are selected for clarity of communication at least local to this chapter,
about the existing and potential impacts of intelligence, particularly in machines. Intelligence
is the capacity to do the right thing at the right time, in a context where doing nothing (making
no change in behavior) would be worse. Intelligence then requires:
— the capacity to perceive contexts for action;
— the capacity to act;
— the capacity to associate contexts to actions.
By this definition, plants are intelligent (Trewavas, 2005). So is a thermostat (McCarthy, 1983;
Touretzky, 1988). They can perceive and respond to context: for example, plants to the direction of light, thermostats to temperature. We further discriminate a system as being cognitive
if it is able to modify its intelligence, something plants and at least mechanical thermostats
cannot do. Cognitive systems are able to learn new contexts, actions, and/or associations
between these. This comes closer to the conventional definition of “intelligent.”

Intelligence is the capacity to do the right thing at the right time,
in a context where doing nothing (making no change in behavior)
would be worse
Intelligence as I defined it here is a strict subset of computation, the transformation of information. Note that computation is a physical process, it is not maths. It takes time, space,
and energy. Intelligence is the subset of computation that transforms a context into action.
Artificial intelligence (AI), by convention, is a term used to describe (typically digital)
artifacts that extend any of the capacities related to natural intelligence. So, for example,
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Presentation of a GoPro device at the I/O developers
congress in San Francisco in May 2015. This device
includes sixteen cameras that can be used with Google’s
Jump software to provide 360º vision
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machine vision, speech recognition, pattern recognition, and fixed (unlearning) production
systems are all considered examples of AI, with algorithms that can be found in standard
AI textbooks (Russell and Norvig, 2009). These can also all be seen as forms of computation, even if their outputs are not conventionally seen as action. If we embrace, though,
the lessons of embodied robotics (see below), then we might extend this definition to include as AI any artifact that extends our own capacities to perceive and act. Although this
would be an unusual definition, it might also give us a firmer grip on the sorts of changes AI brings to our society, by allowing us to examine a longer history of technological
interventions.
Machine learning (ML) is any means of programming AI that requires not only conventional hand coding, but also a component of automated generalization over presented data
by means of accumulating statistics on that data (Murphy, 2012; Erickson et al., 2017). Often,
but not necessarily, ML comes down to seeking regularities in data that are associated with
categories of interest, including appropriate opportunities for particular actions. ML is also
often used to capture associations, and can be used to acquire new action skills, for example
from demonstration (Huang et al., 2016).

Intelligence is a strict subset of computation, the transformation of
information. Note that computation is a physical process, it is not
maths. It takes time, space, and energy. Intelligence is the subset of
computation that transforms a context into action
Note that all ML still involves a hand-programmed component. The mere conceptualization
or discovery of an algorithm never leads to a machine capable of sensing or acting springing spontaneously into existence. All AI is by definition an artifact, brought into being by
deliberate human acts. Something must be built and designed to connect some data source
to some representation before any learning can occur. All intelligent systems have an architecture, a layout through which energy and information flows, and nearly always including
locations where some information is retained, termed memory. The design of this architecture
is called systems engineering; it is at this point that a system’s safety and validity should be
established. Contrary to some outrageous but distressingly frequent claims, AI safety is not
a new field. Systems engineering in fact predates computers (Schlager, 1956), and has always
been a principal component of computer-science education. AI has long been integrated into
software, as documented in the introduction, so there is a long history of it being engineered
in safe ways (for example, Bryson, 2003; Chessell and Smith, 2013).
Robots are artifacts that sense and act in the physical world, and in real time. By this
definition a smartphone is a (domestic) robot. It has not only microphones but also a variety of proprioceptive sensors that allow it to know when its orientation is changing or it is
falling. Its range of actions includes intervening with its user and transmitting information
including instructions to other devices. The same is true of many game consoles and digital
home assistants—“smart speakers”/microphones like Google Home, Amazon’s Echo (Alexa),
or Microsoft’s Cortana.
Autonomy is technically the capacity to act as an individual (Armstrong and Read, 1995;
Cooke, 1999). So, for example, a country loses its autonomy either if its institutions collapse
so that only its citizens’ individual actions have efficacy, or if its institutions come under the
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influence of other agencies or governments to such an extent that again its own government
has no impact on its course of actions. Of course, either extreme is very unusual. In fact, for
social animals like humans autonomy is never absolute (Gilbert et al., 2012). Our individual intelligence determines many of our actions, but some cells may become cancerous in
pursuit of their own goals counter to our overall well-being (Hanahan and Weinberg, 2011).
Similarly, we fully expect a family, place of work, or government, to have impact on our
actions. We also experience far more social influence implicitly than we are ever aware of
(Devos and Banaji, 2003). Nevertheless, we are viewed as autonomous because there is an
extent to which our own individual intelligence also influences our behavior. A technical
system able to sense the world and select an action specific to its present context is therefore
called “autonomous” even though its actions will ultimately be determined by some combination of the designers that constructed its intelligence and its operators. Operators may
influence AI in real time, and will necessarily influence it in advance by setting parameters of
its operation, including when and where it operates, if at all. As discussed earlier, designers
call the system into existence and determine its capacities, particularly what information
it has access to and what actions it can take. Even if a designer chooses to introduce an
element of chance, such as dependence on the present environment or a random-number
generator into the control of an AI system, that inclusion is still the deliberate choice of the
designer.

AI safety is not a new field. Systems engineering in fact predates
computers (Schlager, 1956), and has always been a principal
component of computer-science education
3. Concerns about AI and Society
AI is core to some of the most successful companies in history in terms of market capitalization—Apple, Alphabet, Microsoft, and Amazon. Along with Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) more generally, AI has revolutionized the ease with which people from
all over the world can access knowledge, credit, and other benefits of contemporary global
society. Such access has helped lead to massive reduction of global inequality and extreme
poverty, for example by allowing farmers to know fair prices, best crops, and giving them
access to accurate weather predictions (Aker and Mbiti, 2010).
AI is the beneficiary of decades of regulatory policy: research and deployment has
so far been largely up-regulated with massive government and other capital investment
(Miguel and Casado, 2016; Technology Council Committee on Technology, 2016; Brundage and Bryson, 2017). Although much of the emphasis of later parts of this paper focuses
on possible motivations for, or mechanisms of, regulatory restriction on AI, it should be
recognized that:
1. any such AI policies should and basically always will be developed and implemented in the light of the importance of respecting the positive impacts of technology as
well;2
2. no one is talking about introducing regulation to AI. AI already exists in a regulatory
framework (Brundage and Bryson, 2017; O’Reilly, 2017); what we are discussing is whether
that framework needs optimizing;
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3. regulation has so far mostly been entirely constructive, with governments providing
vast resources to companies and universities developing AI. Even where regulation constrains, informed and well-designed constraint can lead to more sustainable and even
faster growth.
Having said this, academics, technologists, and the general public have raised a number of
concerns that may indicate a need for down-regulation or constraint. Smith (2018), president
of Microsoft, recently asserted:
[Intelligent3] technology raises issues that go to the heart of fundamental human rights protections
like privacy and freedom of expression. These issues heighten responsibility for tech companies
that create these products. In our view, they also call for thoughtful government regulation and
for the development of norms around acceptable uses. In a democratic republic, there is no
substitute for decision-making by our elected representatives regarding the issues that require
the balancing of public safety with the essence of our democratic freedoms.

In this section I categorize perceived risks by the sort of policy requirements they are likely
to generate. I also make recommendations about whether these are nonproblems, problems
of ICT or technology more generally, or problems special to AI, and in each case what the
remedy may be.

I start with some of the most
sensational claims—that as artificial intelligence increases to the point that it surpasses
human abilities, it may come to take control over our resources and outcompete our species,
leading to human extinction. As mentioned in Section 1, AI is already superhuman in many
domains. We can already do arithmetic better, play chess and Go better, transcribe speech
better, read lips better, remember more things for longer, and indeed be faster and stronger
with machines than unaided. While these capacities have disrupted human lives including
employment (see below), they have in no way led to machine ambition.
Some claim that the lack of machine ambition, or indeed domination, is because the forms
of AI generated so far are not sufficiently general. The term artificial general intelligence (AGI)
is used to describe two things: AI capable of learning anything without limits, and human-like
AI. These two meanings of AGI are generally conflated, but such conflation is incoherent,
since in fact human intelligence has significant limitations. Understanding the limitations
of human intelligence is informative because they relate also to the limits of AI.

3.1. Artificial General Intelligence (AGI) and Superintelligence

We can already do arithmetic better, play chess and Go better,
transcribe speech better, read lips better, remember more things
for longer, and indeed be faster and stronger with machines than
unaided
Limitations on human intelligence derive from two causes: combinatorics and bias. The first,
combinatorics, is a universal problem affecting all computation and therefore all natural and
artificial intelligence: combinatorics (Sipser, 2005). If an agent is capable of one hundred actions, then it is capable of 10,000 two-step plans. Since humans are capable of far more than
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one hundred different actions and perform far more than two actions even in a day, we can
see that the space of possible strategies is inconceivably vast, and cannot be easily conquered
by any scale of intelligence (Wolpert, 1996b).
However, computer science has demonstrated that some ways of exploring such vast
spaces are more effective than others, at least for specific purposes (Wolpert, 1996a). Most
relevantly to intelligence, concurrent search by many processors simultaneously can be
effective provided that the problem space can be split between them, and that a solution
once found can be both recognized and communicated (Grama, 2003). The reason human
technology is so much more advanced than other species’ is because we are far more effective
at this strategy of concurrent search, due to our unique capacity to share advances or “good
tricks” via language (Dennett, 2013; Bryson, 2008, 2015; van Schaik et al., 2017). Our culture’s
increasing pace of change is in part due to the unprecedented number of individuals with
good health and education connected together by ICT, but also to our augmentation of our
search via machine computing. Our increasing capacities for AI and artifactual computation
more generally increase further our potential rate of exploration; quantum computation
could potentially accelerate these far further (Williams, 2010). However, note that these advantages do not come for free. Doing two computations at once may double the speed of the
computation if the task was perfectly divisible, but it certainly doubles the amount of space
and energy needed to do the computation. Quantum computing is concurrent in space as
well as time, but its energy costs are so far unknown, and very likely to be exorbitant.

Our culture’s increasing pace of change is in part due to
the unprecedented number of individuals with good health
and education connected together by ICT, but also to our
augmentation of our search via machine computing
Much of the recent immense growth of AI has been largely due to improved capacities to
“mine” using ML the existing discoveries of humanity and nature more generally (Moeslund
and Granum, 2001; Calinon et al., 2010; Caliskan et al., 2017). The outcomes of some of our
previous computation are stored in our culture, and biological evolution can also be thought
of as a massive parallel search, where the outcomes are collated very inefficiently, only as fast
as the best genes manage to reproduce themselves. We can expect this strategy of mining
past solutions to soon plateau, when artificial and human intelligence come to be sharing
the same, though still-expanding, boundary of extant knowledge.
The second source of limitations on human intelligence, which I called “bias” above, are
those special to our species. Given the problems of combinatorics, all species only explore a
tiny subset of possible solutions, and in ML such focus is called bias. The exact nature of any
biological intelligence is part of its evolutionary niche, and is unlikely to be shared even by
other biological species except to the extent that they have similar survival requirements and
strategies (Laland et al., 2000). Thus, we share many of our cognitive attributes—including
perception and action capacities, and, importantly, motivations—with other apes. Yet we
also have specialist motivations and capacities reflecting our highly social nature (Stoddart,
1990). No amount of intelligence in itself necessitates social competitiveness, neither does
it demand the desire to be accepted by an ingroup, to dominate an outgroup, nor to achieve
recognition within an ingroup. These are motivations that underlie human cooperation and
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competition that result from our evolutionary history (Mace, 1998; Lamba and Mace, 2012;
Jordan et al., 2016; Bryson et al., 2017); further, they vary even among humans (Van Lange
et al., 1997; Herrmann et al., 2008; Sylwester et al., 2017). For humans, social organizations
easily varied to suit a politico-economic context are a significant survival mechanism (Stewart
et al., 2018).
None of this is necessary—and much of it is even incoherent—from the perspective of an
artifact. Artifacts are definitionally designed by human intent, not directly by evolution. With
these intentional acts of authored human creation4 comes not only human responsibility,
but an entirely different landscape of potential rewards and design constraints (Bryson et
al., 2017; Bryson, 2018).
Given all of the above, AGI is obviously a myth—in fact, two orthogonal myths:
1. no amount of natural or artificial intelligence will be able to solve all problems;
2. even extremely powerful AI is exceedingly unlikely to be very human-like, because it
will embody an entirely different set of motivations and reward functions.
These assertions, however, do not protect us from another, related concern. Superintelligence
is a term used to describe the situation when a cognitive system not only learns, but learns
how to learn. Here again there are two component issues. First, at this point an intelligence
should be able to rapidly snowball to such an extent that it would be incomprehensible to
ordinary human examination. Second, even if the intelligence was carefully designed to
have goals aligned with human needs, it might develop for itself unanticipated subgoals that
are not. For example, a chess-playing robot might learn to shoot the people that deprive it
of sufficient resources to improve its game play by switching it off at night, or a filing robot
might turn the planet into paperclips in order to ensure all potential papers can be adequately
ordered (Bostrom, 2012).
These two examples are ludicrous if we remember that all AI systems are designed and a
matter of human responsibility. No one has ever made a chess program that represents information concerning any resources not on the chessboard (with the possible exception of time),
nor with the capacity to fire a gun. The choice of capacities and components of a computer
system is again part of its architecture. As I mentioned earlier, the systems engineering of
architecture is an important component to extant AI safety, and as I will say below (Section
4.3), it can also be an important means for regulating AI.
However, the concept of superintelligence itself is not ludicrous; it is clear that systems
that learn to learn can and do experience exponential growth. The mistake made by futurists
concerned with superintelligence is to think that this situation is only a possible future. In fact,
it is an excellent description of human culture over the last 10,000 years, since the innovation
of writing (Haberl et al., 2007; Barnosky, 2008). The augmentation of human intelligence with
technology has indeed resulted in a system that has not been carefully designed and results
in unintended consequences. Some of these consequences are very hazardous, such as global
warming and the reduction of species diversity. List and Pettit (2011) make a similar point
when they call human organizations such as corporations or governments “AI.”
As I mentioned, I will return to the importance of architecture and design again, but it is
worth emphasizing once more here the necessity of such biases and limits. Robots make it
particularly apparent that behavior depends not only on computational capacities but also on
other system attributes, such as physical capacities. Digital manipulation, such as typing or
playing the flute, is just not an option for either a smartphone or a snake, however intelligent.
Motivations are similar. Unless we design a system to have anthropomorphic goals, social
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perception, and social behavior capacities, we are not going to see it learning to produce
anthropomorphic social behavior, such as seeking to dominate conversations, corporations,
or countries. If corporations do show these characteristics, it is because of the expression of
the human components of their organization, and also because of the undisciplined, evolutionary means by which they accrete size and power. From this example we can see that
it is possible for an AI system—at the very least by the List and Pettit (2011) argument—to
express superintelligence, which implies that such intelligent systems should be regulated
to avoid this.

The concept of superintelligence itself is not ludicrous; it is
clear that systems that learn to learn can and do experience
exponential growth. The mistake made by futurists concerned
with superintelligence is to think that this situation is only a
possible future
From the above I conclude that the problem of superintelligence is real but not special to AI;
it is, rather, one our cultures already face. AI is, however, now a contributing factor to our
capacity to excel, but this may also lead us to learn to better self-regulate—that is, govern—as
it has several times in the past (Milanovic, 2016; Scheidel, 2017). Even were AGI to be true
and the biological metaphor of AI competing by natural selection to be sound, there is no
real reason to believe that we would be extinguished by AI. We have not extinguished the
many species (particularly microbial) on which we ourselves directly depend. Considering
unintended consequences of the exponentially increasing intelligence of our entire socio-technical system (rather than AI on its own) does, however, lead us to more substantial concerns.
For centuries there have been significant concerns about
the displacement of workers by technology (Autor, 2015). There is no question that new
technologies do disrupt communities, families, and lives, but also that historically the
majority of this disruption has been for the better (Pinker, 2012). In general, lifespans are
longer and infant mortality lower than ever before, and these indicators are good measures
of contentedness in humans, as low infant mortality in particular is well associated with
political stability (King and Zeng, 2001).
However, some disruption does lead to political upheaval, and has been recently hypothesized to associate with the rise of AI. Income (and presumably wealth) inequality is
highly correlated with political polarization (McCarty et al., 2016). Political polarization
is defined by the inability of political parties to cooperate in democratic governance, but
periods of polarization are also characterized by increases in identity politics and political
extremism. Political polarization and income inequality covary but either can lead the other;
the causal factors underlying the relationship are not well understood (Stewart et al., 2018).
What is known is that the last time these measures were as high as they are now (at least in
the OECD) was immediately before and after World War I. Unfortunately, it took decades
of policy innovation, a global financial crisis, and a second world war before inequality and
polarization were radically reduced and stabilized in the period 1945–78 (Scheidel, 2017),
though note that in some countries such as the USA and UK the second shock of the financial
crisis was enough.

3.2. Inequality and Employment
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Robots welding components at the Bayerische Motoren
Werke, A.G. (BMW) assembly plant in Greer, South
Carolina, May 2018
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Fortunately, we now know how to redress this situation—redistribution lowers inequality.
After World War II, when tax rates were around fifty percent, modern welfare states were
built or finalized, transnational wealth extraction was blocked (Bullough, 2018), and both
income inequality and political polarization were kept low for over twenty years. During this
time, wages also kept pace with productivity (Mishel, 2012). However, some time around 1978
wages plateaued, and both inequality and political polarization began rising, again in the
OECD.5 The question is what caused this to happen. There are many theories, but given the
starkness of the shift on many metrics it looks more like a change in policy than of technology.
This could reflect geopolitical changes of the time—it could signal, for example, the point at
which economically influential members of the OECD detected the coming end of the Cold
War, and shifted away from policies designed to combat the threat of Communist uprisings.

Income inequality and political polarization might be the result
of the rise of AI, but the fact that similar political and economic
trends occurred in the late 1800s indicates that this is not a special
concern of any one technology
Regardless of the causes, with respect to AI, the fact that similar political and economic trends
occurred in the late 1800s again means that this is not a special concern of any one technology.
While, as mentioned, there is so far no consensus on causes, in ongoing research, I with other
authors6 are exploring the idea that some technologies reduce costs that had traditionally
maintained diversity in the economic system. For example, when transport costs are high,
one may choose to use a nearby provider rather than finding the global best provider for a
particular good. Similarly, lack of information transparency or scaling capacity may result in
a more diverse use of providers. Technical innovations (including in business processes) may
overcome these costs and allow relatively few companies to dominate. Examples from the late
nineteenth century might include the use of oil, rail, and telegraph, and the improvement of
shipping and newspaper delivery.
Where a few providers receive all the business, they will also receive all of the wealth.
Governance is a primary mechanism of redistribution (Landau, 2016), thus revolutions in
technology may require subsequent revolutions in governance in order to reclaim equilibrium (Stewart et al., 2018). The welfare state could be one such example (Scheidel, 2017). We
will return to discussing the possible need for innovations in governance below (Section 4).
To return to AI or more likely ICT, even if these technologies are not unique in contributing
to inequality and political polarization, they may well be the principal component technologies
presently doing so. Further, the public and policy attention currently directed toward AI may
afford opportunities to both study and address the core causes of inequality and polarization,
particularly if AI is seen as a crisis (Tepperman, 2016). Nevertheless, it is worth visiting one
hypothesized consequence of polarization in particular. An increase in identity politics may
lead to the increased use of beliefs to signal ingroup status or affiliation (Iyengar et al., 2012;
Newman et al., 2014), which would unfortunately decrease their proportional use to predict
or describe the world—that is, to reflect facts. Thus, ironically, the age of information may
not universally be the age of knowledge, but rather also an age of disinformation.7
This reliance on beliefs as ingroup indicators may influence another worrying trait about
contemporary politics: loss of faith in experts. While occasionally motivated by the irre-
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sponsible use or even abuse of position by some experts, in general losing access to experts’
views is a disaster. The combinatorial explosion of knowledge mentioned in Section 3.1 also
means that no one, however intelligent, can master in their lifetime all human knowledge.
If society ignores the stores of expertise it has built up—often through taxpayer-funding of
higher education—it sets itself at a considerable disadvantage.
These concerns about the nature and causes of “truthiness” in what should be the information age lead also to our next set of concerns, about the use of personal information.

3.3. Privacy, Personal Liberty, and Autonomy When we consider the impact of AI on individual
behavior, we now come to a place where ICT more clearly has a unique impact. There have long
been periods of domestic spying which have been associated with everything from prejudiced
skew in opportunities to pogroms. However, ICT is now allowing us to keep long-term records
on anyone who produces storable data—for example, anyone with bills, contracts, digital
devices, or a credit history, not to mention any public writing and social-media use. That is,
essentially, everyone.
It is not only the storage and accessibility of digital records that changes our society; it
is the fact that these can be searched using algorithms for pattern recognition. We have lost
the default assumption of anonymity by obscurity (Selinger and Hartzog, 2017). We are to
some extent all celebrities now: any one of us can be identified by strangers, whether by facial-recognition software or data mining of shopping or social-media habits (Pasquale, 2015).
These may indicate not just our identity but our political or economic predispositions, and
what strategies might be effective for changing these (Cadwalladr, 2017a,b). ML allows us to
discover new patterns and regularities of which we may have had no previous conception.
For example, that word choice or even handwriting pressure on a digital stylus can indicate
emotional state, including whether someone is lying (Hancock et al., 2007; Bandyopadhyay
and Hazra, 2017), or a pattern of social-media use can predict personality categories, political
preferences, and even life outcomes (Youyou et al., 2015).

It is not only the storage and accessibility of digital records that
changes our society; it is the fact that these can be searched
using algorithms for pattern recognition. We have lost the default
assumption of anonymity by obscurity
Machine learning has enabled near-human and even superhuman abilities in transcribing
speech from voice, recognizing emotions from audio or video recordings, as well as forging
handwriting or video (Valstar and Pantic, 2012; Griffin et al., 2013; Eyben et al., 2013; Kleinsmith and Bianchi-Berthouze, 2013; Hofmann et al., 2014; Haines et al., 2016; Reed et al.,
2016; Vincent, 2016; Thies et al., 2016; Deng et al., 2017). The better a model we have of what
people are likely to do, the less information we need to predict what an individual will do
next (Bishop, 2006; Youyou et al., 2015). This principle allows forgery by taking a model of a
person’s writing or voice, combining it with a stream of text, and producing a “prediction”
or transcript of how that person would likely write or say that text (Haines et al., 2016; Reed
et al., 2016). The same principle might allow political strategists to identify which voters are
likely to be persuaded if not to change party affiliation, at least to increase or decrease their
probability of turning out to vote, and then to apply resources to persuade them to do so. Such
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a strategy has been alleged to have impacted significantly on recent elections in the UK and
USA (Cadwalladr, 2017a,b; ICO, 2018); if so, they were almost certainly tested and deployed
earlier in other elections less carefully watched.
Individuals in our society might then reasonably fear the dissemination of their actions
or beliefs for two reasons: first because it makes them easier to predict and therefore manipulate; and second because it exposes them to persecution by those who do not approve of
their beliefs. Such persecution could range from bullying by individuals, through to missed
career or other organizational opportunities, and on to in some unstable (or at least unethical) societies, imprisonment or even death at the hands of the state. The problem with
such fears is not only that the stress of bearing them is itself noxious, but also that in inhibiting personal liberty and free expression we reduce the number of ideas disseminated to
society as a whole, and therefore limit our ability to innovate (Mill, 1859; Price, 1972). Responding to both opportunities and challenges requires creativity and free thinking at every
level of society.
These considerations of personal autonomy
lead directly to the final set of concerns I describe here, which is not one frequently mentioned.
Theoretical biology tells us that where there is greater communication, there is a higher
probability of cooperation (Roughgarden et al., 2006). While cooperation is often wonderful, it
can also be thought of as essentially moving some portion of autonomy from the individual to a
group (Bryson, 2015). Let us recall from the Section 2 definitions that the extent of autonomy an
entity has is the extent to which it determines its own actions. Individual and group autonomy
must to some extent trade off, though there are means of organizing groups that offer more
or less liberty for their constituent parts. Thus, the limits on personal liberty just described
may be a very natural outcome of introducing greater capacity for communication. Here
once more, I again refer to all of ICT, but AI and ML with their capacity to accelerate the
search for both solutions and collaborators are surely a significant component, and possibly
game-changing.
One irony here is that many people think that bigger data is necessarily better, but better
for what? Basic statistics teaches us that the number of data points we need to make a prediction is limited by the amount of variation in that data, providing only that the data is a
true random sample of its population.8 The extent of data we need for science or medicine
may require only a minuscule fraction of a population. However, if we want to spot specific
individuals to be controlled, dissuaded, or even promoted, then of course we want to “know
all the things.”
But changing the costs and benefits of investment at the group level have more consequences than only privacy and liberty. ICT facilitates blurring the distinction between customer and
corporation, or even the definition of an economic transaction. This has so far gone largely
unrecognized, though see Perzanowski and Schultz (2016); Frischmann and Selinger (2016).
Customers now do real labor for the corporations to whom they give their custom: pricing
and bagging groceries, punching data at ATMs for banks, filling in forms for airlines, and so
forth (Bryson, 2015). The value of this labor is not directly remunerated—we assume that
we receive cheaper products in return, and as such our loss of agency to these corporations
might be seen as a form of bartering. They are also not denominated, obscuring the value of
this economy. Thus, ICT facilitates a black or at least opaque market that reduces measured
income and therefore tax revenue where taxation is based on denominated turnover or income.
This problem holds for everyone using Internet services and interfaces, even ignoring the
problematic definitions of employment raised by platforms (though see O’Reilly, 2017). Our
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improving capacity to derive value and power while avoiding revenue may also help explain
the mystery of our supposed static productivity (Brynjolfsson et al., 2017).
This dynamic is most stark in the case of “free” Web services. Clearly, we are receiving
information and/or entertainment in exchange for data and/or attention. If we attend to
content co-presented with advertisements, we afford the presenters an opportunity to influence our behavior. The same is true for less conventional forms of nudging, for example
the postulated political interventions mentioned in Section 3.3. However, these exchanges
are only denominated (if at all) in aggregate, and only when the corporation providing such
service is valuated. Much of the data is even collected on speculation; it may be of no or little
value until an innovative use is conceived years later.

ICT facilitates blurring the distinction between customer and
corporation, or even the definition of an economic transaction.
This has so far gone largely unrecognized
Our increasing failure to be able to denominate revenue at the traditional point—income, or
exchange—may be another cause for increasing wealth inequality, as less of the economy is
recognized, taxed, and redistributed. An obvious solution would be to tax wealth directly—for
example, the market value of a corporation—rather than income. The information age may
make it easier to track the distribution of wealth, making this strategy more viable than it has
been in the past, particularly relative to the challenges of tracking income, if the latter challenges are indeed increasing as I described. However, it is inadequate if that wealth is then
taxed only in the country (often a tax haven) in which the corporation is formally incorporated.
Given that we can see the transnational transfer of data and engagement with services, we
should in theory be able to disseminate redistribution in proportion to the extent and value of
data derived. Enforcing such a system transnationally would require substantial innovations,
since ordinarily taxation is run by government, and there is almost definitionally no transnational government. There are, however, international treaties and organized economic areas.
Large countries or coordinated economies, such as the European Economic Area, may be able
to demand equitable redistribution for their citizens in exchange for the privilege of access
to those citizens. China has successfully demonstrated that such access is not necessarily a
given, and indeed blocking access can facilitate the development of local competition. Similar
strategies are being used by American cities and states against platforms such as Uber and
Airbnb.
Taxation of ICT wealth leads me to a proposed distortion of law that is particularly dangerous. In 2016 the European Parliament proposed that AI or robotics might be reasonably
taxed as “e-persons.” This is a terrible idea (Bryson et al., 2017). It would allow corporations
to automate part of their business process, then break off that piece in such a way as to limit
their liabilities for both taxes and legal damages.
The idea of taxing robots has populist appeal for two reasons. First, it seems basic common
sense that if robots are “taking our jobs” they should also “pay taxes” and thus support “us”
via the welfare state. Second, many people find appealing the idea that we might extend human life—or something more essential about humanity than life—synthetically via AI and/
or robotics. Unfortunately, both of these ideas are deeply incoherent, resting on ignorance
about the nature of intelligence.
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Any AI policy should and
basically always will be
developed and implemented in
the light of the importance of
respecting the positive impacts
of technology

European Parliament members voting in the Strasburg,
France, chamber in March 2018

As described in Section 3.1 earlier, both of these appeals assume that intelligent means in
part human-like. While there is no question that the word has been used that way culturally,
by the definitions presented in Section 2 it is clearly completely false. To address the second
concern first, the values, motivations, even the aesthetics of an enculturated ape cannot be
meaningfully shared with a device that shares nothing of our embodied physical (“phenomenological”) experience (Bryson, 2008; Claxton, 2015; Dennett, 2017). Nothing we build from
metal and silicon will ever share our phenomenology as much as a rat or cow, and few see
cows or rats as viable vessels of our posterity.

Taxing robots and extending human life via AI are ideas with
populist appeal. Unfortunately, both are based on ignorance about
the nature of intelligence
Further, the idea that substantiating a human mind in digital technology—even were that
possible—would make it immortal or even increase its lifespan is ludicrous. Digital formats
have a mean lifetime of no more than five years (Lawrence et al., 2000; Marshall et al., 2006).
The fallacy here is again to mistake computation for a form of mathematics. While mathematics really is pure, eternal, and certain, that is because it is also not real—it is not manifest
in the physical world and cannot take actions. Computation in contrast is real. As described
earlier, computation takes time, space, and energy (Sipser, 2005). Space is needed for storing
state (memory), and there is no permanent way to achieve such storage (Krauss and Starkman, 2000).
To return to the seemingly more practical idea of taxing AI entities, this again overlooks
their lack of humanity. In particular, AI is not countable as humans are countable. This criticism holds also for Bill Gates’s support of taxing robots, even though he did not support
legal personality (author pool, 2017). There is no equivalent of “horsepower” to measure the
number of humans replaced by an algorithm. As just mentioned, in the face of accelerating
innovation we can no longer keep track of the value even of transactions including human
participants. When a new technology is brought in, we might briefly see how many humans
are made redundant, but even this seems to reflect more the current economy than the actual
value of labor replaced (Autor, 2015; Ford, 2015). When times are good, a company will retain
and retrain experienced employees; when times are bad corporations will take the excuse to
reduce headcount. Even if the initial shift in employment were indicative of initial “personpower” replaced, technologies quickly change the economies into which they are inserted,
and the values of human labor rapidly change too.
It is essential to remember that artifacts are by definition designed. Within the limits of
the laws of physics and computation, we have complete authorship over AI and robotics. This
means that developers will be able to evade tax codes in ways inconceivable to legislators
used to value based on human labor. The process of decomposing a corporation into automated “e-persons” would enormously magnify the present problems of the over-extension
of legal personhood such as the shell corporations used for money laundering. The already
restricted sense in which it is sensible to consider corporations to be legal persons would
be fully dissolved if there are no humans employed by the synthetic entity (Solaiman, 2017;
Bryson et al., 2017).
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4. The Next Ten Years: Remediations and Futures
To stress again as at the beginning of Section 3, AI has been and is an incredible force of both
economic growth and individual empowerment. We are with it able to know, learn, discover,
and do things that would have been inconceivable even fifty years ago. We can walk into
a strange city not knowing the language yet find our way and communicate. We can take
advantage of education provided by the world’s best universities in our own homes, even if
we are leading a low-wage existence in a developing economy (Breslow et al., 2013). Even in
the developing world, we can use the village smartphone to check the fair prices of various
crops, and other useful information like weather predictions, so even subsistence farmers
are being drawn out of extreme poverty by ICT. The incredible pace of completion of the
Human Genome Project is just one example of how humanity as a whole can benefit from
this technology (Adams et al., 1991; Schena et al., 1996).
Nevertheless, the concerns highlighted above need to be addressed. I will here make
suggestions about each, beginning with the most recently presented. I will be brief here,
since, as usual, knowledge of solutions only follows from identification of problems, and
the identifications above are not yet agreed but only proposed. In addition, some means
for redressing these issues have already been suggested, but I go into further and different
detail here.
I have already in Section 3.4 dismissed the idea that
making AI legal persons would address the problems of employment disruption or wealth
inequality we are currently experiencing. In fact, e-personhood would almost certainly
increase inequality by shielding companies and wealthy individuals from liability, at the cost
of the ordinary person. We have good evidence now that wealthy individual donors can lead
politicians to eccentric, extremist position-taking (Barber, 2016) which can lead to disastrous
results when coupled with increasing pressure for political polarization and identity politics.
It is also important to realize that not every extremely wealthy individual necessarily reveals
the level of their wealth publicly.

4.1. Employment and Social Stability

E-personhood would almost certainly increase inequality by
shielding companies and wealthy individuals from liability, at the
cost of the ordinary person
In democracies, another correlate of periods of high inequality and high polarization is very
close elections, even where candidates might otherwise not seem evenly matched. This, of
course, opens the door to (or at least reduces the cost of) manipulation of elections, including
by external powers. Person (2018) suggests weak countries may be practicing “subtractive
balancing” against stronger ones, by disrupting elections and through them governance
abilities and therefore autonomy, in an effort to reduce power differentials in favor of the
weaker nation. If individuals or coalitions of individuals are sufficiently wealthy to reduce
the efficacy of governments, then states also lose their autonomy, including the stability of
their borders.
War, anarchy, and their associated instability is not a situation anyone should really want to
be in, though those who presently profit from illegal activity might think otherwise. Everyone
benefits from sufficient stability to plan businesses and families. The advent of transnational
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corporations has been accompanied by a substantial increase in the number and power of
other transnational organizations. These may be welcome if they help coordinate cooperation on transnational interests, but it is important to realize that geography will always be
a substantial determiner of many matters of government. How well your neighbor’s house
is protected from fire, whether their children are vaccinated or well educated, will always
affect your quality of life. Fresh water, sewage, clean air, protection from natural disasters,
protection from invasion, individual security, access to transport options—local and national
governments will continue to play an extremely important role in the indefinite future, even
if some functions are offloaded to corporations or transnational governments. As such, they
need to be adequately resourced.
I recommended in Section 3.4 that one possible solution to the impact on ICT on inequality is to shift priority from documenting and taxing income to documenting and taxing
wealth. The biggest problem with this suggestion may be that it requires redistribution to
occur internationally, not just nationally, because the richest corporations per Internet9 are
in only one country, though certainly for those outside China—and increasingly for those
inside—their wealth derives from global activity. Handling this situation will require significant policy innovations. Fortunately, it is in the interest of nearly all stakeholders, including
leading corporations, to avoid war and other destructive social and economic instability. The
World Wars and financial crises of the twentieth century showed that this was especially true
for the extremely affluent, who at least economically have the most to lose (Milanovic, 2016;
Scheidel, 2017), though of course do not often lose their lives.
I particularly admire the flexible solutions to economic hardship that Germany displayed
during the recent recession, where it was possible for corporations to partially lay off employees, who then received partial welfare and free time (Eichhorst and Marx, 2011, p. 80). This
allowed individuals to retrain while maintaining for a prolonged period a standard of living
close to their individual norms; it also allowed companies to retain valued employees while
they pivoted business direction or just searched for liquidity. This kind of flexibility should be
encouraged, with both governments and individuals retaining economic capacity to support
themselves through periods of crisis. In fact, sufficient flexibility may prevent periods of high
change from being periods of crisis.

Weak countries may be practicing “subtractive balancing”
against stronger ones, by disrupting elections and through them
governance abilities and therefore autonomy, in an effort to reduce
power differentials in favor of the weaker nation
If we can reduce inequality, I believe the problems of employment will also reduce, despite any
increase in the pace of change. We are a fabulously wealthy society, and can afford to support
individuals at least partially as they retrain. We are also fantastically innovative. If money
is circulating in communities, then individuals will find ways to employ each other, and to
perform services for each other (Hunter et al., 2001; Autor, 2015). Again, this may already be
happening, and could account for the decreased rate of change some authors claim to detect
in society (for example, Cowen, 2011). A great number of individuals may continue finding
avenues of self- and (where successful) other employment in producing services within their
own communities, from the social, such as teaching, policing, journalism, and family services,
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to the aesthetic, such as personal, home, and garden decoration, and the provision of food,
music, sports, and other communal acts.
The decision about whether such people are able to live good enough lives that they can
benefit from the advantages of their society is a matter of economic policy. We would want
any family to be able, for example, to afford a week’s holiday in the nearest large city, or to
have their children experience social mobility, for example getting into the top universities
in their chosen area purely based on merit. Of course, we expect in this century universal and
free access to health care, and primary and secondary education. People should be able to
live with their families but also not need to commute for enormous portions of their day; this
requires both distributed employment opportunities and excellent, scalable (and therefore
probably public) transportation infrastructure.

If we can reduce inequality, I believe the problems of employment
will also reduce, despite any increase in the pace of change.
We are a fabulously wealthy society, and can afford to support
individuals at least partially as they retrain
The level of investment in such infrastructure depends in part on the investment both public
and private in taxation, and also on how such wealth is spent. Historically we have in some
periods spent a great deal on the destruction of others’ infrastructure and repair of one’s own
due to warfare. Now, even if we avoid open ballistic warfare, we must face the necessity of
abandoning old infrastructure that is no longer viable due to climate change, and investing
in other locations. Of course, this offers a substantial opportunity for redistribution, particularly into some currently economically depressed cities, as was shown by Roosevelt’s New
Deal, which substantially reduced inequality in the USA well before World War II (Wright,
1974; McCarty et al., 2016).
I am with those who do not believe the universal basic income is a great mechanism of
redistribution, for several reasons. First, many hope to fund it by cutting public services,
but these may well be increasingly needed as increasing numbers of people cannot deal
with the technical and economic complexities of a world of accelerating change. Second, I
have seen far too many standing safely in the middle of the road telling television cameras
that “the government has never done anything for me,” ignorant of massive investment in
their education, security, and infrastructure. I think a basic income would easily become as
invisible and taken for granted as trash collection and emergency services apparently are.
But, most importantly, I would prefer redistribution to reinforce the importance of local
civic communities, that is, to circulate through employment, whether direct or as freelancers and customers. AI and ICT make it easy to bond with people from all over the world, or
indeed with entertaining fantasies employing AI technology that are not actually human.
But our neighbors’ well-being has enormous impacts on our own and are in many senses
shared, through the quality of water, air, education, fire and other emergency services, and
of course personal security. The best neighborhoods are connected through knowledge
and personal concern, that is, localized friendships.
One effective mechanism of increasing redistribution is just the increase of minimum
wages (Lee, 1999; Schmitt, 2013). Even if this is only done for government employees, it has
knock-on effects for the rest of employers as they compete for the best people, and, of course,
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also gives the advantage of having better motivation for good workers to contribute to society
through civil service. Although this mechanism has been attacked for a wide variety of reasons (for example, Meyer, 2016), the evidence seems fairly good for positive impacts overall.
Stepping back to the coupled problems of privacy and
individual autonomy, we hit an area for which predictions are more difficult or at least more
diverse. It is clear that the era of privacy through obscurity is over, as we now have more
information and more means to filter and understand information than ever before, and
this is unlikely to be changed by anything short of a global disaster eliminating our digital
capacity. Nevertheless, we have long been in the situation of inhabiting spaces where our
governments and neighbors could in theory take our private property from us, but seldom
do except by contracted agreement such as taxation (Christians, 2009). Can we arrive at a
similar level of control over our personal data? Can we have effective privacy and autonomy
in the information era? If not, what would be the consequences?
First, it should be said that any approach to defending personal data and protecting citizens
from being predicted, manipulated, or outright controlled via their personal data requires
strong encryption and cybersecurity—without back doors. Every back door in cybersecurity
has been exploited by bad actors (Abelson et al., 2015). Weak cybersecurity should be viewed
as a significant risk to the AI and digital economy, particularly the Internet of Things (IoT).
If intelligent or even just connected devices cannot be trusted, they will and should not be
welcome in homes or workplaces (Weber, 2010; Singh et al., 2016).
Many thinkers on the topic of technologically mediated privacy have suggested that data
about a person should be seen not as an asset of the person but as part of that person—an
extension of an individual’s identity. As such, personal data cannot be owned by anyone but
the person to whom it refers; any other use is by lease or contract which cannot be extended
or sold onward without consent (Gates and Matthews, 2014; Crabtree and Mortier, 2015).
This would make personal data more like your person; if it and therefore you are violated,
you should have recourse to the law. There are a variety of legal and technological innovations being developed in order to pursue this model; however, given both the ease of access
to data and the difficulty of proving such access, data may be far more difficult to defend
than physical personal property (Rosner, 2014; Jentzsch, 2014). Fortunately, at least some
governments have made it part of their job to defend the data interests of their citizens (for
example, the GDPR, Albrecht, 2016; Danezis et al., 2014). This is for excellent reasons, since,
as described above, there are both political and economic consequences of foreign extraction
of data wealth and manipulation of individual political preferences and other behavior based
on those individual’s social-media profiles.

4.2. Privacy, Liberty, and Innovation

Many thinkers on the topic of technologically mediated privacy
have suggested that data about a person should be seen not as
an asset of the person but as part of that person—an extension
of an individual’s identity
The best situated entities to defend our privacy are governments, presumably through class-action lawsuits of at least the most egregious examples of violation of personal data. Note that
such courses of action may require major innovations of international law or treaties, since
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some of the most prominent allegations of manipulation involve electoral outcomes for entire
countries. For example, the UK’s Brexit vote has in the first two years since the referendum
(and before any actual exit of the EU) cost the country £23 billion in lost tax revenue, or £44
million a week (Morales, 2018). As mentioned earlier, the Brexit vote is alleged to have been
influenced by known AI algorithms, which have been shown to have been funded through
foreign investment (ICO, 2018). Ironically, achieving compensation for such damage would
almost certainly require international collaboration.
Unfortunately, governments do not always have their citizens’ interests at heart, or, at
least, not always all of their citizens’ interests. Indeed, globally in the twentieth century, one
was far more likely to be killed by one’s own government than by any foreign actor (Valentino, 2004). More recently, China has been using the surveillance system that was supposed
to keep its citizens safe to destroy the lives and families of over a million of its citizens by
placing them in reeducation camps for the crime of even casually expressing their Muslim
identity (Human Rights Watch, 2018; Editorial Board, 2018). More generally, if governments
fear whistle blowing, dissent, or even just shirk the responsibility for guaranteeing dignity and
flourishing for all those in their territory, then they can and often will suppress and even kill
those individuals. It is extremely dangerous when a government views governing a group of
people within its borders as more cost or trouble than their collective potential value for labor,
security, and innovation is worth. Aggravating this grave threat, we have both the promise and
the hype of intelligent automation as a new, fully ownable and controllable source of both labor
and innovation. The inflated discourse around AI increases the risk that a government will (mis)
assess the value of human lives to be lower than the perceived costs of maintaining those lives.
We cannot know the sure outcome of the current trajectories, but where any sort of suppression is to be exercised, we can readily expect that AI and ICT will be the means for monitoring and predicting potential troublemakers. China is alleged to be using face-recognition
capacities not only to identify individuals, but to identify their moods and attentional states
both in reeducation camps and in ordinary schools. Students and perhaps teachers can be
penalized if students do not pay attention, and prisoners can be punished if they do not appear
happy to comply with their (re)education. ICT systems able to detect and inform teachers to
adjust lectures and material toward students’ attention and comprehension are also being
pitched for classrooms in the West, and are core to personalized AI instruction outside of
conventional classrooms. Presumably similar systems are also being developed and probably
applied for other sorts of work (for example, Levy, 2015).

The inflated discourse around AI increases the risk that a
government will (mis)assess the value of human lives to be lower
than the perceived costs of maintaining those lives
If we allow such trends to carry on, we can expect societies that are safer—or at least more
peaceful on the streets—more homogenous, less innovative, and less diverse. More people
have the means and economic wherewithal to move between countries now than ever before, so we might hope that countries that truly produce the best quality of life including
governance and individual protection will be attractors to those who care about personal
liberty. We may also hope that with the combined power of those immigrants and their extant citizens’ labor and innovation, these countries may come to be able to protect not only
themselves but others. We have already seen the EU do such protection by setting standards
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of AI ethics such as the GDPR, and of course the United Nations is working with instruments
such as the Paris Agreement to protect us all from climate change. In such well-governed and
flourishing societies, we would expect to see perhaps an increase rather than a decrease in
present levels of liberty, as we come to recognize the problems arising from the surveillance
we already practice, for example in micromanaging our children’s personal time (Lee et al.,
2010; Bryson, 2015).
Unfortunately for this optimistic vision of pools of well-being spreading from well-governed countries, in practice technology is increasingly being used or being threatened to be
used for blocking any cross-border migration except by the most elite (Miller, 2017). Besides
genocide and mass killings, another historic trend often observed in wars and political revolutions (for example, Nazi-occupied Poland, cold-war Czechoslovakia, the Iranian Revolution,
Stalin’s USSR, Cambodia under the Khmer Rouge, China’s Cultural Revolution, present-day
Saudi Arabia) is the displacement or even execution of not only dissidents but all and any
intelligentsia. The effort to maintain control is often seen as requiring the elimination of
any potential innovative leadership, even though precisely such leadership may be necessary to keep people healthy and therefore civil society stable (King and Zeng, 2001), not to
mention maintaining the technological progress necessary to stay abreast in any arms race
(Yan, 2006). Such movements tend to fail only after protracted suffering, and often only after having persisted long enough to make clear the damage of their policies to the country’s
international competitiveness. AI makes the identification and isolation of any such targeted
group—or even individuals with target attitudes—spectacularly easy. Only if we are able to
also innovate protections against corrupt, selfish, or otherwise dangerous governance can
we protect ourselves from losing the diversity and liberty of our societies, and therefore the
security of us all.
Again, the capacity for AI to be used for good governance leading to fairer and stronger
societies is very real and widely being developed. For example, AI is used to reduce financial
crime, fraud, and money laundering, protecting individuals, societies, and governments from
undue and illegal influence (Ngai et al., 2011). This is sensible and a part of ordinary contractual
understandings of the duties of financial service providers and, indeed, governments. It may
also be ethical for citizens to be “nudged” by their devices or other agencies into behaviors
they have consciously chosen and explicitly expressed a desire for, such as exercise or sleep
regimes. But it is important to recognize the massively increased threats of both explicit duress
and implicit misleading that accompanies the massive increase of knowledge and therefore
power that derive from AI. AI therefore increases the urgency of investment in research and
development in the humanities and social sciences, particularly the political sciences and
sociology. I therefore now turn to the problem of regulating AI.
To begin the discussion of
responsibility in an age of AI, I want to return briefly to emphasize again the role of design
and architectures on AI. Again, perhaps because of the misidentification of intelligent with
human, I have sometimes heard even domain experts from influential organizations claim
that one or another trait of AI is inevitable. There is no aspect of AI more inevitable than
slavery or the hereditary rights of monarchy. Of course, both of these still persist in some
places, but despite their economic benefits to those formerly in power, they have been largely
eradicated. Similarly, we can regulate at least legal commercial products to mandate safe or
at least transparent architectures (Boden et al., 2011). We can require—as again the European
Commission recently has—that decisions taken by machines be traceable and explainable
(Goodman and Flaxman, 2016).

4.3. Individual, Corporate, and Regulatory Responsibility for AI
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Maintaining human accountability for AI systems does not have to mean that we must
(or can) account for the value of every weight in a machine-learned neural network, or the
impact of every individual instance of data used in training. Not only is this impractical, it is
not the standard or means by which we currently hold organizations accountable. A company
is not responsible for the synaptic organization of its accounts’ brains; it is responsible for the
state of its accounts. Introducing AI into a corporate or governance process actually changes
little with respect to responsibility. We still need to be able to characterize our systems well
enough to recognize whether they are behaving as intended (Liu et al., 2017). This is doable,
and it should be encouraged (Bryson and Theodorou, 2019).
Encouraging responsibility entails ensuring we continue maintaining accountability
(Santoni de Sio and van den Hoven, 2018). One simple way to do this is to educate governments and prosecutors that software systems have much the same liability issues as any
other manufactured artifact—if they are misused, it is the fault of the owner; if they cause
harm when being appropriately used, they are at fault and the manufacturer is likely liable
unless they can prove due diligence and exceptional circumstance. The mere fact that part
of the system is autonomous does not alter this fact, just as a bank can be held accountable
for errors generated by its accountants or customers where their bank’s systems should have
caught or constrained such errors. There are certainly challenges here, particularly because
so many applications of AI technology are in transnational contexts, but organizations such
as the EU, UN, and OECD are looking to be able to coordinate the efforts of nations to protect
their citizens.
Of course, AI systems are not exactly like more deterministic systems, but exaggerating
the consequences of those differences creates problems. Bad ideas can be hidden by the
“smoke and mirrors” of the confusion generated by AI around identity and moral agency
(Bryson, 2018). One concerning trend in AI governance is the trend for value alignment as a
solution to difficult questions of science generally, and AI ethics in particular. The idea is that
we should ensure that society leads and approves of where science or technology go (Soares
and Fallenstein, 2014). This may sound very safe and democratic, but it is perhaps better
seen as populist. Speaking first to science: science is a principal mechanism enabling society
to accurately perceive its context. In contrast, governance is how a society chooses between
potential actions. Popular sentiment cannot determine what is true about nature; it can only
determine what policies are easiest to deploy. To limit a society’s capacity to perceive to only
the things it wants to know would be to blind that society (Caliskan et al., 2017, see the final
discussion). Similarly, the outcomes of policy are highly influenced by public sentiment, but
certainly not determined by it. Asking the public what it wants from AI is like asking them
which science-fiction film they would most like to see realized—there is no guarantee they
will choose one that is feasible, let alone truly desirable in protracted detail. While the public
must through government determine its economic and political priorities, actual progress
is almost never achieved by referendum. Rather, governance almost always comes down to
informed negotiations between a limited number of expert negotiators, supported by a larger
but still limited number of domain experts.
Even given the vast resources available through exploiting computation and AI, it is likely
that human negotiators will always be the best determiners of policy. This is partly because we
as citizens can identify with human representatives, thus establishing trust and investment
in the negotiated outcomes. But more importantly, human representatives can be held to
account and persuaded in ways that AI never can be. We cannot intentionally design systems
to be as centered on social outcomes as human or indeed any social animal’s intelligence has
evolved to be. We cannot do this by design, because design by its nature is a decomposable
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process, whereas evolution has repeatedly discovered that concern for social standing must
be an inextricable part of an individual’s intelligence for a species reliant on social strategies
for its survival. Thus our entire system of justice relies on dissuasion to do with isolation, loss
of power or social standing. We cannot apply such standards of justice to machines we design,
and we cannot trace accountability through machines we do not carefully design (Bryson et
al., 2017; Bryson and Theodorou, 2019).

One concerning trend in AI governance is the trend for value
alignment as a solution to difficult questions of science generally,
and AI ethics in particular
Finally, some have expressed concern that it is impossible to maintain regulation in the face
of AI because of the rapid rate of change AI entails. It is true that individual humans have
limits in their capacities, including on how quickly we can respond. Similarly, legislation can
only be written at a particular pace. Latencies are, in fact, deliberately built into the legislative process to ensure the pace of change is not too high for business and personal planning
(Holmes, 1988; Cowen, 1992; Ginsburg, 2005; Roithmayr et al., 2015). Therefore legislation
alone cannot be expected to keep up with the accelerating pace of change brought on by
AI and ICT. I have previously suggested that one mechanism for forging sensible policy is
to have domain experts working through professional organizations describe systems of
standards (Bryson and Winfield, 2017). The role of government is then reduced to monitoring those efforts and lending enforcement to their outcomes. The arguments I have made
above (and in Bryson and Theodorou, 2019) might be seen as a generalization of this principle. Here we are saying that we do not need to change legislation at all, simply hold organizations that build or exploit AI to account for the consequences for their systems’ actions
by the ordinary and established means of tracing accountability. It is then these organizations who will need to do the innovation on accountability in lock step with their other
innovation, so that they can demonstrate that they have always followed due diligence with
their systems.

5. Conclusion
Artificial intelligence is already changing society at a faster pace than we realize, but at the
same time it is not as novel or unique in human experience as we are often led to imagine.
Other artifactual entities, such as language and writing, corporations and governments,
telecommunication and oil, have previously extended our capacities, altered our economies, and disrupted our social order—generally though not universally for the better. The
evidence that we are on average better off for our progress is ironically perhaps the greatest threat we currently need to master: sustainable living and reversing the collapse of
biodiversity.
Nevertheless AI—and ICT more generally—may well require radical innovations in the
way we govern, and particularly in the way we raise revenue for redistribution. We are faced
with transnational wealth transfers through business innovations that have outstripped our
capacity to measure or even identify the level of income generated. Further, this new currency
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of unknowable value is often personal data, and personal data gives those who hold it the
immense power of prediction over the individuals it references.
But beyond the economic and governance challenges, we need to remember that AI first
and foremost extends and enhances what it means to be human, and in particular our problem-solving capacities. Given ongoing global challenges such as security and sustainability,
such enhancements promise to continue to be of significant benefit, assuming we can establish
good mechanisms for their regulation. Through a sensible portfolio of regulatory policies
and agencies, we should continue to expand—and also to limit, as appropriate—the scope
of potential AI application.
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accuracy of prediction (Meng,
2018).
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This article contains some reflections about artificial
intelligence (AI). First, the distinction between strong and weak
AI and the related concepts of general and specific AI is made,
making it clear that all existing manifestations of AI are weak
and specific. The main existing models are briefly described,
insisting on the importance of corporality as a key aspect to
achieve AI of a general nature. Also discussed is the need to
provide common-sense knowledge to the machines in order
to move toward the ambitious goal of building general AI. The
paper also looks at recent trends in AI based on the analysis
of large amounts of data that have made it possible to achieve
spectacular progress very recently, also mentioning the current
difficulties of this approach to AI. The final part of the article
discusses other issues that are and will continue to be vital in
AI and closes with a brief reflection on the risks of AI.
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Introduction
The final goal of artificial intelligence (AI)—that a machine can have a type of general intelligence similar to a human’s—is one of the most ambitious ever proposed by science. In terms of
difficulty, it is comparable to other great scientific goals, such as explaining the origin of life or
the Universe, or discovering the structure of matter. In recent centuries, this interest in building
intelligent machines has led to the invention of models or metaphors of the human brain. In
the seventeenth century, for example, Descartes wondered whether a complex mechanical
system of gears, pulleys, and tubes could possibly emulate thought. Two centuries later, the
metaphor had become telephone systems, as it seemed possible that their connections could
be likened to a neural network. Today, the dominant model is computational and is based
on the digital computer. Therefore, that is the model we will address in the present article.

The Physical Symbol System Hypothesis: Weak AI Versus Strong AI
In a lecture that coincided with their reception of the prestigious Turing Prize in 1975, Allen
Newell and Herbert Simon (Newell and Simon, 1976) formulated the “Physical Symbol System”
hypothesis, according to which “a physical symbol system has the necessary and sufficient
means for general intelligent action.” In that sense, given that human beings are able to
display intelligent behavior in a general way, we, too, would be physical symbol systems. Let
us clarify what Newell and Simon mean when they refer to a Physical Symbol System (PSS).
A PSS consists of a set of entities called symbols that, through relations, can be combined to
form larger structures—just as atoms combine to form molecules—and can be transformed
by applying a set of processes. Those processes can create new symbols, create or modify
relations among symbols, store symbols, detect whether two are the same or different, and
so on. These symbols are physical in the sense that they have an underlying physical-electronic layer (in the case of computers) or a physical-biological one (in the case of human
beings). In fact, in the case of computers, symbols are established through digital electronic
circuits, whereas humans do so with neural networks. So, according to the PSS hypothesis,
the nature of the underlying layer (electronic circuits or neural networks) is unimportant as
long as it allows symbols to be processed. Keep in mind that this is a hypothesis, and should,
therefore, be neither accepted nor rejected a priori. Either way, its validity or refutation must
be verified according to the scientific method, with experimental testing. AI is precisely the
scientific field dedicated to attempts to verify this hypothesis in the context of digital computers, that is, verifying whether a properly programmed computer is capable of general
intelligent behavior.
Specifying that this must be general intelligence rather than specific intelligence is important, as human intelligence is also general. It is quite a different matter to exhibit specific
intelligence. For example, computer programs capable of playing chess at Grand-Master
levels are incapable of playing checkers, which is actually a much simpler game. In order for
the same computer to play checkers, a different, independent program must be designed
and executed. In other words, the computer cannot draw on its capacity to play chess as a
means of adapting to the game of checkers. This is not the case, however, with humans, as
any human chess player can take advantage of his knowledge of that game to play checkers
perfectly in a matter of minutes. The design and application of artificial intelligences that
can only behave intelligently in a very specific setting is related to what is known as weak
AI, as opposed to strong AI. Newell, Simon, and the other founding fathers of AI refer to the
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latter. Strictly speaking, the PSS hypothesis was formulated in 1975, but, in fact, it was implicit
in the thinking of AI pioneers in the 1950s and even in Alan Turing’s groundbreaking texts
(Turing, 1948, 1950) on intelligent machines.
This distinction between weak and strong AI was first introduced by philosopher John
Searle in an article criticizing AI in 1980 (Searle, 1980), which provoked considerable discussion
at the time, and still does today. Strong AI would imply that a properly designed computer does
not simulate a mind but actually is one, and should, therefore, be capable of an intelligence
equal, or even superior to human beings. In his article, Searle sought to demonstrate that
strong AI is impossible, and, at this point, we should clarify that general AI is not the same as
strong AI. Obviously they are connected, but only in one sense: all strong AI will necessarily
be general, but there can be general AIs capable of multitasking but not strong in the sense
that, while they can emulate the capacity to exhibit general intelligence similar to humans,
they do not experience states of mind.

The final goal of AI—that a machine can have a type of general
intelligence similar to a human’s—is one of the most ambitious
ever proposed by science. In terms of difficulty, it is comparable
to other great scientific goals, such as explaining the origin of
life or the Universe, or discovering the structure of matter
According to Searle, weak AI would involve constructing programs to carry out specific
tasks, obviously without need for states of mind. Computers’ capacity to carry out specific
tasks, sometimes even better than humans, has been amply demonstrated. In certain areas, weak AI has become so advanced that it far outstrips human skill. Examples include
solving logical formulas with many variables, playing chess or Go, medical diagnosis, and
many others relating to decision-making. Weak AI is also associated with the formulation
and testing of hypotheses about aspects of the mind (for example, the capacity for deductive reasoning, inductive learning, and so on) through the construction of programs that
carry out those functions, even when they do so using processes totally unlike those of the
human brain. As of today, absolutely all advances in the field of AI are manifestations of
weak and specific AI.

The Principal Artificial Intelligence Models: Symbolic, Connectionist, Evolutionary, and Corporeal
The symbolic model that has dominated AI is rooted in the PSS model and, while it continues to be very important, is now considered classic (it is also known as GOFAI, that is,
Good Old-Fashioned AI). This top-down model is based on logical reasoning and heuristic
searching as the pillars of problem solving. It does not call for an intelligent system to be
part of a body, or to be situated in a real setting. In other words, symbolic AI works with
abstract representations of the real world that are modeled with representational languages
based primarily on mathematical logic and its extensions. That is why the first intelligent
systems mainly solved problems that did not require direct interaction with the environment,
such as demonstrating simple mathematical theorems or playing chess—in fact, chess programs need neither visual perception for seeing the board, nor technology to actually move
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the pieces. That does not mean that symbolic AI cannot be used, for example, to program
the reasoning module of a physical robot situated in a real environment, but, during its first
years, AI’s pioneers had neither languages for representing knowledge nor programming that
could do so efficiently. That is why the early intelligent systems were limited to solving problems that did not require direct interaction with the real world. Symbolic AI is still used today
to demonstrate theorems and to play chess, but it is also a part of applications that require
perceiving the environment and acting upon it, for example learning and decision-making
in autonomous robots.

The symbolic model that has dominated AI is rooted in the
PSS model and, while it continues to be very important, is now
considered classic (it is also known as GOFAI, that is, Good
Old-Fashioned AI). This top-down model is based on logical
reasoning and heuristic searching as the pillars of problem
solving
At the same time that symbolic AI was being developed, a biologically based approach called
connectionist AI arose. Connectionist systems are not incompatible with the PSS hypothesis
but, unlike symbolic AI, they are modeled from the bottom up, as their underlying hypothesis
is that intelligence emerges from the distributed activity of a large number of interconnected
units whose models closely resemble the electrical activity of biological neurons. In 1943,
McCulloch and Pitts (1943) proposed a simplified model of the neuron based in the idea that
it is essentially a logic unit. This model is a mathematical abstraction with inputs (dendrites)
and outputs (axons). The output value is calculated according to the result of a weighted sum
of the entries in such a way that if that sum surpasses a preestablished threshold, it functions
as a “1,” otherwise it will be considered a “0.” Connecting the output of each neuron to the
inputs of other neurons creates an artificial neural network. Based on what was then known
about the reinforcement of synapses among biological neurons, scientists found that these
artificial neural networks could be trained to learn functions that related inputs to outputs
by adjusting the weights used to determine connections between neurons. These models
were hence considered more conducive to learning, cognition, and memory than those based
on symbolic AI. Nonetheless, like their symbolic counterparts, intelligent systems based
on connectionism do not need to be part of a body, or situated in real surroundings. In that
sense, they have the same limitations as symbolic systems. Moreover, real neurons have
complex dendritic branching with truly significant electrical and chemical properties. They
can contain ionic conductance that produces nonlinear effects. They can receive tens of
thousands of synapses with varied positions, polarities, and magnitudes. Furthermore, most
brain cells are not neurons, but rather glial cells that not only regulate neural functions but
also possess electrical potentials, generate calcium waves, and communicate with others.
This would seem to indicate that they play a very important role in cognitive processes, but
no existing connectionist models include glial cells so they are, at best, extremely incomplete
and, at worst, erroneous. In short, the enormous complexity of the brain is very far indeed
from current models. And that very complexity also raises the idea of what has come to be
known as singularity, that is, future artificial superintelligences based on replicas of the brain
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Engineers at Carnegie Mellon University developed this
robot named Zoe to detect life in apparently uninhabited
environments. Zoe includes a cutting-edge system for
detecting organic molecules which may help to find life
on Mars. It is twenty times faster than the Mars explorer
robots, Spirit and Opportunity. Atacama Desert, Chile,
2005
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The design and application of
artificial intelligences that can
only behave intelligently in a
very specific setting is related
to what is known as weak AI, as
opposed to strong AI

Masayuki Toyoshima, a professional shogi or Japanese
chess player, plays against a YSS computer program
that moves the pieces with a robotic arm. Osaka,
March, 2014

but capable, in the coming twenty-five years, of far surpassing human intelligence. Such
predictions have little scientific merit.
Another biologically inspired but non-corporeal model that is also compatible with the
PSS hypothesis is evolutionary computation (Holland, 1975). Biology’s success at evolving
complex organisms led some researchers from the early 1960s to consider the possibility of
imitating evolution. Specifically, they wanted computer programs that could evolve, automatically improving solutions to the problems for which they had been programmed. The
idea being that, thanks to mutation operators and crossed “chromosomes” modeled by those
programs, they would produce new generations of modified programs whose solutions would
be better than those offered by the previous ones. Since we can define AI’s goal as the search
for programs capable of producing intelligent behavior, researchers thought that evolutionary
programming might be used to find those programs among all possible programs. The reality
is much more complex, and this approach has many limitations although it has produced
excellent results in the resolution of optimization problems.

The human brain is very far removed indeed from AI
models, which suggests that so-called singularity—artificial
superintelligences based on replicas of the brain that far
surpass human intelligence—are a prediction with very little
scientific merit
One of the strongest critiques of these non-corporeal models is based on the idea that an
intelligent agent needs a body in order to have direct experiences of its surroundings (we
would say that the agent is “situated” in its surroundings) rather than working from a programmer’s abstract descriptions of those surroundings, codified in a language for representing
that knowledge. Without a body, those abstract representations have no semantic content for
the machine, whereas direct interaction with its surroundings allows the agent to relate signals perceived by its sensors to symbolic representations generated on the basis of what has
been perceived. Some AI experts, particularly Rodney Brooks (1991), went so far as to affirm
that it was not even necessary to generate those internal representations, that is, that an agent
does not even need an internal representation of the world around it because the world itself
is the best possible model of itself, and most intelligent behavior does not require reasoning,
as it emerged directly from interaction between the agent and its surroundings. This idea
generated considerable argument, and some years later, Brooks himself admitted that there
are many situations in which an agent requires an internal representation of the world in
order to make rational decisions.
In 1965, philosopher Hubert Dreyfus affirmed that AI’s ultimate objective—strong AI of a
general kind—was as unattainable as the seventeenth-century alchemists’ goal of transforming lead into gold (Dreyfus, 1965). Dreyfus argued that the brain processes information in a
global and continuous manner, while a computer uses a finite and discreet set of deterministic operations, that is, it applies rules to a finite body of data. In that sense, his argument
resembles Searle’s, but in later articles and books (Dreyfus, 1992), Dreyfus argued that the
body plays a crucial role in intelligence. He was thus one of the first to advocate the need for
intelligence to be part of a body that would allow it to interact with the world. The main idea
is that living beings’ intelligence derives from their situation in surroundings with which they
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can interact through their bodies. In fact, this need for corporeality is based on Heidegger’s
phenomenology and its emphasis on the importance of the body, its needs, desires, pleasures,
suffering, ways of moving and acting, and so on. According to Dreyfus, AI must model all of
those aspects if it is to reach its ultimate objective of strong AI. So Dreyfus does not completely
rule out the possibility of strong AI, but he does state that it is not possible with the classic
methods of symbolic, non-corporeal AI. In other words, he considers the Physical Symbol
System hypothesis incorrect. This is undoubtedly an interesting idea and today it is shared
by many AI researchers. As a result, the corporeal approach with internal representation
has been gaining ground in AI and many now consider it essential for advancing toward
general intelligences. In fact, we base much of our intelligence on our sensory and motor
capacities. That is, the body shapes intelligence and therefore, without a body general intelligence cannot exist. This is so because the body as hardware, especially the mechanisms
of the sensory and motor systems, determines the type of interactions that an agent can
carry out. At the same time, those interactions shape the agent’s cognitive abilities, leading
to what is known as situated cognition. In other words, as occurs with human beings, the
machine is situated in real surroundings so that it can have interactive experiences that
will eventually allow it to carry out something similar to what is proposed in Piaget’s cognitive development theory (Inhelder and Piaget, 1958): a human being follows a process
of mental maturity in stages and the different steps in this process may possibly work as a
guide for designing intelligent machines. These ideas have led to a new sub-area of AI called
development robotics (Weng et al., 2001).

Specialized AI’s Successes
All of AI’s research efforts have focused on constructing specialized artificial intelligences,
and the results have been spectacular, especially over the last decade. This is thanks to the
combination of two elements: the availability of huge amounts of data, and access to high-level
computation for analyzing it. In fact, the success of systems such as AlphaGO (Silver et al.,
2016), Watson (Ferrucci et al., 2013), and advances in autonomous vehicles or image-based
medical diagnosis have been possible thanks to this capacity to analyze huge amounts of
data and efficiently detect patterns. On the other hand, we have hardly advanced at all in
the quest for general AI. In fact, we can affirm that current AI systems are examples of what
Daniel Dennet called “competence without comprehension” (Dennet, 2018).

All of AI’s research efforts have focused on constructing
specialized artificial intelligences, and the results have been
spectacular, especially over the last decade. This is thanks
to the combination of two elements: the availability of huge
amounts of data, and access to high-level computation for
analyzing it
Perhaps the most important lesson we have learned over the last sixty years of AI is that what
seemed most difficult (diagnosing illnesses, playing chess or Go at the highest level) have
turned out to be relatively easy, while what seemed easiest has turned out to be the most
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difficult of all. The explanation of this apparent contradiction may be found in the difficulty of equipping machines with the knowledge that constitutes “common sense.” without
that knowledge, among other limitations, it is impossible to obtain a deep understanding
of language or a profound interpretation of what a visual perception system captures. Common-sense knowledge is the result of our lived experiences. Examples include: “water always
flows downward;” “to drag an object tied to a string, you have to pull on the string, not push
it;” “a glass can be stored in a cupboard, but a cupboard cannot be stored in a glass;” and so
on. Humans easily handle millions of such common-sense data that allow us to understand
the world we inhabit. A possible line of research that might generate interesting results about
the acquisition of common-sense knowledge is the development robotics mentioned above.
Another interesting area explores the mathematical modeling and learning of cause-and-effect
relations, that is, the learning of causal, and thus asymmetrical, models of the world. Current
systems based on deep learning are capable of learning symmetrical mathematical functions,
but unable to learn asymmetrical relations. They are, therefore, unable to distinguish cause
from effects, such as the idea that the rising sun causes a rooster to crow, but not vice versa
(Pearl and Mackenzie, 2018; Lake et al., 2016).

The Future: Toward Truly Intelligent Artificial Intelligences
The most complicated capacities to achieve are those that require interacting with unrestricted and not previously prepared surroundings. Designing systems with these capabilities requires the integration of development in many areas of AI. We particularly need
knowledge-representation languages that codify information about many different types
of objects, situations, actions, and so on, as well as about their properties and the relations
among them—especially, cause-and-effect relations. We also need new algorithms that can
use these representations in a robust and efficient manner to resolve problems and answer
questions on almost any subject. Finally, given that they will need to acquire an almost
unlimited amount of knowledge, those systems will have to be able to learn continuously
throughout their existence. In sum, it is essential to design systems that combine perception,
representation, reasoning, action, and learning. This is a very important AI problem as we
still do not know how to integrate all of these components of intelligence. We need cognitive
architectures (Forbus, 2012) that integrate these components adequately. Integrated systems
are a fundamental first step in someday achieving general AI.

The most complicated capacities to achieve are those that
require interacting with unrestricted and not previously prepared
surroundings. Designing systems with these capabilities requires
the integration of development in many areas of AI
Among future activities, we believe that the most important research areas will be hybrid
systems that combine the advantages of systems capable of reasoning on the basis of knowledge and memory use (Graves et al., 2016) with those of AI based on the analysis of massive
amounts of data, that is, deep learning (Bengio, 2009). Today, deep-learning systems are
significantly limited by what is known as “catastrophic forgetting.” This means that if they
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have been trained to carry out one task (playing Go, for example) and are then trained to
do something different (distinguishing between images of dogs and cats, for example) they
completely forget what they learned for the previous task (in this case, playing Go). This
limitation is powerful proof that those systems do not learn anything, at least in the human
sense of learning. Another important limitation of these systems is that they are “black boxes” with no capacity to explain. It would, therefore, be interesting to research how to endow
deep-learning systems with an explicative capacity by adding modules that allow them to
explain how they reached the proposed results and conclusion, as the capacity to explain is
an essential characteristic of any intelligent system. It is also necessary to develop new learning algorithms that do not require enormous amounts of data to be trained, as well as much
more energy-efficient hardware to implement them, as energy consumption could end up
being one of the main barriers to AI development. Comparatively, the brain is various orders
of magnitude more efficient than the hardware currently necessary to implement the most
sophisticated AI algorithms. One possible path to explore is memristor-based neuromorphic
computing (Saxena et al., 2018).
Other more classic AI techniques that will continue to be extensively researched are multiagent systems, action planning, experience-based reasoning, artificial vision, multimodal
person-machine communication, humanoid robotics, and particularly, new trends in development robotics, which may provide the key to endowing machines with common sense,
especially the capacity to learn the relations between their actions and the effects these produce on their surroundings. We will also see significant progress in biomimetic approaches
to reproducing animal behavior in machines. This is not simply a matter of reproducing an
animal’s behavior, it also involves understanding how the brain that produces that behavior
actually works. This involves building and programming electronic circuits that reproduce
the cerebral activity responsible for this behavior. Some biologists are interested in efforts to
create the most complex possible artificial brain because they consider it a means of better
understanding that organ. In that context, engineers are seeking biological information that
makes designs more efficient. Molecular biology and recent advances in optogenetics will make
it possible to identify which genes and neurons play key roles in different cognitive activities.

Development robotics may provide the key to endowing machines
with common sense, especially the capacity to learn the relations
between their actions and the effects these produce on their
surroundings
As to applications: some of the most important will continue to be those related to the Web,
video-games, personal assistants, and autonomous robots (especially autonomous vehicles,
social robots, robots for planetary exploration, and so on). Environmental and energy-saving
applications will also be important, as well as those designed for economics and sociology.
Finally, AI applications for the arts (visual arts, music, dance, narrative) will lead to important
changes in the nature of the creative process. Today, computers are no longer simply aids to
creation; they have begun to be creative agents themselves. This has led to a new and very
promising AI field known as computational creativity which is producing very interesting
results (Colton et al., 2009, 2015; López de Mántaras, 2016) in chess, music, the visual arts,
and narrative, among other creative activities.
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Some Final Thoughts
No matter how intelligent future artificial intelligences become—even general ones—they
will never be the same as human intelligences. As we have argued, the mental development
needed for all complex intelligence depends on interactions with the environment and those
interactions depend, in turn, on the body—especially the perceptive and motor systems. This,
along with the fact that machines will not follow the same socialization and culture-acquisition
processes as ours, further reinforces the conclusion that, no matter how sophisticated they
become, these intelligences will be different from ours. The existence of intelligences unlike
ours, and therefore alien to our values and human needs, calls for reflection on the possible
ethical limitations of developing AI. Specifically, we agree with Weizenbaum’s affirmation
(Weizenbaum, 1976) that no machine should ever make entirely autonomous decisions or
give advice that call for, among other things, wisdom born of human experiences, and the
recognition of human values.

No matter how intelligent future artificial intelligences become,
they will never be the same as human intelligence: the mental
development needed for all complex intelligence depends
on interactions with the environment and those interactions
depend, in turn, on the body—especially the perceptive and
motor systems
The true danger of AI is not the highly improbable technological singularity produced by the
existence of hypothetical future artificial superintelligences; the true dangers are already
here. Today, the algorithms driving Internet search engines or the recommendation and
personal-assistant systems on our cellphones, already have quite adequate knowledge of
what we do, our preferences and tastes. They can even infer what we think about and how
we feel. Access to massive amounts of data that we generate voluntarily is fundamental for
this, as the analysis of such data from a variety of sources reveals relations and patterns
that could not be detected without AI techniques. The result is an alarming loss of privacy.
To avoid this, we should have the right to own a copy of all the personal data we generate,
to control its use, and to decide who will have access to it and under what conditions, rather than it being in the hands of large corporations without knowing what they are really
doing with our data.
AI is based on complex programming, and that means there will inevitably be errors.
But even if it were possible to develop absolutely dependable software, there are ethical
dilemmas that software developers need to keep in mind when designing it. For example,
an autonomous vehicle could decide to run over a pedestrian in order to avoid a collision
that could harm its occupants. Outfitting companies with advanced AI systems that make
management and production more efficient will require fewer human employees and thus
generate more unemployment. These ethical dilemmas are leading many AI experts to point
out the need to regulate its development. In some cases, its use should even be prohibited.
One clear example is autonomous weapons. The three basic principles that govern armed
conflict: discrimination (the need to distinguish between combatants and civilians, or between
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a combatant who is surrendering and one who is preparing to attack), proportionality (avoiding
the disproportionate use of force), and precaution (minimizing the number of victims and
material damage) are extraordinarily difficult to evaluate and it is therefore almost impossible
for the AI systems in autonomous weapons to obey them. But even if, in the very long term,
machines were to attain this capacity, it would be indecent to delegate the decision to kill to
a machine. Beyond this kind of regulation, it is imperative to educate the citizenry as to the
risks of intelligent technologies, and to insure that they have the necessary competence for
controlling them, rather than being controlled by them. Our future citizens need to be much
more informed, with a greater capacity to evaluate technological risks, with a greater critical
sense and a willingness to exercise their rights. This training process must begin at school and
continue at a university level. It is particularly necessary for science and engineering students
to receive training in ethics that will allow them to better grasp the social implications of the
technologies they will very likely be developing. Only when we invest in education will we
achieve a society that can enjoy the advantages of intelligent technology while minimizing
the risks. AI unquestionably has extraordinary potential to benefit society, as long as we use
it properly and prudently. It is necessary to increase awareness of AI’s limitations, as well as
to act collectively to guarantee that AI is used for the common good, in a safe, dependable,
and responsible manner.
The road to truly intelligent AI will continue to be long and difficult. After all, this field
is barely sixty years old, and, as Carl Sagan would have observed, sixty years are barely the
blink of an eye on a cosmic time scale. Gabriel García Márquez put it more poetically in a
1936 speech (“The Cataclysm of Damocles”): “Since the appearance of visible life on Earth,
380 million years had to elapse in order for a butterfly to learn how to fly, 180 million years
to create a rose with no other commitment than to be beautiful, and four geological eras in
order for us human beings to be able to sing better than birds, and to be able to die from love.”
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Data for “Precision Medicine”
There are five viewpoints for any illness: that of the patient, the clinic, the scientist, industry,
and the regulatory agencies. Initially, the patient experiences illness and medical attention
in a single, individual way, but that individuality later expands to encompass the community
of people who share the same symptoms. This connection between the individual and his
or her illness has led to what the World Health Organization calls patient empowerment,
“a process through which people gain greater control over decisions and actions affecting
their health,”1 which must, in turn, be viewed as both an individual and a collective process.
The clinic, in turn, does not view each patient as a unique and individual case; it has
learned to avoid emotional ties with its patients. They gradually stop having names and turn
into illnesses that require precise diagnosis and adequate treatment.
Some augur that technology will replace a high percentage of doctors in the future. I believe
that a considerable part of the tasks currently being carried out will someday be handled by
robots, that teams of doctors from different specialties will be needed to provide more precise
treatment to each patient, and that big data and artificial intelligence will be determinant
for the diagnosis, prognosis, treatment, and tracking of illnesses. Better technology will not
replace doctors; it will allow them to do a better job.
There is considerable overlap between the terms “precision medicine” and “personalized medicine.” Personalized medicine is an older term whose meaning is similar to precision medicine,
but the word “personalized” could be interpreted to mean that treatment and prevention is
developed in unique ways for each individual. In precision medicine patients are not treated
as unique cases, and medical attention focuses on identifying what approaches are effective
for what patients according to their genes, metabolism, lifestyle, and surroundings.

Many of today’s tasks will be handled by robots in the future,
and teams of doctors from different specialties will provide
more precise care to each patient. Big data and artificial
intelligence will be determinant for the diagnosis, prognosis,
treatment, and tracking of illnesses
The concept of precision medicine is not new. Patients who receive a transfusion have been
matched to donors according to their blood types for over a century, and the same has
been occurring with bone marrow and organ transplants for decades. More recently, this
has extended to breast-cancer treatment, where the prognosis and treatment decisions are
guided primarily by molecular and genetic data about tumorous cells.
Advances in genetics, metabolism, and so on, and the growing availability of clinical data
constitute a unique opportunity for making precision-patient treatment a clinical reality.
Precision medicine is based on the availability of large-scale data on patients and healthy volunteers. In order for precision medicine to fulfill its promises, hundreds of thousands of people
must share their genomic and metabolic data, their health records, and their experiences.
All of Us is a research project announced by then President Barack Obama on January 20,
2015, in the following expressive terms: “Tonight, I’m launching a new Precision Medicine
Initiative to bring us closer to curing diseases like cancer and diabetes, and to give all of us
access to the personalized information we need to keep ourselves and our families healthier.”2
Three years later, in May 2018, this monumental project started working to recruit over a mil-
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lion volunteers to share information about their health (clinical records, biological samples,
health surveys, and so on) for many years.
For scientists this represents unique material. The richer our databases are, the more
precise our patient care will be. Big data and artificial intelligence are intimately linked; data
are the basic components of learning algorithms and with sufficient data and correct analysis
they can provide information inconceivable with other techniques. Banks, companies such
as Google and Amazon, electric companies, and others have been using big data for decades
to improve decision-making and to explore new business opportunities.
Big data’s use in science is not new, either. Particle physicists and structural biologists
pioneered the development and application of the algorithms behind these technologies. In
medicine, big data has the potential to reduce the cost of diagnosis and treatment, to predict
epidemics, to help avoid preventable diseases, and to improve the overall quality of life.
For example, various public hospitals in Paris use data from a broad variety of sources to
make daily and even hourly predictions of the foreseeable number of patients at each hospital.
When a radiologist requests a computerized tomography, artificial intelligence can review
the image and immediately identify possible finds based on the image and an analysis of
the patient’s antecedents with regard to the anatomy being scanned. When a surgeon has to
make a complex decision, such as when to operate, whether the intervention will be radical
or the organ will be preserved, and to provide precise data as to the potential risks or the
probability of greater morbidity or mortality, he or she can obtain such data immediately
through artificial intelligence’s analysis of a large volume of data on similar interventions.
Of course, various legal and ethical questions have arisen with regard to the conditions
under which researchers can access biological samples or data—especially with regard to
DNA—as well as the intellectual property derived from their use and questions related to
rights of access, confidentiality, publication, and the security and protection of stored data.
The United States’ National Institutes of Health (NIH) have shown considerable capacity
to resolve difficulties posed by these questions and reach agreements on occasions requiring dialog and effort by all involved parties, including patients, healthy volunteers, doctors,
scientists, and specialists in ethical and legal matters.
Genetic, proteomic, and metabolic information, studies of histology and images, microbiomes (the human microbiota consists of the genes stored by these cells), demographic and
clinical data, and health surveys are the main registers that constitute the bases for big data.
“Science is built up of facts, as a house is built of stones; but an accumulation of facts is no
more a science than a heap of stones is a house.”3 Such was Henri Poincaré’s warning that no
matter how large a group of data is, it is not therefore science. The Royal Spanish Academy
(RAE) defines science as the “body of systematically structured knowledge obtained through
observation and reasoning, and from which it is possible to deduce experimentally provable
general principles and laws with predictive capacities.”4 The human mind is organized in
such a way that it will insist on discovering a relation between any two facts presented to
it. Moreover, the greater the distance between them—a symphony by Gustav Mahler and a
novel by Thomas Mann, or big data and an illness—the more stimulating the effort to discover their relations.

Systems Biology
Through the structuring and analysis of databases, scientists seek the basic material for
identifying the concepts underlying their confused appearance. One example would be the
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effort to establish a precise distinction between two sub-types of the same illness, which share
similar histologies but respond differently to treatment or have different prognoses. Systems
biology is the branch of biological research that deals with these matters. It seeks to untangle
the complexities of biological systems with a holistic approach based on the premise that the
interactive networks that make up a living organism are more than the sum of their parts.
Systems biology draws on several disciplines—biochemistry, structural, molecular, and
cellular biology, mathematics, biocomputing, molecular imaging, engineering, and so on—to
create algorithms for predicting how a biological system changes over time and under different
conditions (health vs. illness, fasting vs. eating) and develop solutions for the most pressing
health and environmental problems.
On a biological level, the human body consists of multiple networks that combine and
communicate with each other at different scales. From our genome to the proteins and metabolites that make up the cells in our organs, we are fundamentally a network of interactive
networks that can be defined with algorithms. Systems biology analyzes these networks
through their numerous scales to include behavior on different levels, formulating hypotheses about biological functions and providing spatial and temporal knowledge of dynamic
biological changes. Studying the complexity of biology requires more than understanding
only one part of a system; we have to understand all of it.
The challenge faced by systems biology surpasses any other addressed by science in the
past. Take the case of metabolism; the metabolic phenotypes of a cell, organ, or organism are
the result of all the catalytic activities of enzymes (the proteins that specifically catalyze a
metabolic biochemical reaction) established by kinetic properties, the concentration of substrates, products, cofactors, and so on, and of all the nonlinear regulatory interactions on a
transcriptional level (the stage of genetic expression where the DNA sequence is copied in an
RNA sequence), a translational level (the process that decodes an RNA sequence to generate
a specific chain of amino acids and form a protein), a post-translational level (the covalent
modifications that follow a protein’s synthesis to generate a great variety of structural and functional changes), and an allosteric level (a change in an enzyme’s structure and activity caused
by a non-covalent union with another molecule located outside the chemically active center).
In other words, a detailed metabolic description requires knowledge not only of all the
factors that influence the quantity and state of enzymes, but also the concentration of all
the metabolites that regulate each reaction. Consequently, metabolic flows (the passage
of all of the metabolites through all of a system’s enzymatic reactions over time) cannot be
determined exclusively on the basis of the metabolite concentration, or only by knowing all
of the enzymes’ nonlinear interactions.
Determining metabolic flows with a certain degree of confidence requires knowing the
concentration of all involved metabolites and the quantities of protein in each of the involved
enzymes, with their post-translational modifications, as well as a detailed computational
model of the reactions they catalyze.
At the same time, a systems-biology approach is needed to integrate large amounts of
heterogenous data—transcriptomics (the study of the complete set of RNA transcriptions),
proteomics (the study of the complete set of proteins), metabolomics (the study of the complete
set of metabolites), and fluxomics (the study in time of the destination of each metabolite
and the analysis of the routes they take)—in order to construct an integral metabolic model.
The human genome is estimated to contain between 20,000 and 25,000 genes that codify proteins, of which around 3,000 are enzymes that can be divided into approximately
1,700 metabolic enzymes and 1,300 non-metabolic ones, including those responsible for
the post-translational modifications of metabolic enzymes such as kinase proteins, which
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Electron micrograph of a liver with macrovascular
steatosis (fatty liver). Numerous hepatocytes (liver cells)
have one or two large drops of fat that cause swelling and
displace the nucleus (dark purple in this image)
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In medicine, big data has the
potential to reduce the cost
of diagnoses and treatment,
to predict epidemics, to avoid
preventable diseases, and to
improve the overall quality
of life

Detail of breast-cancer cells. This type of cancer
affects one in every eight women

In May 2018, former President
Obama’s All of Us program
began recruiting over one
million volunteers to share
information about their health
over the course of many years

Supporters of the Patient Protection and Affordable
Care Act celebrate its Supreme Court ratification by six
votes to three in Washington on June 25, 2015

function as signal transducers to modify the kinetic properties of metabolic enzymes (hence
the name kinase, which comes from kinetic) through phosphorylation (bringing phosphoric
acid into a protein). These kinase proteins thus play a central role in regulating the metabolism. Metabolic enzymes have been assigned to some 140 different metabolic routes (the set
of linked chemical reactions catalyzed by enzymes).
While this human metabolic map could be considered the best-characterized cellular
network, it is still incomplete. There are a significant number of metabolites, enzymes, and
metabolic routes that have yet to be well characterized or that are simply unknown, even in
the oldest metabolic routes, such as glycolysis (the set of chemical reactions that break down
certain sugars, including glucose, to obtain energy), the urea cycle (a cycle of five biochemical
reactions that turn toxic ammonia into urea to be excreted in urine), and the synthesis of
lipids; there are still many gaps in our knowledge.
Moreover, metabolic phenotypes are the product of interactions among a variety of external
factors—diet and other lifestyle factors, preservatives, pollutants, environment, microbes—
that must also be included in the model.

Systems biology draws on several disciplines—biochemistry,
structural, molecular and cellular biology, mathematics,
biocomputing, molecular imaging, and engineering—to create
algorithms for predicting how a biological system changes over
time and under different conditions
The complete collection of small molecules (metabolytes) found in the human body—lipids,
amino acids, carbohydrates, nucleic acids, organic acids, biogenic amines, vitamins, minerals,
food additives, drugs, cosmetics, pollutants, and any other small chemical substance that
humans ingest, metabolize, or come into contact with—is unknown. Around 22,000 have
been identified, but the human metabolism is estimated to contain over 80,000 metabolites.

Metabolism and Illness
The idea that illness produces changes in biological fluids, and that chemical patterns can
be related to health, is very old. In the middle ages, a series of charts called “urine diagrams”
linked the colors, smells, and tastes of urine—all stimuli of a metabolic nature—to diverse
medical conditions. They were widely used during that period for diagnosing certain illnesses.
If their urine tasted sweet, patients were diagnosed with diabetes, a term that means siphon
and refers to the patient’s need to urinate frequently. In 1675, the word mellitus (honey) was
added to indicate that their urine was sweet; and, in the nineteenth century, methods were
developed for detecting the presence of glucose in diabetics’ blood. In 1922, Frederick Banting and his team used a pancreatic extract called “insulin” to successfully treat a patient
with diabetes, and he was awarded the Nobel Prize in Medicine the following year. In 1921
Nicolae Paulescu had demonstrated the antidiabetic effect of a pancreatic extract he called
“pancreine,” and he patented that discovery in 1922.
The reestablishment of metabolic homeostasis (the set of self-regulatory phenomena that
lead to the maintenance of a consistent composition of metabolites and properties inside a
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cell, tissue, or organism) through substitution therapy has been successfully employed on
numerous occasions. In Parkinson’s disease, for example, a reestablishment of dopamine
levels through treatment with levodopa has an unquestionable therapeutic effect for which
Arvid Carlsson was awarded the Nobel Prize in Medicine in 2000.
An interruption of metabolic flow, however, does not only affect the metabolites directly involved in the interrupted reaction; in a manner that resembles a river’s flow, it also
produces accumulation of metabolites “upstream.” Phenylketonuria, for example, is a rare
hereditary metabolic disease (diseases are considered rare when they affect less than one
in two thousand people) caused by a phenylalanine hydroxylase deficiency (this enzyme
converts phenylalanine into the amino acid called tyrosine) that produces an accumulation
of phenylalanine in the blood and brain. At high concentrations, phenylalanine is toxic and
causes grave and irreversible anomalies in the brain’s structure and functioning. Treatment in
newborns affected by this congenital error of the metabolism with a phenylalanine-deficient
diet prevents the development of this disease.
Another example is hereditary fructose intolerance (HFI), which appears as a result of a
lack of aldolase B, an enzyme that plays a crucial role in the metabolization of fructose and
gloconeogenesis—the metabolic route that leads to glucose synthesis from non-carbohydrate precursors. Persons with HFI develop liver and kidney dysfunctions after consuming
fructose, which can lead to death, especially during infancy. The only treatment for this rare
disease is the elimination of all dietary sources of fructose, including sacarose, fruit juices,
asparagus, and peas.
When it is not possible to eliminate a nutrient from the diet to reestablish metabolic homeostasis, it is sometimes possible to design pharmacological chaperones: small molecules
that associate with the mutant proteins to stabilize them so they will behave correctly. That
is why they are called chaperones.
In the case of certain proteins, such as uroporphyrinogen III synthase, a key enzyme for
synthesizing the hemo group (the prosthetic group that is part of numerous proteins, including
hemoglobin) whose deficiency causes congenital erythropoietic porphyria, this therapeutic
approach has been strikingly successful in an experimental model of the illness, thus supporting the idea that pharmacological chaperones may become powerful therapeutic tools.

Genetic Therapy and Genome Editing
In September 1990, the first genetic therapy (an experimental technique that uses genes to treat
or prevent diseases) was carried out at the NIH to combat a four-year-old child’s deficiency
of the adenosine deaminase enzyme (a rare hereditary disease that causes severe immunodeficiency). In 2016, the European Medicines Agency (EMA) recommended the use of this
therapy in children with ADA when they cannot be coupled with a matching bone-marrow
donor. While genetic therapy is a promising treatment for various diseases (including hereditary diseases, certain types of cancer, and some viral infections), it continues to be risky
thirty years after the first clinical studies, and research continues to make it an effective and
safe technique. Currently, it is only being used for illnesses that have no other treatment.
Genome editing is another very interesting technique for preventing or treating illnesses.
It is a group of technologies that make it possible to add, eliminate, or alter genetic material
at specific locations in the genome. Various approaches to genome editing have been developed. In August 2018, the US Food and Drug Administration agency (FDA) approved the first
therapy based on RNA interference (RNAi), a technique discovered twenty years ago that can
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Used pipettes in a container await cleaning
and disinfection at the Max Planck Institute of
Infectious Biology
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be used to “silence” the genes responsible for specific diseases. The most recent is known
as CRISPR-Cas9, and research is under way to test its application to rare hereditary diseases
such as cystic fibrosis or hemophilia, as well as for the treatment and prevention of complex
diseases such as cancer, heart disease, or mental illness. Like genetic therapy and RNAi, the
medical application of genetic therapy still involves risks that will take time to eliminate.

Metabolic Transformation
Referring to philology, Friedrich Nietzsche said: “[It] is that venerable art which exacts from its
followers one thing above all—to step to one side, to leave themselves spare moments, to grow
silent, to become slow—the leisurely art of the goldsmith applied to language: an art which
must carry out slow, fine work, and attains nothing if not lento.”5 Replacing goldsmith with
smith of the scientific method will suffice to make this striking observation by Nietzsche applicable to biomedical research. In science, seeking only what is useful quashes the imagination.
In the 1920s, Otto Warburg and his team noticed that, compared to the surrounding tissue, tumors consumed enormous quantities of glucose. They also observed that glucose was
metabolized to produce lactate as an energy source (ATP), rather than CO2, even when there
was enough oxygen for breathing. That process is known as anaerobic glycolysis (none of
the nine metabolic routes that join glucose with lactate employs oxygen). This change from
aerobic to anaerobic glycolysis in tumors is known as the “Warburg effect” and constitutes
a metabolic adaptation that favors the growth of tumor cells. These cells use lactate’s three
carbon atoms to synthesize the “basic materials” that make up cells (amino acids, proteins,
lipids, nucleic acids, and so on) and generate mass.
We now know that while tumors as a whole exhibit a vast landscape of genetic changes,
neoplastic cells exhibit a shared phenotype characterized by disorderly growth that maintains
their invasive and lethal potential. Sustaining this unceasing cellular division requires metabolic adaptation that favors the tumor’s survival and destroys normal cells. That adaptation
is known as “metabolic transformation.” In fact, although cellular transformation in different types of tumors arises in a variety of ways, the metabolic requirements of the resulting
tumor cells are quite similar: cancer cells need to generate energy (ATP), to synthesize “basic
materials” to sustain cellular growth and to balance the oxidative stress produced by their
ceaseless growth.

There is currently considerable interest in dissecting the
mechanisms and impact of tumors’ metabolic transformation
to discover therapies that could block such adaptations and
effectively brake cancer growth and metastasis
Due to these shared requirements there is currently considerable interest in dissecting the
mechanisms and impact of tumors’ metabolic transformation to discover therapies that could
block such adaptations and effectively brake cancer growth and metastasis.
In 1948, Sidney Farber and his team obtained remissions in various children with acute
undifferentiated leukemia using aminopterin, an inhibitor of the dihydrofolate reductase
enzyme that catalyzes a reaction needed for synthesizing DNA. This molecule was the forerunner of methotrexate, a cancer-treatment drug in common use today.
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The age of chemotherapy began with the modification of tumors’ metabolisms. Since then,
other researchers have discovered molecules capable of slowing the growth and metastasis
of various types of cancer, thus reducing annual mortality rates in the United States to an
average of 1.4 percent for women and 1.8 percent for men between 1999 and 2015 (Europe
shows similar statistics).
In 1976, after analyzing 6,000 fungus samples, Akira Endo isolated mevastatin, a molecule
capable of blocking the activity of an enzyme called 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-coenzyme a
reductase, which catalyzes the reaction that limits the synthesis of colesterol. Mevastatin was
the predecessor of lovastatin, a drug in common use since 1984 to treat hypercholesterolemia.
Since then, other more efficient and safer statins have been discovered.
The reduction of cholesterol buildups with statins has an unquestionable therapeutic effect
on the appearance of cardiovascular incidents. It is one of the principal factors contributing
to an over fifty percent drop in the number of deaths from cardiovascular illness and strokes
in Western countries over the last few decades. The other two are medication for high blood
pressure (a metabolic illness resulting from an imbalance in the homeostasis of water and
electrolytes, mainly sodium and potassium) and for diabetes.

Conclusions
An increase of three decades in the life expectancy of persons born in numerous countries and
regions of the West during the twentieth century is the clearest exponent of the social value of
science and the triumph of public-health policies over illness: the discovery of vitamins and
insulin, the development of vaccines, antibiotics, X-rays, open-heart surgery, chemotherapy,
antihypertensive drugs, imaging techniques, antidiabetic drugs, statins, antiviral treatment,
immunotherapy, and so on, are examples of the productive collaboration between academia
and industry. In 2015, the United Nations took advantage of advances in the Millennium
Development Goals to adopt the Sustainable Development Goals, which include the commitment to attain universal health coverage by 2030. However, there are still enormous differences
between what can be achieved in health care, and what has actually been attained. Progress
has been incomplete and unequal. Meeting this goal requires a full and continuous effort to
improve the quality of medical and health-care services worldwide.
Could the process of transforming health knowledge somehow be speeded up? In 1996,
James Allison observed that rats treated with an anti-CTLA-4 antibody (a receptor that negatively regulates the response of T lymphocytes) rejected those tumors. Clinical studies began in 2001 and in 2011 the FDA approved this procedure for treating metastatic melanoma,
making it the first oncological drug based on activating the immune system. For this work,
Allison was awarded the 2018 Nobel Prize for Medicine.
Five years to complete preclinical studies and ten more for clinical trials may seem like a
long time; the former answers basic questions about a drug’s way of functioning and its safety,
although that does not replace studies on how a given drug will interact with the human body.
In fact, clinical trials are carried out in stages strictly regulated by drug agencies (EMA, FDA)
from initial phase 1 and phase 2 small-scale trials through phase 3 and phase 4 large-scale trials.
Complex design, increased numbers of patients, criteria for inclusion, safety, criteria for
demonstrating efficacy, and longer treatment periods are the main reasons behind the longer
duration of clinical trials.
It is no exaggeration to state that maintaining the status quo hinders the development
of new drugs, especially in the most needy therapeutic areas. Patients, doctors, researchers,
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industry, and regulatory agencies must reach agreements that accelerate the progress and
precision of treatment. Moreover, the pharmaceutical industry needs to think more carefully
about whether the high cost of new treatments puts them out of reach for a significant portion of the general public, with the consequent negative repercussions on quality of life and
longevity. Science is a social work.
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By customizing and democratizing the use of machines, we
bring robots into the forefront. Pervasive integration of robots
in the fabric of everyday life may mean that everyone could
rely on a robot to support their physical tasks, just like we
have come to rely on applications for computational tasks. As
robots move from our imaginations into our homes, offices,
and factory floors, they will become the partners that help us
do so much more than we can do alone. Whether in how we
move, what we build, where we do it, or even the fundamental
building blocks of creation, robotics will enable a world of
endless possibility.
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Imagine a future where robots are so integrated in the fabric of human life that they become as
common as smartphones are today. The field of robotics has the potential to greatly improve
the quality of our lives at work, at home, and at play by providing people with support for
cognitive tasks and physical tasks. For years, robots have supported human activity in dangerous, dirty, and dull tasks, and have enabled the exploration of unreachable environments,
from the deep oceans to deep space. Increasingly, more capable robots will be able to adapt,
to learn, and to interact with humans and other machines at cognitive levels.
The rapid progress of technology over the past decade has made computing indispensable.
Computing has transformed the way we work, live, and play. The digitization of practically
everything, coupled with advances in robotics, promises a future where access to high-tech
machines is democratized and customization widespread. Robots are becoming increasingly
capable due to their ability to execute more complex computations and interact with the
world through increasingly richer sensors and better actuators.
A connected world with many customized robots working alongside people is already
creating new jobs, improving the quality of existing jobs, and saving people time so they
can focus on what they find interesting, important, and exciting. Today, robots have already
become our partners in industrial and domestic settings. They work side by side with people
in factories and operating rooms. They mow our lawns, vacuum our floors, and even milk our
cows. In a few years, they will touch even more parts of our lives.
Commuting to work in your driverless car will let you read, return calls, catch up on your
favorite podcasts, and even nap. The robotic car will also serve as your assistant, keeping
track of what you need to do, planning your routes to ensure all your chores are done, and
checking the latest traffic data to select the least congested roads. Driverless cars will help
reduce fatalities from car accidents while autonomous forklifts can help eliminate back
injuries caused by lifting heavy objects. Robots may change some existing jobs, but, overall,
robots can make great societal contributions. Lawn-care robots and pool-cleaning robots have
changed how these tasks are done. Robots can assist humanity with problems big and small.

The digitization of practically everything, coupled with advances
in robotics, promises a future where access to high-tech machines
is democratized and customization widespread
The objective of robotics is not to replace humans by mechanizing and automating tasks,
but, rather, to find new ways that allow robots to collaborate with humans more effectively.
Robots are better than humans at tasks such as crunching numbers and moving with precision.
Robots can lift much heavier objects. Humans are better than robots at tasks like reasoning,
defining abstractions, and generalizing or specializing thanks to our ability to draw on prior
experiences. By working together, robots and humans can augment and complement each
other’s skills.

A Decade of Progress Enabling Autonomy
The advancements in robotics over the past decade have demonstrated that robotic devices
can locomote, manipulate, and interact with people and their environment in unique ways.
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The locomotion capabilities of robots have been enabled by the wide availability of accurate
sensors (for example, laser scanners), high-performance motors, and development of robust
algorithms for mapping, localization, motion planning, and waypoint navigation. Many new
applications are possible thanks to progress in developing robot bodies (hardware) and robot
brains (software).
The capabilities of robots are defined by the tight coupling between their physical bodies
and the computation that comprises their brains. For example, a flying robot must have a
body capable of flying and algorithms to control flight. Today’s robots can do basic locomotion on the ground, in the air, and in water. They can recognize objects, map new environments, perform pick-and-place operations, learn to improve control, imitate simple human
motions, acquire new knowledge, and even act as a coordinated team. For example, the
latest soccer robots and algorithms are put in practice at a yearly robot soccer competition
called RoboCup.
Recent advances in disk storage, the scale and performance of the Internet, wireless communication, tools supporting design and manufacturing, and the power and efficiency of electronics, coupled with the worldwide growth of data storage, have impacted the development
of robots in multiple ways. Hardware costs are going down, electromechanical components
are more reliable, tools for making robots are richer, programming environments are more
readily available, and robots have access to the world’s knowledge through the cloud. We can
begin to imagine the leap from the personal computer to the personal robot, leading to many
applications where robots exist pervasively and work side by side with humans.

The objective of robotics is not to replace humans by mechanizing
and automating tasks, but, rather, to find new ways that allow
robots to collaborate with humans more effectively
Transportation is a great example. It is much easier to move a robot through the world than
it is to build a robot that can interact with it. Over the last decade, significant advances in
algorithms and hardware have made it possible for us to envision a world in which people and
goods are moved in a much safer, more convenient way with optimized fleets of self-driving
cars.
In a single year, Americans drive nearly three trillion miles.1 If you average that out at 60
mph, that adds up to almost fifty billion hours spent in the car.2 That number grows exponentially when considering the rest of the globe. But the time spent in our cars is not without
challenges. Today, a car crash occurs every five seconds in the United States.3 Globally, road
traffic injuries are the eighth leading cause of death, with about 1.24 million lives lost every
year.4 In addition to this terrible human cost, these crashes take an enormous economic toll.
The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration has calculated the economic cost in the
United States at about $277 billion a year.5 Putting a dent in these numbers is an enormous
challenge—but one that is very important to tackle. Self-driving vehicles have the potential
to eliminate road accidents.
Imagine if cars could learn… learn how we drive… learn how to never be responsible for a
collision… learn what we need when we drive? What if they could become trusted partners?
Partners that could help us navigate tricky roads, watch our backs when we are tired, even
make our time in the car… fun? What if your car could tell you are having a hard day and
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turn your favorite music on to help you relax, while watching carefully over how you drive?
What if your car also knew that you forgot to call your parents yesterday and issued a gentle
reminder on the way home. And imagine that it was easy to make that call because you could
turn the driving over to the car on a boring stretch of highway.
Recognizing this extraordinary potential during the past couple of years, most car manufacturers announced self-driving car projects. Elon Musk famously predicted we could fall
asleep at the wheel in five years; the Google/Waymo car has been in the news a lot for driving
several million accident-free miles; Nissan promised self-driving cars by 2020; Mercedes created a prototype 2014 Model S Autonomous car; and Toyota announced (September 2015) an
ambitious program to develop a car that will never be responsible for a collision, and invested
$1 billion to advance artificial intelligence.
There is a lot of activity in this space across a big spectrum of car capabilities. To understand where all the various advances fall, it is useful to look at the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration (NHTSA) classification of five levels of autonomy: Level 0 does not
include any support for automation; Level 1 includes tools for additional feedback to the
human driver, for example using a rear camera; Level 2 includes localized active control, for
example antilock brakes; Level 3 includes support for select autonomy but the human must
be ready to take over (as in the Tesla Autopilot); Level 4 includes autonomy in some places
some of the time; and Level 5 is autonomy in all environments all the time.
An alternative way to characterize the level of autonomy of a self-driving car is according
to three axes defining (1) the speed of the vehicle; (2) the complexity of the environment in
which the vehicle moves, and (3) the complexity of the interactions with moving agents (cars,
people, bicyclists, and so on) in that environment. Researchers are pushing the envelope along
each of these axes, with the objective to get closer to Level 5 autonomy.

Over the last decade, significant advances in algorithms and
hardware have made it possible for us to envision a world in which
people and goods are moved in a much safer, more convenient way
with optimized fleets of self-driving cars
Due to algorithmic and hardware advances over the past decade, today’s technology is ready
for Level 4 deployments at low speeds in low-complexity environments with low levels of
interaction with surrounding pedestrians and other vehicles. This includes autonomy on
private roads, such as in retirement communities and campuses, or on public roads that are
not very congested.
Level 4 autonomy has been enabled by a decade of advances in the hardware and algorithms available to the robots. Most important is the convergence of several important
algorithmic developments: map making, meaning the vehicle can use its sensors to create
a map; localization, meaning the vehicle can use its sensors to figure out where it is on the
map; perception, meaning the vehicle can perceive the moving objects on the road; planning
and decision-making, meaning the vehicle can figure out what to do next based on what it
sees now; and reliable hardware, as well as driving datasets that enable cars to learn how to
drive from humans. Today, we can do so many simultaneous computations, crunch so much
more data, and run algorithms in real time. These technologies have taken us to a point in
time where we can realistically discuss the idea of autonomy on the roads.
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The Da Vinci surgical robot during a hysterectomy
operation
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For years, robots have supported
human activity in dangerous,
dirty, and dull tasks, and have
enabled the exploration of
unreachable environments, from
the deep oceans to deep space

French Navy searchers and ROVs (remotely operated
vehicles) participate in Operation Moon, exploring the
wreck of Louis XIV’s flagship of the same name at a
depth of ninety meters

The digitization of practically
everything, coupled with
advances in robotics, promises a
future where access to high-tech
machines is democratized and
customization widespread

Medicines on the shelves of a Consis robotic cabinet.
This cabinet can automate up to ninety percent of the
products dispensed by pharmacies on a daily basis,
occupies only two square meters, and can store as many
as 900 boxes

Afghan eXplorer, a semiautomatic mobile robot developed
by the Artifical Intelligence Lab of the Masachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT), can carry out reporting
activities in dangerous or unaccessible surroundings
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However, we do not have Level 5 autonomy yet. Technological challenges toward Level
5 autonomy include: driving in congestion, driving at high speeds, driving in inclement
weather (rain, snow), driving among human drivers, driving in areas where there are no
high-density maps, and responding to corner cases. The perception system of a vehicle does
not have the same quality and effectiveness as the human eye. To be clear, there are some
things that machines can do better than people, like estimate accurately how quickly another vehicle is moving. But robots do not share our recognition capabilities. How could
they? We spend our whole lives learning how to observe the world and make sense of it.
Machines require algorithms to do this, and data—lots and lots and lots of data, annotated to
tell them what it all means. To make autonomy possible, we have to develop new algorithms
that help them learn from far fewer examples in an unsupervised way, without constant
human intervention.
There are two philosophies that are driving research and development in autonomous
driving: series autonomy and parallel autonomy. Parallel autonomy concerns developing driver-assist technologies where the driver is at the wheel, but the driver-assist system monitors
what the driver does and intervenes as needed—in a way that does no harm—for example to
prevent a collision or to correct the steering angle that keeps the car on the road. The autonomy capabilities of the car grow incrementally but operate in parallel with the human. The
parallel autonomy approach allows the car to operate anywhere, anytime. Series autonomy
pursues the idea that the human or the car are in charge, but not both. When the car is in
autonomous mode, the human does not contribute in any way to the driving. The car’s autonomy capabilities also grow incrementally, but this car can only operate according to the
capabilities supported by its autonomy package. The car will gradually operate in increasingly
more complex environments.

There are two philosophies driving research and development in
autonomous driving: series autonomy and parallel autonomy. The latter
concerns developing driver-assist technologies where the driver is at the
wheel, but the driver-assist system monitors what the driver does and
intervenes as needed
Today’s series autonomy solutions operate in closed environments (defined by the roads on
which the vehicle can drive). The autonomy recipe starts by augmenting the vehicles with
drive-by-wire control and sensors such as cameras and laser scanners. The sensors are used
to create maps, to detect moving obstacles, such as pedestrians and other vehicles, and to
localize the vehicle in the world. The autonomous driving solutions are map-based and benefit
from a decade of progress in the area of simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM). The
maps are constructed by driving the autonomous vehicle on every possible road segment,
collecting features with the sensors. The maps are used for each subsequent autonomous
drive, to plan a path from start to goal, to execute the path while avoiding obstacles, and to
localize the vehicles as it executes the path.
Most self-driving car companies only test their fleets in major cities where they have
developed detailed 3D maps that are meticulously labeled with the exact positions of things
like lanes, curbs, and stop signs. These maps include environmental features detected by
the sensors of the vehicle. The maps are created using 3D LIDAR systems that rely on light
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to scan the local space, accumulating millions of data points and extracting the features
defining each place.
If we want self-driving cars to be viable global technology, this reliance on detailed prior
maps is a problem. Today’s autonomous vehicles are not able to drive in rural environments
where we do not have maps—in other words, on the millions of miles of roads that are unpaved, unlit, or unreliably marked. At the MIT CSAIL, we began developing MapLite as a first
step for enabling self-driving cars to navigate on roads that they have never been on before
using only GPS and sensors. Our system combines GPS data—like the kind you would find on
Google Maps—with data taken from LIDAR sensors. Together, these two elements allow us
to autonomously drive a car on multiple unpaved country roads and reliably detect the road
more than 100 feet (30 meters) in advance. Other researchers have been working on different
map-less approaches with varying degrees of success. Methods that use perception sensors
like LIDAR often have to rely heavily on road markings or make broad generalizations about
the geometry of road curbs. Meanwhile, vision-based approaches can perform well in ideal
conditions, but have issues when there is adverse weather or bad lighting. In terms of “Level
5 autonomy”—that is, autonomy anywhere any time—we are still some years away, and this
is because of both technical and regulatory challenges.

Autonomous vehicles can take many different forms, including golf
carts, wheelchairs, scooters, luggage, shopping carts, garbage bins
and even boats. These technologies open the door to a vast array
of new products and applications
While progress has been significant on the technical side, getting policy to catch up has been an
understandably complex and incremental process. Policy makers are still debating the level at
which autonomous vehicles should be regulated. What kinds of vehicles should be allowed on
the road, and who is allowed to operate them? How should safety be tested, and by whom? How
might different liability regimes shape the timely and safe adoption of autonomous vehicles,
and what are the trade-offs? What are the implications of a patchwork of state-by-state laws
and regulations, and what are the trade-offs in harmonizing these policies? To what extent
should policy makers encourage the adoption of autonomous vehicles? For example, through
smart-road infrastructure, dedicated highway lanes, manufacturer or consumer incentives?
These are complex issues regarding the use of autonomous vehicles on public roads. At the
same time, a form of autonomy that is already deployable now is “Level 4 autonomy,” defined
as autonomy in some environments some of the time. The technology is here for autonomous
vehicles that can drive in fair weather, on private ways, and at lower speeds.
Environments such as retirement communities, campuses, hotel properties, and amusement parks can all benefit from the Level 4 autonomy technologies. Autonomous vehicles
can take many different forms, including golf carts, wheelchairs, scooters, luggage, shopping carts, garbage bins, and even boats. These technologies open the door to a vast array
of new products and applications, from mobility on demand, to autonomous shopping and
transportation of goods, and more efficient mobility in hospitals. Everyone would benefit from transportation becoming a widely available utility, but those benefits will have a
particular impact on new drivers, our senior population, and people affected by illness or
disability.
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The technology that is enabling autonomy for cars can have a very broad societal impact.
Imagine residents of a retirement community being transported safely by automated golf
carts. In the future, we will be able to automate anything on wheels—not just the vacuum
cleaners of today, but also lawn mowers or even garbage cans.

If we want self-driving cars to be viable global technology, this reliance
on detailed prior maps is a problem. Today’s autonomous vehicles are
not able to drive in rural environments where we do not have maps
The same technology that will enable this level of automation could even be put to use to help
people dealing with disabilities—like the blind—experience the world in ways never before
possible. Visual impairment affects approximately 285 million people worldwide, people who
could benefit enormously from increased mobility and robotic assistance. This is a segment of
the population that technology has often left behind or ignored, but, in this case, technology
could make all the difference. Wearable devices that include the sensors used by self-driving
cars and run autonomy software could enable visually impaired people to experience the
world safely and in ways that are much richer than the walking stick.
Robotics will change the way we transport people and things in the very near future. But,
soon after, it will do more than deliver things on time; it will also enable us to produce those
things quickly and locally.

Challenges in Robotics
Despite recent and significant strides in the field, and promise for the future, today’s robots
are still quite limited in their ability to figure things out, their communication is often brittle, and it takes too much time to make new robots. Broad adoption of robots will require a
natural integration of robots in the human world rather than an integration of humans into
the machines’ world.

Reasoning Robots can only perform limited reasoning due to the fact that their computations
are carefully specified. For today’s robots, everything is spelled out with simple instructions and
the scope of the robot is entirely contained in its program. Tasks that humans take for granted,
for example asking the question “Have I been here before?” are notoriously difficult for robots.
Robots record the features of the places they have visited. These features are extracted from sensors such as cameras or laser scanners. It is hard for a machine to differentiate between features
that belong to a scene the robot has already seen and a new scene that happens to contain some
of the same objects. In general, the data collected from sensors and actuators is too big and too
low level; it needs to be mapped to meaningful abstractions for robots to be able to effectively
use the information. Current machine-learning research on big data is addressing how to compress a large dataset to a small number of semantically meaningful data points. Summarization
can also be used by robots. For example, robots could summarize their visual history to reduce
significantly the number of images required to determine whether “I have been here before.”
Additionally, robots cannot cope with unexpected situations. If a robot encounters a case
it was not programmed to handle or is outside the scope of its capabilities, it will enter an
error state and halt. Often the robot cannot communicate the cause of the error. For example,
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vacuum-cleaning robots are designed and programmed to move on the floor, but cannot
climb stairs.
Robots need to learn how to adjust their programs, adapting to their surroundings and
the interactions they have with people, with their environments and with other machines.
Today, everybody with Internet access has the world’s information at their fingertips, including machines. Robots could take advantage of this information to make better decisions.
Robots could also record and use their entire history (for example, output of their sensors and
actuators), and the experiences of other machines. For example, a robot trained to walk your
dog could access the weather report online, and then, based on previous walks, determine
the best route to take. Perhaps a short walk if it is hot or raining, or a long walk to a nearby
park where other robotic dog walkers are currently located. All of this could be determined
without human interaction or intervention.

Communication A world with many robots working together requires reliable communication
for coordination. Despite advances in wireless communication, there are still impediments
in robot-to-robot communication. The problem is that modeling and predicting communication is notoriously hard and any robot control method that relies on current communication
models is fraught with noise. The robots need more reliable approaches to communication
that guarantee the bandwidth they need, when they need it. To get resilient robot-to-robot
communication, a new paradigm is to measure locally the communication quality instead
of predicting it with models. Using the idea of measuring communication, we can begin to
imagine using flying robots as mobile base-stations that coordinate with each other to provide
planet-scale communication coverage. Swarms of flying robots could bring Internet access
everywhere in the world.
Communication between robots and people is also currently limited. While speech technologies have been employed to give robots commands in human language (for example,
“move to the door”), the scope and vocabulary of these interactions is shallow. Robots could
use the help of humans when they get stuck. It turns out that even a tiny amount of human
intervention in the task of a robot completely changes the problem and empowers the machines to do more.
Currently, when robots encounter something unexpected (a case for which it was not
programmed) they get stuck. Suppose, instead of just getting stuck, the robot was able to
reason about why it is stuck and enlist human help. For example, recent work on using robots
to assemble IKEA furniture demonstrates that robots can recognize when a table leg is out
of reach and ask humans to hand them the part. After receiving the part, the robots resume
the assembly task. These are some of the first steps toward creating symbiotic human-robot
teams where robots and humans can ask each other for help.

Design and Fabrication Another great challenge with today’s robots is the length of time to
design and fabricate new robots. We need to speed up the creation of robots. Many different
types of robots are available today, but each of these robots took many years to produce. The
computation, mobility, and manipulation capabilities of robots are tightly coupled to the
body of the robot—its hardware system. Since today’s robot bodies are fixed and difficult to
extend, the capabilities of each robot are limited by its body. Fabricating new robots—addon robotic modules, fixtures, or specialized tools to extend capabilities—is not a real option,
as the process of design, fabrication, assembly, and programming is long and cumbersome.
We need tools that will speed up the design and fabrication of robots. Imagine creating a
robot compiler that takes as input the functional specification of the robot (for example
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University student Andrew Marchese demonstrates
the movement of a robotic fish during a show at MIT’s
Artificial Intelligence Lab in April 2013. The robotic fish
simulates the movement of living fish and employs the
emerging field of soft robotics
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“I want a robot to play chess with me”) and computes a design that meets the specification,
a fabrication plan, and a custom-programming environment for using the robot. Many tasks
big and small could be automated by rapid design and fabrication of many different types of
robots using such a robot compiler.
There are significant gaps between where robots are today and
the promise of pervasive integration of robots in everyday life. Some of the gaps concern the
creation of robots—how do we design and fabricate new robots quickly and efficiently? Other
gaps concern the computation and capabilities of robots to reason, change, and adapt for
increasingly more complex tasks in increasingly complex environments. Other gaps pertain
to interactions between robots, and between robots and people. Current research directions
in robotics push the envelope in each of these directions, aiming for better solutions to making robots, controlling the movement of robots and their manipulation skills, increasing the
ability for robots to reason, enabling semantic-level perception through machine vision,
and developing more flexible coordination and cooperation between machines and between
machines and humans. Meeting these challenges will bring robots closer to the vision of
pervasive robotics: the connected world of many people and many robots performing many
different tasks.

Toward Pervasive Robotics

There are significant gaps between where robots are today and
the promise of pervasive integration of robots in everyday life.
These gaps concern the creation of robots, their computation
and capacity to reason, change, and adapt for increasingly more
complex tasks in increasingly complex environments, and their
capacity to interact with people
Pervasive, customized robotics is a big challenge, but its scope is not unlike the challenge
of pervasive computing, which was formulated about twenty-five years ago. Today we can
say that computing is indeed pervasive, it has become a utility, and is available anywhere,
anytime. So, what would it take to have pervasive integration of robots in everyday life? Mark
Weiser, who was a chief scientist at Xerox PARC and is widely referred to as the father of
ubiquitous computing, said of pervasive computing that: “The most profound technologies
are those that disappear. They weave themselves into the fabric of everyday life until they
are indistinguishable from it.”
For example, electricity was once a novel technology and now it is a part of life. Robotic
technologies have the potential to join the personal computer and electricity as pervasive
aspects of everyday life. In the near future, robotic technologies will change how we think
about many aspects of everyday life.
Self-driving car fleets have the potential to turn transportation into a utility, with customized rides available anywhere, anytime. Public transportation could become a two-layer
system: a network of large vehicles (for example, trains, buses) providing backbone transportation for many people over long distances, and fleets of transportation pods providing the
customized transportation needs of individuals for short hops. Such a transportation network
would be connected to the IT infrastructure and to people to provide mobility on demand. The
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operation of the backbone could include dynamically changing routes to adapt to people’s
needs. Real-time and historical transportation data are already used to determine the most
optimal bus routes and location of stops at a fine granularity. Mobility on demand may be
facilitated by state-of-the-art technologies for self-driving vehicles. Taking a driverless car
for a ride could be as easy as using a smartphone. The robot pods would know when people
arrive at a station, where the people are who need a ride now, and where the other robot
pods are. After driving people to their destination, the robot pods would drive themselves
to the next customer, using demand-matching and coordination algorithms to optimize the
operations of the fleet and minimize people’s waiting time. Public transportation would be
convenient and customized.

Notes
1. http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/
policyinformation/travel_
monitoring/14augtvt/page2.cfm.
2. Exact figure is 49.6 billion.
http://www.forbes.com/sites/
modeledbehavior/2014/11/08/themassive-economic-benefits-of-selfdriving-cars/.
3. https://www.osha.gov/Publications/
motor_vehicle_guide.pdf.
4. http://apps.who.int/iris/
bitstream/10665/83789/1/WHO_NMH_
VIP_13.01_eng.pdf?ua=1.
5. From autonomous driving ppt.
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Few discoveries transform a discipline overnight, but scientists
today can manipulate cells in ways hardly imaginable before,
thanks to a peculiar technology known as CRISPR (clustered
regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats). From elegant
studies that deciphered how CRISPRs function in bacteria,
researchers quickly uncovered the biological potential of Cas9,
an RNA-guided DNA cleaving enzyme, for gene editing. Today,
this core capability is being harnessed for a wide variety of
ambitious applications, including agricultural improvement,
the elimination of infectious diseases, and human therapeutics.
CRISPR technology may indeed herald cures to certain genetic
diseases and cancer, but so too could it be used to engineer
heritable genetic changes in human embryos. What will we
choose to do with this awesome power?
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Introduction
Ever since the discovery of DNA as the genetic information carrier of the cell, scientists have
been on an inexorable quest to decrypt the letter-by-letter sequence of the human genome,
and to develop tools to manipulate and modify genetic code. The first viral genome was fully
sequenced in 1976, and, in the years since, an increasing number of ever-more challenging
genomes have been decoded, culminating with the first draft of the human genome published
in 2001. Today, interested individuals can purchase genetic tests and learn about their ancestry and disease susceptibility, simply by sending saliva samples in the mail, and a growing
number of companies are leveraging huge datasets from millions of individuals to rapidly
advance the field of human genomics.
Concurrently, tools to build synthetic DNA molecules in the lab have expanded considerably, beginning with the recombinant DNA revolution in the 1970s. In 2010, researchers
at the Venter Institute succeeded in creating the first synthetic cell by manufacturing an
entire bacterial genome from scratch, and others have since moved on to build entire chromosomes—the cellular structures that contain DNA—in yeast.
Yet, up until quite recently, tools to modify DNA, and to do so directly in living cells, lagged
far behind, particularly in more complex organisms like plants, animals, and humans. In light
of our growing awareness of the large number of diseases that are associated with, or caused
by, genetic mutations—sickle cell, Huntington’s, and Alzheimer’s, to name just a few—the
ideal DNA manipulation tool would enable direct repair of mutations at their source. But the
sheer size and complexity of our genome, made up of 3.2 billion letters of DNA contributed
by each of the twenty-three pairs of chromosomes we inherit from mom and dad, consigned
the dream of precision genome editing to a distant future. Until, that is, CRISPR technology
came along.
Today, scientists can use CRISPR to engineer the genome in ways barely imaginable before:
repairing genetic mutations, removing pathogenic DNA sequences, inserting therapeutic
genes, turning genes on or off, and more. CRISPR democratized genome engineering, unlike
the technologies that preceded it, because it is easy to deploy and inexpensive to access. And
CRISPR works in an impressive number of different cell types and organisms—everything
from maize to mice to monkeys—giving scientists a flexible, diverse, and broadly applicable
engineering toolkit to address a wide variety of biological challenges.

Scientists can use CRISPR to engineer the genome in ways
barely imaginable before: repairing genetic mutations, removing
pathogenic DNA sequences, inserting therapeutic genes, turning
genes on or off, and more
What is CRISPR, and how does it work? What is meant by gene editing? Are CRISPR-based
treatments to cure genetic disease around the corner? How can CRISPR technology be used
to improve agriculture through plant and animal gene editing? Could CRISPR help eradicate
pathogenic diseases like malaria? And, perhaps most profoundly, might CRISPR someday
be used to rewrite DNA in human embryos, thereby editing genetic code in a way that would
be felt for generations to come?
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The Origins of CRISPR
As revolutionary as CRISPR has been for biomedical science, its discovery stemmed from basic
scientific curiosity about a biological topic about as far removed from medicine as it gets.
To understand where CRISPR comes from, we need to delve into one of the longest standing
genetic conflicts on Earth: the relentless arms race between bacteria and bacteria-specific
viruses (Rohwer et al., 2014).
Everyone knows about bacteria, those pesky microorganisms that can make us sick—
think Streptococci, the cause of strep throat and pneumonia, or Salmonella infections that
cause food poisoning—but which are also indispensable for normal human function. (We
depend on a vast army of bacteria that collectively make up our microbiome and help break
down food, produce vitamins, and perform numerous other essential functions.) Few outside the research community, though, may know about the ubiquity of bacterial viruses,
also known as bacteriophages (“eaters of bacteria”). In fact, bacteriophages are by far the
most prevalent form of life on our planet: at an estimated abundance of ten million trillion
trillion, they outnumber even bacteria ten to one. There are approximately one trillion bacterial viruses for every grain of sand in the world, and ten million viruses in every drop of
seawater (Keen, 2015)!
Bacterial viruses evolved to infect bacteria, and they do so remarkably well. They exhibit
three-dimensional structures that are exquisitely well suited to latch onto the outer surface
of bacterial cells, and after attaching themselves in this manner, they inject their genetic
material inside the bacterial host using pressures similar to that of an uncorked champagne
bottle. After the viral genome makes its way inside the bacteria, it hijacks the host machinery
to replicate its genetic code and build more viruses, ultimately destroying the cell in the process. Roughly twenty to forty percent of the ocean’s bacteria are eliminated every day from
such viral infections, vastly reshaping the marine ecosystem by causing release of carbon
and other nutrients back into the environment.

To understand where CRISPR comes from, we need to delve
into one of the longest standing genetic conflicts on Earth: the
relentless arms race between bacteria and bacteria-specific
viruses
Yet bacteria are not passive bystanders in the face of such an onslaught—quite the contrary.
Bacteria possess numerous immune systems to combat viruses at multiple stages during
the viral life cycle, which microbiologists have studied for many decades. By the turn of the
twenty-first century, the existing paradigm held that, while diverse, these immune systems
constituted only a simple innate response to infection. Unlike multicellular vertebrate organisms, which possess innate immune systems together with elaborate adaptive immune
systems that can create and store immunological memory, bacteria had no ability to adapt
to new threats.
Enter CRISPR, short for Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats. First
detected in 1987 in the bacterium Escherichia coli (Ishino et al., 1987), CRISPRs—to put it
simply—are bizarre, repeating sections of bacterial DNA that can extend thousands of letters
in length. While CRISPRs initially seemed like a rare oddity, a fluke of nature, researchers
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Color-scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of
bacteria on the surface of a human tongue. Enlarged
10,000 times to a width of 10 cm
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had detected CRISPRs in dozens of other bacterial species by the early 2000s (Mojica et
al., 2000).
These repeating structures were initially described using a number of different and confusing acronyms, and so, in 2002, Dutch researchers simplified their classification with the
informative (and catchy) acronym that we still use today (Jansen et al., 2002).
Despite a growing appreciation that CRISPRs were abundant in nature, being found in
the genomes of a third of all bacteria and almost all archaea (another domain of single-celled
microorganisms), their biological function remained a complete mystery until 2005, when the
first clues surfaced linking CRISPR to antiviral immunity (Mojica et al., 2005). Using bioinformatics analyses, researchers were shocked to find viral DNA sequences buried within those
repeating sections of DNA, as if the bacteria had somehow stolen the viral genetic code as a
form of molecular memory. Might this information allow bacteria to recognize and destroy
viral DNA during an infection?
Evidence supporting this hypothesis came from elegant experiments conducted at a
yogurt company (Barrangou et al., 2007). Scientists there were hoping to generate virus-resistant strains of the bacterium Streptococcus thermophilus, the major workhouse ingredient used to ferment milk into yogurt and other dairy products, and they noticed that,
like E. coli, their S. thermophilus strains also contained CRISPRs. By intentionally infecting
their strains with a panel of different viruses and then analyzing the DNA of those bacteria that gained immunity, the researchers proved that CRISPRs indeed conferred adaptive
immunity. Almost overnight, the long-standing presumption that bacteria and archaea
possessed only comparatively simple defenses against viral pathogens was overturned. Instead, these simple microorganisms employed both innate and adaptive immune systems
no less remarkable and versatile than the innate and adaptive systems found in multicellular
organisms.

Despite a growing appreciation that CRISPRs were abundant
in nature, being found in the genomes of a third of all bacteria
and almost all archaea (another domain of single-celled
microorganisms), their biological function remained a complete
mystery until 2005, when the first clues surfaced linking CRISPR
to antiviral immunity
After this breakthrough, it was up to geneticists and biochemists to determine how CRISPR
immune systems work. Namely, what enzymes were involved, and how were they able to accurately recognize unique features of viral DNA during an infection? From the work of countless
researchers all around the world, a new, unified understanding began to emerge: bacteria and
archaea used molecules of ribonucleic acid, or RNA—DNA’s molecular cousin—to identify
matching sequences of DNA in the viral genome, along with one or more proteins encoded
by CRISPR-associated genes to slice apart the DNA (Klompe & Sternberg, 2018). CRISPR was
nothing more than a precision-guided pair of molecular scissors, with the incredible ability
to home in on specific sequences of DNA and neutralize them by severing both strands of the
double helix. And the star actor in this pathway was a protein enzyme called CRISPR-Cas9
(Gasiunas et al., 2012; Jinek et al., 2012).
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The Intersection of CRISPR-CAS9 and Gene-Editing Technology
Resolving the molecular function of CRISPR-Cas9 not only helped solve a key question in
bacterial antiviral immune systems. It also immediately revealed immense potential to disrupt a different and seemingly unrelated area of biotechnology: gene editing (Urnov, 2018).
Gene editing refers to a technique in which DNA sequences are modified, or “edited,”
directly in the genome of living cells. While effective tools for gene editing in bacteria have
been available for decades, the ability to edit DNA in eukaryotic cells, which house the genome in a separate structure called the nucleus, lagged far behind. But in the 1990s, a new
strategy for high-efficiency gene editing emerged: if a specific DNA break could be induced at
the gene of interest, then the ability to edit that gene was vastly enhanced (Rouet et al., 1994).
Somewhat paradoxically, localized DNA damage could serve as a stimulus for DNA repair.
Why might this be the case? Our cells suffer DNA damage constantly, whether from carcinogens or exposure to ionizing radiation, and they have therefore evolved mechanisms for
repairing DNA lesions. Detection of a DNA break leads to recruitment of endogenous enzymes
to perform this repair, and, over the years, researchers realized that this natural process could
be hijacked to install user-defined edits during the repair process. The bottleneck for realizing
the full potential of this approach, then, was developing tools to introduce DNA breaks at
specific sites in the genome.
The ideal tool would be a “programmable nuclease”—an enzyme that cuts nucleic acids
like DNA (hence, “nuclease”), which scientists could easily and rapidly program to recognize and introduce breaks in specific DNA sequences inside the cell (Chandrasegaran &
Carroll, 2016). The first such tools were developed in the 1990s and early 2000s, but they
were unwieldy, unreliable, and expensive. A researcher might devote months to building a
programmable nuclease himself/herself, or spend tens of thousands of dollars outsourcing
the work to a company, only to find out that the tool barely worked. In short, gene editing,
though validated as a technology, could not realize its full potential because programmable
nucleases were simply too hard to engineer.
The discovery of CRISPR-Cas9 offered the perfect solution. Instead of trying to reinvent
the wheel, why not harness the programmable nucleases that nature had already sculpted
over billions of years of evolution? Whereas bacteria were employing CRISPR-Cas9 to introduce DNA breaks in viral genomes, to prevent infection, perhaps scientists could employ
CRISPR-Cas9 to introduce DNA breaks in eukaryotic genomes, to edit genes. The very same
property that made CRISPR-Cas9 so effective in adaptive immunity—its ability to precisely
home in on DNA targets using an RNA “guide”—might transform researchers’ ability to program nucleases to break specific DNA targets and mark them for repair.

The CRISPR Craze Begins
In June 2012, Doudna, Charpentier, and colleagues published the first article describing
CRISPR-Cas9’s essential components and detailing its utility for gene editing (Jinek et al.,
2012). Six months later, the first reports surfaced, demonstrating the remarkable effectiveness
of CRISPR-Cas9 for gene editing in both mouse and human cells (Cong et al., 2013; Mali et al.,
2013). Within months of that, the first gene-edited mice were created with CRISPR, followed
in quick succession by proof-of-concept experiments in rice, rats, wheat, and monkeys, and
an increasingly dizzying array of other plant and animal model organisms. The “CRISPR
craze” was underway (Pennisi, 2013).
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Along with a surge in the species whose genomes could now be seamlessly tweaked with
CRISPR, 2013 also witnessed an explosion in the kinds of DNA changes that could be accomplished with CRISPR technology. Beyond fixing small typos in the genome, such as the kinds
of mutations that cause genetic disease, CRISPR could be leveraged to inactivate or delete
entire genes, invert or insert genes, and make changes to multiple genes simultaneously. An
entirely distinct category of applications involved the use of a non-cutting version of CRISPR-Cas9, in which the goal was to ferry other payloads to specific genes in order to turn genes
on or off, up or down. By altering gene expression without changing the actual sequence of
DNA, researchers could begin to control the very same molecular cues that instructed cells to
turn into the many different tissues in the body, all using the same underlying genetic code.

2013 witnessed an explosion in the kinds of DNA changes that could
be accomplished with CRISPR technology. Beyond fixing small typos
in the genome, such as the kinds of mutations that cause genetic
disease, CRISPR could be leveraged to inactivate or delete entire
genes, invert or insert genes, and make changes to multiple genes
simultaneously
Technology development quickly expanded the CRISPR toolkit, which attracted more and
more researchers to the budding gene-editing field. Even more important for CRISPR’s widespread adoption than its sheer usefulness, though, was the lowered barrier to entry for novices.
First, the ease of engineering CRISPR to target new sites in the genome meant that scientists
with a basic understanding of molecular biology could now access what was once an advanced
technology requiring years of expertise. (Indeed, some middle- and high-school students now
perform CRISPR gene-editing experiments in the classroom [Yu, 2017].) Second, the necessary
reagents to perform gene editing could be affordably purchased from nonprofit organizations
like Addgene, which distributes CRISPR tools to academic researchers for just $60 (Kamens,
2015). The result has been a swift, worldwide spread of the technology.
Today, CRISPR encompasses a core set of techniques that biomedical scientists must be
well versed in, regardless of their particular research focus, model organism, or preexisting
skill set. The technology has quickly become indispensable for performing cutting-edge
research, and it is safe to say that biology will never be the same again.
Nor will society. Indeed, armed with the power to easily and precisely rewrite genetic
code, scientists and nonscientists alike threaten to upend the natural order, reshaping the
very process of evolution by substituting random mutation—the aimless, meandering process acted on by natural selection over the eons—with user-defined mutation, introduced at
will via CRISPR technology. The result: a newfound mastery over the direction of life itself.

Imminent Impacts on the Planet’s Plants and Animals
Imagine a future world in which you could clone your deceased dog, while also installing
DNA mutations that confer hyper-musculature; or in which you could grow super-strains
of tomatoes that maintain ripeness long after being picked, mushrooms that do not brown
during prolonged storage, and grape vines that are impervious to fungal pests. Out in the
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Gene-edited products have been
engineered in the lab, but unlike
GMOs, these products do not
carry a shred of foreign DNA in
the genome, nor any scar from
the scientific intervention

A tray of genetically modified corn grains at Monsanto’s
stand at Farm Progress, the most important outdoor
agriculture fair in the United States. Illinois, August 2017

CRISPR technology has become
indispensable for performing
cutting-edge research, and it
is safe to say that biology will
never be the same again

The first pig cloned in China, stuffed and exhibited
at the Beijing Genomics Institute in Shenzhen, July
2010. According to the World Bank, China’s population
with an increase from 1,330 million in 2009 to 1,440
million by 2030 has led Beìjing to seek cutting-edge
technology to help feed its inhabitants and improve
food quality

countryside, farmers’ pastures accommodate new breeds of dairy cattle, which still retain
the same prized genetics resulting from hundreds of years of selective breeding, but no
longer develop horns, thanks to gene editing. The nearby pigs possess special mutations
that confer viral resistance and also cause them to develop leaner muscles with reduced
fat content. In the medical facility one town over, other pigs harbor “humanized” genomes
that have been selectively engineered so that the pigs might one day serve as organ donors
for humans. Believe it or not, every one of these seemingly fictitious inventions has already
been accomplished with the help of CRISPR technology, and the list could go on and on
(Doudna & Sternberg, 2017).
Plant breeders are excited by the possibility of engineering new traits into major cash crops
with a method that is both safer and more effective than the random mutagenesis methods
of the mid- to late-twentieth century, and less invasive than the techniques commonly used
to create genetically modified organisms, or GMOs. GMOs are the product of gene splicing,
whereby foreign DNA sequences are forcibly integrated into the genetic material of the organism being modified. While no credible evidence exists suggesting that GMOs are any
less safe than unmodified plants, they remain the subject of intense public scrutiny and
vociferous criticism.

Time will tell whether activist groups or overly restrictive
regulation will stunt innovation in this sector. One thing seems
clear: different cultures and attitudes in distinct parts of the world
will play a major role in shaping the future direction of CRISPR
applications
So how will the public then react to gene-edited organisms, which could hit the supermarket
in just years (Bunge & Marcus, 2018)? Like GMOs, these products have been engineered in
the lab, with the goal of achieving improved yield, enhanced resistance to pests, better taste,
or healthier nutritional profile. Unlike GMOs, though, these products do not carry a shred
of foreign DNA in the genome, nor any scar from the scientific intervention. In fact, the
surgically introduced gene edits are often no different than the DNA mutations that could
have arisen by chance. Should we view plant foods any differently if humans introduced a
certain mutation, rather than “natural” causes? In spite of the often strident protest against
biotechnology products that end up on the dinner table, there are defensible reasons to
aggressively pursue gene editing in agricultural improvement if these efforts could address
global hunger, nutritional deficiencies, or farming challenges provoked by the future effects
of a changing climate.
Time will tell whether activist groups or overly restrictive regulation will stunt innovation in this sector. One thing seems clear: different cultures and attitudes in distinct parts
of the world will play a major role in shaping the future direction of CRISPR applications. In
the United States, for example, the Department of Agriculture decided in 2018 that plants
developed through gene editing will not be specially regulated, as long as they could have
been developed through traditional breeding. In stark contrast, the European Court of Justice
decided around the same time that gene-edited crops would be subject to the same regulations
as GMOs. Meanwhile, the application of CRISPR in agriculture surges ahead in China, which
ranks first in worldwide farm output.
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Food producers are equally excited by the possibilities afforded by gene-editing technology in animals. Designer DNA mutations can increase muscle content, reduce disease, and
make animals, and they also offer biological solutions to problems often solved through more
ruthless means. For example, rather than farmers killing off male chicks a day after hatching
because female hens are desired, scientists are pursuing gene-editing solutions to bias reproduction, so that only female chicks are born in the first place. Similarly, the remarkable feat
by a company called Recombinetics to genetically “dehorn” cattle offers a far more humane
alternative to the cruel but widespread practice of cattle dehorning via cauterization. Gene
editing could even succeed in producing chickens that lay hypoallergenic eggs, pigs that do
not require as many antibiotic treatments, and sheep with naturally altered hair color.
Then there are those applications of CRISPR that verge on science fiction. Rather than
harnessing gene-editing technology to create organisms never before seen on Earth, some
scientists aim to do exactly the opposite and leverage gene editing to resurrect extinct animals
that once existed long ago. Dinosaurs are sadly out of the question, as imagined by Michael
Crichton in Jurassic Park—DNA breaks down far too quickly to rebuild the genome of any
dinosaur species—but not so with the wooly mammoth. Using extremely well-preserved
frozen tissue samples, geneticists have already succeeded in deciphering the letter-by-letter sequence of the wooly mammoth genome, enabling a direct comparison to the genome
of the modern-day elephant, its closest relative. Now, George Church and colleagues are
using CRISPR to convert specific genes in elephant cells into their wooly mammoth counterparts, prioritizing those genes implicated in functions like temperature sensation, fat
tissue production, and skin and hair development. Organizations like the Long Now Foundation hope to bring genetic engineering to bear on many more such de-extinction efforts,
with a focus on passenger pigeons, great auks, and gastric-brooding frogs, all of which were
directly or indirectly wiped off the planet by human actions. Might we be able to reverse
some of the negative impacts that humans have had on biodiversity, using biotechnology?
Or should we, instead, be focusing our efforts on preserving the biodiversity that is left,
by working harder to curb climate change, restrain poaching, and rein in excessive land
development?

There are CRISPR applications that verge on science fiction.
Rather than harnessing gene-editing technology to create
organisms never before seen on Earth, some scientists aim to do
exactly the opposite and leverage gene editing to resurrect extinct
animals that once existed long ago
One additional application of CRISPR in animals deserves mention: a potentially revolutionary
technology known as a gene drive (Regalado, 2016). The scientific details are complicated,
having to do with a clever workaround of those fundamental laws of inheritance first discovered by Gregor Mendel through his work on pea plants. CRISPR-based gene drives allow
bioengineers to break those laws, effectively “driving” new genes into wild animal populations at unprecedented speed, along with their associated traits. Perhaps the most promising
real-world example involves the mosquito, which causes more human suffering than any
other creature on Earth because of its extraordinary ability to serve as a vector for countless
viruses (dengue, West Nile, Zika, and so on), as well as the malaria parasite. Imagine if genet-
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ically modified mosquitoes, specifically engineered so they can no longer transmit malaria,
were released into the wild and allowed to spread their genes. Better yet, what about a line of
genetically modified mosquitoes that spread female sterility, thereby hindering reproduction
and culling entire wild populations? Proof-of-concept experiments achieving both these feats
have already been performed in highly contained laboratory environments, and discussions
are underway to determine when the technology is safe enough for field trials. Attempting
the eradication of an entire species may rightfully seem like a dangerously blunt instrument
to wield, and yet, if mosquito-borne illnesses were to become a thing of the past, saving a
million human lives annually, can we justify not taking the risk?

Realizing the Promise of Gene Editing to Treat Disease
Notwithstanding the numerous exciting developments in plant and animal applications,
the greatest promise of CRISPR technology is arguably to cure genetic diseases in human
patients (Stockton, 2017). Monogenic genetic diseases result from one or more mutations in
a single gene, and scientists estimate that there are more than 10,000 such diseases affecting
roughly one in every two hundred births. Many genetic diseases like Tay-Sachs disease are
fatal at a young age; others like cystic fibrosis can be managed but still lead to a significant
reduction in life expectancy; and still others lead to devastating outcomes later in life, such as
the physical, mental, and behavioral decline that inevitably occurs for Huntington’s disease
patients.

Notwithstanding the numerous exciting developments in plant and
animal applications, the greatest promise of CRISPR technology is
arguably to cure genetic diseases in human patients
Scientists have been dreaming of a magic bullet cure for genetic diseases ever since DNA
mutations were first linked to hereditary illnesses, and there have been incredible strides
over the years. For example, after more than twenty-five years of clinical trials, the first gene
therapy drug was approved by the United States Food and Drug Administration in 2017, in
which patients suffering from a disease of the eye called retinal dystrophy receive healthy
genes delivered directly into the eye via a genetically modified virus. Other diseases can be
effectively treated using small-molecule drugs, or, in more severe cases, bone marrow transplants. Yet all of these approaches treat the genetic disease indirectly, rather than directly
targeting the causative DNA mutations. The ideal treatment would permanently cure the
disease by repairing the mutation itself, editing the pathogenic DNA sequence back to its
healthy counterpart.
CRISPR offers the possibility of this ideal treatment. In dozens of proof-of-concept studies already published, scientists have successfully leveraged CRISPR in cultured human
cells to eradicate the mutations that cause sickle cell disease, beta-thalassemia, hemophilia,
Duchenne muscular dystrophy, blindness, and countless other genetic disorders. CRISPR
has been injected into mouse and canine models of human disease, and achieved lasting
and effective reversal of disease symptoms. And physicians have already tested the first
gene-editing-based treatments in patients, though it is too early to say whether or not the
treatments were efficacious.
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A researcher initiates a CRISPR-Cas9 process at the MaxDelbrueck Molecular Medicine Center in Berlin, Germany.
May 22, 2018
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In a parallel and equally exciting avenue of research, CRISPR is being combined with a promising (and Nobel Prize-winning) new avenue of cancer treatment, known as cancer immunotherapy. Here, human immune cells are enhanced with genetic engineering, endowing them
with specialized molecules that can hunt down markers specific to cancer, and then potently
eliminate cancerous cells from the body. In a remarkable first, Layla Richards, a one-year-old
patient from London who was suffering from acute lymphoblastic leukemia, the most common
type of childhood cancer, was cured in 2015 using a combination of gene-edited immune cells
and bone marrow transplant. Chinese scientists have since initiated clinical trials in dozens
of other patients using gene-edited immune cells to treat cancer, and additional trials are
imminent in the US and Europe.
To be sure, many challenges remain before the full potential of CRISPR-based disease
cures can be realized. For one, the tricky problem of delivery remains: how to deliver CRISPR
into the body and edit enough of an adult patient’s forty trillion cells to have a lasting effect,
and to do so safely without any adverse effects. Additionally, the edits need to be introduced
with an extreme level of accuracy, so that other genes are not inadvertently perturbed while
the disease-associated mutation is being repaired. Early reports highlighted the risk of socalled off-target effects, in which CRISPR induced unintended mutations, and, given the
permanent nature of DNA changes, the bar must be set very high for a gene-editing therapy
to be proven safe.

CRISPR is being combined with a new avenue of cancer treatment,
known as cancer immunotherapy, in which human immune cells
are enhanced with genetic engineering, endowing them with
specialized molecules that can hunt down markers specific to
cancer, and then potently eliminate cancerous cells from the body
In spite of the risks and remaining hurdles, the possibilities seem limitless. New studies now
surface at a rate of more than five per day, on average, and investors have poured billions
of dollars into the various companies that are now pursuing CRISPR-based therapeutics.
Someday soon, we may find ourselves in a new era in which genetic diseases and cancer are
no longer incurable maladies to be endured, but tractable medical problems to be solved.

The Looming Ethical Controversy over Embryo Editing
When should that solution begin, though? While most researchers are focused on harnessing
CRISPR to treat patients living with disease, a small but growing number of scientists are,
instead, exploring the use of CRISPR to prevent disease, not in living patients but in future
individuals. By repairing DNA mutations directly in human embryos conceived in the laboratory, from the merger of egg and sperm through in vitro fertilization (IVF), these scientists
hope to create heritable gene edits that would be copied into every cell of the developing
human and passed on to all future offspring.
Introducing gene edits into embryos constitutes a form of germline editing, in which
the germline refers to any germ cells whose genome can be inherited by subsequent generations. Germline editing is routinely practiced by animal breeders because it is the
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most effective way of creating genetically modified animals, and, indeed, methods for injecting CRISPR into mouse embryos have been all but perfected over the last five years. Yet
the notion of performing similar experiments in human embryos is cause for alarm, not just
because of heightened safety concerns when introducing heritable mutations, but because
of the ethical and societal ramifications of a technology that could forever alter the human
genome for generations to come.
In 2015, when it became clear that CRISPR would make human germline editing a distinct
possibility, numerous white papers were published by scientists and nonscientists alike, calling attention to this troubling area of technology development. In almost perfect synchrony,
though, the first research article was published by a group of Chinese scientists in which, for
the first time ever, human embryos were subjected to precision gene editing. The resulting
embryos were not implanted to establish pregnancies, and those initial experiments were
not particularly successful at achieving the desired edits, but, nevertheless, the red line had
been crossed. In the years since, additional studies have continued to surface, and in one of
the most recent articles from a group in the US, the technique was shown to be far safer than
before, and far more effective. Many fear that the first humans to be born with engineered
DNA mutations may be just around the corner.
The media is rife with doomsday scenarios auguring a future of designer babies with
superhuman intelligence, strength, or beauty, and it is important to realize the flaws in such
alarmist reactions. The vast majority of human traits can only partially be ascribed to genetics, and they typically result from thousands and thousands of gene variants, each one
of which has only a vanishingly small impact on determining the trait. It is hard enough to
introduce a single mutation precisely with CRISPR, and no amount of gene editing would be
able to achieve the thousands of edits required for attempting to alter these traits. The sci-fi
futuristic scenarios depicted by movies like Gattaca and books like A Brave New World are
bound to remain just that: science fiction.

In 2015, for the first time ever, human embryos were subjected to
precision gene editing. The resulting embryos were not implanted
to establish pregnancies, and those initial experiments were
not particularly successful at achieving the desired edits, but,
nevertheless, the red line had been crossed
Nevertheless, the emergence of facile, powerful, gene-editing technology may change the
way we think about reproduction, particularly when it comes to highly penetrant, disease-associated mutations. If it becomes possible to eradicate a mutation before birth,
eliminating the chance that a child could ever develop a particular disease, or pass on
the disease-associated mutation to his/her children, should we not pursue such an intervention? But how might such interventions change the way society perceives individuals already living with disease? Who would have access to such interventions, and would
they be offered equitably? And might the use of CRISPR to eliminate disease-associated
mutations simply be the first step down the slippery slope of harnessing gene editing for
genetic enhancements?
These are hard questions, questions that must be discussed and debated, and not just by
scientists but by the many other stakeholders who will be affected by gene-editing technology:
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patients and patient advocacy groups, bioethicists, philosophers, religious leaders, disability
rights advocates, regulators, and members of the public. Furthermore, we must endeavor to
reach across cultural divides and seek international consensus, thereby avoiding a potential
genetic arms race in which countries compete to innovate faster than others.
There are real risks associated with the unfettered pursuit of human germline editing,
but this must not be allowed to stifle the development of CRISPR for improving our society
in other ways. Few technologies are inherently good or bad: what is critical is how we use
them. The power to control our species’ genetic future is both terrifying and awesome, and
we must rise to the challenge of deciding how best to harness it.

Concluding Thoughts
Ten years ago, the term CRISPR was familiar to just a few dozen scientists around the world.
Today, hardly a day passes without a feature story touting the amazing possibilities of CRISPR
technology, and gene editing is quickly becoming a household term. CRISPR has starred in a
Hollywood blockbuster movie, appeared in countless TV series, been discussed by governmental agencies worldwide, and become available online for purchase as a do-it-yourself
kit. Ten years hence, CRISPR will impact the food we eat and the medicine we take, and it
will undoubtedly continue to prove instrumental in our understanding of the natural world
all around us.
So, too, will our understanding of CRISPR itself continue to evolve. For the field of bacterial
adaptive immunity is anything but stagnant, and new discoveries abound as researchers continue to dig deeper and deeper into the billion-year-old genetic conflict between bacteria and
viruses. We now know that CRISPR-Cas9 is just one of many remarkable molecular machines
that microbes have evolved to counteract the perpetual assault from foreign pathogens, and
scientists continue to invent innovative applications of this biological treasure trove. Who
would have thought that scientific curiosity and basic research investigations could unveil
such a promising area of biotechnological exploration?
The American physicist, Leonard Susskind, once wrote: “Unforeseen surprises are the
rule in science, not the exception.” Let us see where the next big breakthrough comes from.
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Climate change—or perhaps more aptly, climate breakdown—
is the greatest challenge facing humanity today. Fossil fuel
is entangled in every aspect of modern life, but burning it
releases carbon dioxide, an invisible gas that warms the Earth
via infrared absorption and remains in the atmosphere for
thousands of years. By 2018, warming of about 1.2°C beyond
the preindustrial baseline has already caused unacceptable
impacts, but these impacts will worsen precipitously as warming
proceeds. The previous decade saw progress in climate science,
but it also saw a procession of devastating climate-changerelated natural disasters affecting both humans and nonhumans.
While humanity’s sense of urgency is growing, it remains far
below the level required to avoid catastrophic warming that
would threaten civilization as we know it.
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The next few years are probably the most important in (human) history.
Dr. Debra Roberts, IPCC Working Group II Co-Chair

It is hard to know where to start when writing about climate change, as it affects nearly every
aspect of human life on this planet, and at every scale. It affects our security, our food and
water systems, our energy and economic systems, our infrastructure. It affects the intensity
and cost of natural disasters. It affects most any ecosystem you care to study, whether terrestrial or marine. It affects our mental health, the priorities of our communities and cities,
the futures of our children. It affects our politics, the openness of our societies, how we as
nations relate to other nations, and how we as individuals relate to each other, especially
those we see as not part of our tribe.
At only 1.2°C of mean global surface warming, many of these aspects of climate change
have already become not just visible, but catastrophic. And it is crucial to realize that every
climate impact will intensify as warming proceeds. In other words, what we are experiencing
today is far from a “new normal”: impacts will get worse, and worse, and worse as warming
proceeds. Indeed, the phrase “climate change” may no longer adequately capture the urgency
of this reality, which might better be described as “climate breakdown”; and many climate
scientists, myself included, are now embracing the label “alarmist.” For there is an alarm
to sound.
Climate breakdown is a devilish problem for humanity. During the nineteenth century, a
handful of scientists worked out how fossil fuel emissions were warming the planet. These
early climate scientists were not alarmed about something so comfortably in the future; some
even thought that a warmer Earth would be a good thing. With each passing decade, fossil
fuel became more deeply entwined into the economy and into daily life, from transportation to construction to manufacturing to food. The infusion of fossil fuel drove spectacular
increases in wealth, mobility, consumption, technology, and medicine. It powered a Green
Revolution in agriculture, and the exponential growth in food inevitably drove an exponential
growth in population. Human civilization today literally runs on fossil fuel. We are addicted
to the stuff: try to imagine a world without it. Try to imagine a military voluntarily giving it
up. As individuals, communities, corporations, and nations, we are deeply attached to the
convenient, profitable, powerful stuff.

The phrase “climate change” may no longer adequately capture
the urgency of this reality, which might better be described as
“climate breakdown”; and many climate scientists, myself included,
are now embracing the label “alarmist.” For there is an alarm to
sound
But the devil will have its due. By the 1960s, scientists began to realize the dangerous implications of global warming and to sound the alarm. A 1965 White House report, for example,
warned that continued fossil fuel use would lead to “apocalyptic” and “irreversible climate
change,” including just over three meters (ten feet) of sea-level rise. Despite these clear warnings, the US government responded by doing nothing. The fossil fuel corporations at first
made good-faith attempts to understand the problem. But in the 1980s, sensing imminent
climate action that could threaten their massive profits, they literally chose to sell out the
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entire world, embarking on a systematic misinformation campaign to sow confusion among
the general public and delay action for as long as possible. Meanwhile, the public lacked even
the usual, visible indications of pollution, such as garbage lying on the ground or smog in the
air. Burning fossil fuel emits carbon dioxide (CO2), a gas that naturally occurs in the atmosphere and traps outgoing infrared radiation, warming the Earth. Because it is odorless and
colorless, CO2 emissions fly below the radar of our awareness. And due to its incremental
and global nature, it is easy to think of climate change as something safely far away or in
the future. Even environmental activists were largely unaware of the climate threat until at
least the 1980s.
This lack of immediacy is perhaps the biggest block to climate action, as the public continues to blithely ignore climate change at the voting booth, placing it at the bottom of their
list of issues. However, even as our lives proceed apace and our day-to-day experience seems
normal—although there are hints for the observant, even in our own backyards, of the massive
changes underway—there is now a growing consensus among Earth scientists that climate
change poses an existential threat to human civilization.
In other words, civilization is at a crossroads. Humans have become the dominant perturbation to the natural world at a global scale, mainly via two mechanisms: by expanding
into and transforming the habitats of other species, and by emitting greenhouse gases and
warming the planet.

Lack of immediacy is perhaps the biggest block to climate action,
as the public continues to blithely ignore climate change at the
voting booth, placing it at the bottom of their list of issues
Today, humanity must choose to transition its entire energy infrastructure away from fossil
fuel in an incredibly short span of time—within the next thirty years—or suffer increasingly
catastrophic consequences.
This brief overview of the potential of climate breakdown to disrupt humanity’s progress
is no doubt a sobering counterweight to the exuberance on display elsewhere in this volume.
While by some metrics humanity is doing better than ever, the overall picture is somewhat
bleaker, as climate breakdown has the potential to derail all this progress. To minimize this
risk, humanity must address it with the utmost urgency, with an energy of mobilization and
level of cooperation never before seen in the history of our species. And unfortunately, humanity as a whole is so far showing little of this necessary urgency; indeed, in recent years
there has even been some regress, as populist, anti-science regimes gain power in the United
States, Europe, and elsewhere. The challenge we face as a species is indeed sobering. While
those who claim that humanity is doing better than ever are bound to be the more popular
messengers, perhaps this is not the time to party, but instead to get to work.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. I first look retrospectively at the decade
before 2018, sampling a few climate milestones. I then discuss a few of the climate impacts
projected to occur at just 1.5°C of warming and 2°C of warming. Next, I discuss some potential
solutions. I argue that we need myriad solutions at all scales, an “all of the above” approach,
but that we must avoid attractive but dangerous pseudo-solutions that may not turn out to
be solutions at all. Finally, I zoom far out to consider our climate conundrum from an astronomical perspective, concluding with thoughts about what a “new enlightenment” might
mean in the context of climate breakdown.
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Because writing such a broad overview requires me both to wander outside my areas of scientific expertise and to offer my opinions, I write this paper primarily from my role as a citizen.

The Last Ten Years in Climate Change
The decade prior to 2018 saw increasing greenhouse gas emissions and warming, advances in
climate science, an increase in climate-change-related disasters and costs, and an increasing
sense of urgency and action.
Perhaps a good way to kick off a brief (and necessarily incomplete) overview of the last
ten years in climate change is with the following simple but astounding facts: Antarctica is
melting three times faster now than it was just a decade ago.1 This is the nature of ice in a
warming world.

Warming over the period 2008 to 2017 is clearly apparent in a variety
of independent heat indicators. That these signals can emerge from
Earth system variability over such a short period is a remarkable
testament to the unprecedented rapidity of warming
The principal driver of warming is human CO2 emissions from fossil fuel burning and deforestation. In June 2018, the atmospheric CO2 fraction measured from Mauna Loa in Hawaii
was 411 ppm, up from 388 ppm in June 2008.2 It has been increasing at a steady exponential
rate of 2.2% per year since about 1790 and a preindustrial level of 280 ppm.3 Recent year-overyear increases have averaged about 2 ppm per year. This stubborn exponential increase in
atmospheric CO2 is indicative of just how foundational fossil fuel has been to human civilization since the Industrial Revolution; stopping that growth in a controlled way (as opposed to
collapse) will require an energy revolution. Humanity, for its entire existence, has obtained
energy primarily by burning things. Our task now is to switch directly to the Sun.

A Warming World
Warming over the period 2008 to 2017 is clearly apparent in a variety of independent heat
indicators. That these signals can emerge from Earth system variability over such a short
period is a remarkable testament to the unprecedented rapidity of warming. At no time in
Earth’s history has it warmed this rapidly.
Figure 1 shows the global mean surface temperature since 1850, relative to the mean value
of 1850–1900, from the Berkeley Earth dataset which blends sea surface temperatures over
ocean and near-surface air temperatures over land.4 The 2015–17 mean value was 1.2°C above
the baseline; the 2017 value estimated from a thirty-one-year extrapolated mean is 1.15°C
above the baseline.5 The global mean surface warming has recently increased by 0.20°C
per decade (as determined from a linear fit from 1988 to 2017). The recent decade included
seven of the ten hottest years on record. If global temperature continues rising at this rate,
it implies attainment of 1.5°C above the baseline in about 2035, and attainment of 2°C above
the baseline in about 2060.
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Bathers at Wannsee, near Berlin, in July 2014, when
temperatures reached over 30°C in Germany. The
customary temperature for that time of year is 20°C.
The year 2014 was the hottest in recorded history
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Figure 1. Global average surface temperature relative
to the 1850–1900 mean through 2017, from Berkeley Earth.
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Figure 2. Global average ocean heat content relative
to the 1955–2006 mean. Shading gives the 90%
confidence interval
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Ocean heat content is an even more reliable indicator of global warming, as over 90% of the
Earth’s current heat imbalance is pouring into the oceans. Figure 2 shows ocean heat content
since 1955 in the layer from the surface down to a depth of two kilometers.6 Both global mean
surface temperature and ocean heat content are increasing so rapidly that it is now becoming
pointless to say, for example, that 2017 broke records for ocean heat.
Summer Arctic sea ice volume fluctuates significantly from one year to the next due to
a variety of factors; it is connected to the rest of the Earth system. However, it decreased
by over 20% from a mean of 18,900 km3 over the decade 1998–2007 to a mean of 14,700 km3
over the decade 2008–17.7 2017 saw record low Arctic sea ice volume of 12,900 km3. In 2017, a
tanker carrying natural gas became the first merchant ship to cross the Arctic without an ice
breaker; and the summer of 2018 saw the first container ship in history successfully traverse
the northern Arctic route.8 In February 2018, there was a massive, long-lived warming event
in the Arctic, with average daily temperatures up to 20°C above the 1958–2002 means. While
anomalous and alarming, the implications are not yet clear.9
Meanwhile, sea-level rise, which has been monitored from space since 1993, has increased
by 3–4 cm over the recent decade. Roughly two thirds of the rise is due to meltwater from
ice sheets and glaciers and roughly one third is due to thermal expansion as the ocean warms.
In 2017, global mean sea level was 77 mm higher than it was in 1993. It is accelerating by 0.084
mm per year. Sea-level rise varies geographically, with anomalies of up to 15 cm above and below this mean rise.10 Over the last decade, it has had a profound effect on tropical cyclone storm
surges, low-lying nations, and sunny-day flooding in coastal cities, and costs are mounting.
Coral reefs were devastated by ocean heat waves between 2014 and 2017. More than 75% of
Earth’s tropical reefs experienced bleaching stress during this period, and 30% experienced
mortality stress levels.11 Mass bleaching now returns on average every six years, faster than
reefs can recover. This is projected to increase as warming progresses.

In 2017, a tanker carrying natural gas became the first merchant
ship to cross the Arctic without an ice breaker; and the summer
of 2018 saw the first container ship in history successfully
traverse the northern Arctic route
There have been a large number of other profound global and regional Earth system changes
over the last decade due to global warming: mountain glaciers have melted; extreme heat days
have increased; spring has moved earlier; and drought, wildfire, and associated ecological
transformation has increased in the US west and elsewhere.

Climate-Related Natural Disasters
The last ten years have seen a rise in climate-related natural disasters and associated costs.
Classes of natural disasters with increasing intensity clearly related to global warming include
tropical cyclones, wildfires, drought, and flooding.
Hurricanes and typhoons are becoming more frequent and more intense due to rapidly
warming oceans, warmer atmospheres that hold more moisture, sea-level rise that intensifies
storm surge, and slower motions due to climate-related jet stream changes. Cyclones are now
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tending to intensify more rapidly as well. Five of the six costliest Atlantic hurricanes have
occurred in the decade 2008–17, the sixth being Hurricane Katrina in 2005.
As many regions become hotter and drier due to climate change, wildfires are worsening.
In the state of California, for example, fifteen of the twenty largest fires in history have burned
since 2000.12 2017 was the most destructive year for wildfires in California on record, and 2018
is on track to break that record.

Wild fires, drought, flooding and tropical cyclones are related to
global warming. Five of the six costliest Atlantic hurricanes have
occurred in the decade 2008–17, the sixth being Hurricane Katrina
in 2005
While drought is challenging to define and measure and has multiple contributing factors,
it has recently become clear (since 2013) that global warming is intensifying drought in
some regions of the world. Climate-intensified drought can be caused by climate-induced
shortfalls in precipitation as well as by higher temperatures, which evaporate soil moisture
and decrease snowpack via earlier melt and a shift from snowfall to rain. Climate change is
now thought to have intensified recent drought in California and the US southwest, and to
have contributed to drought thought to be one factor in precipitating the Syrian civil war
in 2011.13
The other side of drought is excess rainfall, which can cause flooding and mudslides.
Indeed, large-scale teleconnections in the atmosphere (stationary waves) can interconnect
both drying in the western US and flooding in South Asia,14 such as the 2017 monsoon which
affected more than forty-five million people, killing over one thousand. In addition to changes
in atmospheric dynamics, a warmer atmosphere holds more water, leading to heavier precipitation events.
The insurance industry is facing losses due to these enhanced risks, and has not had time
to adapt. 2017 saw record losses in the industry.15

Advances in Climate Science
By 2007, climate scientists had long-since provided the world with unequivocal evidence for
the most important societal response: burning fossil fuel causes warming, which is bringing
catastrophic effects; so stop burning fossil fuel. In that sense, the last decade has seen no
breakthroughs in climate science. Still, the scientific community has filled in many important
details over this period; here are a handful of my personal favorites.
The use of climate models to probabilistically attribute individual weather events to climate change is advancing rapidly, something thought to be impossible in the early 2000s.
In 2004, Stott, Stone, and Allen published the first attribution study for the 2003 deadly
heatwave in Europe.16 Attribution studies are now performed for a wide variety of events.
In 2013, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) stated that attribution of
individual droughts to climate change was not possible; and even a few years ago journalists
would routinely state that no individual event can be attributed to climate change. Today,
however, rigorous model-based attributions sometimes appear days after natural disasters,
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and soon such attributions will be made in real time.17 Real-time attribution could potentially help increase the public’s awareness of urgency. In general, attribution could have legal
implications for corporate carbon polluters.
Remote sensing from satellites has advanced over the last decade. GOSAT (launched
2009) and OCO-2 (launched 2014) provide precision measurements of CO2 concentrations for
the entire planet, a crucial measurement for international cooperation on mitigation. Data
from these carbon-monitoring satellites is also crucial for improving our understanding of
the global carbon cycle. There has also been a quiet revolution in the remote sensing of ecological systems; for example, GOSAT and OCO-2 also serendipitously provide measurements
of solar-induced fluorescence, which allows researchers to deduce plant health, stress, and
productivity. In general, for many space-borne measurements which began in the 1990s,
data records now extend for more than two decades, making them increasingly useful in
climatological contexts.

The use of climate models to probabilistically attribute individual
weather events to climate change is advancing rapidly, something
thought to be impossible in the early 2000s. Stott, Stone, and Allen
published the first attribution study for the 2003 deadly heatwave
in Europe
Whereas in situ measurements of the atmosphere have long relied mainly on mature technologies, such as weather balloons, radar, and LIDAR, the last decade has seen a revolution
in in situ ocean measurements with the advent of Argo floats. Argo is a system of about
4,000 floats distributed over the global ocean. The floats measure temperature, salinity, and
current, spending most of their time drifting at a depth of one kilometer. Every ten days they
descend to two kilometers and then ascend to the surface, where they relay their measurements to satellites. Argo is an international collaboration that went operational with 3,000
floats in 2007, and since then has revolutionized our ability to measure the Earth’s energy
imbalance.
Climate models have also steadily improved. In 2007, the IPCC’s AR4 was released and
global climate models (from the third Coupled Model Intercomparison Project, CMIP3) had
typical horizontal resolutions of about 110 kilometers; resolution has since improved, and
adaptive mesh refinement places high resolution where it is most needed. In 2008, models
were used for the first time to study climate tipping points, such as Arctic sea ice and the
Greenland ice sheet. Modeling of aerosols were improved, and black carbon is given more
attention.18 CMIP5 served as a foundation for the IPCC AR5, which was released in 2013 and
included an in-depth evaluation of the CMIP5 model ensemble. Today, as we head into CMIP6
and IPCC AR6, most projections of global change will come from Earth System Models (ESMs),
which include coupled ecosystem and biosphere models in addition to atmosphere, ocean,
ice, and land. The trend is toward increasing spatial resolution, as computer equipment
continues to become more powerful. Advances in regional modeling and downscaling have
also allowed for increasingly useful regional projections.
In summary, we can now monitor, measure, and model the Earth system with more precision and accuracy than ever. However, there is still much room for improvement. For example, the estimated range of equilibrium climate sensitivity to a doubling of CO2 has been
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essentially unchanged at 1.5°C to 4.5°C since the Charney report in 1979. Difficult modeling
challenges remain, such as improving the representation of clouds and aerosols, carbon
cycle feedbacks, and vegetation; and capturing nonlinearities’ tipping points. All models
are wrong, but some are useful.19 The modeling and observational communities have been
working together to make models—the bridge to knowledge about the future—more useful.

In 2008, models were used for the first time to study climate
tipping points, such as Arctic sea ice and the Greenland ice sheet.
Modeling of aerosols were improved, and black carbon is given
more attention
Finally, it is worth mentioning that over the last decade it has been found that essentially
all working climate scientists (at least 97%) agree that humans are warming the planet. 20
But what about those 3% who deny this consensus? They amounted to thirty-eight peer-reviewed papers over the last decade. It turns out that every single one of them had errors,
and when the errors were corrected, the revised results agreed with the consensus in every
case.21

Humanity’s Response
The most important metric for assessing humanity’s response over the last decade is CO2
emissions, and, globally, emissions are still increasing. The unavoidable conclusion is that
whatever humanity is doing, it is not working; at least not yet.
In 2017, the four largest emitters were China (28%), the US (15%), the EU (10%), and India
(7%).22 China’s emissions began increasing dramatically around 2000 and surpassed the US
in 2005. However, China’s emissions decreased by 0.3% from 2015 to 2017, while India’s emissions increased 4.5% over the same period. India and China have the same population (1.3
and 1.4 billion people, respectively). While India has had a relatively minor part in warming
over the recent decade, it will become increasingly important going forward.
In 2013, the nations of the world met in Paris to discuss climate action under the United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change. Given how little had been accomplished
previously on the international stage, even orchestrating this meeting was a significant
achievement. If the Paris Agreement were to be honored, it would lead to global greenhouse
gas emissions (CO2 and non-CO2) in 2030 of about 55 GtCO2-eqivalents per year, which is not
nearly enough mitigation to keep warming under 1.5°C and would lead to warming well in
excess of 3°C.23 Essentially all available 1.5°C pathways have emissions below 35 GtCO2eq/
yr in 2030, and most require even less. The plan was to strengthen the Paris Agreement
going forward in order to meet targets. However, the United States and President Trump
loudly proclaimed that it will not only ignore the agreement, but will actively pursue policies to increase emissions, such as coddling the coal industry. With the world’s largest contributor to climate change in terms of accumulated emissions out, other countries might
leave as well.
With a vacuum at the federal level in the US and other countries, cities and states are
attempting to take mitigation into their own hands. C40 cities is a network of the world’s
megacities committed to addressing climate change, founded in 2005. Member cities must
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emissions growth. Source: Global Carbon Project

have a plan to deliver their contribution to constraining warming to no more than 1.5°C.
My home state of California, the world’s fifth largest economy, is a leader within the US on
climate action. In 2018, California passed groundbreaking legislation to get to 60% renewable
electricity by 2030 and 100% carbon-free electricity by 2045.

In 2017, the four largest emitters were China (28%), the US (15%),
the EU (10%), and India (7%). China’s emissions began increasing
dramatically around 2000 and surpassed the US in 2005. However,
China’s emissions decreased by 0.3% from 2015 to 2017
Renewables have been growing globally, driven largely by cost decreases and volume from
China. In 2016, solar photovoltaic capacity grew by 50%; and in 2017 solar added 98 gigawatts
globally, more than fossil fuel and nuclear combined. China now has more than 3 million
jobs in solar, over 1,000 times the number of solar jobs in the US (230,000).24 While the US
had a chance to take the lead in the clean energy economy five or ten years ago, today China
has a commanding lead. In 2017, just under 5% of the world’s electricity was generated by
solar and wind.25
China is also taking the lead in electric vehicles (EVs). Total EVs in China in 2017 numbered
3.1 million, up 56% from 2016.26 In Norway in 2017, 39% of car sales were EVs. Ireland has pro-
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claimed that it will not allow sales of internal combustion vehicles after 2030. In California,
EVs accounted for almost 8% of light-vehicle sales in April of 2018.
While it is hard to measure cultural shift, I feel that the last decade has seen a significant
cultural shift on climate. Grassroots movements and direct action are gaining momentum.
The Keystone XL fight and Standing Rock were lines drawn in the sand against fossil fuel
extraction; these and other actions are raising awareness that fossil fuel is harmful. In Europe,
there is a major movement against airport expansion. Academics are attempting to shift their
culture of frequently flying in airplanes. The media still usually fails to mention climate change
after climate-related disasters, but this may be beginning to change. The climate litigation
movement is beginning to gain traction, with youth plaintiffs suing the US government in
what might turn out to be a watershed case. The Sierra club has stopped over two hundred
new coal plants and secured 275 existing plants for retirement. My anecdotal sense is that
people in the US are talking about climate change in their everyday lives more than they did
in 2008, but still not enough.
The popular climate movement is transforming into the climate justice movement, a
response to the deep injustice of climate breakdown: those who contributed to it the most
(wealthy people in wealthy nations in the Global North) will suffer the least, and those who
contributed the least (poor people in poor nations in the Global South) will suffer the most.
Half of global emissions are produced by 10% of the global population. Climate justice could
help move us to an inclusive “all of the above” mindset more quickly, creating the “movement
of movements” that is needed. The climate justice movement must never lose sight of the
most important metric: emissions. Greenhouse gas molecules do not care about our politics,
and a powerful movement must include everyone. A principal focus on reducing emissions
could help minimize the risk of further politicization of climate action.

In 2016, solar photovoltaic capacity grew by 50%; and in 2017
solar added 98 gigawatts globally, more than fossil fuel and
nuclear combined
In summary, the human response in all its inevitable complexity has begun to ramp up at
every scale. It is currently insufficient, but a cultural shift is occurring. People are inspiring
each other.
One recent night, a friend called to tell me that a nearby community’s city council would
be voting in a couple of hours on whether to make their residents’ default electrical mix
50% renewable or 100% renewable. Here in California, many of our communities have been
adopting “community choice energy” under a state law allowing cities and counties to band
together and choose how their electricity mix is generated. Residents are enroled in a particular plan by default, and can opt into another plan. Since the vast majority remain in the
default, our mission was to lobby the city council for the 100% renewable option. So I headed
downtown. I spoke for two minutes, and the council began deliberations. My friend, running
late from a similar action in another city, arrived just before the vote, and was given a chance
to speak as well. The council voted 5–0 in favor of the 100% renewable default option. After
the vote, three of the council members actually came down from the bench and exchanged
hugs with us. It was a small action, but it felt wonderful.
Each one of us is a single mammal. We are limited in what we are able do. It is therefore
natural to feel overwhelmed by climate breakdown. But shutting down will only make us
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feel worse. If we each do all we can, it may not be enough; but we cannot do more. Doing all
we can connects us to everyone else around the world also doing all they can. It is the best
cure for the climate blues.27

The Carbon Budget for 1.5°C
Humanity as of 2017 is emitting 42 ± 3 GtCO2 per year, or about 1 GtCO2 every 8.6 days,28 up
from 34 GtCO2 per year in 2007 (the 2002–12 mean).29 This implies humanity’s CO2 emissions
have been increasing at about the same 2.2% annual rate as the atmospheric CO2 fraction.
Over these eleven years, the human population increased by 13%, or nearly a billion people
(from 6.7 billion in 2007 to 7.6 billion in 2017). Global per capita CO2 emissions increased by
9%. In other words, global emissions are driven by growth in both population and individual
consumption.
By 2017, humanity had emitted about two trillion tonnes of CO2 cumulatively (2200 ± 320
GtCO2).30 According to the IPCC, a 1.5°C maximum is likely still physically possible. By the end
of 2018, for a two-thirds chance of staying below 1.5°C the IPCC estimates that humanity can
emit an additional 530 GtCO2 or 380 GtCO2, depending on whether temperature is measured
using sea surface temperatures or near-surface air temperatures over the ocean, respectively.31
At current rates of emissions, the first year the planet will surpass the 1.5°C mark would
likely be in the late 2020s or early 2030s.32 If emissions continued, the planet would surpass
2°C of warming around mid-century.
If humanity were to begin ramping down immediately and achieve net-zero CO2 emissions
by 2055, and in addition began ramping down non-CO2 forcings by 2030, CO2 emissions would
remain within the 530 GtCO2 budget.33 This would require global cooperation and mobilization
greater even than World War II, and no fighting between nations could be afforded.

At current rates of emissions, the first year the planet will
surpass the 1.5°C mark would likely be in the late 2020s or early
2030s. If emissions continued, the planet would surpass 2°C of
warming around mid-century
If humanity achieved net-zero CO2 emissions and declining (or net-zero) non-CO2 forcings
on these approximate timescales, anthropogenic warming would likely halt after a few decades.34 Earth system feedbacks, such as permafrost methane release, loss of forests, and the
ice-albedo feedback, may continue to cause additional warming long after this point; the
trajectory of that warming (its strength as a function of time, and its ultimate duration) is
unknown.35 A gradually decreasing fraction of accumulated atmospheric CO2 would remain
in the atmosphere for thousands of years, causing the global temperature to decline gradually
as well; maintenance of anthropogenic warming on a timescale of centuries would cause
additional ice loss and sea-level rise.36 Carbon dioxide removal (CDR) could mitigate these
long-term impacts, but the feasibility of large-scale CDR is unknown.
The relatively simple framing of CO2 budgets hides much complexity and uncertainty, and
the scientific community feels that the IPCC’s estimate is more likely overly optimistic than
overly pessimistic, for two principal reasons. First, the IPCC used a preindustrial baseline
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of 1850–1900. Because large-scale fossil CO2 emissions began about a hundred years earlier,
this late-nineteenth-century baseline could understate global mean temperatures by up to
0.2°C.37 In the worst case, this would imply, then, that humanity was in arrears by about a
decade, or roughly 400 GtCO2, leaving a budget of as little as 100 GtCO2. Second, the IPCC has
not attempted to include carbon cycle feedbacks such as permafrost melting and wetland
emissions; according to the IPCC SR1.5, emissions from these feedbacks could detract 100
GtCO2 from the 1.5°C budget. Due to these two considerations alone, therefore, it is conceivable that humanity has already burned through the entire CO2 budget for 1.5°C. Each passing
day’s emissions, of course, make “lock in” of 1.5°C more likely.
Additional sources of uncertainty in the budget include incomplete knowledge of the
climate response (±400 GtCO2) and uncertainty about how humanity will mitigate non-CO2
forcings (methane, black carbon, nitrous oxide, and hydrofluorocarbons, ±250 GtCO2).
It is important to remember that 1.5°C is an arbitrary threshold for communicating risks
and setting goals. As for what actually matters on the planet, the warmer it gets, the worse
the impacts will be. Whatever the actual (essentially unknowable) amount of CO2 we can emit
while remaining below any arbitrary level of warming, be it 1.5°C or 2°C, humanity’s course
of action remains the same: reduce emissions as fast as possible (mitigation), and buckle in
for a wild ride (adaptation).

What We Stand to Lose: 1.5°C, 2°C, and Beyond
It does seem clear, however, that 1.5°C is the best humanity can possibly hope for at this
point, and unfortunately this level of warming will intensify impacts beyond today’s. Here I
present a brief survey of impacts. Due to space constraints, I focus on comparing impacts at
1.5°C to impacts at 2°C; and although impacts are expected to exhibit deep regional variation,
I focus here on the global picture.
Heat extremes over land are projected to shift to about 3°C hotter, although this shift will
depend on region; generally speaking, expect a 47°C heatwave to clock in at about 50°C in the
warmer world.38 At 2°C, heatwaves will be 4°C hotter than they currently are; expect a 47°C
heatwave to clock in at 51°C. Frequency of warm extremes (that would occur over land once in
twenty years in today’s climate) are projected to increase by 129% under 1.5°C of warming, and by 343% under 2°C of warming.39 Warm spell durations are projected to increase
on average by seventeen days under 1.5°C of warming, and by thirty-five days under 2°C
of warming.40
The frequency of extreme rainfall over land is projected to increase by 17% under warming
of 1.5°C and 36% under warming of 2°C.41

Heat extremes over land are projected to shift to about 3°C hotter,
although this shift will depend on region; generally speaking,
expect a 47°C heatwave to clock in at about 50°C in the warmer
world
Sea level is projected to rise 26 cm to 77 cm by 2100 for 1.5°C of warming, and 2°C of warming
is projected to bring an additional 10 cm; even this seemingly modest additional rise likely
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translates into an additional ten million displaced people globally.42 Annual economic losses due to foods are estimated at US$10 trillion under 1.5°C of warming, and US$12 trillion
under 2°C of warming.43 Sea level will continue to increase beyond 2100, with a potential
for increases of several meters over hundreds of years as ice sheets are irreversibly lost.44
However, the trajectory of ice-sheet loss and the resulting sea-level rise is still highly uncertain. Ice-sheet scientists are increasingly pointing out the potential for a much larger, much
more rapid sea-level rise due to nonlinear loss of ice sheets, especially in west Antarctica,
which could be triggered by global warming of even just 1.5°C.45 Such a rapid increase would
have profound implications for the world’s coastal cities, the global economy, and global
political stability.
Relative to 1.5°C, average vertebrate habitat loss doubles, and average invertebrate habitat
loss triples at 2°C.46 Relative to 1.5°C, an additional 1.5 million to 2.5 million square kilometers
of permafrost are projected to melt at 2°C.47
At 1.5°C, between 70% and 90% of the world’s warm water coral reefs are projected to be
lost; at 2°C, 99% of reefs would be lost.48 At 1.5°C, the global annual fish catch is projected to
decrease by 1.5 million tonnes compared to 3 million tonnes for 2°C.49
The Atlantic meridional overturning circulation is projected to decrease by 11% under
1.5°C of warming and by 34% under 2°C of warming in 2100.50
Biodiversity losses are rapid and long-lasting; for example, biodiversity loss in mammals
expected to occur over the next fifty years will last for millions of years, as evolution gradually
recreates diversity.51 I personally find it staggering that the consequences of the decisions we
make over the next few decades will stretch out for millions of years.
Health risks increase with temperature. The suitability of drylands for malaria transmission is projected to increase by 19% under 1.5°C of warming and 27% under 2°C of warming.52
As temperatures increase, there will be more numerous Aedes mosquitoes, and over a larger
geographic range, increasing the risk of dengue fever, chikungunya, yellow fever, and Zika
virus. The range and seasonality of Lyme and other tick-borne diseases are projected to
expand in North America and Europe, and projections worsen with temperature.53 At 1.5°C,
twice as many megacities are likely to experience heat stress, exposing 350 additional people
to deadly heat by 2050.54

One study projects global maize yields to decrease by 6% under
warming of 1.5°C and 9% under warming of 2°C by 2100
The integrated global food system is complex, to say the least. Future food security will depend
on the interplay between regional crop stresses (temperature, water, pests, soil depletion),
adaptation, population, consumption patterns, energy costs, and international markets.
So far, technological yield gains have managed to keep pace with global warming, but this
may not last as stresses increase. One study projects global maize yields to decrease by 6%
under warming of 1.5°C and 9% under warming of 2°C by 2100.55 Another study projects that
mean yields in four countries responsible for over two thirds of maize production (the US,
Brazil, Argentina, and China) will decrease by 8–18% under 2°C of warming, and by 19–46%
under 4°C of warming.56 (These estimates do not include additional stresses from aquifer
depletion.)
It is possible that yields of all crops could drop more steeply under higher temperatures,
as plant and pest responses to warming are not expected to remain linear; this steep drop
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with temperature ensures that warming will bring greater harvest variability. With increasing
likelihood of simultaneous yield losses in multiple regions and multiple crops, serious price
shocks such as the tripling that occurred in 1972–1974 (due to extreme temperatures in the
USSR) could become frequent.57 When projected yield losses and variability increases are
combined with projected population growth, it is a cause for concern.
Global poverty is projected to increase with warming. At 1.5°C, the number of people
exposed to climate-related poverty is reduced by up to several hundred million by 2050
relative to 2°C.58
Beyond 2°C of warming, impacts get much worse and adaptation gets more expensive
and less effective.

Near-Term Solutions: “All of the Above” but “Keep It Real”
Preventing more than 1.5°C of warming above the 1850–1900 baseline at this late date (if it
is still possible) would require a massive global mobilization, far exceeding current levels of
action and even current pledges of the Paris Agreement. In my opinion, to succeed, humanity
will need to make climate action its highest priority, above even economic growth.
The recent IPCC special report on global warming of 1.5°C (IPCC SR1.5) suggests that such a
goal is at least still physically possible.59 Whether this is true or not, however, is immaterial to
humanity’s course of action. The path to 2°C of warming and beyond is via 1.5°C of warming,
and, as we saw in the previous section, impacts worsen profoundly as warming increases.
While the fine details of these projected impacts are still the subject of scientific debate,
the essential fact of dangerous anthropogenic warming is not. The human response, however,
will always be up for debate. The recommendations that follow are therefore necessarily my
opinions as a global citizen.

Preventing more than 1.5°C of warming above the 1850–1900
baseline at this late date (if it is still possible) would require
a massive global mobilization, far exceeding current levels of
action and even current pledges of the Paris Agreement. To
succeed, humanity will need to make climate action its highest
priority, above even economic growth
Overall, we need to be very careful to adopt solutions that will result in actual emissions reductions, here and now. Call me crazy, but I think that a good way to respond to a crisis caused
by burning fossil fuel is to stop burning fossil fuel, at every scale. We should not necessarily
expect life to go on exactly as it has in the age of fossil fuel. And that’s OK: a livable planet is
far more important than preserving a status quo that has not even been making us happy.

Dangerous Thinking
Assessments of the utility of a specific climate action must also include its feasibility. Unfortunately, human nature gravitates to potential solutions that require no immediate change,
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but that appear somehow technologically sexy. Perhaps many of us tend to fetishize such
techno-fixes because they resonate with one of our society’s most powerful myths: progress.
Such “solutions” are dangerous because they reduce urgency and divert from meaningful
climate action.
Perhaps the most dangerous example of this sort of magical thinking is negative emissions
technologies (NETs). Leading NET schemes include bioenergy carbon capture and storage
(BECCS) and enhanced rock weathering. While I believe that research on NET schemes should
be ramped up, counting on them to solve climate breakdown is dangerously irresponsible.
These technologies do not exist at scale yet, and may not exist in time to help. To assume
that NETs will someday draw down CO2 from the atmosphere, thereby magically atoning for
today’s carbon, is to burden our children with both paying for the scheme (guaranteed by
the second law of thermodynamics to be costly) and suffering with a higher level of warming
than if mitigation had urgently proceeded.

Research on NET schemes should be ramped up, but counting on
them to solve climate breakdown is dangerously irresponsible.
These technologies do not exist at scale yet, and may not exist
in time to help
Another example is agricultural biofuel. Given the projections for food insecurity described
in the previous section, there is no feasible path for agricultural biofuel to become a major
component of climate action. Furthermore, the energy return on energy invested (EROEI) for
corn ethanol is approximately 1:1, meaning it takes as much energy to produce corn ethanol
as is released by burning corn ethanol.60 Even inefficient tar sands oil has an EROEI of 4:1,
and wind power has an EROEI of 20:1. While research should continue on unconventional
energy sources such as artificial photosynthesis, these programs should not be seen as “solutions” for the simple reason that they do not yet exist, and may not exist in time to mitigate
the current climate crisis. To mitigate the current climate crisis effectively, they would likely
need to be deployed and scaled up to global levels within the next ten years or so (that is,
before 2030); this seems exceedingly unlikely. The longer it takes for them to arrive, the less
effective they will be.
Solar geoengineering refers to large-scale efforts by humanity to reflect a fraction of
incoming sunlight.61 Of the possible schemes, the most popular involves mimicking volcanic eruptions by distributing bright aerosols into the stratosphere. Unlike NETs, aerosol
geoengineering is technologically and economically feasible. Unfortunately, it could cause
additional disruptive climate and precipitation changes; it would not address ocean acidification; and worst of all, it could set up a “termination shock,” saddling our children with a
massive, sudden temperature spike if civilization becomes unable for any reason to continue
supporting a large fleet of pollution-spraying airplanes. Our understanding of the ramifications of aerosol geoengineering is still crude, and research in this area should accelerate.
It will be unfortunate if humanity feels that aerosol geoengineering is its best option, but
this could soon be the case if procrastination continues and climate impacts are allowed
to worsen. In this case it would be far better to have mature research in hand to guide the
project.
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Meaningful Action
Unlike the above pseudo-solutions, meaningful action will require cultural shift and broad
public support. Burning fossil fuel causes harm, and must no longer be seen as acceptable.
The public does not understand the urgency of the situation. To me, this is actually a source
of hope: once the public does wake up, the rapidity of action could be genuinely surprising.
Public support would cause powerful institutions and governments to fight for climate action,
instead of against it. To me, the difference would be like night and day.

Once the public wakes up, the rapidity of action could be
genuinely surprising. Public support would cause powerful
institutions and governments to fight for climate action, instead
of against it. To me, the difference would be like night and day
Hastening this cultural shift is up to each of us. There is no shortcut. I think this is an empowering message: personal actions matter, because individual, community, and collective action
are inextricably intertwined. Collective action enables individual action (by changing systems)
and individual action enables collective action (by changing social norms). The distinction
between individual and collective action blurs, and it turns out to be a false dichotomy. We
need action at all scales. For those who are concerned about climate breakdown, I recommend deeply and systematically reducing your own emissions, and working to spread that
change within your community and beyond, via people you know, community institutions,
and passionate communication aligning with your talents.62
In the very near term, the best first step any nation could take would be to implement a
carbon fee and dividend.63 Whenever any fossil fuel is taken from the ground or imported
over a border, a fee would be assessed based on the embodied CO2 emissions (and possibly
also on other greenhouse gases). The fee would start at a modest level (likely less than $100
per tonne CO2) and increase every year at a scheduled rate, eventually becoming prohibitively
high (thousands of US dollars). This would fix a glaring problem in the market—that while
climate pollution is incredibly costly to civilization, it is still free to pollute. Alternatives to
fossil fuel would thus become increasingly viable throughout the economy, from carbon-free
electricity, to locally grown organic food, to sustainable manufacturing, to slow travel options
other than flying. The price predictability would accelerate a phased, orderly divestment from
fossil fuel, and systematic investment in alternatives. People, institutions, and businesses
would naturally also look for ways to use energy more efficiently (including food). Diets
would naturally shift away from meat, and innovative meat substitutes would continue to
be developed and embraced by consumers.
One hundred percent of the revenue would then be returned to every citizen. This would
ensure that poor households would not be penalized by the policy; in fact, the poorest three
quarters or so of households would come out ahead, since wealthy people use more energy,
and would contribute proportionally more to the revenue. The dividend would make the
policy popular, and the policy ought to be amenable to both conservatives (since it fixes the
market, does not grow the government, and does not hurt the economy) and liberals (since it
protects the environment and helps poor households and marginal communities). Imagine
that: a climate action that unites.
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Another excellent step any nation could take would be to simply use less energy. This
would make the energy transition much easier. For example, I estimate that halving electricity usage in the US would require building only a quarter as much new carbon-free generative capacity; it would also support electrification of other sectors, such as transportation,
industry, and heating and cooling. Using less energy would require government regulation, which, of course, requires public support to do in any meaningful way. The US state
of California is an excellent example in this regard, and continues to demonstrate what is
actually possible.
Dealing with non-CO2 emissions (such as hydrofluorocarbons) and deforestation would
also benefit from regulation. First, nations will need to decide to lead within their own borders.
They will then need to advocate for strong, enforceable international regulations. In other
words, the cultural shift will need to become strong enough to support meaningful action
at the international level. To do this will require lead nations such as China, the US, and EU
nations to recognize their outsized role in the climate crisis, and agree to provide appropriate
economic support to countries who have had much smaller roles. For example, lead nations
benefit if Indonesia stops deforestation; perhaps they should provide economic support
for this, to offset Indonesia’s financial losses. More generally, the cultural shift will need to
become strong enough to begin atonement (recognition of responsibility) and reparations
(economic support).

Lead nations such as China and the US, as well as the EU, must
recognize their outsized role in the climate crisis, and agree to
provide appropriate economic support to countries who have
had much smaller roles. Lead nations benefit if Indonesia stops
deforestation; perhaps they should provide economic support
for this, to offset Indonesia’s financial losses
In a democracy, major policy programs such as a carbon fee and dividend and powerful regulations to rapidly and systematically deal with non-CO2 emissions require policy makers who
support such programs; having those policy makers in office requires them winning elections
on platforms that include such programs; winning those elections requires having sufficient
votes; having sufficient votes requires a public that actively supports the policies; and having
that supportive public requires a cultural shift. Polls in the US, for example, consistently
show climate at or near the bottom of the list of issues of concern for both Republican and
Democratic voters; this needs to change.
Therefore, the question “How do we get policies needed for rapid, meaningful action on
climate change” is really the same as “How do we get a cultural shift to climate concern”?
Humanity also needs to move toward respecting ecological constraints as rapidly as possible. In my opinion, meaningful collective action that leads to civilizational respect for
planetary boundaries will require the cultural shift to proceed even further than required for
strong regulatory frameworks and carbon fees. In my personal vision for how humanity can
avoid further civilizational collapse, I envision climate regulations and carbon fees happening first, and feeding back into an even larger cultural shift by inspiring hope and improving
lives. The near-term, feasible step of a strong fee and dividend, for example, could catalyze
a shift in narrative—from “joyless human dominion and growth” to “joyful stewardship on
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The Golmud Solar Park in Qinghai, China, is one of that
country’s first six clean-energy projects. China invested
over 127 billion dollars in renewable energy sources
in 2017
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a fragile and interconnected Earth.” It is difficult to imagine the transformative power such
a shift could unleash.

The Astronomical Perspective
When viewing the iconic photograph known as “Earthrise,” taken by Apollo 8 astronaut Bill
Anders in 1968, one cannot help but see our planet as the fragile, astronomically unlikely
oasis in a dark cold void that it actually is. We live on spaceship Earth, together with each
other and the rest of life as we know it. The world that many of us and our collective culture
take for granted, to “have dominion over,” is in reality a tiny, isolated system perfectly situated relative to a spherical nuclear inferno and with just the right mixture of chemicals in
its paper-thin atmosphere to be congenial to human life and human civilization. Of all the
accomplishments in climate science over the last ten years, perhaps this is the most important: adding to the unequivocal evidence of the fragility of Earth’s climate, and that humans
are now singlehandedly moving it beyond the safe zone for civilization.

Climate breakdown might help to explain the perplexing silence
emanating from the billions and billions of planets orbiting almost
every star in the night sky
Astrobiology is the study of how life arises on planets throughout the universe. Astrobiologists
now speculate that climate breakdown may be a challenge not just for human civilization,
but for civilizations on other planets, as well.64 Climate breakdown might help to explain the
perplexing silence emanating from the billions and billions of planets orbiting almost every
star in the night sky. Perhaps ours is not the only civilization to discover fossil fuel and realize
its usefulness, become addicted to it, and dangerously warm its planet’s climate.
It was natural that humanity made use of fossil fuel to build civilization. But now that
we so clearly know that burning fossil fuel causes irreversible harm at a planetary scale, we
must transition as though the future of human and nonhuman life on Earth depends on it.

Toward a New Enlightenment: Humanity’s Place in the Web of Life
As humanity goes forward, it would do well to examine why it has arrived at this civilizational
crossroads, and what lessons can be learned. The two most urgent crises facing the global
biosphere, and therefore humanity, are climate change and habitat loss. Both of these arise
from the prevailing mindset of the dominant globalized culture of “take and consume,” with
little thought of how one’s actions might affect other beings on spaceship Earth, both human
and nonhuman.
The main lesson to be learned, then, might be that everything in the biosphere—including
any individual human, and certainly the human species—is not separate, but connected to
everything else. This logically leads to a golden rule for sustainable civilization: treat the Earth
and its beings as you would have it and them treat you—because they are you. A key difference
between those with the mindset of separation and those with the mindset of connection is
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that the former take for granted, and selfishness informs their actions; while the latter feel
deep gratitude for all the factors of their existence, and this gratitude informs their actions.
In addition to a rapid transition away from fossil fuel, humanity must confront the other
major ongoing global crises: habitat loss. At least half of the Earth must be designated for
nonhuman habitat to make space for other species.65 This might be the only way our planet
can begin to regenerate a healthy biosphere, which is certainly in humanity’s long-term
self-interest. This would require an entirely new paradigm for humanity: a paradigm not of
uncontrolled exponential growth, but, instead, a collective self-awareness, respect for limits,
and a joyful humility at being just one strand of the web of life on this beautiful planet.
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For globalization to deliver to its full potential, all
governments should take more seriously the essential
insight provided by economics that open markets
need to be accompanied by policies that make their
impact less disruptive and more beneficially inclusive
for the population at large. The real dilemmas must be
acknowledged and acted upon, and not evaded as is done
when tweaking trade policy is wrongly alleged to be the
instrument to address unacceptable social ills.
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This article was written ten years after the outbreak of the worst crisis that the global economy
had known in more than seventy-five years. The meltdown of the subprime market that had
happened in the summer of 2007 in the United States became a full-blown crisis as Lehman
Brothers collapsed in the early hours of the morning on September 15, 2008. The financial
panic lived during those days not only marked the end of the so-called Great Moderation,
but also the beginning of a period if not of twilight, at least of seriously deflated expectations,
about modern globalization.
The decade that preceded the great crisis of 2008–09 was by several measures a golden
period for globalization, which had been painstakingly rebuilt over the previous fifty years
after its destruction during the Great Depression and World War II. Despite the Asian crisis
of 1997–98, and other financial crises in other emerging economies, globalization intensified
markedly in the 1990s to the point that already by the end of the twentieth century it had
surpassed, at least on the trade and financial fronts, that phenomenon’s previous golden era
of a century earlier.
During the mini golden era of contemporary globalization, it was not only that trade in
goods and services as well as capital flows across borders grew to unprecedented levels, but
also that a process of economic convergence between the developed and the emerging and
developing economies took place at last.
For over one hundred years, the group of countries known in recent history as the advanced
ones—chief among them the United States, and those in western Europe and Japan—consistently generated sixty percent or more of global output. This group’s large share of world
production seemed to be perpetual. That economic predominance was not challenged even
by the industrialization of the Soviet Union nor by the take off in the 1960s of some previously
underdeveloped countries.
In 1950 the share of the advanced countries was sixty-two percent of global GDP, in purchasing power parity (PPP) terms, and twenty-two percent of world population. Two decades later
that share of world output was the same and was still similar by 1990, notwithstanding that
those countries’ population had fallen to fifteen percent of the world’s total (Maddison, 2001).
Indeed, economic convergence of developing countries with industrialized ones appeared
unachievable throughout most of the twentieth century. Countries accounting for most of the
world’s population seemed to be perennially condemned to only a small share of global GDP.

The decade that preceded the great crisis of 2008–09 was by
several measures a golden period for globalization, which had
been painstakingly rebuilt over the previous fifty years after its
destruction during the Great Depression and World War II
That seemingly historical regularity ended during the precrisis decade. Now, since the middle
of the first decade of this century, the group of emerging or developing countries produces
more than half of world output (Buiter and Rahbari, 2011). Needless to say, the richest countries’ per capita income still surpasses every one of today’s fastest growing emerging countries
by a substantial margin. But the historical gap has closed significantly.
Part of this story of economic convergence is that during the last few decades the group of
rich countries registered slower growth than before. However, convergence has been much
more about the faster growth of developing countries, and this growth has been driven by
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precisely those countries that, having been relatively closed a few decades ago, took the crucial step around the 1980s to integrate into the global economy. Thus, in less than a quarter
of a century, a group of developing countries—home to more than fifty-five percent of the
world’s population—while doubling their ratio of trade to GDP and becoming more open to
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI), were able to raise their per capita GDP at more than twice
the rate of rich countries. Significantly, they also reduced both the number and proportion
of their people living in extreme poverty—despite their substantial population increases.
Those countries are typically the ones that have been able to fast-track their industrialization by inserting their productive capacities into the global supply chains made possible
by the information technology (IT) revolution (Baldwin, 2014).
Prior to this revolution, industrialization was about economies of scale as well as vertical
integration and clustering of production processes. Consequently, building a competitive
industry required a deep industrial base, a condition historically achieved by a rather small
number of countries.
In turn, international trade was about specialization in the production of goods or commodities and essentially consisted of selling the merchandise produced in one country to
customers in another; in other words, practically a two-way trade.
As computing and telecommunication capabilities became cheaper and enormously potent, in the presence of already inexpensive transportation costs and lower impediments to
cross-border trade, it became economically attractive to separate the previously integrated and
concentrated production processes. Production dispersion in internationalized supply chains
now became cost effective and eventually, in many cases, the only way to remain competitive.
Increasingly, the old manufacturing clusters have given way to geographical fragmentation
of production supported by incessant flows of investment, technology, personnel expertise, information, finance, and highly efficient transportation and logistics services, none of
which would be attainable at the speed and with the certitude required without modern IT.
This revolution has made it relatively inexpensive to coordinate complex activities situated
in locations all over the world, making international supply chains feasible and profitable.
The implications of this transformation for the international division of labor are far reaching. On the one hand, by off-shoring fragments of their productive activities, the developed
countries’ firms can now put their more advanced technologies together with the low-cost
labor of developing countries to augment their competitiveness. On the other, developing
countries, by virtue of assimilating off-shored links of the supply chain, can now industrialize
more rapidly without waiting to build the deep industrial base formerly required. Thanks to
this unbundling and off-shoring, nations can industrialize, not by building, but by joining a
supply chain, making industrialization faster and easier.
The new organization of production, driven by the Internet and the other tools of IT, does
not pertain only to large corporations as commonly believed. The Internet is fueling transformations covering the entire value chain in practically all sectors and types of companies.
In fact, its impact has been most significant in small- and medium-sized enterprises and
start-ups. Remarkably, it is now possible for a small firm to be a global company practically
as soon as it is born.
On the international trade front, increasingly, countries’ comparative advantage is no
longer about finished goods or commodities; it is about the finer tasks that make up the manufacturing, commercial, and financial processes necessary to ultimately produce and deliver
the goods demanded by consumers. Interestingly, the services or tasks that go before and
after the fabrication itself of each final good have become a larger proportion of its definitive
value—this determines the so-called smile curve.
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Three workers walking inside Piaggio Vietnam in April
2015. This factory on the outskirts of Hanoi produces the
iconic Vespa, and has made over half-a-million scooters
since the company moved its Asian headquarters from
Singapore to Vietnam in 2009
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Each good sold at the end of its supply chain is a conjunction of many countries’ capital, labor,
technology, infrastructure, finance, and business environments. This is leading to a profound
change in the way we look at, study, and measure the evolution of the global economy.
Of course, the fact that technological progress is leading to a fundamental change in the pattern of production and trade—and with it a redistribution of economic might—across the world
is not unprecedented in human history. It happened before with the Industrial Revolution.
A profound shift and concentration of economic power among the nations of the world took
place over the course of just a few decades, and those countries that played the new game best
became the advanced ones, not only of the late nineteenth century but also of the twentieth.
In the economic rebalancing occurring during our time, although there have been many
developing countries achieving rates of economic growth above those of rich countries, the
case of China stands out among all of them. Thanks to its high average GDP growth for over
two decades, ten years or so ago China had already become the second largest economy in
the world, whereas as recently as 1990, it was only the tenth largest with a GDP even smaller
than that of Spain that year.
By the eve of the financial crisis, it had also passed from being a marginal participant in
global trade flows to be the largest exporter and the second largest importer of goods in the
world, as well as the fastest growing importer of commercial services, ranking the third largest
in the world. It also became the recipient of the largest flows of FDI, even surpassing the net
flows going into the United States.

The services or tasks that go before and after the fabrication
itself of each final good have become a larger proportion of its
definitive value—this determines the so-called smile curve
China’s growth has been an accelerator of the new pattern of international production and
trade that created unprecedented opportunities for other developing countries while allowing
developed ones to have new fast-growing outlets for their own products, investments, and
technologies. That growth also enlarged the pool of global savings, thus helping to loosen
financial constraints, not least for the United States. Ironically, the latter aspect of China’s
success was also part of the story that led to the financial crisis that interrupted the mini golden
era of globalization. It is now commonly believed that the crisis was caused by recklessness
alone on the part of private financial institutions, mainly US but also European ones, and
it seems to be forgotten that, in truth, the turmoil had some deep macroeconomic policy
mismanagements and imbalances as its primary causes.
Lax fiscal and monetary policies played into the US economy’s seemingly insatiable absorption of the vast pool of foreign savings, which, in turn, was made possible by key rigidities in
the other major countries’ economic policies, certainly China’s, but others such as Germany
and Japan as well. The underpricing of highly risky assets was the end result not only of
faulty financial engineering but, more fundamentally, of too much liquidity chasing too few
sound investment opportunities. Quite aside from the well-documented incompetent and
foolhardy behavior of a number of financial institutions, without the massive borrowing by
some countries and the massive lending by others, and of course the policies and structural
factors underlying such imbalances, it would have been impossible to create such a tremendous economic disaster.
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As warned repeatedly by some observers, the global macroeconomic imbalances were
bound to cause trouble, and they did. Although the crisis originated and spread from the US
financial markets, it soon became apparent that no significant economy would be spared the
pain, and actually the guilt, from having allowed the roots of the crisis to grow so strong. For
a while, the members of the Eurozone proclaimed themselves as victims and not culprits for
the disaster on the basis that they had managed to keep a nearly balanced current account
for the Union as a whole. They were failing to acknowledge that serious macroeconomic imbalances did exist within the European Monetary Union (EMU)—those between its northern
members, chiefly Germany, and their southern partners. The truth is that Germany’s current
account surpluses were, among other things, feeding consumption binges in Greece, supporting exuberant construction booms in Spain and Ireland, funding unsustainable fiscal
deficits in Portugal, and even helping to inflate the real-estate bubble in the US—as more
than a few of the German banks’ balance sheets painfully revealed in due time. Japan was
another country that failed to take into account the effect of its large surpluses on its trading
partners.
Extravagant claims about being decoupled from the US travails were also foolishly entertained in some important countries of Latin America. The commodities super-cycle that
more or less survived until 2014 was the opioid that caused the leaders of those countries to
rest on their laurels and fail to recognize the illnesses that had infected our economies well
before the crisis. The chief consequence of the Latin American complacency of a few years
ago is that, as the global economy gained enough momentum to leave the great crisis behind,
the opposite happened in our region.
Sensibly, if only after the fact, the G20 leaders were right on target when, at their first
Washington Summit of November 15, 2008, they identified insufficiently coordinated macroeconomic policies at the root of the crisis that had erupted with great force that fall. They
recognized that as their national economies had become more interdependent, which had
been positive for growth, this interdependence had also exacerbated policy challenges, including the need for more, not less, macroeconomic policy coordination. Unfortunately, that
admission and the pledge to fix it, were made too late and were short lived.

The world has not and will not be the same after the other Black Monday, the one of September 15, 2008. For one thing, not only did the great crisis cause a meaningful loss of output
throughout the years of its acute phase, it also brought about a negative effect on the trajectory
of world output that has proved permanent. A secular dampening on global growth is part of
our new normal. We are living through a period—one that will probably last a long time—of
deflated or diminished expectations.
It is evident that the prospects for most economies, even in the presence of the relatively
benign world output growth figures of 2017 and 2018, are very different from the ones entertained only a bit longer than a decade or so ago.
Although the list of factors suspected of contributing to the deflation of global growth
expectations is not an insignificant one, not least as it includes both the mystery of reduced
growth productivity as well as the aging of the labor force in advanced countries, particular
consideration must be given to the question of whether globalization—a significant growth
engine—might have peaked already and could even be at risk of significant reversion.
Naturally, most of the attention to the question of possible deglobalization has centered
on trade (Hoekman, 2015; and IMF, 2016). The global trade to GDP ratio grew from roughly
twenty-five percent in 1960 to sixty percent in 2008. This happened because, from 1960 to
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the eve of the crisis in 2007, global trade in goods and services grew at an average real rate
of about six percent a year, which was about twice that of real GDP growth during the same
period. After a sharp drop during the crisis and a brief rebound in its immediate aftermath,
trade growth has been very weak relative to the past; in fact, until 2017 it was not even keeping up with global output growth over several years. If that trend were to prevail, then the
trade/GDP ratio of sixty percent would prove to be a peak and would give credence to the
presumption that globalization is stalling and even risks reversing.
The confirmation of this presumption should be hugely concerning for those, like myself, who believe that the payoff of trade expansion has been on balance quite favorable not
only for global growth—of both developed and emerging economies—but also in particular
to increase average per capita income, reduce poverty rates, and accelerate human development in many developing countries. We get some relief regarding this issue from those
who submit and empirically support the view that for the most part the trade slowdown
has been driven essentially by cyclical factors, such as the weakness in aggregate demand
caused in turn by the necessary rebuilding of balance sheets, which certainly has been the
case for several years in the Eurozone and more recently even in China and other emerging
economies.

Although the list of factors suspected of contributing to the
deflation of global growth expectations is not an insignificant one,
particular consideration must be given to the question of whether
globalization—an important growth engine—might have peaked
already and could even be at risk of significant reversion
Moreover, there are questions as to whether the process of global integration may also be
stalling by virtue of the process of financial deglobalization that has occurred over the last
ten years as gross cross-border capital flows decreased sixty-five percent (MGI, 2017). As in
the case of trade, we are told that there is no cause for alarm since most of the contraction
of international lending can be accounted for by the global retrenchment of European and a
few US banks, which, to respond to credit losses, had to cut lending and other assets abroad
enormously. From this perspective, the observed financial deglobalization, far from being a
broad phenomenon, would reflect for the most part a cyclical deleveraging, by itself a necessary and actually benign evolution.
Be that as it may, even analyses more supportive of the cyclical nature of the trade slowdown acknowledge that there might be other factors at play that should not by any means
be overlooked. That noncyclical, structural factors help to explain the trade slowdown is
suggested by the fact that it actually started before the crisis—around the mid-2000s.
Among those factors there are some that should not be worrisome as they reflect evolutions
that should have been expected, such as the completion of the phase of the fast integration
of China and the central and eastern European economies into the global economy, a transition that by definition could not go on forever. Another would be that the international
fragmentation of production fostered by the development of global supply chains has reached
a plateau consistent with the existent IT and transportation technologies, a circumstance
that may change as these technologies continue to make sufficient progress in the years
to come.
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The commitments assumed
by G20 leaders at their first
summit in Washington came
too late and were too shortlived

Then president of the United States, George W.
Bush, welcomes chancellor Angela Merkel to the
White House before a dinner for G20 participants in
November 2008

Thanks to its high average GDP
growth for over two decades,
ten years or so ago China had
already become the second
largest economy in the world,
whereas as recently as 1990, it
was only the tenth largest

An online-sales start-up employee in Beijing’s Soho
Galaxy takes a break during the night shift

But there are other noncyclical circumstances that should be of true concern. One is, of
course, that the multilateral efforts to further liberalize trade have failed terribly for many
years, not least with the Doha Round, now totally defunct despite the multiple pledges to
complete it made by the G20 in the aftermath of the crisis. Another is the increase in protectionism that rather quietly—in a murky way, avoiding large-scale increases in the average
level of border protection—took place over several years, again despite the solemn pledges
of the G20 (Global Trade Alert).
The failure of further multilateral liberalization and the occurrence of creeping protectionism were bad enough for the prospects of global growth, but a much worse scenario has
now emerged as a consequence of the trade wars that are apparently being actively pursued
by the government of none other than the major economic power of the world, the United
States. This is a scenario that, unthinkable until recently, now seems to be materializing.
The election and the actions of an old-fashioned, nationalistic, and populist government
in the United States, the country that has championed and benefited the most from globalization, is the most significant downside risk faced by the world economy, a risk that has been
grossly overlooked by financial markets at least until the fall of 2018.
It is not only the trade and investment consequences of the US neo-mercantilism that
should raise serious concerns about the future of globalization and global growth. Equally
or even more concerning is the country’s use of nationalistic and populist postures at the
expense of multilateral diplomacy in dealing with serious geopolitical issues, an approach
that conceivably could make bellicose situations more likely with dire consequences for the
world economy.
The crisis and its economic and political sequels have exacerbated a problem for globalization that has existed throughout: to blame it for any number of things that have gone
wrong in the world and to dismiss the benefits that it has helped to bring about. The backlash
against contemporary globalization seems to be approaching an all-time high in many places
including, the United States.
Part of the backlash may be attributable to the simple fact that world GDP growth and
nominal wage growth—even accounting for the healthier rates of 2017 and 2018—are still
below what they were in most advanced and emerging market countries in the five years
prior to the 2008–09 crisis. It is also nurtured by the increase in income inequality and the
so-called middle-class squeeze in the rich countries, along with the anxiety caused by automation, which is bound to affect the structure of their labor markets.
Since the Stolper-Samuelson formulation of the Heckscher-Ohlin theory, the alteration of
factor prices and therefore income distribution as a consequence of international trade and
of labor and capital mobility has been an indispensable qualification acknowledged even by
the most recalcitrant proponents of open markets. Recommendations of trade liberalization
must always be accompanied by other policy prescriptions if the distributional effects of
open markets deemed undesirable are to be mitigated or even fully compensated. This is
the usual posture in the economics profession. Curiously, however, those members of the
profession who happen to be skeptics or even outright opponents of free trade, and in general
of globalization, persistently “rediscover” Stolper-Samuelson and its variants as if this body
of knowledge had never been part of the toolkit provided by economics.
It has not helped that sometimes, obviously unwarrantedly, trade is proposed as an
all-powerful instrument for growth and development irrespective of other conditions in
the economy and politics of countries. Indeed, global trade can promote, and actually has
greatly fostered, global growth. But global trade cannot promote growth for all in the absence
of other policies.
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The simultaneous exaggeration of the consequences of free trade and the understatement—or
even total absence of consideration—of the critical importance of other policies that need to be
in place to prevent abominable economic and social outcomes, constitute a double-edged sword.
It has been an expedient used by politicians to pursue the opening of markets when this has fit
their convenience or even their convictions. But it reverts, sometimes dramatically, against the
case for open markets when those abominable outcomes—caused or not by globalization—become intolerable for societies. When this happens, strong supporters of free trade, conducted
in a rules-based system, are charged unduly with the burden of proof about the advantages of
open trade in the face of economic and social outcomes that all of us profoundly dislike, such
as worsening income distribution, wage stagnation, and the marginalization of significant sectors of the populations from the benefits of globalization, all of which has certainly happened
in some parts of the world, although not necessarily as a consequence of trade liberalization.
Open markets, sold in good times as a silver bullet of prosperity, become the culprit of all
ills when things go sour economically and politically. Politicians of all persuasions hurry to
point fingers toward external forces, first and foremost to open trade, to explain the causes of
adversity, rather than engaging in contrition about the domestic policy mistakes or omissions
underlying those unwanted ills. Blaming the various dimensions of globalization—trade,
finance, and migration—for phenomena such as insufficient GDP growth, stagnant wages,
inequality, and unemployment always seems to be preferable for governments, rather than
admitting their failure to deliver on their own responsibilities.

Governments prefer to blame different aspects of globalization
—trade, finances, and immigration—for phenomena such
as insufficient GDP growth, stagnant wages, inequality, and
unemployment rather than admitting their failure to deliver
on their own responsibilities
Unfortunately, even otherwise reasonable political leaders sometimes fall into the temptation
of playing with the double-edged sword, a trick that may pay off politically short term but also
risks having disastrous consequences. Overselling trade and understating other challenges
that convey tough political choices is not only deceitful to citizens but also politically risky
as it is a posture that can easily backfire against those using it.
The most extreme cases of such a deflection of responsibility are found among populist
politicians. More than any other kind, the populist politician has a marked tendency to blame
others for his or her country’s problems and failings. Foreigners, who invest in, export to, or
migrate to their country, are the populist’s favorite targets to explain almost every domestic
problem. That is why restrictions, including draconian ones, on trade, investment, and migration are an essential part of the populist’s policy arsenal. The populist praises isolationism
and avoids international engagement. The “full package” of populism frequently includes
anti-market economics, xenophobic and autarkic nationalism, contempt for multilateral
rules and institutions, and authoritarian politics.
Admittedly, only exceptionally, individual cases of populist experiments may become a
serious threat to the process of global interdependence. When countries have toyed, democratically or not, with populist leadership, the damage has been largely self-inflicted, with
any spillover effects limited to their immediate neighbors.
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For example, Latin America is a place where populism has been pervasive at times. Yet,
most of the hardship populism caused has been contained within the countries suffering the
populist maladies. Unfortunately, a major exception to the rule of contained spillovers may
be the current case of the United States, where the negative consequences of its leadership’s
neo-mercantilist stance could be enormously consequential for globalization, economic
growth—including its own—and international peace and security.
As this paper was being written, the current US government has provided ample evidence,
rather aggressively, of its protectionist and anti-globalization instincts. There was, of course,
the very early decision by the Trump administration to withdraw from the Trans-Pacific
Partnership (TPP), an action never really satisfactorily justified by the US president or any
member of his cabinet. The decision proved rather ironic given that the TPP was an agreement
molded to a great extent to favor American interests, not only on trade but also on matters
such as intellectual property rights, investor-state arbitration, and labor standards.
There was also the action to initiate the renegotiation of the North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA) on false—or at best wrongheaded—premises. In May 2017, when the
formal announcement to start the renegotiation process was made, the United States Trade
Representative (USTR) argued that the quarter-century-old agreement no longer reflected
the standards warranted by changes in the economy. This may have sounded plausible before
noticing that the to-do list to update the agreement had already been addressed in the discarded TPP, of which both Mexico and Canada were a part. If NAFTA had been modernized
in practice through the TPP, why call for renegotiation of the former while trashing the latter?

Latin America is a place where populism has been pervasive at times.
Yet, most of the hardship populism caused has been contained within
the countries suffering the populist maladies. Unfortunately, a major
exception may be the current case of the United States
The US government’s duplicitous approach in dealing with its allies and trade partners was
confirmed when the USTR published—as required by law—the objectives for the renegotiation (USTR, 2017). That document falsely associated NAFTA with the explosion of US trade
deficits, the closure of thousands of factories, and the abandonment of millions of American
workers. Frankly, the Mexican and Canadian governments should not even have sat down at
the negotiating table without first receiving some apologetic explanation from their US counterparts about those unwarranted arguments. Accepting to negotiate on deceptive premises
might help to explain why so little progress had been made after almost one year of talks.
Betting in mid-July of 2018 for a conclusion of the renegotiation of NAFTA within the
targeted timeframe would have looked like an overwhelmingly losing proposition. After
seven rounds of negotiation, the last one having taken place as far back as February 2018 with
little or no progress, and then followed by several months of deadlock and even rhetorical
confrontation, things started to change positively as August approached.
The deadlock was quite understandable. The US trade representatives had not moved a
single inch from their most outlandish demands, giving credence to the idea that what they
were seeking was to get a deal that, far from promoting, would have destroyed trade and investment among the NAFTA partners. Fortunately, the Canadian and Mexican governments
did not cave to the US government’s pretension. Repeatedly those countries’ chief negotiators
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A mural supporting Hugo Chávez in Caracas. The photo
was taken during Venezuela’s local elections in November
2008, ten years after that leader of 21st-century socialism
came to power
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expressed firmly and credibly that they would rather take the unilateral termination of NAFTA
by the United States than sign an agreement that would have the same practical consequence.
It is not known what motivated the US government to move away from most of the recalcitrant positions it had held for almost a year (Zedillo, 2018). The important fact is that it
did, leading to a deal first with Mexico on August 27 and then with Canada in the last hours
of September 30, 2018.
There was the US insistence on a sunset clause that would automatically end the new trade
agreement every five years unless the three governments agreed otherwise, a feature that
would have precluded the certainty for investors that these deals are supposed to provide.
They settled for a rather convoluted formula that avoids the sudden death of the agreement
and makes possible—and practically certain—an extended life for it.
The US negotiators had demanded to make the NAFTA Investor State Dispute settlement
procedure optional for the United States, with a view to deny such protection to its own
companies, thus discouraging them from investing in the NAFTA partners. This demand was
rejected all along by Mexico on the correct basis that it is important to give foreign investors
every assurance that they would not be subject to discriminatory or arbitrary actions if they
decided to invest in the country.

The Trump administration’s duplicitous approach in dealing
with its allies and trade partners was confirmed when the USTR
published the objectives for the renegotiation (USTR, 2017).
That document falsely associated NAFTA with the explosion of
US trade deficits, the closure of thousands of factories, and the
abandonment of millions of American workers
The USTR was never shy about its dislike for the NAFTA investment rules, sometimes even
questioning why it was a good policy of the United States government to encourage investment in Mexico. There are, of course, many good answers to this question, not least that by
investing in Mexico, US firms, in order to do some part of their fabrication processes at a lower
cost, get to be more competitive not only in the entire region but also globally, allowing them
to preserve and enhance job opportunities for their American workers. Consequently, it is
good for the two countries that the mechanism to protect American investments in Mexico
was preserved despite the US negotiators’ originally declared intentions.
By the same token, the US had sought to eliminate the dispute resolution procedure which
protects exporters against the unfair application of domestic laws on anti-dumping and
countervailing duties. This was a deal breaker for Canada, where there is the justified sentiment that the US has in the past abused the application of such measures against Canadian
exporters. Canada’s perseverance paid off and its exporters will have recourse to the dispute
settlement system as it is in NAFTA.
The US side had also been stubborn about getting the Mexican side to accept in the new
deal a special mechanism by which the US could easily apply anti-dumping tariffs on Mexican exports of seasonal fruits and vegetables. Mexico would not assent to the inclusion of
this mechanism, and in the end the new agreement will not contain it—to the benefit of
both American consumers and Mexican producers. Similarly, it is to the benefit of Canadian
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consumers and US exporters of dairy products that Canada ultimately accepted an American
request for at least a modest opening of such a market.
The only significant US demand accommodated by Mexico and Canada was in the automotive sector where more restrictive and cumbersome rules of origin are to be adopted. It has
been agreed that seventy-five percent of a car or truck should have components from North
America to qualify for tariff-free imports, up from the current level of 62.5 percent. Furthermore, seventy percent of the steel and aluminum used in that sector must be produced in
North America, and forty percent of a car or truck would have to be made by workers earning
at least $16 per hour, a measure obviously calculated to put a dent in Mexico’s comparative
advantage. Fortunately, the destructive effects of the new rules of origin for trade and investment could be mitigated, in the case of cars, by the provision that vehicles failing to fulfill
those rules would simply pay the low most-favored-nation tariff of 2.5 percent as long as total
exports do not exceed an agreed reasonable number of vehicles.
Other things being equal, however, it is clear that the new regime will reduce both the regional and global competitiveness of the North American automotive industry, a result that
will not be good for American, Canadian, or Mexican workers. Of course, other things may not
be equal if the US government decides to impose tariffs, as it has threatened to do, on vehicles
produced by European or Asian companies. If the US government were to impose those tariffs, the burden of the new regime would fall disproportionately on the American consumer.
As purported from day one, the trade agreement will be subject to an update on a number of
topics such as digital trade, intellectual property rights, environmental policies, and labor practices. Interestingly the agreed new provisions really are a “cut-and-paste” of what was contained
in the TPP, that was discarded early on by the Trump administration, a decision so damaging
to American interests that it will always be a mystery for economic and political historians.
In any case, any careful analyst will find that the US government’s claims about the positive
attributes of the new agreement are as misguided as were their claims about the ills caused
by NAFTA (Krueger, 2018). As a result of the US negotiators’ pullback from their original demands, there will be a mechanism, if approved by the respective legislative branches, to keep
markets open among the three partners but it will not be a better instrument than NAFTA for
any of the three countries.
NAFTA negotiations aside, trade hostilities by the United States generally escalated significantly in 2018. In January, safeguard tariffs on solar panels and washing machines were
announced. Next, invoking national-security arguments (section 232 of the Trade Expansion
Act of 1962), an implausible argument for commodity metals, the US government imposed high
tariffs on imports of steel and aluminum from China (effective in March) as well as the European Union, Japan, Turkey, Canada, and Mexico (effective early July 2018). Predictably, all the
affected trade partners responded at once by announcing their own retaliatory trade actions.
The confrontation with China intensified with the announcement (effective in early July
2018) of tariffs on US imports from that country worth $34 billion. The stated rationale was
unfair trade practices (under section 301 of the Trade Act of 1974). By September 2018, the
total value of Chinese imports subject to US section 301 tariffs had risen to $250 billion, with
tariffs on a further $236 billion threatened.
It did not take long, in fact only a few hours, for China to respond in kind to the US action.
At the time of writing, the Trump administration is vowing to react with even more tariffs on
imports from countries challenging its arbitrary actions.
The trade aggressiveness, rather than an intelligent use of diplomacy, against China is
difficult to understand, not only because almost no hard evidence has been provided about
the imputed unfairness of China’s own trade practices, that if true would warrant a strong
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case to be judged by the World Trade Organization (WTO) appellate body, but also because
it seems to ignore other aspects of the already significant interdependence between the
American and Chinese economies. Among other things, the US government overlooks the
effect of China’s imports from the US in supporting the latter’s economic growth as well as
the favorable impact of the lower price of Chinese exports on the real wage of American workers. It equally seems to dismiss that the US trade deficit with China helps to feed the latter’s
current account surplus which is a simple consequence of the excess savings available in the
Chinese economy and that the US has been happy to borrow over many years to compensate
for its own very low savings rate.
It is hard to know whether the American administration really believes that sooner rather
than later China and the other targeted countries will succumb to the United States’ outlandish demands, and thus deliver Mr. Trump a “win” in the still incipient confrontation. If this
were the assumption—most likely a wrong one—the trade war could reach epic proportions,
with rather irreversible damage. Even worse, however, the US authorities could be envisioning a scenario in which the affected parties implement full recourse to the WTO, and this is
taken as an excuse to withdraw from that institution, as President Trump has sometimes
threatened to do.
This episode of American neo-mercantilism can hardly have a happy ending, simply
because it has been launched on very wrong premises and with questionable objectives.
The US government’s ongoing policy not only ignores the notion of comparative advantage
and its modern incarnation into complex supply chains, but also the essential insight from
open-economy macroeconomics that the difference between an economy’s national income
and its expenditure is what drives its current account and trade balances. Playing with trade
policy without looking at the underlying variables of income and expenditure is bound to be
futile and counterproductive. Furthermore, focusing on bilateral balances to fix the aggregate
one makes the undertaking even more pointless.
The discussion about the NAFTA renegotiation and the other trade actions undertaken
by the current American government are highly relevant to a key inquiry of this article: the
future of globalization. As claimed above, US neo-mercantilism has the potential to cause
enormous damage to the process of increasing global economic interdependence built during almost three quarters of a century. How far and how deep the newly adopted American
protectionist stance is taken will determine, more than any other circumstance, whether
modern globalization is in its twilight or simply recedes temporarily. Of course, other factors,
which must be duly acknowledged, will be at play to determine the ultimate outcome, but
the decisive weight of US policies need to be factored properly into any exercise of prognosis
about globalization.
If the capricious withdrawal from the TPP, the arbitrary imposition of import tariffs against
products of its main trading partners, and the unjustified rhetoric that accompanied the
renegotiation of NAFTA were the guide to predict the gravity of US policies, it would be prudent to envision a dramatic compression of globalization in the years to come. This would
happen in a scenario where a tit-for-tat vicious cycle of rising trade barriers happens along
with the annihilation, formal or de facto, of the WTO and the other cooperative instruments
that exist to govern international trade and investment. Obviously, this would be an outcome,
economic and otherwise, of practically catastrophic proportions for the US, its main trading
partners and all the other participants in the global economy.
A considerably less disruptive scenario could be imagined if the process to devolve NAFTA into a United States-Mexico-Canada agreement (USMCA) were the relevant guide. As
argued before, the new deal (if ratified), while not really being a meaningful improvement
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over NAFTA, would still be capable of allowing a reasonable degree of mutually convenient
integration, not optimal but substantial, among the three partners. Fortunately for all involved,
the protectionist rhetoric displayed by the American authorities was not matched at the end
by their actions to conclude the deal. In fact, the termination of NAFTA would have been the
only outcome matching the aggressive and bombastic positions they held from the beginning
to right before the end of the talks. The equally bombastic exaggerations utilized to announce
the purported virtues of the new agreement could also be suggestive. Demand unreasonably,
negotiate aggressively, make any possible deal, declare victory, and move on, seemed to be the
script used by the US government in the NAFTA negotiations. If this were truly the blueprint
that the US government intends to follow to restructure the country’s trade relations with the
rest of the world, then the damage, if not negligible, will be contained. It might even be the
case that as trade is disrupted by the US protectionist actions and its partners’ retaliation, the
damage in terms of jobs, output, and lower real wages could lead to a shift in the American
position where rationality prevails over the wrongheaded populist instincts exhibited so far.

US neo-mercantilism has the potential to cause enormous damage
to the process of increasing global economic interdependence
built during almost three quarters of a century
But even in the least pessimistic scenario, other important issues will have to be addressed
in the years to come if a twilight of contemporary globalization is going to be avoided and
allowed to continue being, on balance, a powerful force for prosperity and international peace
and security. For one thing, all the other major economic powers of the world should deal
intelligently with the ongoing American predicament with a view to certainly containing the
aggressiveness of the US actions while doing their utmost to protect the rules-based international system. Those powers should commit their collective and coordinated action to compensate for the retrenchment by the US from the multilateral institutions and the provision
of global public goods. They will have to be more proactive in their support of institutions and
agreements such as the United Nations, the Bretton Woods institutions, the Paris Agreement
on Climate Change, and many more. Although it will be very hard, if not impossible, to do it
without the concurrence of the United States, the reform and strengthening of the multilateral
system, not only in its purely economic aspects but in its entirety, is a necessary condition to
deal effectively with the challenges posed by economic interdependence while benefiting the
most from it. On the trade front, it is necessary and unavoidable, although unfortunate, that
they continue reacting in a targeted fashion to the US trade restrictive moves, but it must be
done in a way that complies with the WTO framework. They must also be more forthcoming
about their support for that institution, abandoning the passivity or even free-riding attitude
that has sometimes prevailed in the past, not least over the failed Doha Round.
Those powers will also have to address more decisively some important domestic challenges. For example, China, whose leadership has come forth to champion globalization in the
face of the American retreat, should, in its own interest, move faster in its process of domestic
reform. The European Union, nowadays the most benign pole on the map of world powers,
should expedite its consolidation, a task that, among many things, implies dealing properly
with the march of folly that Brexit is and do what it takes to make the European Monetary
Union (EMU) unquestionably viable and resilient.
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Crucially, for globalization to deliver to its full potential, all governments should take more
seriously the essential insight provided by economics that open markets need to be accompanied by policies that make their impact less disruptive and more beneficially inclusive for
the population at large.
Advocates of globalization should also be more effective in contending with the conundrum
posed by the fact that it has become pervasive, even for serious academics, to postulate almost
mechanically a causal relationship between open markets and many social and economic
ills while addressing only lightly at best, or simply ignoring, the determinant influence of
domestic policies in such outcomes. This identification problem is adversely consequential
for many reasons but mainly because it leads to bad, insufficient, or at best irrelevant policy
prescriptions.
Linking abominable inequities to trade and even to technological progress, as has become
fashionable, misses the point entirely on two important accounts. First, because it denies that
those inequities are much more the consequence of explicit domestic policies unrelated to
trade issues. By focusing on the latter, the important fact that those inequities are fundamentally the result of past political choices is overlooked. Second, by committing this omission,
it becomes more likely to incur serious policy mistakes with the practical consequence that
the inequities purported as undesirable will tend to be further perpetuated.

Trade policy will never be a first-best one to deal with the problems that rightly have increasingly captured the attention of citizens and political leaders in most countries, both
developed and emerging, such as poverty, increasing inequality, and marginalization. These
ills—less the result of historical initial conditions than of deliberate policy decisions by political leaderships unduly influenced over time by the holders of economic power—if they are
to be addressed seriously, it must be done with institutions and policies conformed explicitly
for such purposes (Zedillo, 2018). This is a clear-cut political choice that obviously poses a
trade-off with other objectives, such as low taxation, that may be considered important by
some economic and political constituencies. The real dilemmas must be acknowledged and
acted upon, and not evaded as is done when tweaking trade policy is wrongly alleged to be
the instrument to address unacceptable social ills.
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Introduction
To look at all areas of gendered life and inequality is beyond the scope of this piece. Therefore, I will discuss arguments that have been put forward that argue a case for the continuing
existence of international gendered power relations in a number of specific areas: initially, education and violence. These arguments suggest that gendered inequality is visible
in both public and private spheres, especially the economic, political, and social aspects,
and provide evidence across some of the most pressing examples of gendered inequalities.
The validity of the arguments that gender inequalities are still entrenched and persist over
time, place, and culture will initially be compared to alternative claims that gendered power
relations, and thus inequalities, are gradually being eroded. Moreover, given the current
academic focus on the concept of intersectionality, that is, how the variables of class, sexuality, race, and ethnicity, for example, intersect in relation to people’s gendered experiences,
this concept is included in discussion here. The case study of women’s global activism will
provide a framework to further discuss these issues and take up some of the questions that
have been raised.
In addition, I will conclude with an argument that the study of inequality in relation to
gendered identities, relations, and experiences must continue with, and further utilize, the
relatively recent exploration of the study of men and masculinities if the theoretical analysis
of gender is to be enriched, and inform the (still) much-needed focus on women’s experiences
alone. I also argue the view that in relation to the future academic study of gender, as well
as people’s everyday gendered experiences in a global context, that to set the agenda for a
more equal future society, we need to link gender much more closely to other inequalities,
such as ethnicity and sexuality. I also consider forging new links between the academy and
recent forms of activism in an international context.
There are those who argue that gender inequalities around the world are getting less.
Dorius and Firebaugh, in their 2010 study, investigated global trends in gender inequality.
Using data to research developments in gender inequality in recent decades across areas
including the economy, political representation, education, and mortality, they conclude
that a decline in gender inequalities can be seen which spans diverse religious and cultural
traditions. Despite the fact that population growth is slowing this decline, as population
growth is more prevalent in countries where there is most evidence of gender inequality.
However, even optimistic studies such as this admit that:
Optimism about the future of global gender equality must be cautious for two reasons. First is
the obvious point that there is no guarantee that current trends will continue. Second, gender
equality can be seen as a two-step process that can be summarized colloquially as ‘first get in
the club, then attain equality within the club.’ Most of the indicators we examine here focus on
attaining membership in the ‘club’—enrolling in school, joining the economically active population, becoming a member of the national legislature. Gender parity on these indicators is only
part of the story since, to cite one example, men and women are entering highly sex segregated
labor markets, at least in industrialized countries (Charles and Grusky, 2004). (Dorius and Firebaugh, 2010: 1959).

There is overwhelming evidence that would refute this and other similar linear perspective
accounts of progress in gender matters. The recent World Inequality Report (WIR2018; Avaredo et al., 2018) is a major systemic assessment of globalization outlining income and wealth
inequality, and documents a steep rise in global economic inequality since the 1980s, and
this is despite strong growth in many emerging economies. It is within this context that any
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analysis of gendered inequalities must be placed. Of course, poor men, men of color, gay
men, to name just some of the groups other than women, are affected by economic, racial,
and sexual discrimination. But overall, it is women who bear the brunt of poverty, violence,
and inequality in the workforce, for example. Indeed, on average, the world’s women earn
twenty-four percent less than men (UNWomen, 2015).

In relation to the future academic study of gender, as well as
people’s everyday gendered experiences in a global context, to
set the agenda for a more equal future society, we need to link
gender much more closely to other inequalities, such as ethnicity
and sexuality
Discussing her recent book (Campbell, 2014a), UK-based writer and journalist Beatrix Campbell (2014b) takes the stance that such liberal thinkers have an over optimistic view that the
road to gender equality is now within sight. Conversely, she argues this is largely an illusion.
She defines the current era as one of “neopatriarchy” where rape, sex trafficking, and the
unwon fight for equal pay characterize societies. Earlier, in 2014c, she forcefully argued that
in the first decade of this century, the actual conditions which she deems necessary to end
inequalities between the sexes have, in fact, been extinguished:
In this perceived era of gender equality, there is a new articulation of male social power and privilege. There is no evolutionary trek toward equality, peace and prosperity. The new world order
is neither neutral nor innocent about sexism: it modernises it. Masculinities and femininities
are being made and remade as polarised species. (Campbell, 2014b, c: 4).

Certainly, there is much available evidence to support Campbell’s view. As Boffey (2017) reports regarding the latest EU gender equality league table, there has only been slow progress
in relation to gender equality across Europe in the years between 2005 and 2015. He notes
that the overall score for gender equality (when a matrix of data is taken into account) only
grew by four points, to 66.2 out of 100, with 100 signifying absolute gender equality. Further,
he reports that:
The gender gap in employment in the EU is ‘wide and persistent’, the index report says, with the
full-time equivalent employment rate of 40% for women and 56% for men. Income gaps have
narrowed, but on average women still earn 20% less than men, and the average masks huge
disparities across the EU. (Boffey, 2017: 6).

In addition, the data reveals that for every third man in the EU who does daily housework and
food preparation, this contrasts to eight in ten women who undertake the same tasks. And
in the private sphere, nearly every second working woman has at least an hour of work with
childcare, or other caring duties, contrasted with around about a third of working men. As
I go on to document, extensive evidence also exists for the persistence of gender inequality
outside of the EU more globally, in and across both public and private spheres and across
multiple sites. However, it is important to note that this evidence can be interpreted in different ways. By highlighting two key substantive areas of education and violence, which have
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been sites of gendered inequality focused on over the last decade by policy makers, activists,
and academic makers alike, it can be seen that discussion has ranged between a narrative of
progress, to varying or lesser degrees, or a more pessimistic viewpoint. How to escape this
often dichotomous position is something that needs our attention.

Education
In the last decade, the narrative of Malala Yousafzai, the Pakistani activist for female education who was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 2014 for her brave resistance against the
Taliban doctrine (which had effectively banned girls from attending school and thus the
human right to an education) has become well known. In a sense, this example can be seen
as symbolic of two tendencies within current thinking. One tends to either read Malala’s heroic efforts as evidence that demonstrates the much-needed necessity of campaigns for girls’
education, especially in countries where they are denied equal access as boys may have. Or,
as Rahman (2014) argues, her iconic, global status afforded by the media, celebrities, and
governments is actually very problematic, masking as it does the continued educational
inequalities which have their roots in complex historical, geopolitical, and development
aspects in an Internet age.
Certainly, it is undeniable that a number of factors still exist worldwide that prevent girls
from access to schooling due to issues, for instance, of girls leaving education on becoming
child brides in countries such as Zambia, the sexual harassment and violence girls face in
countries like South Africa, and the impact of war on girls’ education in places like Rwanda
or the Sudan (Ringrose and Epstein, 2015). Clearly, these issues are complex and vary across
time and geographical location, but, even in the Global North, gendered inequalities in education still endure.
One current example of this is the recent revelation that, in 2018, Tokyo Medical University
marked down the test scores of young women applying to embark on a career in medicine, to
ensure more men became doctors. The university had, apparently, systematically kept the ratio
of female students to around a third. The reason given that the authorities were concerned
with their ability to want to continue working after starting a family. Such examples reveal the
sustained, and hidden, institutional sexism in education that both serves to exclude young
women from reaching their full potential and eventually affects their future earning potential.
It also reflects how continuing societal assumptions, based on stereotyped and biologically
essentialist notions of gender, still have purchase across the world.

Violence
Another issue which has been highlighted by both scholars and activists is the enduring aspect
of violence against women in its many manifestations. As Liz Kelly (2015) observes, every week
there is a story in the media nationally, or internationally, featuring violence against women.
Such violence includes Female Genital Mutilation (FGM), rape and assault, trafficking and
honor-based violence, sexual violence in countries undergoing conflict, domestic violence,
violence and the issues of migration, asylum seeking and the refugee crisis. The focus has
also been on how the political responses to these diverse areas are gendered and impact on
women’s identity and relationships with others, as well as on the unreported, everyday acts of
violence in both the Global South and the Global North. This is, however, a gender inequality
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which has been much targeted by global activism to combat these diverse manifestations
of violence and their unequal effects on women. In addition, in the last decade, there has
been more of a recognition than hitherto that men, though in the majority of perpetrators of
violence against women, in certain contexts and age groups also face violence, most notably
from other men. A timely example of this is that currently, in South Africa, the highest cause
of mortality among poor young black men is violence, including murder at the hands of other
men, often linked to crime and gangster-related activities.
This more comprehensive approach to combating violence can be seen in the example
of the existence of the International Day for the Elimination of Violence Against Women, in
2016, which was then followed by Sixteen Days of Activism Against Gender-Based Violence.
What is particularly interesting in relation to this initiative was that the violence toward
women was acknowledged and debated in the context of its impact on women, men, and
children. Further, it was recognized that both women and men strive to help both victims
and perpetrators, as well as challenge global violence in all its forms.

In 2018, Tokyo Medical University marked down the test scores
of young women applying to embark on a career in medicine, to
ensure more men became doctors
In addition, academics are currently developing new methodologies to measure violence
and make more visible the previously hidden extent of gender-based violence (Towers et al.,
2017). It would have been unimaginable, even a decade ago, that in 2018 New Zealand would
have passed legislation granting victims of domestic violence ten days’ paid leave which will
allow them to be able to leave their partners, protect themselves and their children, and seek
out new housing.

New Forms of Women’s Global Activism
The case study of women’s global activism raises further interesting and crucial questions
which the discussion so far has started to address. It allows a new focus on continued and
structural gendered power relations, discrimination, institutional and structural inequalities,
and the impact of this on everyday lives, but also affords a discussion of people’s agency, optimism, and collaboration, as well as the increasing role of social media in activist campaigns
and academic analysis.
Women have, over the past decade, for example, been involved in the far-reaching Middle
East revolutions, protests in Delhi and elsewhere in India over widespread incidents of rape
and sexual assault, and the much-documented women’s movement protests in the US over
Donald Trump’s policies. As Nickie Charles (2015) notes, this resurgence of feminist action
has partly been understood as the continuation of “third wave” feminism, with a history at
least stretching back to the suffragettes in the UK and the Women’s Liberation movement
worldwide from the 1970s. Others, however, have viewed such renewed international activism
as heralding a new era of protest, heralded by social media and its potential to make such
protests for gender inequality truly global, in ways which were not possible before. In addition,
many men of a younger generation have no hesitation in calling themselves feminists and
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Education and violence
have been sites of gendered
inequality especially focused
on over the last decade by
international activism

A man walks through a group of women
participating in the performance “Women in Black
Acción” created by artists May Serrano and María
Seco to protest against gender-based violence.
November 19, 2015, Malaga, Spain

working with women on a range of issues and campaigns. The LGBTQ (lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender, and queer) movement has allowed traditional ideas of only two genders existing
to be problematized by a reconceptualization of the concept of gender and claims to gender
fluidity. Further, the increasing acceptance of transgendered people (though not in all parts
of the world and not without much debate and controversy in terms of who is able to call
themselves a woman or man, depending on the resulting arguments around the sex assigned
at birth) has been a key and continuing issue over the last and future decade (see Jackson
and Scott, 2017). Lastly, the emphasis placed on intersectionality and how gender links to
other categories, such as race and ethnicity, age and class, informs current campaigns and
continues to be a central concern of feminists and the women’s movement.

Many men of a younger generation have no hesitation in calling
themselves feminists and working with women on a range of issues
and campaigns. The LGBTQ movement has allowed traditional
ideas of only two genders existing to be problematized by a
reconceptualization of the concept of gender and claims to
gender fluidity
The #MeToo online campaign, which followed in the wake of the sexual misconduct campaigns
against the Hollywood producer Harvey Weinstein, in 2017, drew attention to the sexual assault
and sexual harassment of women, initially in Hollywood and the entertainment business. As
Lawton (2017) notes, on Facebook, the comments and reactions to the campaign totaled more
than twelve million in twenty-four hours. Moreover, Alka Kurian (2018), in The Conversation,
reflects on the #MeToo movement, arguing that current legal and moral interpretations of
“consent” are no longer fit for purpose, especially for a younger generation of media-adept
women and men, who are questioning traditional gender and sexual roles and identities. She
further notes the global potential of social media and similar online campaigns:
In the early 21st century, millennial Indian women launched a radically new kind of feminist
politics that had not been seen before. Inspired by a vocabulary of rights and modes of protest
used by the youth across the world, such as Occupy Wall Street and the Arab Spring, they initiated
a series of social media campaigns against the culture of sexual violence. (Kurian, 2018: 4).

Such campaigns are not without their critics; for example, there are diverse views on what
can, or cannot, be defined as sexual abuse, and the problem of establishing consent. Nor
can it be assumed that such campaigns have the same affect globally. Japan, for example,
has recently been highlighted as a place where girls and children are overrepresented in
pornography, there is a rising sex crime rate, and the treatment of rape victims/survivors has
been criticized. Evidence, some would argue, that such campaigns as the #MeToo movement
cannot, by themselves, fully deal with structural inequalities and gendered power relations in
capitalist societies. Some commentators also argue that online campaigning effectively takes
the focus off the anticapitalism struggle. Moreover, even when global change is occurring, for
instance, with Taiwan being poised to become the first country in Asia to legalize same-sex
marriage, due to the efforts of the LGBTQ movement there, conservative groups, including
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many Christian churches, are attempting to resist marriage equality, before the May 2019
deadline by which same-sex marriage will automatically become law.
Yet, to get even this far, Ting-Fang (2017, para 11) notes, on the efforts of Taiwanese activists,
that: “This civil revolution is happening not only in the meeting rooms of the Legislative Yuan,
but indeed, also on the streets and around the dinner table,” revealing the need for activists
to engage with the public imagination in new ways and on diverse fronts.
Similarly, Utsa Mukherjee (2018) notes a watershed moment for India but also for the
global queer rights movement, given the current move of the Supreme Court of India in
decriminalizing homosexual acts between consenting adults. But also importantly points
out that resistance to this law is as “old as the law itself,” and that the legal fight against such
outdated colonial-era law started many decades ago as a protest against colonial marginalizing
of “non-normative sexualities and gender expressions,” forcing such sexualities into Western
categories and in the process criminalizing them. Such historical reflection reveals the need
to acknowledge people’s experiences and protests in earlier decades, before the existence of
social media and recent online campaigns, which can also reveal different priorities, as well
as diverse ways of organizing.
Another example of how both activism and technology are changing peoples’ responses
and ways of protesting against gender inequalities in its many forms is in relation to reproductive health, especially in respect of abortion rights:
Around Dublin, you might catch sight of a small sticker—on a lamp post, a wall, or inside the
stall door of the women’s toilets—advertising ‘SAFE ABORTION WITH PILLS’ alongside a web
address. The information on this sticker is technically illegal: it is advertising pills banned in
Ireland and breaking Irish laws on the kind of information about abortion that can be legally
distributed. The website advertised on this sticker will connect you with a global network of prochoice volunteers who can advise you on how to access safe abortion pills, how to take them at
home, and how to monitor your symptoms. (Calkin, 2018: 1).

In fact, the Republic of Ireland has now voted overwhelmingly to overturn the abortion ban
in a referendum held in May 2018. Previously, abortion was only allowed when a woman’s
life was at risk, though not in cases of incest, rape, or fatal fetal abnormality. Importantly,
though, Calkin points out that forty percent of women globally reside in countries with highly
restrictive abortion laws. Further, though only five countries ban abortion entirely, women
worldwide face harsh restrictions and penalties when seeking an abortion. However, he
contends that governments’ actions to control access to abortion is overall decreasing. A
fact Calkin puts down to advanced communications and medical technology, but also, importantly, to cross-border transnational activists who seek to give alternate routes for women
to access safe abortions.
If working across borders, the necessary existence of solidarity between genders, races, sexualities, classes, and ages of the actors involved in protesting and redressing gender
equalities is essential for activists to be able to tackle increasingly complex and inter-related globalized issues. Pelin Dincer’s (2017) argument highlighting the question of women’s
solidarity and working across differences is important to note when considering the effectiveness of international feminist movements, both theoretically and in activist terms. Her
specific interest is the current fragmentation of the women’s movement in Turkey, and she
uses as a metaphor for this the example of women marching there in protest against Donald
Trump’s inauguration as US president. In so doing, she considers that some of the concerns
that trans people and others had of such protests need to be voiced and heard. However, she
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Demonstration at the Stonewall Inn in New York’s
Greenwich Village—a landmark for the gay rights
movement—organized on February 23, 2017, to call for the
protection of transgender and gender non-conforming
persons
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concludes that we must work with and not against such differences, if protest on a global
scale is to be politically effective. Therefore, to this end, we need both a macro awareness of
changing political and economic contexts in tandem with a more micro analysis of diverse
activist practices and movements.

Conclusion
Based on the above argument and evidence put forward, my concluding contention is that,
in going forward, we can usefully focus on three aspects to continue to address the global
issue of gendered inequality in innovative and more fruitful ways. These are: to further the
contemporary debate and emphasis on intersectionality in relation to gender inequality; to
highlight the increasing academic focus on masculinity and gender relations and its relation to
feminism; and to rethink activism and its connection with the academy and others involved,
especially in the light of technological advances. Simon Willis (2014) argues that: “Inequality
is an urgent and complex problem. It is deeply entrenched in all areas of life. It is pervasively
defended and supported, even by those who it damages. To my mind inequality is the main
roadblock in our journey toward social justice, and we need an innovative approach to uprooting it that won’t produce the same negligible incremental change we’ve seen in recent
years” (Willis, 2014: 1).

To address the global issue of gendered inequality in more
innovative ways, it would be useful to further the contemporary
debate and emphasis on intersectionality in relation to gender
inequality and to highlight the increasing academic focus on
masculinity and gender relations and its link to feminism
Further, he feels that to address the structural and institutional causes of inequality, one of
the main factors for doing so is the recognition of many, interconnected inequalities, as well
as having an openness to work with diverse kinds of partners in a variety of ways. In a similar
vein, the LSE Commission on Gender, Inequality, and Power, in 2015, was chiefly concerned
with examining persisting inequalities between women and men in the UK. A key question
the report asked was just how interconnected are inequalities across different sites of social
life. It is a positive sign that policy makers, academics, and activists are constantly thinking
through the possibilities of an intersectional approach in different contexts, despite some
of the complex issues this raises.
The study by feminists or pro-feminist men in universities across the world on men as
gendered beings and the meaning and experience of masculinity is one of the most important
intellectual developments over the last decade. The examples discussed here have revealed
that men can be oppressors but also victims, as well as collaborators in feminist causes. A
recognition of men’s economic, political, and social power, as well as the issues faced by poor
men and those of diverse races and ethnicities, for instance, can aid in a comprehensive
picture of gendered inequality interacting with race and class, to name but two other facets
of inequality. Thus, a more relational perspective on gender and inequality, while keeping
in mind that women still bear the brunt of economic and other disadvantages, is important
to develop further.
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Lastly, as I have been writing this piece, the disturbing news has surfaced that the Hungarian government proposes to ban Gender Studies at universities in the country, at the start of the
2019 academic year. This is ostensibly because it was argued that employers were expressing
no interest in employing a dwindling number of graduates of the subject and so the field is
not seen as an economically viable one. Critics of such unprecedented state intervention and
censorship of academic matters in Hungary have argued that, in reality, the ban is due to opposition to the government’s conservative ideologies and policies. Since then, protests have
ensued both in the streets and online. Further, the international academic community has
joined together to oppose such sanctions and defend academic freedom for the unobstructed
study of gender and gender inequalities in all its forms. Ann Kaloski-Naylor (2017) reminds us:
We need wider visions of resistance, ways out of the to and fro of arguments which seem to move
us closer to disaster. This is what thinkers can offer, as well as our bodies and our posters on the
streets and our ideas and petitions on the net. …alternative visions that don’t just respond to and
recycle the immediate… (Kaloski-Naylor, 2017: 7).

If we are unable to even think about gender issues, it is of increasing importance that academics, practitioners, and activists continue to find new ways of speaking to each other on the
issue of gender inequality. In so doing, as I have argued, the boundaries between academia
and academics, civic and political institutions, and those who construct knowledge “outside”
of such institutions, including activists in everyday life, have, by necessity, to become more
fissured and blurred (Robinson, 2017).
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The global financial crisis of 2008 was widely seen as
heralding the death of globalization. But, to paraphrase a
remark widely attributed to the American novelist Mark
Twain, “reports of its demise were greatly exaggerated.”
Now, however, over a decade after the crisis, globalization
hangs in the balance, as President Trump threatens tariffs on
imports from a variety of US trading partners and challenges
the norms of late-twentieth-century multilateralism, and as
nationalist politicians of different stripes ascend to power in
a growing number of countries. This chapter asks whether
these unilateralist, nationalist trends appearing to constitute
a serious threat to globalization are a temporary aberration—
and if so accounts for their incidence and timing—or whether
they in fact herald the much-anticipated retreat from
globalization.
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The years from 2008 to 2018 were an eventful period for the global economy, but no one would
call them transcendent. The advanced economies suffered their most serious economic and
financial crisis since the Great Depression, while events in Greece and elsewhere in Europe
threatened the very survival of the Euro Area. A disappointing recovery gave rise to concerns
about secular stagnation, the idea that deficient demand combined with stagnant productivity growth doomed the advanced countries to chronic slow growth.1 In contrast, emerging
markets, led by but not limited to China, escaped the crisis largely unscathed. They continued
to expand throughout the crisis and for much of the subsequent decade.
As a result, the global economy grew at a more than respectable average annual rate of
3.4 percent over the years from 2008 to 2018.2 Global trade continued to rise: after a dip in
2009, exports and imports recovered and mostly held steady as a share of global GDP. The
institutional framework governing the operation of the global economy—a World Trade Organization to mediate trade disputes, an International Monetary Fund to monitor imbalances,
and a World Bank to provide development assistance to poor countries—remained firmly in
place. That globalization and growth could survive the turbulence buffeting the world starting in 2008 seemingly testified to the solid foundations on which the twenty-first-century
global economy rested.
It all came apart in the final years of the period. In its June 2016 referendum, the United
Kingdom voted to leave the European Union. In 2017 one of the first acts of the newly elected US president, Donald Trump, was to withdraw from the Trans-Pacific Partnership. The
Trump administration declined to confirm the appointment of new members to the WTO’s
dispute settlement panel and in 2018 slapped tariffs on imports from China, Europe, and even
Canada, provoking tit-for-tat retaliation. Cross-border investment flows were discouraged
by high-profile government interventions, such as Beijing’s refusal to approve Qualcomm’s
acquisition of Chinese semiconductor producer NXP, and Berlin thwarting China’s acquisition
of the German electricity transmission firm 50Hertz. The Chinese economy showed signs
of slowing, and emerging markets from Argentina to Turkey experienced strains as the US
Federal Reserve hiked interest rates. The stability of the global economy, it appeared, hung
in the balance.
This sequence of events raises two questions, one about the past and one about the future. First, why was the reaction against the earlier globalization trend delayed by roughly a
decade? In 2008–09 the advanced economies suffered the most serious downturn in eighty
years, as noted. Export-dependent emerging markets experienced serious dislocations when
advanced-country central banks responded with quantitative easing, pushing down their
exchange rates in what were critically referred to as “currency wars.”3 Yet there was no wholesale repudiation of the international system that bequeathed these disconcerting results.
Instead, G20 countries reaffirmed their commitment to free and open trade and avoided
beggar-thy-neighbor policies. Central banks provided one another with exceptional swap
lines and credits. Governments sought to coordinate their fiscal-policy responses to the
downturn. They expanded the resources of the International Monetary Fund to better equip
it to meet the challenge of the crisis. Only after a delay of eight or so years, starting roughly
in 2016, did the anti-globalization reaction set in with the Brexit referendum, the election
of Donald Trump, and the rise of nationalist, anti-EU politicians and parties in a variety of
European countries. What, in other words, explains this peculiar timing?
Second, what does this sequence of events imply for the future of the global economy? Is
the negative reaction starting in 2016 an aberration? Is the election of an economic nationalist
as US president the result of idiosyncratic factors—the political liabilities of his Democratic
opponent Hillary Clinton and the untimely intervention of FBI director James Comey—and
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a reflection of popular dissatisfaction with the public-policy response to the crisis, dissatisfaction that will dissolve now that growth has accelerated, unemployment has fallen, and
wages have begun to rise? Similarly, is the populist turn in Europe simply the result of a oneof-a-kind Greek crisis and a temporary surge of refugees that has now receded? Or does the
rise of economic nationalism in the West herald a fundamental rejection of the foundations
of the global economy? And if so, what new system will take their place?

In 2008–09 the advanced economies suffered the most serious
downturn in eighty years, as noted. Export-dependent emerging
markets experienced serious dislocations when advanced-country
central banks responded with quantitative easing, pushing
down their exchange rates in what were critically referred to
as “currency wars”
Formulating answers to these questions requires stepping back and contemplating the origins
of the 2008–09 crisis that constitutes the backdrop to subsequent events. Like any complex
episode, the crisis had more than one cause and, correspondingly, admits of more than one
interpretation. My preferred interpretation runs as follows.4 The crisis was a product, first
and foremost, of inadequate financial supervision and regulation. In the US, the deregulatory
movement had been underway for some years, fueled by free-market ideology and the political influence of large financial institutions; there had been no major banking and financial
crisis in the US in the second half of the twentieth century to slow deregulation.5 The final
elimination of the Glass-Steagall Act separating investment and commercial banking in 1999
was only the symbolic capstone of these ongoing trends.6 The inadequacies of light-touch
regulation were further accentuated by the fragmentation of bank supervision across as
many as six US government agencies and the absence of any agency whatsoever to oversee
the operation of the so-called shadow banking system.
In Europe, completion of the Single Market and then the advent of the euro increased
competitive pressure on the banks and encouraged regulators to lighten regulatory burdens
in order to give national champions a leg up. European banks resorted to wholesale funding,
lent aggressively to property developers, and loaded up on US subprime securities in the
scramble to increase or at least maintain market share. Like in the US, the fact that Europe
lacked a single bank supervisor—instead, it had a score of separate national supervisors who
oversaw and, in practice, championed their respective national banks—meant that no one
fully took into account the cross-border repercussions of their supervisory decisions.7
Second, the apparent stability of the macroeconomic environment encouraged risk-taking.
Starting in the late 1980s, business-cycle volatility appeared to decline in the US and more
widely. Whether the change reflected good luck—an absence of oil and commodity market
shocks—or good policy—the shift to inflation targeting by a growing list of central banks—is
disputed. But whatever its source, this so-called Great Moderation encouraged risk-taking
by investors and by banks in particular.8 It encouraged them to believe that business-cycle
downturns were now milder, meaning that defaults would be fewer and making it possible
to safely employ additional leverage and maintain slimmer capital and liquidity buffers. In
this way the earlier period of stability set the stage for instability.
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Third, loose monetary policy added fuel to the fire. Low interest rates encouraged investors to
stretch for yield, governments to borrow, and households to load up on debt in what proved
to be imprudent ways. The Federal Reserve, anticipating a serious recession, cut interest
rates sharply following the September 11, 2001, attacks on the Twin Towers. When a recession
of the anticipated severity failed to materialize, the central bank took time to normalize
monetary policy. As a result, interest rates remained below the policy benchmark provided
by the Taylor Rule.9 The European Central Bank (ECB) appropriately set interest rates with
the whole of the Euro Area in mind, but the resulting policies were uncomfortably loose for
booming southern European economies on the receiving end of a tsunami of capital inflows.10
The result was a securitization boom in the United States, housing bubbles in Ireland and
Spain, and a government borrowing binge in Greece, which all came to grief when the US
economy turned down.

In Europe, completion of the Single Market and then the
advent of the euro increased competitive pressure on
the banks and encouraged regulators to lighten regulatory
burdens in order to give national champions a leg up

Last in relative importance, but by no means insignificant, were global imbalances. Those
imbalances, as measured by the absolute value of the current account balances of both surplus
and deficit countries, reached their apex in 2006. The United States accounted for roughly
two thirds of that year’s cumulative deficit, while global surpluses were divided, roughly
into thirds, between China and emerging Asia, the oil exporting countries, and Germany
and Japan. By so willingly financing the US deficit, these surplus countries ensured that US
interest rates would remain at lower levels than would have been the case otherwise, again
encouraging investors there to stretch for yield and accept additional risk.
The stage was thereby set for the crisis. When first the US housing market and then the US
economy turned down, bank and shadow bank balance sheets were impaired. And not just in
the United States, since European banks had lent heavily to the property market while loading
up on US subprime securities. Distress among subprime-linked hedge funds and investment
banks, capped by the failure of Lehman Brothers in September 2008, led to panic and the
seizing up of financial markets on both sides of the Atlantic. By the end of 2008 it was clear
that a very serious recession was underway.

There are many valid grounds on which to criticize the subsequent policy response. After
rescuing the investment bank Bear Stearns, the Federal Reserve aggravated the crisis by
allowing Lehman Brothers to fail.11 The fiscal-policy measures adopted in response were underpowered. While the headline numbers were impressive, chronic high unemployment and
disappointingly slow recovery betrayed their inadequacy. President Barack Obama’s economic
advisors had advocated a larger fiscal package, but his political advisors counseled against.12
European countries were even more phobic about budget deficits; the UK famously shifted
into austerity mode already in 2010. European countries were reluctant to acknowledge,
much less address, pervasive weaknesses in their banking systems. When the Greek crisis
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erupted, they refused to contemplate debt restructuring, fearing for the stability of French
and German banks. The European Central Bank (ECB) was slow to recognize the deflationary
threat; instead of cutting, it raised interest rates in 2008 and again in 2011. Financial reform
was inadequate: the Dodd-Frank Consumer Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection
Act of 2010 was weak soup by the standards of the Glass-Steagall Act of 1933, and European
financial reformers did even less.
Yet the steps taken were enough for global growth to resume in 2010. GDP growth in the
major advanced (G7) economies shifted from -3.8 percent in 2009 to +2.8 percent the following
year.13 In the advanced economies as a whole, it recovered from -3.4 percent to +3.1 percent.
International cooperation was important for this success at staunching the bleeding. G20
governments agreed to coordinate their fiscal-stimulus measures at their February 2009 London summit. The Federal Reserve and European central banks were in continuous contact,
and in 2008 the Fed extended dollar swaps not only to advanced-country central banks but
also to those of four emerging markets: Mexico, Brazil, Singapore, and South Korea. The ECB
for its part provided euro swaps. Governments foreswore overtly protectionist trade policies;
average global tariff rates ticked up very slightly in 2009–10 but then resumed their trend
decline, while the number of active trade disputes litigated at the WTO was less in every year
between 2009 and 2013 than in the three years before the crisis.14 Resort to capital controls
was limited to the most severe crisis cases: Iceland, Greece, and Cyprus.

When the Greek crisis erupted, European countries refused
to contemplate debt restructuring, fearing for the stability of
French and German banks. The ECB was slow to recognize the
deflationary threat; instead of cutting, it raised interest rates
in 2008 and again in 2011
In sum, while the international system came under strain, it survived the crisis intact. Political leaders and their economic advisors evidently believed that an international regime
that had delivered prosperity and growth prior to 2008 would continue to do so once the
emergency was overcome.
Why then did the outlook change so dramatically starting in 2016, with the Brexit referendum, the election of Donald Trump, and the more general political backlash against the
prevailing rules-based global order? To repeat what was said earlier, it is tempting to invoke
special factors. British Prime Minister David Cameron failed to deliver on his campaign promise to limit immigration, and he miscalculated in seeing a referendum on EU membership as
a way of uniting the Conservative party and solidifying its grip on power. Donald Trump was
helped by a weak opponent and by Russian interference in the US election.
Yet geographic and demographic variations in support for both Brexit and Trump suggest
that more systematic factors were at work. So, too, does support for political leaders with
autocratic, nationalistic, anti-globalization tendencies in a range of other countries.15
To start, there was the fact that recovery in the advanced countries, where this political
reaction was centered, was disappointingly slow. Recoveries following crises tend to be slower
than recoveries following plain-vanilla recessions because the banking and financial system
is impaired.16 There was also the failure to provide more policy support and the tendency to
prematurely withdraw such support as was provided. Moreover, the majority of the income
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gains that did occur in both the US and UK accrued to the wealthy—to the so-called one percent. In 2015, real median household income as measured by the US Census Bureau was still
nearly two percent below its 2007 peak and nearly three percent below its level at the end
of the twentieth century. The tendency for income gains to accrue disproportionately to the
wealthy was less pronounced in continental Europe than in the English-speaking countries,
but it was evident there as well. It is not surprising that these trends provoked a popular reaction against import competition and immigration, which were seen as benefiting capital
at the expense of labor and causing wage stagnation.
But were voters right in blaming China and immigrants for these developments? Working-class wages had begun to stagnate and inequality had begun to rise already well before
the 2008–09 crisis. The increase in inequality in the United States, in fact, dates back to the
1970s. This is why the median earnings of prime-age working men, adjusted for inflation,
could fall by four percent between 1970 and 2010, despite the fact that the economy as a
whole was continuing to expand. And what was true of the United States was true also for
a range of other advanced economies. This timing clearly predates the China shock, which
coincides more or less with that country’s accession to the WTO in 2001. It long predates the
increase in immigration from less developed countries to Europe and the United States in
the early twenty-first century.
The explanation lies in the primacy of skill-biased technical change in both working-class
wage stagnation and rising inequality. The substitution of machinery for assembly line workers accelerated in the 1970s and 1980s. Maintaining this machinery required relatively high
levels of literacy and numeracy; it required education and skill. This shift visibly affected the
demand for more- and less-skilled workers and therefore their compensation. Whereas in
1965, American workers with college degrees earned just twenty-four percent more than highschool graduates, that gap widened to forty-seven percent in the mid-1980s and fifty-seven
percent in the mid-1990s. The situation in Europe and Japan differed in extent but not in kind.
Working-class voters were displeased by the failure of their governments to do more to
temper the effects. Aware of their inability to turn back the clock on technical progress, they
found it easier to blame immigrants and Chinese workers for their plight. The role of the
financial crisis and slow recovery that followed was to provide a focal point for their anger,
directing it toward imports, immigrants, and mainstream politicians and parties. It catalyzed
their unhappiness with the ruling elites and led them to seek to dismantle the prevailing
international order, in the UK by voting for Brexit, in the US by voting for Trump, and in
countries like Italy, Poland, and Hungary by voting for parties and leaders antagonistic to
the European Union.
Thus, the populist reaction that erupted starting in 2016 was more than a delayed response
to the 2008–09 financial crisis. In fact, it reflected ongoing income stagnation, rising inequality, and a heightened sense of economic insecurity with roots that can be traced back to the
1970s and 1980s. Anger against immigrants and imports may have been misdirected, but this
did not prevent opportunistic politicians from capitalizing on it.

Another key development over the 2008–18 decade was the emergence of China as a leading
power with geopolitical ambitions. China is already the world’s number one exporter and will
soon overtake the US as the country with the largest GDP. It is building aircraft carriers and
asserting itself in the South China Sea. It is using its economic leverage to forge strategic links
with countries in South Asia, Central Asia, Africa, and Latin America. It is the third largest
foreign investor and the number one source of foreign investment for a growing number of
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General Motors assembly worker John Martinez (L.)
was forced to retire in April 2009, just months before
the automobile giant went broke. His hopes for his
family had been pinned to what were previously
generous pensions and medical coverage

countries. It is using its Belt and Road Initiative to increase the connections and dependence
on China of other countries, in the region and beyond. Not just the Belt and Road but also
the Asia Infrastructure Investment Bank, the BRICS Bank, the Chiang Mai Initiative Multilateralization, the PBOC’s renminbi swaps, and the designation of official renminbi clearing
banks for foreign financial centers are all indications of the intention of Chinese leaders to
shape the international system to their liking.
China’s scope for asserting that influence is, if anything, enhanced by the Trump administration’s “America First” policies. By withdrawing from the Trans-Pacific Partnership, the
administration squandered an opportunity to more deeply integrate East Asia into America’s
economic sphere. By slapping tariffs on European steel and aluminum exports and threatening
tariffs on European exports of motor vehicles, in both cases on spurious national-security
grounds, it has jeopardized its ability to work with its European allies to reform WTO rules
to address concerns about China’s subsidies for state-owned enterprises and its treatment
of intellectual property rights. By casting doubt over European access to US markets, it has
encouraged the European Union to contemplate closer economic ties with China. By threatening to withdraw from the WTO, it has thrown into question the very survival of the rulesbased global order.
Against this backdrop, one can imagine several different scenarios unfolding in the coming
decade. First, Trump’s attempt to undermine the rules-based global order could be a temporary aberration. Business organizations, such as the US Chamber of Commerce, oppose
Trump’s tariffs and his efforts to tear down the North American Free Trade Agreement and
the WTO. Members of Trump’s own party in the Congress remain committed to free trade.
Though intimidated by the president, they understand that the United States has benefited
from the rules-based international order.

Another key development over the 2008–18 decade was the
emergence of China as a leading power with geopolitical
ambitions. China is already the world’s number one exporter and
will soon overtake the US as the country with the largest GDP
Moreover, if Trump fails to wrest significant concessions from US trade partners and if his
tariffs hinder the growth of US business and raise the cost of imported consumer goods, then
voters may connect the dots between the president’s policies and their economic ills. Trump
himself may grow weary of his imperial presidency and give way to a more conventional US
leader. The US will then resume its role as a constructive member of the WTO, a signatory
of the Paris Climate Accord, and a participant in a reactivated Trans-Pacific Partnership. To
be sure, America’s unilateralist interlude will have weakened its influence. Other countries
will have come to see it as a less reliable partner. In the meantime they will have negotiated
agreements among themselves designed to reduce their economic and security dependence on
the United States. Still, the Trump “pause,” if that is all that it is, will not have fundamentally
reshaped the international economic order.
One must be an optimist to entertain this scenario. A majority of Republican voters, according to public opinion polls at the time of writing, support Trump’s restrictive trade policies. The American public has shown little ability to connect the president’s tariffs with their
negative consequences. Trump himself is a master of political misdirection.
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More fundamentally, popular support for free and open trade requires policies that compensate the “losers” through retraining and relocation schemes, and Americans’ deep and
abiding hostility to government poses a formidable obstacle to mounting such programs. An
approach to campaign finance that concentrates influence in the hands of the wealthy means
that tax and public spending policies designed to redistribute income to those who are left
behind are singularly unlikely to gain traction. In addition, America’s ideology of market
fundamentalism is conducive to forgetting the lessons of the financial crisis. This creates a
real possibility that post-crisis reforms will be rolled back, making another crisis more likely
and bringing about the further polarization of public opinion.17

Business organizations, such as the US Chamber of Commerce,
oppose Trump’s tariffs and his efforts to tear down the North
American Free Trade Agreement and the WTO. Members
of Trump’s own party in the Congress remain committed to
free trade
All these are reasons to think that the United States is singularly vulnerable to the siren song
of protectionism, as it has been throughout its history, aside from only the second half of the
twentieth century. They are reasons to believe, in other words, that the country’s unilateralist
turn could prove enduring.
While some of these same tendencies are also evident in Europe, there are reasons for
thinking that the EU, by comparison, is more likely to remain committed to multilateralism
and openness.18 European countries, having experienced extremist capture in the 1920s and
1930s, reformed their electoral systems to make capture by political outsiders like Trump
less likely.19 Lacking Americans’ deep and abiding hostility to government, they are capable
of mounting public programs that compensate the losers from free and open trade. Because
their economies are smaller, in many cases very significantly smaller, than that of the United
States, they understand that their prosperity is intrinsically linked to trade, both multilateral
trade and the EU’s Single Market. Even the UK, where inequality is greatest and the reaction
against the EU is most intense, remains committed to economic openness.
But observing that Europe is likely to remain committed to openness is not the same as
saying that it is capable of exercising the leadership needed to mold the international economic order. Foreign- and security-policy leverage and economic-policy leverage go hand
in hand. Witness the ability of a geopolitically powerful United States to shape the postWorld War II international economic order. The EU, for its part, has not shown the capacity
to mount a common foreign and security policy; different European countries have very
different views of what this would entail. The share of military spending in GDP is lower in
Europe than in both the US and China. The continent is demographically challenged and is
therefore poised to grow slowly. As Europe comes to account for a declining share of global
GDP, it will become correspondingly less able to determine the nature of international relations.
This leaves China as the obvious candidate to occupy the space vacated by the United
States. As the leading trade partner and source of foreign investment for a growing number of
countries, it already has some capacity to influence the shape of the international economic
order. The question is what kind of order China has in mind.
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The answer is not straightforward. China is committed to openness and export-led growth.
As President Xi Jinping put it at Davos in January 2017, China is committed “to growing an
open global economy.” In other words, Beijing will not obviously want to reshape the global
trading regime in more restrictive directions.
But in other respects, globalization with Chinese characteristics will differ from globalization as we know it. Compared to other leading economies, China relies more on bilateral
trade agreements and less on multilateral negotiating rounds. In 2002 China signed the
China-ASEAN Comprehensive Economic Framework Agreement, and subsequently it signed
bilateral free trade agreements with twelve countries around the world, with more in the
works.20 Insofar as China continues to emphasize bilateral agreements over multilateral
negotiations, this implies a reduced role for the WTO.
The Chinese State Council has called for a trade strategy that is “based in China’s periphery, radiates along the Belt and Road, and faces the world.”21 I read this as suggesting that it
has in mind a hub-and-spoke trading system, where China is the hub and countries along its
borders, or periphery, are the spokes. Other researchers have previously foreseen the emergence of a hub-and-spoke trading system in Asia, and possibly other hub-and-spoke systems
centered on Europe and the United States.22 Were China to exert more forceful leadership
of the global trading system, this scenario becomes more likely. Again, the implication is a
diminished role for the WTO.

China is committed to openness and export-led growth. As
President Xi Jinping put it at Davos in January 2017, China is
committed “to growing an open global economy.” Beijing will
not obviously want to reshape the global trading regime in
more restrictive directions
Beijing may then wish to elaborate other China-centered regional arrangements to complement its commercial agreements and to substitute for multilateral institutions such as the IMF
and World Bank. It has the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank, headed by Jin Liqun, as an
alternative to the World Bank. The PBOC has made $500 billion of swap lines available to more
than thirty central banks. In 2016 the state-run China Development Bank and Industrial and
Commercial Bank of China, acting presumably on behalf of the PBOC, provided Pakistan with
$900 million of emergency assistance to help it stave off a currency crisis. China’s regional
approach may also be motivated by the fact that it is underrepresented, in terms of quota
and voting shares, at the IMF, leaving the United States as the only country with veto power
in the Fund. Were the Trump administration to block IMF reform by rejecting proposals for
quota revision, or were it to withdraw from the New Arrangements to Borrow (NAB), which
provide the IMF with a substantial fraction of its funding, there would be additional impetus
for China to develop its regional alternative.23
A China-shaped international system may attach less weight to the protection of intellectual property rights, the appropriation of the intellectual property of multinational corporations
by their Chinese joint-venture partners being a particular bone of contention between the
Trump administration and the Xi government. Alternatively, one can imagine Beijing’s attitude on such matters changing as China itself becomes a developer of new technology. That
said, the sanctity of private property, whether of residents or multinationals, has always been
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less in China’s state socialist system than in Europe or the United States. Hence, intellectual
property protections are apt to be less in a China-led global system.
More generally, China’s government does more than that of the United States, through the
provision of subsidies and instructions to state-owned enterprises and others, to shape the
structure and evolution of its economy. Its so-called China 2025 Plan to promote the development of China’s high-tech capabilities is only the latest instance of this general approach.24
The WTO has rules intended to limit subsidies and to regulate the actions that countries can
take to counter them. European Union competition policy is similarly designed to limit the
use of subsidies and other state aids. A China-shaped trading system would lack, or at least
limit, such disciplines.
A China-led international regime would also be less open to international investment.
In 2017 China ranked behind only the Philippines and Saudi Arabia among the sixty plus
countries rated by the OECD in terms of the restrictiveness of their inward Foreign Direct
Investment (FDI) regime. One can think of these restrictions as another device giving Chinese
enterprises space to develop their technological capabilities. This stance may change once
China becomes a technological leader and as it becomes more concerned with outward than
inward FDI. Or it may not. Similarly, China continues to exercise tight control over its financial
system and maintains controls on capital inflows and outflows. While the IMF has evinced
more sympathy for the use of such controls since the early 2000s, a China-led international
regime would presumably be even more accommodating of governments that utilize them.
In sum, a China-led global economy would remain open to trade but be less multilateral,
transparent, rules-based, and financially open than its Western-led predecessor.

China’s government does more than that of the United States
to shape the structure and evolution of its economy. Its socalled China 2025 Plan to promote the development of China’s
high-tech capabilities is only the latest instance of this general
approach
The past decade was a turbulent period for the global economy, opening as it did with the
global financial crisis and closing with Brexit and the election of an American president
with an “America First” agenda. The crisis brought to a head popular dissatisfaction with
the prevailing economic order, although I have argued that it only catalyzed the already
existing unease associated with ongoing trends: skill-biased technological change, rising
income inequality, and the failure of governments to adequately equip individuals to cope
with these problems. Of the various national reactions, that in the United States was most
consequential, since it brought to office a Trump administration that essentially abrogated
the country’s leadership of the global system.
The implications for the future are far from clear. It could be that the Trump presidency
is a passing phase after which the United States will reassert its support for and leadership
of the multilateral system. But there are also reasons to doubt that this will be the case. The
hostility of Americans toward government creates less scope than in, say, Europe for intervention to compensate the casualties of creative destruction and globalization. In a period
of slow growth, unlike the third quarter of the twentieth century, this renders US support for
and leadership of an open multilateral system problematic to say the least.
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Whether America’s unilateralist turn is temporary or permanent, there is more space either
way for other powers to shape the future of the global economic order. Given its resources
and ambitions, China is most likely to assume this role. A China-led system will remain open
to trade, but it will be less open financially than the comparable US-led system. It will be
organized more heavily along regional lines. It will admit of a more prominent role for the
state. And it will be less rules-based and transparent. The idea behind admitting China to
the WTO was that doing so would create pressure for the country to remake its politics and
economics along Western lines. The irony is that the economic pressure that an internationally integrated China applied to the rest of the world, and to the US in particular, may end up
having precisely the opposite effect.
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Notes
1. See Summers (2014).
2. This is the 2008–18 average
annual change in gross domestic
product at constant prices as
given in the International Monetary
Fund’s World Economic Outlook.
3. A review of the debate is
Saccomanni (2015).
4. This view is elaborated at
greater length in Eichengreen
(2015).
5. Some would point to the
Savings & Loan crisis of the 1980s
as an exception but, as Field
(2017) shows, its macroeconomic
impact was minimal.
6. A polemical but still very
useful account of these trends is
Johnson and Kwak (2010).
7. A good overview is Bayoumi
(2017).
8. The most influential analysis of
the roles of good luck and good
policies in the Great Moderation is
Stock and Watson (2003).
9. The argument is made most
forcefully by Taylor (2015) himself.
10. Those capital flows and their
determinants, including monetary
policy, are analyzed by Lane
(2013).
11. This is the forceful
interpretation of Ball (2018).
Others, such as Bernanke (2015),
argue that the central bank had no
choice but to allow Lehman to go
under owing to its lack of eligible
collateral, a conclusion that Ball
vigorously disputes.
12. A poplar account of the debate
is Scheiber (2012).
13. Numbers are again from the
IMF’s World Economic Outlook
data base.
14. Tariff rates are for sixty-four
countries representing 91 percent
of world trade in 2010, as in
Nordhaus (2017). Figures for WTO
trade disputes are from Azevedo
(2014), figure 1.
15. The remainder of this section
draws on Eichengreen (2018).
16. This point is famously if
controversially made by Reinhart
and Rogoff (2009).
17. Funke, Schularick, and
Trebesch (2016) provide evidence
that financial crises lead to further
political polarization, and to swings
to the political right in particular.
18. This is the conclusion of
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Eichengreen (2018), where I make
the arguments at more length.
19. I am thinking, for example,
of the French electoral system,
which allows the supporters of
other candidates to unite behind
the mainstream candidate in the
second, run-off round of voting,
or the German system, which
requires a constructive vote of
no confidence (agreement on a
new leader) in order to dismiss a
government.
20. Many of these bilateral
agreements are with poor
countries that are not particularly
important as markets for Chinese
exports. Rather, those agreements
can be seen as a way for Beijing
to exert additional economic
leverage over the partner, and
specifically to encourage it to
adopt China’s technological and
product standards and manage
their economies in the manner of
China itself.
21. Tiezzi (2018), p. 47. The same
terminology has been echoed in a
series of subsequent official and
semi-official publications.
22. See for example Baldwin
(2009).
23. Activation of the $255 billion
NAB requires an 85 percent
majority vote of NAB participants,
giving the US a veto. In addition,
the US will be required to withdraw
from the NAB in 2022 absent
legislative action.
24. See Balding (2018) for a
discussion.
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Consolidated by the award of the 2017 Economics Nobel
Prize to behavioral economist Richard Thaler, behavioral
economics is enjoying a golden age. It combines a diverse
range of insights from across the social sciences—including
economists’ powerful analytical tools alongside rich evidence
about real human behavior from other social sciences—
especially psychology and sociology. This article explores
the evolution of behavioral economics and some key
behavioral insights about incentives and motivations; social
influences—including social learning, peer pressure, and
group-think; heuristics and biases; decision-making under
risk and uncertainty; present bias and procrastination; and
nudging policy tools. These all illustrate how behavioral
economics provides businesses and policy makers with a rich
understanding of how real people think, choose, and decide.
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Introduction
Today, it seems as though everyone is talking about behavioral economics. Governments
are embedding behavioral insights into policy. Commercial businesses are using it to inform
their marketing strategies. Lessons from behavioral economics are informing relationships
between employers and employees. Even in the silos of academia, most applied research
teams—most obviously other social scientists but also natural scientists, from neuroscientists
through to behavioral ecologists, computer scientists and engineers—are keen to bring behavioral economists into the multidisciplinary teams so that they can connect their research
with insights from behavioral economics. Why? Because behavioral economics combines a
unique collection of insights from social science. It brings together economists’ powerful analytical tools, traditionally applied in a restricted way to unraveling the economic incentives
and motivations driving us all. But it also addresses the fundamental flaw in non-behavioral
economics: its highly restrictive conception of rationality, based on assumptions of agents
able easily to apply mathematical tools in identifying the best solutions for themselves or
their businesses. Herbert Simon made some early progress in re-conceptualizing rationality in economics—via his concept of “bounded rationality”, that is, rationality bounded by constraints in information available or in cognitive processing ability (Simon, 1955).
Modern behavioral economists have taken this further by bringing together rich insights
from psychology to capture how economic incentives and motivations are changed, often
fundamentally, by psychological influences. Neither the economics nor the psychology can
stand alone. Without economics, the psychology lacks analytical structure and direction—
especially in describing everyday decision-making. Without the psychology, economics
lacks external consistency and intuitive appeal. Together, the subjects are uniquely insightful. Together, they enable us powerfully to understand what and how real people think,
choose, and decide in ways that no single academic discipline has managed before—generating not only new theoretical insights but also new practical and policy insights that,
at best, have the power to change livelihoods, prosperity, and well-being across a range of
dimensions.

The Past
Behavioral economics may seem to many observers to be a new thing, for better or worse.
Most of the excitement about behavioral economics has bubbled-up in the past ten or so years.
The first milestone was the award of the 2002 Nobel Prize jointly to economic psychologist
Daniel Kahneman, alongside Vernon L. Smith—an experimental economist whose insights
and tools inspired behavioral economists even though experimental economics is not behavioral economics. The second was the award of the 2017 Nobel to behavioral economist
Richard Thaler, who has written colorfully about his contributions in his book Misbehaving
(Thaler, 2106). Thaler is most famous for his work on behavioral finance and behavioral public
policy—commonly known as “nudging,” named after his best-selling book with legal scholar
Cass Sunstein—the book this year celebrating its tenth anniversary (Thaler and Sunstein,
2008). These thinkers have had enormous influence on modern policy—not least through
advising the policy-making teams of the then US President Barak Obama and the then UK
Prime Minister David Cameron. The establishment of a “nudge” unit in Cameron’s Cabinet
Office spawned the growth of similar units around the world—from Australia to Lebanon to
Mexico, to name just a few.
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The progress of behavioral economics between the two milestones of the 2002 and 2017
Nobel Prizes mirrors the emergence of behavioral economics from a largely theoretical subject through to a subject that now has enormous real-world policy relevance—for public and
commercial policy makers alike. It also has much to offer ordinary people in understanding
some of the decision-making challenges they face. But behavioral economics is a much older
discipline than these two twenty-first-century milestones might suggest. Some could argue
that all economics should be about behavior if behavior is what drives choices and decision-making. Economics is the study of decisions after all. But, from the nineteenth century
onward, economics started to move away from behavior as it might be richly understood in
terms of the psychology of choice toward observed choices as a measure of revealed preferences. In providing a neat and simple story about these preferences revealed when we make
our choices, the story can only be made sufficiently simple if economists assume that economic decision-makers are constrained by strict behavioral rules—specifically in assuming
that consumers aim to maximize their satisfaction and businesses aim to maximize profits.
In mainstream economics, consumers and firms are assumed to do this in the best way they
can by implementing mathematical rules to identify the best solutions. Modern economists,
in the process of building these neat mathematical models that captured these behavioral
rules, stripped out all the socio-psychological complexities of real-world decision-making.
Historically, however, and before modern economics mathematicized the analysis of
choice, economists spent plenty of time thinking about how the incentives and motivations
that are the stuff of economic analysis are affected by psychological influences, including
going all the way back to Adam Smith. Adam Smith is popularly associated with his defense
of free markets in his 1776 masterpiece The Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations, in
which he advocates that the “invisible hand” of the price mechanism should be allowed to
operate without government intervention. But in his 1759 masterpiece—The Theory of Moral
Sentiments—he also wrote extensively about sympathy and other social emotions that drive
our interactions with others around us—key insights seen in modern behavioral economics
research.

The Present
We have said a lot about where behavioral economics comes from without saying too much
about what behavioral economists actually do. In understanding this more deeply, we can
look at a range of themes which behavioral economists explore to illustrate the power and
relevance of their insights. Behavioral economics is now an enormous literature and doing
justice to it all in one chapter is impossible, but a few key themes dominate and we will focus
here on those insights from behavioral economics that are most powerful and enduring in
illuminating real-world decision-making problems. These include behavioral analyses of
incentives/motivations; social influences; heuristics, bias, and risk; time and planning; and
impacts of personality and emotions on decision-making (see Baddeley, 2017 and 2018b, for
detailed surveys of these and other behavioral economics literatures).

Incentives and Motivations
As we noted above, economics is essentially about incentives and motivations—traditionally
focusing on money as an incentive, for example in explaining a decision to work as a balanc-
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ing act in which wages earned persuade workers to give up their leisure time. Psychologists
bring a broader understanding of motivation into behavioral economics—specifically by
disentangling extrinsic motivations from intrinsic motivations. Extrinsic motivations include
all the rewards and punishments external to us—money is the most obvious, but physical
punishments would be another example. Alongside these are intrinsic motivations—such
as pride in a job done well, dutifulness, and intellectual engagement. Some of the most famous behavioral experiments were conducted by psychologist Dan Ariely and his team (see
Ariely, 2008). Some of these experimental studies show that experimental participants’ decisions to contribute to a charity or public good are partly driven by social factors: people
are more generous when their donations are revealed than when information about their
donations is kept private. Intrinsic motivations drive effort, often as much and sometimes
more than external monetary incentives. Students, for example, are often prepared to work
harder for an intellectual challenge than for money. This illustrates that we are not driven
just by external incentives and disincentives—whether these be money, physical rewards/
punishments or social consequences. Chess, computer games, and also physical challenges
associated with sport are all things that engage people’s attention and enthusiasm even
without monetary rewards.
Disentangling intrinsic and extrinsic motivations is not straightforward, however. There is
the added complication that extrinsic incentives “crowd out” intrinsic motivations. A classic
study of this was conducted by behavioral economists Uri Gneezy and Aldo Rustichini. An
Israeli nursery school was struggling with the problem of parents arriving late to pick up
their children so they instituted a system of fines for latecomers. The fines had a perverse
effect, however, in increasing the number of late pickups by parents rather than reducing
them. Gneezy and Rustichini attributed this to a crowding-out problem: introducing the
fine crowded-out parents’ incentives to be dutiful in arriving on time. Instead, parents were
interpreting the fine as a price: in paying a fine they were paying for a service and so it became
an economic exchange in which dutifulness in arriving punctually became less relevant
(Gneezy and Rustichini, 2000).
A specific set of motivations that behavioral economists have spent a lot of time exploring are the social motivations and these are illustrated most extensively in what is possibly
the most famous behavioral experimental game: the Ultimatum Game, devised by Werner
Güth and colleagues (Güth et al., 1982). In the Ultimatum Game, the experimenter gives an
experimental participant a sum of money to distribute—let’s say they give Alice $100 and
ask her to propose giving a portion of this money to a second experimental participant: Bob.
Bob is instructed to respond by either accepting Alice’s offer or rejecting it. If Bob rejects Alice’s offer then neither of them get anything. Standard economics predicts that Alice will be
self-interested when she plays this game and will aim to offer Bob the very lowest offer that
she thinks she will get away with. In this case she would offer Bob $1, and if Bob is similarly
rational he would accept $1 because $1 is better than $0. In reality, however, in a very extensive
range of studies of the Ultimatum Game—including studies across cultures, socioeconomic
characteristics, and even experiments with monkeys playing the game for juice and fruit—the
proposers are remarkably generous in offering much more than the equivalent of $1. On the
other hand, the responders will often reject even relatively generous offers. What is going
on? Behavioral economists explain these findings, and other findings from similar games,
in terms of our social preferences. We do not like seeing unequal outcomes—we experience
inequity aversion, and we experience it in two forms: disadvantageous inequity aversion, and
advantageous inequity aversion. Disadvantageous inequity aversion is when we do not want
to suffer inequity ourselves. In the Ultimatum Game, Bob will suffer disadvantageous inequity
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aversion when Alice makes a mean offer—and this may lead him to reject offers of relatively
large amounts. On the other hand, advantageous inequity aversion is about not wanting to
see others around us treated unfairly—so Alice will not make the minimum possible offer
to Bob because she reasons that that would be unfair. Unsurprisingly, we worry much more
about disadvantageous inequity aversion than advantageous inequity aversion, but both
have been demonstrated—across a large number of experimental studies—to have a strong
influence on our tendencies toward generosity.

Social Influences
Linking to these insights around social preferences, behavioral economists have explored
some other ways in which social influences affect our decisions and choices. Broadly speaking,
these social influences can be divided into informational influences and normative influences
(Baddeley, 2018a). Informational influences are about how we learn from others. In situations
where we do not know much or are facing a complex and uncertain series of potential outcomes, it makes sense for us to look at what others are doing, inferring that they may know
better than we do about the best course of action. Economists have analyzed this phenomenon in terms of updating our estimates of probabilities—and a classic example outlined by
Abhijit Banerjee is restaurant choice (Banerjee, 1992). We are new to a city—perhaps visiting
as tourists—and we see two restaurants, both of which look similar but we have no way of
knowing which is better. We see that one is crowded and the other is empty and—perhaps
counter-intuitively—we do not pick the empty restaurant, which might be more comfortable
and quieter. Instead, we pick the crowded restaurant. Why? Because we infer that all those
people who have chosen the crowded restaurant ahead of the empty restaurant know what
they are doing, and we follow their lead—using their actions (the restaurant they choose) as a
piece of social information. We respond to these informational influences in a rational way—
perhaps not the extreme form of rationality that forms the cornerstone of a lot of economics,
but nonetheless sensible—the outcome of a logical reasoning process.
Normative social influences are less obviously rational and are about how we respond
to pressures from the groups around us. In explaining these social pressures, behavioral
economics draws on key insights from social psychologists, such as Stanley Milgram and
Solomon Asch, and their colleagues. Stanley Milgram created controversy with his electric
shock experiments. Experimental participants were instructed by an experimenter to inflict
what they thought were severe electric shocks on other people hidden from view. The participants in Milgram’s experiments could still hear the people who were supposedly receiving
the shocks. In fact, these people were just actors but the experimental participants did not
know this and a significant number of the participants (not all) were prepared to inflict what
they were told were life-threatening levels of shock: the actors pretended to experience severe
pain, screaming and at worst in some cases going worryingly quiet after the shocks. Milgram
explained the fact that his participants were prepared to act in these apparently ruthless ways
as evidence that we are susceptible to obedience to authority. We are inclined to do what we
are told, especially when we confront physically and psychologically challenging scenarios.
Milgram’s evidence was used in part to explain some of the atrocities associated with the
Holocaust—in an attempt to answer the puzzle of why so many otherwise ordinary civilians
not only observe but also actively engage in atrocities.
Another influential set of social psychology experiments that have informed behavioral
economists include Solomon Asch’s experiments (Asch, 1955). He devised a line experiment
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to test for conformity: experimental participants were asked to look at a picture of a line and
then match it with another line of the same length. This was an easy task, but Asch and his
colleagues added a complication by exposing their participants to other people’s guesses.
Unbeknownst to their participants, the groups deciding about the line lengths in fact included a large number of experimental confederates instructed to lie about the length of
the lines. To illustrate with a simple example: imagine that twenty participants are gathered
together to complete the line task but nineteen are in cahoots with the experimenter and
there is only one genuine participant. If the others all came up with a stupid, wrong answer
to this simple question about lines, what would the twentieth, genuine participant do? Asch
and his colleagues found that many of the genuine participants (though, tellingly, not all)
changed their minds away from the correct answer to give an obviously wrong answer when
they saw others making a wrong guess. In other words, many participants seemed inclined
to ensure that their answers conformed with the answers from the other participants in
their group, without considering that these participants might be mistaken, or lying. The
emotional responses of the participants were variable. Those who stuck with their original answers did so confidently. The conformists who changed their answers to fit with the
group varied—some experiencing distressing self-doubt; others blaming other participants
for their mistakes. Why would a person change their mind to what otherwise would seem
like an obviously wrong answer? This experiment does not resolve the rational versus irrational question. It may seem irrational to give the wrong answer just because you see others
getting it wrong. The Nobel Prize-winning economist Robert Shiller came up with another
explanation, consistent with rational decision-making: perhaps the real participants were
thinking that it is much more likely that their single decision was wrong than that nineteen
others were wrong. They were balancing the probabilities and coming to the conclusion that
the chances that such a large number of other people could be wrong were small and so it
made sense to follow them (Shiller, 1995).

Social influences can be divided into informational and normative
influences. The former are about how we learn from others, while
the latter are about how we respond to pressures from groups
around us
More generally, many of us use others’ choices and actions to guide our own choices and
actions—such as in the restaurant example above. When we copy other people we are using
a rule of thumb—a simple decision-making tool that helps us to navigate complex situations,
especially situations characterized by information overload and choice overload. In today’s
world, the ubiquity of online information and reviews is another way in which we use information about others’ choices and actions as a guide. For example, when we are buying a
new computer or booking a hotel, we will find out what others have done and what others
think before deciding for ourselves. In these situations, when thinking through lots of information and many choices is a cognitive challenge, it makes sense to follow others and adopt
what behavioral economists would call a herding “heuristic.” Following the herd is a quick
way to decide what to do. This brings us to the large and influential literature on heuristics
and bias, developing out of Daniel Kahneman’s and his colleague Amos Tversky’s extensive
experimental work in this field.
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Heuristics, Bias, and Risk
What are heuristics? Heuristics are the quick decision-making rules we use to simplify our
everyday decision-making and they often work well, but sometimes they create biases in
our decision-making. In other words, in some situations when we use heuristics they lead us
into systematic mistakes. The psychologist Gerd Gigerenzer makes the important observation,
however, that heuristics are often good guides to decision-making because they are fast and
frugal. They often work well, especially if people are given simple techniques to enable them
to use heuristics more effectively (Gigerenzer, 2014).

When thinking through lots of information and many choices is
a cognitive challenge, it makes sense to follow others and adopt
what behavioral economists would call a herding “heuristic”
If you Google behavioral bias today, you will get a long and unstructured list, and, in devising a
taxonomy of heuristics and their associated biases, a good place to start is Daniel Kahneman and
Amos Tversky’s taxonomy of heuristics—as outlined in their 1974 Science paper (Tverksy
and Kahneman, 1974) and summarized for a lay audience in Kahneman (2011). Kahneman and
Tversky identified three categories of heuristic, based on evidence from an extensive range
of experiments they had conducted, including the availability, representativeness, and anchoring and adjustment heuristics.
The availability heuristic is about using information that we can readily access—either
recent events, first moments, or emotionally vivid or engaging events. Our memories of these
types of highly salient information distort our perceptions of risk. A classic example is the
impact that vivid and sensationalist news stories have on our choices, linking to a specific
type of availability heuristic—the affect heuristic. For example, vivid accounts of terrible
plane and train crashes stick in our memory leading us to avoid planes and trains when,
objectively, we are far more likely to be run over by a car when crossing the road, something
we do every day without thinking too hard about it. We misjudge the risk—thinking plane
and train crashes are more likely than pedestrian accidents—and this is because information
about plane crashes is far more available, readily accessible, and memorable for us.
The representativeness heuristic is about judgments by analogy—we judge the likelihood of
different outcomes according to their similarity to things we know about already. In some
of their experiments, Kahneman and Tversky asked their participants to read a person’s
profile and judge the likelihood that this profile described a lawyer versus an engineer. They
discovered that many of their participants judged the likelihood that a person described was
a lawyer or an engineer according to how similar the profile was to their preconceptions and
stereotypes about the characteristic traits of lawyers versus engineers.
Anchoring and adjustment is about how we make our decisions relative to a reference point.
For example, when participants in Kahneman and Tversky’s experiments were asked to guess
the number of African nations in the United Nations, their guesses could be manipulated by
asking them first to spin a wheel to give them a number. Those who spun a lower number on
the wheel also guessed a smaller number of African countries in the UN.
Another seminal contribution from Kahneman and Tversky emerges from their analyses
of heuristics and bias: their own unique behavioral theory of risk—what they call “prospect
theory” (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979). They devised prospect theory on the basis of a se-
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ries of behavioral experiments which suggested some fundamental flaws in expected utility
theory—economists’ standard theory of risk. The differences between these two different
approaches to understanding risky decision-making are complex but one of the fundamental
features of expected utility theory is that it assumes that people’s risk preferences are stable: if
someone is a risk-taker then they are a risk-taker. They will not shift their decisions if the risky
choices they are offered are framed in a different way. This connects with three fundamental
features of prospect theory: in prospect theory, risk preferences are shifting. People’s risk preferences do shift in prospect theory. For example, they are more inclined to take risks to avoid
losses—linking to a key insight from prospect theory: “loss aversion.” Standard economics
predicts that whether we are facing losses or gains, we decide in the same way according to
the absolute magnitude of the impact for us. In prospect theory, however, people confront
losses and gains differently—we worry much more about losses than we do about gains, and
one facet of this is that we will take bigger risks to avoid losses than we will to accrue gains.
This also links to another key feature of prospect theory. We make decisions according to
our reference point—and most often this is the status quo, our starting points. This feature
connects directly to the anchoring and adjustment heuristic, which we explored above.

Time and Planning
A whole other swathe of behavioral economics literature taps into some important insights
about our ability to plan our choices and decisions over time. Standard economics predicts that
we form stable preferences about time, as we do for risk. This means that it does not matter
what time horizon we are considering. If we are impatient, we are impatient, no matter what
the context. Behavioral economists overturn this understanding of how we plan and make
decisions over time, building on the substantial evidence from psychological experiments
that we are disproportionately impatient in the short term—we suffer from what behavioral
economists call present bias. We overweight benefits and costs that come sooner relative to
those that come later. For example, if we are choosing between spending on our credit card
today or tomorrow and comparing this choice with spending on our credit card in a year or
a year and a day, then standard economics predicts that our choices should be time consistent: if we prefer to spend today then we should prefer to spend in a year; and if we prefer
to spend in a year and a day, then we should also prefer to spend tomorrow. But behavioral
experiments show that we are disproportionately impatient in the short term relatively to
the longer term: we prefer to spend today over tomorrow, but when planning for the future
we prefer to spend in a year and a day than in a year. We overweight immediate rewards.
Behavioral economists such as David Laibson have captured this within alternative theories
of discounting to that incorporated in standard economics—specifically in the form of hyperbolic discounting (Laibson, 1997). This is more than an academic curiosity because it has
significant implications in our everyday lives—in explaining everything from procrastination
to addiction. Present bias can explain why we delay actions that are costly or unpleasant.
It can also explain a range of bad habits, or lack of good habits. A telling experiment was
one conducted by economists Stefano DellaVigna and Ulrike Malmendier in their study of
gym-going habits. Looking at a dataset from a real-world gym, they found that some people
signed-up for annual contracts and then attended the gym only a handful of times—even
though they had been offered pay-as-you-go membership as an alternative (DellaVigna and
Malmendier, 2006). Over the course of a year and sometimes longer, these very occasional
gym-goers were effectively paying enormous sums per visit when they would not have had
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to if they had more accurately forecasted their future behavior when they signed-up for the
gym. This is difficult to explain in terms of standard economic analysis, but once behavioral
economists allow for present bias, this behavior becomes explicable. Gym-goers plan at the
outset to go to the gym many times, but they change their plans when confronted with the
immediate choice between going to the gym versus another (more) enjoyable activity.

Behavioral experiments show that we are disproportionately
impatient in the short term relatively to the longer term: we prefer
to spend today over tomorrow, but when planning for the future
we prefer to spend in a year and a day than in a year
Present bias can also explain why we overeat and struggle so hard to give up nicotine, alcohol, and other drugs. There are nuances too—in the way some of us deal with our tendency
toward present bias. More sophisticated decision-makers realize that they suffer present bias
so they bind their future selves, using what behavioral economists call commitment devices.
For example, they might freeze their credit card in a block of ice to stop their future self being
tempted into impulsive spending splurges. New businesses have developed around these
commitment devices—including online self-tracking tools such as Beeminder. When you
sign-up for Beeminder, you set out your goals, and if you fail to meet those goals, Beeminder
charges you for your transgression.
A key feature of present bias, and other biases, is that we are not all equally susceptible.
Some of us are better at self-control than others and there is a large and growing literature on
individual differences, including personality traits, and the role these play in explaining our
different susceptibilities to behavioral bias. Learning lessons from psychologists, behavioral
economists are using personality tests to help to explain some differences in susceptibility to
biases such as present bias. One set of tests now widely used by behavioral economists is the
Big Five OCEAN tests—where OCEAN stands for Openness, Conscientiousness, Extraversion,
Agreeableness, and Neuroticism. In their analyses of the impact of individual differences on
economic success, Lex Borghans and Nobel Prize-winner James Heckman found, for example,
that conscientiousness comes out as being a key trait strongly correlated with success in life,
confirming earlier findings from psychologist Walter Mischel—famous for the Marshmallow
Experiment—which studied children’s capacity to resist temptation when choosing between
one marshmallow today versus two tomorrow: those children who were better able to exert
self-control in resisting temptation were also more likely to succeed later in life (Borghans
et al., 2008; Mischel, 2014).

The Future: Nudging and Beyond
All these insights from behavioral economics are now changing mainstream economics, and
also having a strong impact on policy-making via nudging, as highlighted in the introduction.
So, are there new horizons for behavioral economics, or do we know all we need to know? For
nudging, more evidence is needed to capture how robust and scalable nudging policies really
are—and there has been progress in this direction. Another key area that has been largely
neglected until recently is behavioral macroeconomics. British economist John Maynard
Keynes pioneered the analysis of psychological influences, particularly social conventions, in
financial markets and the implications for macroeconomies more generally—see for example
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Keynes (1936). Some of Keynes’s insights are being reimagined today, for instance by Nobel
Prize-winning economists including George Akerlof and Robert Shiller (see Akerlof, 2002;
and Akerlof and Shiller, 2009). These insights were complemented by American economist
George Katona’s macroeconomic insights, especially his analyses of consumer sentiment
(Katona, 1975). Katona’s influence endures through the University of Michigan’s Consumer
Sentiment Index—outputs from which are also still being widely used today (see for example Curtin, 2018). A significant hurdle for behavioral macroeconomics, however, is that it is
difficult coherently to aggregate into a macroeconomic model the complexities of behavior
identified by behavioral economists within a microeconomic context. New methodologies
are coming on board however, for example in the form of agent-based modeling and machine
learning. If these new methods can be applied successfully in developing coherent behavioral
macroeconomic models, then behavioral economics will generate an even more exciting and
innovative range of insights in the forthcoming decade than it has in the last.
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This overview considers the past, the present, and the
future of economic development. It begins with the
conceptualization, definition, and measurement of economic
development, highlighting that a narrow focus on the
economic is inadequate to capture development and even,
paradoxically, economic development itself. Key aspects
of economic and human development over the past seven
decades are then outlined, and the current landscape is
described. The paper then considers the future of economic
development, highlighting the challenges faced by developing
countries, especially the opportunities and risks provided
by the recent downward global trend in the share of labor in
overall economic activity.
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Economic Development
What is economic development and how has the concept evolved through the years? The economic part of it could be thought to be relatively straightforward. Surely, a steady rise in per
capita income as conventionally measured is an anchor, in concept and in reality. It would
be odd indeed to describe declining per capita income as economic development. But rising
per capita income, while necessary, is certainly not sufficient for development, and even for
economic development.
The distribution of this rising income among the population is legitimately in the domain
of economic development. Two key features of the distribution of income are inequality and
poverty. If average income rises but the inequality of its distribution also increases, then an
egalitarian perspective would mark down the latter as a negative aspect of economic development. If poverty, the population below a socially acceptable level of income, also increases then
this is another negative mark to be set against rising average income in assessing economic
development. Of course, the actual outcome on poverty will depend on an interaction between
average income and inequality and which of the two forces dominates empirically.

If higher average income is accompanied by increasingly
unequal distribution, an egalitarian perspective will qualify it
as negative. Growing poverty would also contrast negatively
with highter average income in any evaluation of economic
development
But identifying economic development purely with income is too narrow a conception. Other
aspects of well-being are surely relevant. Education and health outcomes, for example, go beyond income. They are important markers of well-being in their own right, but they influence,
and are influenced by, income. High income can deliver an educated and healthy population,
but an educated and healthy population also delivers high income. Thus, any assessment of
development, and even economic development, needs to take into account a broader range of
measures of well-being than simply income and its distribution. Education and health, and
their distribution in the population, are important as well.
Distribution is not simply about inequality between individuals. Inequality across broadly
defined groups is also a key factor. Gender inequality saps economic development as it suppresses the potential of half the population. Thus, improvements in measures of gender inequality are to be looked for in their own right, but also because of the contributions they make
to economic growth and to addressing economic inequality. Similarly, inequalities between
ethnic and regional groups stoke social tension and affect the climate for investment and hence
economic growth. It is difficult to separate out these seemingly non-economic dimensions from
the narrowly economic. Economic development is thus also about development more generally.
A narrow focus on measured market income misses out on use of resources which are not
priced appropriately in the market. The most important of these is the environment, especially in the context of greenhouse gas emissions and climate change. Rising national income as
conventionally measured does not price in the loss of irreplaceable environmental resources
at the national level nor, in the case of climate change, irreversible moves toward catastrophic
risks for the planet we live on.
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A broader conception of development has been embraced by the international community, first through the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) of 2000, and then through the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) of 2015. The eight MDGs were expanded and modified
to seventeen SDGs, which include conventional economic measures such as income growth
and income poverty, but also inequality, gender disparities, and environmental degradation
(Kanbur, Patel, and Stiglitz, 2018). Indeed, the crystallization and cementing of this broader
conceptualization of development, and even of economic development, has been one of the
sure advances during the past decade of thinking, and surely represents a move toward a “new
enlightenment” in assessing trajectories of achievement. But what have these trajectories been
over the past seven decades since World War II? The next section takes up the story.

The Past1
The six decades after the end of World War II, until the crisis of 2008, were a golden age in terms
of the narrow measure of economic development, real per capita income (or gross domestic
product, GDP). This multiplied by a factor of four for the world as a whole between 1950 and
2008. For comparison, before this period it took a thousand years for world per capita GDP
to multiply by a factor of fifteen. Between the year 1000 and 1978, China’s income per capita
GDP increased by a factor of two; but it multiplied six-fold in the next thirty years. India’s
per capita income increased five-fold since independence in 1947, having increased a mere
twenty percent in the previous millennium. Of course, the crisis of 2008 caused a major dent
in the long-term trend, but it was just that. Even allowing for the sharp decreases in output as
the result of the crisis, postwar economic growth is spectacular compared to what was achieved
in the previous thousand years.

The six decades after the end of World War II, until the crisis
of 2008, were a golden age in terms of the narrow measure of
economic development, real per capita income. This multiplied
by a factor of four for the world as a whole between 1950 and
2008
But what about the distribution of this income, and in particular the incomes of the poorest? Did they share in the average increase at all? Here the data do not stretch back as far as
for average income. In fact, we only have reasonably credible information going back three
decades. But, World Bank calculations, using their global poverty line of $1.90 (in purchasing
power parity) per person per day, the fraction of world population in poverty in 2013 was
almost a quarter of what it was in 1981—forty-two percent compared to eleven percent. The
large countries of the world—China, India, but also Vietnam, Bangladesh, and so on—have
contributed to this unprecedented global poverty decline. Indeed, China’s performance in
reducing poverty, with hundreds of millions being lifted above the poverty line in three
decades, has been called the most spectacular poverty reduction in all of human history.
But the story of the postwar period is not simply one of rising incomes and falling income
poverty. Global averages of social indicators have improved dramatically as well. Primary
school completion rates have risen from just over seventy percent in 1970 to ninety percent
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By 2013 the percentage of the
world’s population living in
poverty had dropped to one
fourth the percentage of 1981:
eleven percent compared to
the previous forty-two percent

A fishermen's neighborhood in Mumbai, where the
suburbs are changing their appearance thanks
to an organization dedicated to improving living
conditions for the disadvantaged in India's financial
capital. June, 2018

The international community
adopted a more global concept
of development through the
2000 Millennium Development
Goals (MDG)

The opening session of the Millennium Summit
at United Nations Headquarters in New York
on September 6, 2000. From left to right: the then
Secretary General of the UN, Kofi Annan and copresidents Tarja Halonen (Finland) and Sam Nujoma
(Namibia)

now as we approach the end of the second decade of the 2000s. Maternal mortality has halved,
from 400 to 200 per 100,000 live births over the last quarter century. Infant mortality is now
a quarter of what it was half a century ago (30 compared to 120, per 1,000 live births). These
improvements in mortality have contributed to improving life expectancy, up from fifty years
in 1960 to seventy years in 2010.
Focus on just income, health, and education hides another major global trend since the
war. This has truly been an age of decolonization. Membership of the UN ratcheted up as
more and more colonies gained political independence from their colonial masters, rising
from around fifty in 1945 to more than 150 three decades later. There has also been a matching steady increase in the number of democracies with decolonization, but there was an
added spurt after the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989, when almost twenty new countries were
added to the democratic fold. To these general and well quantified trends we could add others,
less easily documented, for example on women’s political participation.
With this background of spectacular achievements at the global level, what is to stop us
from declaring a victorious past on human progress? The answer is that we cannot, because
good global average trends, although they are to be welcomed, can hide alarming counter
tendencies. Countries in Africa which are mired in conflict do not have any growth data to
speak of, and indeed any economic growth at all. Again in Africa, for countries for which we
have data, although the fraction of people in poverty has been falling, the absolute number
in poverty has been rising, by almost 100 million in the last quarter century, because of
population growth.
A similar tale with two sides confronts us when we look at inequality of income in the
world. Inequality as between all individuals in the world can be seen as made up of two components. The first is inequality between average incomes across countries—the gap between
rich and poor countries. The second is inequality within each country around its average.
Given the fast growth of large poorer countries like India and China relative to the growth
of richer countries like the US, Japan, and those in Europe, inequality between countries
has declined. Inequality within countries displays a more complex picture, but sharp rises
in inequality in the US, Europe, and in China and India means that overall within-country
inequality has increased. Combining the two, world inequality has in fact declined overall
(Lakner and Milanovic, 2016). The importance of between-nation inequality has fallen from
a contribution of four fifths of global inequality a quarter century ago. But its contribution is
still not lower than three quarters of total world inequality. These two features, rising within
nation inequality in large developing countries, and the still enormous role of between-nation
inequality in global inequality, are the other side of the coin from the good news of developing
country growth on average in the last three decades.

Inequality among Earth’s inhabitants comprises two elements:
the first, which is expressed by each country’s average
income, reflects the gap between rich and poor countries; the
second reflects inequalities within each country in terms of
average incomes
But income growth, if it comes at the expense of the environment, mis-measures improvement in human well-being. Particulate pollution has increased by ten percent over the last
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quarter century, with all of its related health implications. The global population under water
stress has almost doubled in the last half century, and there has been a steady decline in
global forest area over the same period. Global greenhouse gas emissions have increased from
under 40 gigatons equivalent to close to 50 gigatons in the last quarter century. On present
trends global warming is projected to be around 4°C by 2100, well above the safe level of 1.5°C
warming. The consequences of global warming have already begun to appear in terms of an
increase in severe weather outcomes.
Thus, the past seven decades have indeed been golden ones for economic development
on some measures, and even development more broadly measured. But all is not golden. The
trends hide very worrying tendencies which have begun to surface in terms of their consequences, and are shaping the landscape of development we have with us. The next section
takes up the story with a focus on the present of economic development.

The Present
The present of the economic development discourse is, of course, shaped by the trends of the
distant and recent past. An interesting and important feature of the current landscape is the
shift in the global geography of poverty. Using standard official definitions, forty years ago
ninety percent of the world’s poor lived in low-income countries. Today, three quarters of the
world’s poor live in middle-income countries (Kanbur and Sumner, 2012). The fast growth of
some large countries, accompanied by rising inequality in these countries, means that the
average income increases have not been reflected in poverty reduction to the same extent. So,
although these countries have now crossed the middle-income category boundary, which depends on average income, they still have large absolute numbers of poor people. These poor in
middle-income countries vie with the poor in poor countries for global concern and attention.
This disconnect between a person being poor and their country being poor is shaking up
the global development assistance system, which was built on the notion that the bulk of the
world’s poor lived in poor countries. This is manifested in the “graduation” criteria used by
most aid agencies, whereby aid is sharply reduced and then cut off when a country’s average
income crosses a threshold, typically related to middle-income status. It raises the question
posed by Kanbur and Sumner (2012): “Poor countries or poor people?” The response has been,
by and large, to stay with the average income criteria. This has led to and will increasingly
lead to a dichotomy between very poor countries, often mired in conflict, and middle-income
countries where, in fact, the bulk of the world’s poor now live. Thus, if the World Bank’s soft
loan arm sticks to its graduation criteria, it will in effect disengage from the vast majority of
the world’s poor, while focusing on the poorest countries in the world. This disengagement
is difficult to justify on ethical grounds, but also difficult to understand if middle-income
countries are also the source of global environmental problems and, for some of them, the
source of conflict-based migration.
Migration, conflict-based and economic, brings us to another important feature of the
present landscape of economic development, one which is the result of past trends and which
will surely have global implications for the future. Rising inequality in rich countries has
intersected with increased migration pressures from poor countries. Despite the closing of
the gap between rich and poor countries because of the fast growth of some poor countries,
the gap is still enormous, both on average and especially so for the poorest countries who
have not grown as fast. These gaps have combined with increased pressures because of armed
conflict and exacerbated by environmental stress.
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Ben Bernanke, president of the United States Federal
Reserve between 2006 and 2014, lecturing undergraduate
seniors at Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts,
in June 2008
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The hollowing out of the middle class in rich countries has coincided with greater immigration, leading to a toxification of democratic politics in these countries and the rise of far-right,
nativist, and xenophobic tendencies in the body politic (Kanbur, 2018). The election of Trump,
the vote for Brexit, and the entry of Alternative für Deustchland into the German Parliament
are only the most obvious outward manifestations of the current malaise of the body politic.
Nor is this just an issue in rich countries. The anti-migrant mob violence in South Africa
and ethnic conflict in countries such as Myanmar are part of the same pattern of migration
tensions which color economic development today.
The current terrain of economic development has clearly been influenced by the great
financial crisis of 2008. Most recently, the global crisis has proved disruptive to development
gains, although the losses can be said to have been mainly concentrated in the rich countries. But the reactions and the backlash now apparent in rich countries are having and will
have consequences for economic development in poor countries. Further, the genesis of the
crisis exposed fault lines in the economic model pursued by rich countries, with wholesale
deregulation of markets and especially of banking and capital flows.

The hollowing out of the middle class in rich countries has
coincided with greater immigration, leading to a toxification of
democratic politics in these countries and the rise of far-right,
nativist, and xenophobic tendencies in the body politic
The current state of affairs and ongoing debates relate back to the trajectory of thinking since
the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989. It will be recalled that in a famous statement of the time the
events were characterized as marking “the end of history” (Fukuyama, 1989), meaning by
this that liberal democracy and free markets had won the battle of ideas. But, as noted by
Kanbur (2001), “the end of history lasted for such a short time.” The financial crisis of 1997,
emanating from the newly liberalized capital markets of East Asia, was a warning shot. The
financial crisis of 2008, emanating in the deregulated financial markets of the US and Europe,
led to the world global depression since the 1930s.
The world as a whole is only just recovering from this catastrophe. Its effect on economic
thinking has been salutary. Queen Elizabeth II of the United Kingdom famously asked British
economists why they did not see it coming. The response from Timothy Besley and Peter
Hennessy was that: “So in summary, Your Majesty, the failure to foresee the timing, extent
and severity of the crisis and to head it off, while it had many causes, was principally a failure
of the collective imagination of many bright people, both in this country and internationally,
to understand the risks to the system as a whole” (quoted in Kanbur, 2016). But the risks to
the system as a whole were magnified by the deregulatory stance of policy makers in the
early 2000s, still basking in the “end of history” narrative of the turn of the millennium. It
is to be hoped that the lessons of the devastating crisis of 2008 will not be forgotten as we
go forward.
Thus the crisis of 2008 sits atop, and sharpens, negative aspects of trends identified in
the previous section and shapes the present and future prospects. These future prospects
are taken up in the next section.
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The Future
The past and present of economic development sets the platform for the long-term future.
Environmental degradation and climate change will surely worsen development prospects and
ratchet up conflict and environmental stress-related migration. The issues here have been well
debated in the literature (see for example, Kanbur and Shue, 2018). And the actions needed
are relatively clear—the question is rather whether there is the political will to carry them out.
Beyond challenges that arise due to ecological change and environmental degradation,
another prominent challenge that has arisen since the 1980s is the global decline in the labor
share. The labor share refers to payment to workers as a share of gross national product at
the national level, or as a share of total revenue at the firm level. Its downward trend globally
is evident using observations from macroeconomic data (Karababounis and Neiman, 2013;
Grossman et al., 2017) as well as from firm-level data (Autor et al., 2017). A decline in the labor
share is symptomatic of overall economic growth outstripping total labor income. Between
the late 1970s and the 2000s the labor share has declined by nearly five percentage points
from 54.7% to 49.9% in advanced economies. By 2015, the figure rebounded slightly and
stood at 50.9%. In emerging markets, the labor share likewise declined from 39.2% to 37.3%
between 1993 and 2015 (IMF, 2017). Failure to coordinate appropriate policy responses in
the face of these developments can spell troubling consequences for the future of economic
development. Indeed, the decline in labor share despite overall economic progress is often
seen as fuel that has fanned the fire of anti-immigration and anti-globalization backlashes
in recent years, threatening a retreat of the decades-long progress made on trade and capital
market liberalization worldwide.
It should be noted that the labor share and income inequality are inextricably linked. Indeed, the labor share is frequently used as a measure of income inequality itself (for example,
Alesina and Rodrik, 1994). Understanding the forces that determine the labor share has been
a singularly important aspect of the landscape of economic development. Indeed, this quest
has guided trade and development economics research for decades, during which time the
forces of globalization and its many nuanced impacts on the labor share have been fleshed
out (Bardhan, 2006; Bourguignon, 2017).
Yet, there are good reasons to take the view that canonical economic models often do
not offer predictions consistent with the current pattern of labor share decline in the global economy. Notably, behind the veil of global labor share decline is in fact a tremendous
amount of underlying diversity in the direction of change of the labor share at the country
level, with emerging and advanced economies at both ends of the spectrum (Karababounis
and Neiman, 2013). Such observations are contrary to the canonical prediction of economic
models based on the assumptions of constant technologies, perfect competition, and no
market imperfections. Guided by these assumptions, the standard prediction is that workers
in relatively labor abundant countries should strictly benefit from exposure to world trade in
both absolute terms and relative to owners of other inputs of production. In stark contrast,
however, after taking on the role as the world’s largest factory, China has experienced one of
the most significant rates of decline in labor share since 1993 (IMF, 2017).
A search for additional forces that may be in play is clearly warranted.2 To this end, the trajectory of the global labor share sits at the confluence of three major shifts in the defining features of developing and developed economies. These include: (i) the adoption of labor-saving
technological change; (ii) the shift in importance of employer market power; and (iii) the
growing prevalence of alternative modes of employment in the labor market.
Labor-saving technological change is a key driver in the recent global labor share decline
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(IMF, 2017). The reasons for firms and producers to embrace such a change are many, including a reduction in the price of investment goods and informational technology investment
(Karababounis and Neiman, 2013), and the advent of robotics in the manufacturing process
(Acemoglu and Restrepo, 2018), for example. Already, advanced economies do not have a
monopoly over the adoption of labor-saving technological change. Indeed, China has put in
place more robots in manufacturing than any other country according to recent estimates
(Bloomberg News, 2017). The implication of labor-saving technological change on labor income is not obvious, however, as it juxtaposes the overall productivity gains that arise from
the use of labor-saving technical change, with its potential adverse consequences on unemployment. In the end, whether workers benefit from labor-saving technological change will
depend on how quickly productivity gains translate into wage gains (Acemoglu and Autor,
2011; Acemoglu and Restrepo, 2018; Chau and Kanbur, 2018).

An important problem arose in the 1980s: the worldwide
decline in the workers' payment as a share of gross national
product on a national level, or as a share of total revenue at
the firm level
It is here that additional research can potentially reap significant dividends in furthering our
understanding of how developing country markets function and how they respond to shocks.
Some important mediating factors have already been identified. These include existing labor
market distortions that may skew decision-making about technological change (Acemoglu
and Restrepo, 2018), and search friction in the labor market and the resulting possibility of
complex distributional responses to technological change (Chau and Kanbur, 2018). Further,
policy responses to labor-saving technical change need to be developed and implemented,
including perhaps public investment in research into developing efficient labor using technology (Atkinson, 2016; Kanbur, 2018).
In addition to national- or market-level differences in the labor share, recent firm-level
evidence has inspired a surge in studies showing that employer market power can give rise
to systematic differences in the labor share across firms with heterogeneous productivity
levels (for example, Melitz and Ottaviano, 2008). It is by now well known that globalization
disproportionately favors high-productivity firms. The ascendance of superstar firms in
recent years in the US, with their demonstrably higher propensities to adopt labor-saving
technologies, provides an excellent example of how industrial organizational changes can
impact the overall labor share (Autor et al., 2017). Employer market power has become a fact
of life in emerging markets as well (for example, Brandt et al., 2017). In the course of economic
development, does the shift in importance of large firms disproportionately favor the adoption of labor-saving technologies (Zhang, 2013)? Or do they, in fact, value worker morale and
pay higher wages (Basu, Chau, and Soundararajan, 2018)? These are critical questions that
can inform a host of policy issues going forward, from the desirability of minimum wages to
facilitate better wage bargains to be struck for workers, to the use of competition policies as
a tool for economic development, for example.
Compounding these shifts in technologies and industrial organization, labor market institutions in emerging markets have also seen significant developments. Present-day labor
contracts no longer resemble the textbook single employer single worker setting that forms
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the basis for many policy prescriptions. Instead, workers often confront wage bargains constrained by fixed-term, or temporary contracts. Alternatively, labor contracts are increasingly
mired in the ambiguities created in multi-employer relationships, where workers must answer to their factory supervisors in addition to layers of middleman subcontractors. These
developments have created wage inequities within establishments, where fixed-term and
subcontracted workers face a significant wage discount relative to regular workers, with little
access to non-wage benefits. Strikingly, rising employment opportunities can now generate
little or even negative wage gains, as the contractual composition of workers changes with
employment growth. The result can be a downward spiral in worker morale (Basu, Chau, and
Soundararajan, 2018). These developments suggest that a decline in labor share generated by
contractual shifts in the labor market can ultimately have adverse consequences on the pace
of overall economic progress. Attempts to address wage inequities between workers within
establishments is a nascent research area (Freeman, 2014; Basu, Chau, and Soundararajan,
2018), and what is intriguing here is the possibility that we now have a set of circumstances
under which inequality mitigating policies, by raising worker morale, may end up improving
overall efficiency as well.

The ascendence of superstar firms with a propensity to adopt
labor-saving technologies provides an excellent example of
how industrial organizational changes can impact labor’s
overall share of the GNP
We began this chapter by emphasizing the joint importance of overall economic progress and
income inequality as metrics of development. Our brief look at the future of the economic
development landscape sheds light on the critical importance of bringing together multiple
perspectives in our understanding of how these two metrics of development are codetermined. Doing so opens up new policy tools (for example, competition policies and technology
policies), new reasons for (non-)intervention (for example, workers’ morale consequences
of wage inequities), and, perhaps equally important, new policy settings where equity and
efficiency are no longer substitutes for each other.

Conclusion
Looking back over the past seven decades since the end of World War II, economic development presents us with a string of contradictions. There have been unprecedented
rises in per capita income, with many large developing countries crossing the threshold
from low-income to middle-income status. These income increases have been accompanied by equally unprecedented improvements in income poverty and in education and
health indicators.
But at the same time there is palpable anxiety about the development process, its sustainability, and its implications for the global economy. Despite the fast increases in income in
poorer countries, gaps between them and rich countries remain large. Together with conflict
and environmental stress, this has led to migration pressures, particularly for richer countries
but also for better-off developing countries. The combination of migration pressures and
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rising inequality has led to the toxic rise of illiberal populist politics which is threatening
postwar democratic gains.
While environmental and climate change, and rising inequality in general, have been
much discussed, we have highlighted a particular source of rising inequality as an ongoing
threat to economic development. The falling share of labor in the economy is set to continue
and unless counteracted by strong policy measures will threaten inclusive development in
the coming decades.
We have also highlighted how thinking in economics has responded to the underlying
forces of change. There has been a broadening of the concept of development beyond the
narrowly economic. The roots of the great financial crisis of the end of the first decade of the
new millennium have also been scrutinized and, hopefully, some lessons have been learned.
And attention is turning to understanding the inexorable decline in labor’s share. Whether
all this adds up to a New Enlightenment in economic thinking is something the next decades
of development will reveal.
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Not everything in this “transcendent decade” is taking us
toward a New Enlightenment. Governance and democracy face
particular challenges from the election of populist leaders. The
voices of dissent may speak in different languages, but they
convey the same sets of messages, draw from the same range
of sources, and articulate their outrage in similar ways, using
rhetorical strategies that reject experts, excoriate the media,
and demonize conventional policies, politicians, and parties.
These dissenting voices, long isolated on the margins, now
constitute an existential threat to the long-standing consensus
on how to conduct politics and manage the economy in liberal
democracies. They challenge the institutional commitments
of political liberalism to tolerant, balanced governance and
the ideational preferences of economic neoliberalism for open
borders and free trade.
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Not everything in this “transcendent decade” is taking us toward a New Enlightenment. Governance and democracy face particular challenges. The rise of what is often called “populism”
constitutes the biggest challenge to political stability and democracy seen since the 1920s or
1930s (Müller, 2016; Judis 2016; Levitsky and Ziblatt, 2018; Eichengreen, 2018).
The British vote to exit the EU followed by the election of Donald Trump to the US presidency took mainstream politics (and pundits) by surprise. And this was only the beginning of
the tsunami that has since swept across continental Europe. Emmanuel Macron’s victory in
the French presidential election turned out to be only a momentary reprieve, as the populist
extremes became (part of) governing majorities in central and eastern Europe, Austria, and
Italy, while gaining ground everywhere else. In some countries, most notably Hungary and
Poland, populist governments are undermining the basic institutions of liberal democracy.
And in so doing, they seek to emulate the anti-democratic, authoritarian drift of their neighbors to the East, including Turkey and Russia.
The voices of populist dissent may speak in different languages but they convey the same
sets of messages: against immigration and open borders, globalization and free trade, Europeanization and the euro. They draw from the same range of sources: the economics of those
feeling “left behind,” the sociology of those worried about the “changing faces of the nation,”
or the politics of those who want to “take back control.” Most also articulate their outrage in
similar ways, using rhetorical strategies that deploy “uncivil” words and “fake news” to create
“post-truth” environments that reject experts, excoriate established media, and demonize
conventional political elites and parties. These dissenting voices, long isolated on the margins, now constitute an existential threat to the long-standing consensus on how to conduct
politics and manage the economy in liberal democracies. They challenge the institutional
commitments of political liberalism to tolerant, balanced governance and the ideational
preferences of economic neoliberalism for open borders and free trade.
In short, over the past decade, what had long looked like disparate groups of dissatisfied
citizens marginalized on the sidelines of mainstream politics, supporting motley crews of
anti-establishment leaders and small extremist parties, has coalesced into an all-out assault
on liberal democracy and democratic capitalism. The main question to answer therefore is:
why and how have populists succeeded today in channeling public fear and anger in ways
that have gained them unparalleled influence and even propelled some of their anti-system
parties into power?

Not everything in this “transcendent decade” is taking us toward
a New Enlightenment. Governance and democracy face particular
challenges. The rise of populism constitutes the biggest challenge
to political stability and democracy seen since the 1920s or 1930s
Potential answers abound. For some, “it’s the economy, stupid,” especially following the 2008
US financial crisis and the 2010 EU sovereign debt crisis. For others, it is the “cultural backlash” of citizens clinging to their social status and worried about rising immigration. For yet
others, it follows from the hollowing out of mainstream political institutions and party politics,
accompanied by the political frustration of citizens who feel their voices are not heard and
their complaints ignored by national politicians and supranational technocrats. So which
is right?
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All, in fact, offer valuable insights into the many different reasons for the populist tsunami.
But although these analyses help us understand the sources of citizens’ underlying anger,
they cannot explain why populism has surfaced today with such intensity and in so many
different forms in different national contexts. For an answer to why now, in these ways, with
this kind of populism, we need to delve more deeply into the nature and scope of populism.
This means taking seriously the substantive content of populist leaders’ ideas and discourses
championing “the people” against the elites while contesting institutionalized expertise. It
requires investigating populists’ discursive processes of interaction, such as their strategies of
communication using new media to consolidate activist social movements and party networks
as well as traditional media to disseminate their messages more widely. But any explanation
of populist success also demands consideration of the electoral promises generally long on
anti-system complaints but vague on policies (at least when outside power); investigating
how populist electioneering may affect mainstream politics; and, of course, examining what
happens if and when populists gain power.
This article begins with a discussion of the sources of populist discontent, economic,
socio-cultural, and political, along with the precipitating role of recent crises. It follows
with an analysis of the defining features of today’s populism, and how these have constituted existential challenges to liberal democracy. These include the style of populist leaders’
discourse, the post-truth content and processes of populist communication, and the connections between populists’ promises and their actions. The conclusion asks whether this is a
momentary phenomenon, or a new moment in history, and asks what forces may determine
the future possibilities.

The Sources of Populism
How do we explain the meteoric rise of populism over the past decade? For this, we need first
to consider the sources of discontent. These are economic, resulting from rising inequalities
and socioeconomic deprivations since the 1980s; sociological, related to concerns about status, identity, and nationhood in a context of increasing levels of immigration; and political,
generated by citizens’ growing dissatisfaction with mainstream politics and policies and loss
of trust in government and political elites.
The economic sources of populism are wide-ranging. They
include the rise of inequality due to the accumulation of capital by the “one percent,” famously investigated by Thomas Piketty (2014), accompanied by an increase in poverty due
to regressive taxation plans and cost-cutting that transformed the postwar welfare state into
a less generous system, with lower pensions and less security (Hacker, 2006; Hemerijck,
2013). Moreover, globalization has created a wide range of “losers” in de-industrialized areas,
while generating a sense of insecurity for the middle classes, worried about losing jobs and
status (Prosser, 2016), or joining the “precariat” (Standing, 2011). The economic disruptions
from globalization, in particular the shift of manufacturing from advanced to developing
countries, have led to more and more people feeling “left behind” (Hay and Wincott, 2012),
and produced a “race to the bottom” of lower skilled groups, especially of younger males
(Eberstadt, 2016).
Underpinning these socioeconomic problems is the resilience of neoliberal ideas (Schmidt
and Thatcher, 2013). These began by promoting global free trade and market liberalization
in the 1980s and ended with the triumph of financial capitalism and “hyper-globalization”

Economic Sources of Discontent
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(Stiglitz, 2002; Rodrik, 2011). The financial crisis that began in 2007/08 did little to moderate
such ideas, while in the euro crisis, the EU’s “ordo-liberal” ideas promoting austerity policies
have had particularly deleterious consequences, including low growth, high unemployment
(in particular in southern Europe), and rising poverty and inequality (Scharpf, 2014).
The economic sources of populist discontent are many, then. But they leave open a number
of questions. For example, why did populism rise in eastern Europe despite an unprecedented
economic boom powered by globalization and EU integration? Why in Sweden did populists
not emerge after the drastic 1992 crisis but over the course of one of Europe’s most remarkable
recoveries? And Italy has seen worse economic crises before, so why now? Finally, the new
“losers” of globalization have been angry about their loss of income and status ever since the
triumph of neoliberalism since the 1980s, so why has their unhappiness translated itself into
this set of political attitudes and/or political action today? Why, holding these views, did the
challenge of populist parties not come sooner?

Socio-Cultural Sources of Discontent Explanations for the rise of populism are not just economic; they are also socio-cultural. The populist backlash has been fueled by another aspect of
neoliberal globalization: cross-border mobility and the increases in immigration. Nostalgia
for a lost past along with fear of the “other” has resulted in the targeting of immigrant groups
(Hochschild and Mollenkopt, 2009). Certain groups feel their national identity or sovereignty
to be under siege in the face of increasing flows of immigrants (Berezin, 2009; McClaren,
2012). And this is often accompanied by rising nativist resentments tied to perceptions that
“others”—immigrants, non-whites, women—are “cutting in the line,” and taking the social
welfare benefits they alone deserve (Hochshild, 2016). Welfare “patriotism” or “chauvinism”
has been rearing its head not only on the right side of the spectrum in the US, the UK, or in
France but also on the left, in Nordic countries, notably in Denmark.

The populist voices of dissent may speak in different languages,
but they convey the same sets of messages: against immigration
and open borders, globalization and trade, Europeanization and
the euro
Discontent over immigration may undoubtedly also stem from the socioeconomic problems
of those “left behind,” worried about loss of jobs to immigrants, and unwilling to reward them
with welfare benefits. But the socioeconomic can easily be conjoined with the socio-cultural, as worries about loss of jobs combine with fears of loss of status (Gidron and Hall, 2017).
These are the people—older, less educated, white, male—whose worldview is threatened by
changing demographics resulting from rising immigrant populations. Often, these are the
very same people who are equally troubled by intergenerational shifts to post-materialist
values such as cosmopolitanism and multiculturalism (Inglehart and Norris, 2016). They can
be people who are well off financially, but subscribe to socially conservative philosophies
and/or oppose socially liberal policy programs. These are the people who, while they may
remain in favor of economic liberalism, focused on ideas about individual responsibility in
the economic realm, reject social liberalism.
Social liberalism underpins ideas about individuals’ rights to self-determination, which
include the expectation of respect for differences not only involving race and ethnicity but
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Thousands of emigrants are escorted by the police as
they march along the Slovenian-Croatian border on the
way to a transit camp in the Solvenian town of Dobova,
in October 2015. That year, Europe suffered the greatest
refugee crisis since World War II
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also gender, and which have been accompanied by expectations of “political correctness” in
language. Particularly contentious have been questions of women’s rights when related to
abortion and LBGT rights when involving gay marriage and child adoption. Such questions
have played themselves out in the US in particular, including the “bathroom” wars in high
schools (about which bathrooms transsexuals and non-gender-identifying may use). Such
“identity politics” of the left has sometimes been blamed for right-wing conservatives’ openness to populism on the extreme right (for example, Lilla, 2017).
The various socio-cultural counter-politics of identity provide another plausible explanation for the rise of populism. But here, too, the question of “why now?” remains. This kind of
politics has been around for a very long time, fed by ethnocentric definitions of “us” versus
“the other,” most notably theorized by Carl Schmitt. After all, particular fears and negative
perceptions related to immigration have been around for decades, and more recently at least
since the advent of demographic decline, the rise of terrorism, and the mass migration of
millions of poor east Europeans (including almost a million Muslims from Bosnia and Albania). And further, why is the socio-cultural demand for populism so acute in some countries
affected by mass migration (for example, Germany, Sweden, Denmark, France) but not in
others (such as Spain)?

Political Sources of Discontent Finally, the discontents are also political, as people feel their
voices no longer matter in the political process. In some cases, citizens feel that they have
lost control as a result of globalization and/or Europeanization—that powerful people at a
distance make decisions that have effects over their everyday lives that they do not like or even
understand (Schmidt, 2006, 2017). These include not just global or regional decision-making
bodies but also big businesses able to use the political system to their advantage, whether in
not paying taxes (for example, Apple) or to get the regulations they want, regardless of their
effects on social and environmental policies (Hacker and Pierson, 2010).
Popular disaffection is also locally generated, related to national political systems. Some
issues are related to policies. Political parties have increasingly appeared to be unresponsive
to their constituencies’ concerns, delivering policies that are seen to serve the elites rather
than the ordinary citizen (Berman, 2018). Others stem from structural changes in political
institutions. Citizens’ ability to express their disenchantment has, ironically, been amplified
by the “democratization” of the electoral rules. By opening up access through primaries and
referenda, where the most dissatisfied tend to be more motivated to turn out to vote, party
leadership contests have largely brought victory for representatives of more extreme positions.
This has in turn weakened political parties as representative institutions at the same time
that it has made it more difficult to forge alliances “across the aisle” (Rosenbluth and Shapiro,
2018). Additionally, the supranationalization of decision-making in global and/or European
institutions has also had its toll on mainstream party politics, by hollowing it. Political leaders
find themselves with the predicament of being forced to choose between being responsive
to citizens, as their elected representatives, or being responsible by honoring supranational
commitments (Mair, 2013).
Politics pure and simple also matters, of course. Mainstream political parties have seemed
at a loss with regard to how to respond to populist challengers on the right and on the left.
The center-right’s political strategy has until relatively recently entailed a refusal to govern
with the extreme right at the same time that it has often taken up their issues in attempts to
reclaim their constituencies, in particular with regard to immigration. And while the center
right has thus appeared to chase after the extreme right on the hot-button issues, the center
left has frequently seemed to chase after the center right on those self-same issues.
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Complicating matters for the European Union is the supranational nature of decision-making, and how this has affected national politics. A major shift in the structure of national politics across Europe has occurred as a result of new electoral divides. These involve
croscutting cleavages between traditional political divisions based on adherence to right/
left political parties and newer identity-related divisions based on more closed, xenophobic,
and authoritarian values versus more open, cosmopolitan, and liberal values (Hooghe and
Marks, 2009; Kriesi et al., 2012). The issues most in focus for the xenophobic/authoritarian
side of the division began with immigration. But increasingly over the years, the European
Union has become an equally politicized issue, as citizens have gone from the “permissive
consensus” of the past to the current “constraining dissensus” (Hooghe and Marks, 2009).
Public opinion surveys and polls clearly chart citizens’ loss of trust in political elites and of
faith in their national democracies, let alone the EU (Pew and Eurobarometer polls, 2008–18).

Citizens’ ability to express their disenchantment has, ironically,
been amplified by the “democratization” of the electoral rules.
Primaries and referenda, where the most dissatisfied tend to be
more motivated to turn out to vote, have largely brought victory for
representatives of more extreme positions
In the European Union, multilevel governance puts great strain on member-state democracies, albeit each for different reasons of history, culture, and politics (Schmidt, 2006).
Note, however, that the citizens’ feelings of disenfranchisement (and the realities) are not
only due to the EU’s multilevel political system. While Brexit was probably the summum of
the EU’s populist revolt (until the Italian election of March 2018, when Eurosceptic parties
gained a governing majority), Trump’s election in the US was fueled by very much the same
sentiments. They are in large part a consequence of the growing supranationalization of
decision-making in an era of globalization, where governments have exchanged national
autonomy for shared supranational authority in order to regain control over the forces they
themselves unleashed through national policies of liberalization and deregulation (see, for
example, Schmidt, 2002; de Wilde and Zürn, 2012). And with liberalization and deregulation,
fueled by neoliberal philosophies (Schmidt and Thatcher, 2013), also came technocratic
decision-making, which promoted the depoliticization of policies and processes, along
with the downgrading of politics (De Wilde and Zürn, 2012; Fawcett and Marsh, 2014). As
a result, mainstream politics has found itself under attack from two sides: the rise of populist parties on the one hand, the rise of technocracy on the other (Caramani, 2017). The
only thing these two forces hold in common is their rejection of mainstream party politics,
their increasingly negative impact on such politics, and their deleterious effects on liberal
democracy (Hobolt, 2015; Kriesi, 2016; Hooghe and Marks, 2009). The danger, as Yascha
Mounk argues, is that liberal democracies may end up either with illiberal democracies
run by populist demagogues or undemocratic liberalisms governed by technocratic elites
(Mounk, 2018).
In sum, the depoliticizing effects of the supranationalization of decision-making, together
with the weakening of representative party institutions, offer equally powerful explanations for
how and why populism has emerged as a major challenge to mainstream parties and politics.
But again, the question is why, given that this has been a long-term process, aggrieved citizens
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All forms of populism are
expressions of discontent by
those who feel dispossessed and
are given voice by leaders whose
discourses of dissent resonate
with “the people’s” angry
reactions against the status quo

Torn and overlapping posters of the two presidential
candidates in the French elections of 2017: the National
Front’s Marine Le Pen and En Marche’s Emmanuel
Macron

did not vote for populist parties on the right-wing extremes sooner. Cas Mudde suggests this
may be a problem on the supply-side, that is, the absence of charismatic leaders attractive
to the general voter for whom to vote (Mudde, 2017, p. 615) (despite the “coterie charisma” of
some leaders felt by hard-core activists; Eatwell, 2017) But, if so, then the further question is
why such populist leaders—some new but many still around after many years—have taken
the world by storm only now.

Populist leaders articulate many more anti-system complaints
about what is wrong than spell out proposals about how to fix it,
at least until they gain access to power, at which point they may
either row back or fast-forward on anti-liberal policies
But in order to answer this question, we need to focus in on populism itself. Up to this point,
we have looked at the sources of populist discontent by delving deeply into the causes of
citizen’s discontent in three different areas—economic, social, and political. By focusing on
the sources of the problem, the discussion tends to take populism as a given. Only by taking
the ideas and discourse of populist movements and leaders seriously, however, can we come
closer to understanding why populist forces have been able to exploit the current rise in
citizen discontent for their own purposes.

Conceptualizing Populism and Its Effects
Public and scholarly interest in the development of populism has spawned a veritable cottage
industry of books and articles on the topic. Conceptually, scholars have provided important
insights into the nature and scope of populism in Europe and America (for example, Mudde
and Kalwasser, 2012; Müller, 2016; Judis, 2016; Mudde, 2017). Empirically, analysts have charted the rise of populism on the extremes of the left and the right, although the large majority
are focused on the anti-immigrant, Eurosceptic, anti-euro, and anti-EU parties of the far
right (for example, Kriesi, 2014, 2016; Mudde, 2017). Commentators have additionally shown
that the problems generated by populism can be seen not just in the policy proposals that
go counter to long-agreed principles of human rights, democratic processes, and the liberal
world order but also in the new “uncivil” language of politics (Mutz, 2015; Thompson, 2016),
the politics of “bullshit,” and the dangers of “fake news” circulating via the media to create
a “post-truth” world (Frankfurt, 2005; Ball 2017; D’Ancona, 2017).
The high number and wide range of such works suggests that there is no one agreedupon approach to understanding populism but many possible, most with negative connotations. Some take us all the way back to Richard Hofstädter’s depiction in the 1960s
of “agitators with paranoid tendencies” (Hofstädter, 1964). Although that purely negative
view of populism can be critiqued, in particular by differentiating left-wing from right-wing
versions, all populism has one thing in common. It is the expression of discontent by those
who feel dispossessed, given voice by leaders whose discourses of dissent resonate with
“the people’s” angry reactions against the status quo. But beyond this, populism can follow
many different avenues, depending upon the political, social, historical, institutional, and
cultural context.
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In taking account of this complexity, we can identify four key features of populism: first,
populist leaders claim sole representation of “the people” against elites and other “threats.”
Second, they engage in all-out assaults on expertise and unbiased “facts” and truth with
“uncivil” language and “incivil” conduct that constitute a challenge to liberal tolerance and
commitment to impartial information and scientific knowledge. Third, they get their messages out through new strategies of communication, facilitated by the new social media
such as Twitter feeds and Facebook as well as the traditional broadcast and print media. And
fourth, they articulate many more anti-system complaints about what is wrong than spell
out proposals about how to fix it at least until they gain access to power, at which point they
may either row back or fast-forward on anti-liberal policies.

Populist Leaders’ Style of Discourse Much attention in the literature on populism focuses on
the first characteristic of populism, the appeals to “the people” by leaders whose discourses
blame “corrupt” elites and unfair institutions for all their problems while enumerating a
wide range of threats to national well-being, however that may be construed (Canovan, 1999;
Weyland, 2001; Albertazzi and Mueller, 2017; Mudde, 2005, 2017). Most recent theoretical
analyses of populism portray such discursive leadership as a danger for liberal democracy.
Jan-Werner Müller, for example, defines populism rather narrowly as a dangerous anti-elitist,
anti-democratic, and anti-pluralist political philosophy, in which leaders claim an exclusive
representation of “the people”—with only some of the people counting as the “true people”
for whom populist leaders claim to speak in the name of the people as a whole (Müller, 2016).
This definition is close to that of Pierre André Taguieff, in his classic study of the National
Front as a “national-populist party” in which the discourse of the demagogic leader is defined
by a rhetoric that identifies with “the people,” claiming that their ideas are his, his ideas are
theirs, with no concern for the truth, but rather to persuade through propagandistic formulas
(Taguieff, 1984; see also discussion in Jäger, 2018).

According to Laclau, populism is identifiable by its conceptual
anchor, which stands as a universal representation for all other
demands to which it is seen as equivalent. Examples might be
slogans such as Brexit supporters’ “Take back control”
A similar such approach from another philosophical tradition is that of Ernesto Laclau (2005,
p. 39). He argues that populism is identifiable not so much by the contents or even the identification of an enemy as by its conceptual anchor (“empty signifier”), which stands as a universal representation for all other demands to which it is seen as equivalent (see also Panizza,
2005). Examples might be a general issue such as “globalization,” or phrases or slogans such
as Brexit supporters’ “Take back control” and Donald Trump’s “Make America Great Again”
(Schmidt, 2017). However, it could even consist of a string of words that indicate a particular
set of values, as in the speech by Italian Interior Minister and head of the League, Matteo
Salvini, at a rally in Pontida, who declared: “Next year’s [EP] election will be a referendum
between the Europe of the elites, banks, finance, mass migration and precariousness versus
the Europe of peoples, work, tranquility, family and future” (Politico, July 19, 2018).
For many, populism is an unqualified negative phenomenon: anti-democratic, anti-pluralist, and moralistic in extremely dangerous ways. This is particularly the case where the focus
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Fifty-two year old Wink Watson of Lincoln, England,
celebrates the result of the Brexit referendum outside
the Britannia Pub on June 25, 2016
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is on the rise of the “new populism” of extreme-right parties and their links to xenophobic
nationalist ideas (for example, Taggart, 2017). These include far-right parties with reasonable
longevity, such as France’s National Front (now National Rally), Austria’s Freedom Party, the
Danish People’s Party, and the Dutch Party for Freedom (Elinas, 2010; Mudde, 2017); relative
newcomers such as the Finns Party (formerly True Finns), the Sweden Democrats, and the
Alternative for Germany (AfD) in northern Europe; as well as the variety of populist parties,
new and old, across central and eastern Europe, including the Czech Republic and Slovakia
(Minkenberg, 2002; Mudde, 2005); along with, of course, the illiberal governments of Hungary
and Poland (Kelemen, 2017).
For others, populism can have a more positive side to it. This includes the left-wing
populist governments of Latin America (especially in the 1990s and early 2000s) and the
inclusionary populisms of southern Europe, most notably in Spain and Greece (Weyland,
2001; Panizza, 2005; Mudde and Kaltwasser, 2012). As some philosophers of the left such
as Chantal Mouffe have argued (Mouffe, 2018), and many figures in the radical left political
formations themselves (for example, Spain’s Podemos and France’s France Insoumise) have
stressed, some radical left parties embrace the term populism as a technique for acquiring
power. They see this as representing the only forceful and effective alternative on the left
to the “surrender by consensus” carried out by a discredited social-democracy transformed
by the Third Way.

Populism’s positive effects include giving voice to
underrepresented groups, mobilizing and representing excluded
sections of society, and increasing democratic accountability by
raising issues ignored or pushed aside by the mainstream parties
Populism’s positive effects include giving voice to underrepresented groups, mobilizing
and representing excluded sections of society, and increasing democratic accountability by
raising issues ignored or pushed aside by the mainstream parties. The extremes on the left
in particular, by mobilizing on bases of social justice and human rights as well as against the
inequalities caused by the increasing predominance of financial capitalism and its accompanying booms and busts, or by the lack of progressive taxation, can serve as a positive pull
on mainstream parties—on the right as much as the left. The Occupy Movement is a case
in point. However, there are many fewer extreme-left parties with a significant popular following than extreme-right parties, and they are often in EU countries that have less political
pull or economic weight, in particular those which were subject to formal conditionality for
bailouts during the euro crisis (that is, Greece; Vasilopoulou, 2018) or informal conditionality
(most notably Spain). On balance, parties of the extreme right are the ones that appear to
have exerted the most influence on political debates and the policy agenda so far, by pulling
center-right mainstream parties closer to their positions, especially with regard to opposition
to immigration and freedom of movement or minority rights.
The existence of different kinds of populist movements on a spectrum from left to right,
whatever their relative strength, thus suggests that populism is more than just a discursive
style with an anti-elite message. Although the style of populists may be similar—such as
speaking in the name of the people against elites—the content does matter. If it is more
progressive and inclusive, it can exert a positive influence on mainstream parties that serves
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to reinforce liberal democracy. If more regressive and xenophobic, it can exert a negative
influence. All populists are not the same, even if their styles may be similar. Ideological
divides of the left and right remain of great importance, as a recent Pew study of citizens’
support for populist versus mainstream parties of the left, right, and center concludes (Simmons et al., 2018).

Populist Post-Truth The next characteristic of populism in our list involves valuing personal
experiences over knowledge and technical expertise. Populists tend to discredit experts, intellectuals, and those who have traditionally claimed to rely on “facts” and truth. This fight
against experts is also at the origins of the many discussions of post-truth and fake news, both
populists’ accusations against mainstream news outlets of fake news any time the truth gets
in their way and populists’ own dissemination of fake news through social media as well as
the traditional media (Ball, 2017; D’Ancona, 2017). Note, however, that this approach seems
to apply much more to contemporary right populists than left populists.
Populists’ contestation of expertise refers to the fact that they are prone to engage in the
negation of the scientific/academic knowledge used by established political parties and
generate their own “alternative” facts and sources of expertise, often by valuing personal
experiences over “technocratic” expertise. To take but one example, Hungary’s Jobbik has
its own “institutes” that hybridize uncontested statistical facts on immigration with political
myths from conspiracy theories lifted from anonymous producers on YouTube.

Populists tend to discredit experts, intellectuals, and those who
have traditionally claimed to rely on “facts” and truth. This fight
is also at the origins of the many discussions of post-truth and
fake news, both populists’ accusations against mainstream news
outlets of fake news any time the truth gets in their way and
populists’ own dissemination of fake news through social media as
well as the traditional media
The problem with this blurring of the lines between fact and fiction, as psychologists have
pointed out, is that it undermines people’s very sense of truth or falsehood, as lies repeated
many times are believed as “true” even when people know they are not. Here, we can learn
a lot from the work of psychologists who focus on the ways in which framing and heuristics
can affect people’s perceptions (for example, Kahneman, 2011; Lackoff, 2014), including when
exaggeration or hyperbole, say, of the number of migrants entering the EU or the cost of the
EU per day to the UK, leaves the impression on listeners that a very large number is involved, even if not as high as alleged. Even speech patterns, such as incomplete sentences and
repetitions, can serve as effective discursive mechanisms to reinforce a message, whether by
creating a sense of intimacy as audiences complete the sentence in their heads, or appealing
to unconscious cognitive mechanisms that serve to reinforce people’s acceptance of what is
said, even (or especially) when they are lies and exaggerations (Lackoff, 2016—see discussion
in Schmidt, 2017).
This kind of post-truth approach to the world is part and parcel of the combative “uncivil” language and style of discursive interaction, in which bullying, shouting, and blatantly
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violating the rules of “political correctness” through intolerant language contribute to the
sense that it is not just what you say but how assertively you say it, regardless of the validity of
the claims, that counts. The danger here is that it undermines the very values—of tolerance,
fairness, and even-handed reporting—that have been at the basis of liberal democracy since
the postwar period. As Diane Mutz argues, the incivility in the mass media, in particular
on confrontation “in-your-face” news programs, is particularly detrimental to facilitating
respect for oppositional political viewpoints and to citizens’ levels of trust in politicians and
the political process (Mutz, 2015).
Contemporary populism also goes hand in
hand with the new ways in which populists have learned to use new social media to circulate
their messages and broaden their networks of support and resource base. Indeed, new media
have been invaluable to populists’ creation of networks of dissent. Facebook posts alone, for
example, create echo chambers of support, in particular because large numbers of people
get their news (fake as well as real) from their “friends” sharing posts. Populists rely more
on new media (for example, YouTube and blogs) and social media (for example, Twitter and
Facebook) than traditional parties do. For example, in Spain, Podemos faced down the hostility
of newspapers and television outlets with extreme reliance on hyperactive Facebook posts
and YouTube channel streaming. Social media facilitates the discovery of like-minded people
across the country and the world—enabling populist activists and parties to exponentially
increase the number of their “followers” and potential supporters. Transnational networks
of communication enable the spread of populist ideas, reinforcing anger and anti-establishment sentiment. Crucially, however, this happens not only virtually but also “in the flesh,”
for example, when extreme-right leaders meet in Europe to set strategies for EP elections or
parliamentary groupings. A recent case in point is when President Trump’s “organic intellectual,” Steve Bannon, traveled throughout Europe to meet with and support other populist
leaders in their electoral battles, such as Nigel Farage and Marine Le Pen, and plans to set up
a foundation to provide advice and financial support.
Populism finds support from activists and social movements on both the left and the
right. While it is commonly assumed that the activist networks are primarily engaged in
left-leaning causes, right-wing networks have also been active. In the US, the Tea Party is
the clearest example, managing to unseat enough incumbents in primaries and to win elections so as to transform the Republican party (Skocpol and Williamson, 2012). In the UK, the
United Kingdom Independence Party (UKIP) was able to set the agenda for the Conservative
party and, ultimately, the entire nation through the referendum on UK exit from the EU. In
some European cases, as in Denmark (Rydgren, 2004) and Germany (Berbuir et al., 2015),
social movements have been instrumental in propelling and normalizing right-wing populism (see also Bale et al., 2010). All of this said, populism has also been useful to left-wing
activists seeking to enliven their support base (March and Mudde, 2005). Bernie Sanders in
the Democratic primaries of 2016 has sometimes been called a populist because of his ability
to energize youth via social media, despite or perhaps because of promises that mainstream
Democrats claimed were unrealistic.

Political Coordination through New Social Media

Political Communication via the Traditional Media The dissemination of populist views does not
come just from new social media that create new channels of coordination by activists’ networks, however. Populists have also exploited the old media to get their messages out beyond
their “true believers” to the more general public. While Twitter feeds provide a post-modern
way for populist leaders to speak directly to “the people,” the traditional media also help
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spread their messages of distrust of mainstream parties and politics as well as the media itself.
As linguist Ruth Wodak shows, with the “politics of fear,” right-wing populist parties have
gone from fringe voices to persuasive political actors who set the agenda and frame media
debates via the normalization of nationalistic, xenophobic, racist, and anti-semitic rhetoric
(Wodak, 2015). That said, dissemination of the populist discourse does have its limits, since
some things do not translate—as when US alt-right activists sought to use “Freddie the Frog”
to reinforce extreme-right sentiment in France in the run-up to the presidential election—not
realizing that “frog” has long been a negative stereotype applied to the French, and therefore
would not resonate.
In many countries, the traditional media has become so fragmented that people listen to
different news programs with completely different slants on the news. And, here again, it is
mostly the extreme right that largely wins over the left with regard to broadcasting presence,
whether in terms of talk radio or cable news, whether Radio Maria in Poland or Fox News in
the US. Moreover, even the mainstream press and TV conspires to favor the extremes on the
right, if only inadvertently. They magnify the audience of populist leaders whose political
“incorrect” tweets become the news story of the day, or they reinforce right-of-center messages when in efforts to appear “balanced” they bring on someone from the extreme right and
someone from the center—without any airtime for the extreme left (Baldwin, 2018). Naturally,
where the populists are in government and control the traditional media, then the populist
message is the main one heard—as is the case of Hungary, but arguably even in Italy under
Berlusconi’s more benign version of populism.
Media communication has also changed in ways that benefit populist messaging. The
short news cycles, combined with the push to speak in thirty-second sound-bites, privileges
simpler messages that “sell,” and this in turn favors populists with their simple “solutions”
to complex problems, easy to articulate without explanation: such as “build a wall” to solve
the immigration problem, reverse free trade to protect jobs in the country, and so forth. It
takes much longer for mainstream leaders to explain why certain kinds of policies are in
place, and often these explanations are complex and boring, especially when compared to
the snappy slogans of the populists.

Populist discourse focuses more on listing grievances and
injustices than on laying out policy prescriptions and detailed
policy programs. As such, it tends to work best for populists in
opposition
This “mediatization” of political communication generally poses significant problems for
mainstream party politics and government, primarily by undermining mainstream party
control of the public sphere and mainstream parties’ ability to set the political agenda. Beyond the fact that many other non- or anti-establishment voices are now heard through a
multiplicity of channels, mainstream leaders have created their own problems as a result
of their own more populist styles of communication, while the media have only added to
these through their tendency to focus on leaders’ personality traits while turning the news
into entertainment. Beyond this, the social media, social movements, and out-groups have
also been increasingly subverting the political agenda-setting function of political parties
(Caramani, 2017). Political communication, then, in the dissemination of populist ideas and
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Occupy Wall Street supporters attending a street concert
by the group Rage Against the Machine at Foley Square,
New York, during the celebration of the first anniversary
of the citizens’ movement, which was born on September
17, 2011
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discourse through the “bullshit” of fake news and post-truth in a fragmented media landscape
is another key element of populism today.

Connecting Populist Discourses to Actions Our last dimension of populism is leaders’ tendency
to focus more on denunciating the status quo than suggesting remedies, until they gain political power. Populism most often entails, as mentioned above, an ideologically thin discourse
characterized more by the ardent expression of resentment than by the consistency of the
programs (also termed a “thin-centered ideology”—Mudde and Kaltwasser, 2012, p. 8). The
populist discourse is therefore more likely to focus on listing grievances and injustices rather
than laying out policy prescriptions and detailed policy programs. As such, this tends to work
best for populists in opposition. Being in government has long entailed compromise or even
turn-around on cherished policies (Mudde, 2017)—as in the case of the left-wing Syriza in
Greece. But recently, such turn-arounds have become less frequent.
As more and more populist parties have been joining mainstream party coalitions (for
example, Austria), or even governing on their own (in Italy, Hungary, and Poland), they have
been designing and implementing policy agendas that put into effect their anti-liberal ideas,
often with only the courts to safeguard the rule of law. Moreover, as the chances of election
are increasing for populists across Europe, all such parties have become more specific about
their policies and programs. And they do this even when (or especially when) such policies
cannot easily be implemented under the existing political order because they violate assumptions about sound economics (for example, promising a high guaranteed income and a flat
tax—as in the program of the new populist coalition government in Italy) or liberal politics
(for example, expelling refugees—the pledge of all right-wing populist parties).
So, exactly what are the potential dangers when populists gain power? David Art has argued that the political strategy of “tamed power,” by bringing populists into government to
force them to take on their responsibilities via compromise, can backfire, by “normalizing”
their ideas and thereby opening the way for illiberal ideas to gain sway in liberal democracies
(Art, 2006; see also Mudde, 2017). Müller goes farther, to contend that rather than encouraging a more participative democracy, populists in power will “engage in occupying the
state, mass clientelism and corruption, and the suppression of anything like a critical civil
society” (Müller, 2016, p. 102). Steve Levitsky and Daniel Ziblatt echo this analysis, insisting
that “democracies die” at the hands of elected populist leaders who then subvert the very
democratic processes that brought them to power (Levitsky and Ziblatt, 2018). But even
short of populist victory, when populists are not in power yet, the dangers also come from
contagion. Mainstream leaders are themselves increasingly guilty of introducing populist
styles of discourse into normal politics, with the “electoralism” of political parties’ increasing emphasis on short-term electoral goals while responding to the public mood as gauged
through polling instruments (Caramani, 2017). This suggests that it is not enough to track
leaders’ discourses and the ways in which their ideas circulate. We also need to see whether
and/or how they influence liberal democracies.

Conclusion
We are left with a number of questions. Is this a moment of great transformation, in which
a new paradigm will emerge out of the ashes of the liberal order, with neoliberal economics,
social liberalism, and political liberalism succumbing to the closing of borders to immigrants,
rising protectionism, social conservatism, and illiberal democracy (itself an oxymoron)? Will
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the more balanced and tolerant institutional commitments of political liberalism prevail,
along with a perhaps modified economic liberalism in which open borders and free trade
are moderated by more attention to those left behind? For the moment, we cannot know.
What we do know is that when populist leaders gain power, they try to make good on their
promises, to the detriment of the liberal democratic consensus.
So, what is the alternative? The big question for progressives who seek to maintain liberal
democracies is how to counter the populist upsurge with innovative ideas that go beyond
neoliberal economics while promoting a renewal of democracy and a more egalitarian society.
But this requires not just workable ideas that can provide real solutions to the wide range of
problems related to economics, politics, and society. It also demands political leaders with
persuasive discourses that can resonate with an increasingly discontented electorate, more
and more open to the sirens of populism. For the moment, we continue to wait not so much
for the ideas—in many ways we know what they are—but for the discourse of new political
leaders able to convey progressive ideas in uplifting ways that offer new visions of the future
able to heal the schisms on which the populists have long thrived. Without this, hopes of any
“New Enlightenment” will be dashed on the shoals of illiberalism.
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The American media system has undergone significant
transformations since the advent of new media in the late
1980s. During the past decade, social media have become
powerful political tools in campaigns and governing. This
article explores three major trends related to the rise of
social media that are relevant for democratic politics in the
United States. First, there is a major shift in how and where
people get political information, as more people turn to digital
sources and abandon television news. Next, the emergence
of the political “Twitterverse,” which has become a locus
of communication between politicians, citizens, and the
press, has coarsened political discourse, fostered “rule by
tweet,” and advanced the spread of misinformation. Finally,
the disappearance of local news outlets and the resulting
increase in “news deserts” has allowed social-media messages
to become a primary source of information in places where
Donald Trump’s support is most robust.
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The political media system in the United States has undergone massive transformations over
the past three decades. The scope of these new media developments is vast, encompassing
both legacy sources as well as entirely novel communication platforms made possible by
emerging technologies. The new media era began with the infotainment trend in the 1980s
when television talk shows, talk radio, and tabloid papers took on enhanced political roles.
Changes became more radical when the Internet emerged as a delivery system for political
content in the 1990s. Digital technology first supported platforms where users could access
static documents and brochures, but soon hosted sites with interactive features. The public
gained greater political agency through technological affordances that allowed them to react to political events and issues, communicate directly to candidates and political leaders,
contribute original news, images, videos, and political content, and engage in political activities, such as working on behalf of candidates, raising funds, and organizing protests. At the
same time, journalists acquired pioneering mechanisms for reporting stories and reaching
audiences. Politicians amassed news ways of conveying messages to the public, other elites,
and the press, influencing constituents’ opinions, recruiting volunteers and donors, and
mobilizing voters (Davis and Owen, 1998; Owen, 2017a).
The evolution of social media, like Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube, from platforms facilitating networks among friends to powerful political tools has been an especially momentous
development. The political role of social media in American politics was established during the
2008 presidential election. Democratic presidential candidate Barack Obama’s social-media
strategy revolutionized campaigning by altering the structure of political organizing. Obama’s
campaign took on the characteristics of a social movement with strong digital grassroots
mobilization (Bimber, 2014). The campaign exploited the networking, collaborating, and
community-building potential of social media. It used social media to make personalized
appeals to voters aided by data analytics that guided targeted messaging. Voters created and
amplified messages about the candidates without going through formal campaign organizations or political parties (Stromer-Galley, 2016). The most popular viral videos in the 2008
campaign, BarelyPolitical.com’s “Obama Girl” and will.i.am’s “Yes, We Can,” were produced
independently and attracted millions of viewers (Wallsten, 2010). In this unique election,
the calculated strategies of Obama’s official campaign organization were aided by the spontaneous innovation of voters themselves. Going forward, campaigns—including Obama’s
2012 committee—would work hard to curtail outside efforts and exert more control over the
campaign-media process (Stromer-Galley, 2016).

The new media era began with the infotainment trend in the
1980s when television talk shows, talk radio, and tabloid papers
took on enhanced political roles
Since then, social media’s political function in campaigns, government, and political movements, as well as their role in the news media ecosystem, has rapidly broadened in reach,
consequence, and complexity. As political scientist Bruce Bimber points out: “The exercise
of power and the configuration of advantage and dominance in democracy are linked to technological change” (2014: 130). Who controls, consumes, and distributes information is largely
determined by who is best able to navigate digital technology. Social media have emerged
as essential intermediaries that political and media actors use to assert influence. Political
leaders have appropriated social media effectively to achieve political ends, ever-more fre-
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quently pushing the boundaries of discursive action to extremes. Donald Trump’s brash, often
reckless, use of Twitter has enabled him to communicate directly to the public, stage-manage
his political allies and detractors, and control the news agenda. Aided by social media, he
has exceeded the ability of his modern-day presidential predecessors to achieve these ends.
Social-media platforms facilitate the creation and sustenance of ad hoc groups, including
those on the alt-right and far left of the political spectrum. These factors have encouraged the
ubiquitous spread of false information that threatens to undermine democratic governance
that relies on citizens’ access to quality information for decision-making.
Social media have low barriers to entry and offer expanded opportunities for mass political
engagement. They have centralized access to information and have made it easier for the
online population to monitor politics. Growing numbers of people are using social media
to engage in discussions and share messages within their social networks (Owen, 2017b).
Effective use of social media has contributed to the success of social movements and political protests by promoting unifying messages and facilitating logistics (Jost et al., 2018). The
#MeToo movement became a global phenomenon as a result of social media spreading the
word. Actress Alyssa Milano sent out a tweet encouraging women who had been sexually
harassed or assaulted to use the #MeToo hashtag in their social-media feed. Within twenty-four hours, 4.7 million people on Facebook and nearly one million on Twitter had used
the hashtag. The number grew to over eighty-five million users in eighty-five countries on
Facebook in forty-five days (Sayej, 2017).
Still, there are indications that elite political actors have increasingly attempted to shape,
even restrict, the public’s digital influence in the political sphere. Since 2008, parties and
campaign organizations have sought to hyper-manage voters’ digital engagement in elections
by channeling their involvement through official Web sites and social-media platforms. They
have controlled voters’ access to information by microtargeting messages based on users’
personal data, political proclivities, and consumer preferences derived from their socialmedia accounts. Further, a small number of companies, notably Google and Facebook, have
inordinate power over the way that people spend their time and money online. Their ability
to attract and maintain audiences undercuts the ability of small firms, local news outlets,
and individuals to stake out their place in the digital market (Hindman, 2018).

The political role of social media in American politics was
established during the 2008 presidential election. Democratic
presidential candidate Barack Obama’s social-media strategy
revolutionized campaigning by taking on the characteristics of
a social movement with strong digital grass-roots mobilization
This article will focus on three major trends related to the rise of social media over the past
decade that have particular significance for democratic politics and governance in the United
States. First, the shift in audience preferences away from traditional mass media to digital
sources has changed how people follow politics and the type of information they access. Many
people are now getting news from their social-media feeds which contributes to rampant
political insularity, polarization, and incivility. Next, the emergence of the political “Twitterverse” has fundamentally altered the way that politicians, citizens, and the press convey
information, including messages of significant import to the nation. The “Twitterverse” is
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comprised of the users of the microblogging platform as well as those exposed to its content
when it is disseminated through other media, such as twenty-four-hour news channels. Twitter
and other social media in the age of Trump have advanced the proliferation of disinformation,
misinformation, “alternative facts,” and “fake news.” Importantly, Donald Trump’s presidency
has ushered in an era of “rule by tweet,” as politicians make key pronouncements and conduct
government business through Twitter. Finally, the spread of “news deserts”—places where
local news outlets have disappeared—has compromised the institutional media’s ability to
check false facts disseminated by social media, hyper-partisan sources, and bots propagating
computational propaganda.

Shifting Audience Media Preferences
The number of options available to news consumers has grown dramatically as content
from ever-increasing sources is distributed via print, television, radio, computers, tablets,
and mobile devices. More Americans are seeking news and political information since the
2016 presidential election and the turbulent times that have followed than at other periods in the past decade. At the same time, seven in ten people have experienced news fatigue and feel worn out from the constant barrage of contentious stories that are reported
daily (Gottfried and Barthel, 2018). This is not surprising when the breaking news within a
single day in September 2018 featured Dr. Christine Blasey Ford’s testimony that she had
been sexually assaulted by Judge Brett Kavanaugh, a nominee for the US Supreme Court;
the possibility that Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein, head of the investigation
into Russian intervention in the 2016 presidential election, could be fired by President
Donald Trump for suggesting in a private meeting that steps be taken to remove Trump
from office; and comedian Bill Cosby being sentenced to prison for sexual misconduct and
led away in handcuffs.
One of the most notable developments in the past decade
has been the shift in where and how Americans get their news and information about politics.
There has been a marked transition in audience preferences away from traditional media,
especially television and print newspapers, to online news sources and, more recently, news
apps for smartphones. Social media have become major sources of news for millions of Americans, who either get political information deliberately through subscriptions or accidentally
come upon it in their newsfeed. Trends in the public’s media use become most apparent
during periods of heightened political awareness, such as during political campaigns. Thus,
Table 1 presents the percentage of adults who frequently used specific types of media to get
information about the 2008, 2012, and 2016 presidential elections.
The excitement surrounding the 2008 election, largely attributed to the landmark candidacy of Barack Obama, coupled with digital breakthroughs in campaigning, caused regular
online news use to escalate to 37% of the public from 9% in 2006. Attention to news online
dwindled somewhat in 2012 to 31%, as voters were less interested in the 2012 presidential campaign where President Obama sought reelection against Republican challenger Mitt Romney.
However, the public’s use of news delivered online and through apps surged to 43% during
the 2016 election that pitted Democrat Hillary Clinton against Republican Donald Trump.
When cable, network, and local channels are considered together, television was the main
source of campaign information throughout this period for a majority of the public. Network
TV news had seen a precipitous decline in viewership prior to 2008, and its regular audience

Where Americans Get Their News
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University of Southern California (USC) students
watching the real-time broadcast of Brett Kavanaugh’s
candidature for the US Supreme Court. Kavanaugh was
accused of sexual abuse by Christine Blasey Ford (in the
image at the left). September 27, 2018
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remained consistently around 30% of the population across the three election cycles, then
falling in 2017 to 26%. Cable TV news’ popularity declined somewhat from around 40% in
2008 and 2012 to 31% in 2016 and 28% in 2017. Like network news, local TV news has dropped
in popularity over the past two decades. This decline may in part be attributed to the disappearance of independent local news programs that have been replaced by shows operated
by Sinclair Broadcast Group, a conservative media organization. At its peak, local news was
viewed regularly by more than 70% of the population. Local news attracted the largest regular
TV audience in 2008 (52%), dropped precipitously in 2012 (38%), climbed again in popularity
in 2016 (46%), and fell to 37% in 2017 (Matsa, 2018).

In 2016, 57% of the public often got news on television compared
to 38% who used online sources. From 2016 to 2017, television’s
regular audience had declined to 50% of the population, and the
online news audience had grown to 43%
In a relatively short period of time, the public’s preference for online news has made significant gains on television news as a main source. In 2016, 57% of the public often got
news on television compared to 38% who used online sources. From 2016 to 2017, television’s regular audience had declined to 50% of the population, and the online news audience had grown to 43%. The nineteen-percentage point gap in favor of television news had
closed to seven percentage points in a single year (Gottfried and Shearer, 2017). If current
trends continue, online news may eclipse television news as the public’s main source in
the not-so-distant future.
As the public’s preference for online news has surged, there has been a major decline in
print newspaper readership. In 2008, 34% of the public regularly read a print paper. By 2012
the number had decreased to 23% and continued to fall to 20% in 2016 and 18% in 2017. Radio
news has maintained a relatively stable audience share with occasional peaks when political
news is especially compelling, such as during the 2008 presidential campaign when 35% of
the public regularly tuned in. The radio news audience has remained at around 25% of the
public since 2012. Talk radio, bolstered by the popularity of conservative hosts, such as Rush
Limbaugh, and community radio reporting on local affairs consistently attracts around 10%
to 12% of the population (Guo, 2015).

Social Media as a News Source The American public’s use of social media increased rapidly in
the period following the 2008 presidential election. Reliance on social media for news and political information has increased steadily over the past decade. According to the Pew Research
Center, 68% of American adults in 2018 got news from social media at least occasionally, and
20% relied often on social media for news (Shearer and Matsa, 2018). Table 2 presents data
from the Pew Research Center indicating the percentage of Americans who regularly used
at least one social-media site like Facebook, Twitter, or LinkedIn over time. Few people were
active on social media between 2005 and 2008. Even during the watershed 2008 campaign,
only 21% of the public was on social media. By 2009, however, the number of people online
had spiked to 42% as social media took hold in the political sphere in the run-up to the 2010
midterm elections. The Tea Party, a loosely-organized populist movement that ran candidates who successfully attained office, relied heavily on social media as an alternative to the
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Table 2. Americans’ social-media use 2005–18.
(Source: Pew Research Center, Social-Media Fact
Sheet, 2018.)

mainstream press which they regularly assailed. The mainstream press was compelled to
cover the Tea Party’s social-media pronouncements, which helped digital platforms to gain
in popularity among voters. Social-media users who remained loyal to the Tea Party were
prominent among supporters who actively worked on behalf of Donald Trump’s campaign
by mobilizing voters in their networks (Rohlinger and Bunnage, 2017). By 2013, over 60% of
the public was using social media. The percentage of social-media users has leveled off at
near 70% since the 2016 presidential election.
The shift in the public’s media allegiances toward digital sources has rendered social
media a far more viable and effective political tool. A decade ago, only the most interested
and tech-savvy citizens used social media for politics. Young people were advantaged in their
ability to leverage social media due to their facility with the technology and their fascination
with the novelty of this approach to politics. The age gap in political social-media use has been
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closing, as have differences based on other demographic characteristics, such as gender, race,
education, and income (Smith and Anderson, 2018), which has altered politicians’ approach
to these platforms. In the past, elites employed social media primarily to set the agenda for
mainstream media so that their messages could gain widespread attention. Today, political
leaders not only engage social media to control the press agenda, they can also use these
platforms effectively to cultivate their political base. In addition, elites use social media to
communicate with one another in a public forum. In 2017, Donald Trump and North Korean
president Kim Jong Un traded Twitter barbs that escalated tensions between the two nations
over nuclear weapons. They exchanged personal insults, with Trump calling Kim “little
rocket man” and Kim labeling Trump a “dotard” and “old lunatic.” Trump also engaged in
a bitter Twitter battle with French President Emmanuel Macron and Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau about tariffs and trade that prompted the American president to leave
the G7 summit early in 2018 (Liptak, Kosinski, and Diamond, 2018).

The Political Twitterverse
The emergence of the political “Twitterverse” has coincided with the rise of social media
over the past decade. Social media are distinct from other digital channels in that they host
interactions among users who set up personal profiles and communicate with others in
their networks (Carr and Hayes, 2015). Participants use social media to create and distribute
content, consume and interact with material posted by their connections, and share their
views publicly (Ellison and Boyd, 2013). Social-networking sites can help people to maintain
and develop social relationships, engage in social surveillance and voyeurism, and pursue
self-promotion (Alhabash and Ma, 2017). Users often employ social media to seek out and
follow like-minded people and groups which promotes social bonding, reinforces personal
and political identities, and provides digital companionship (Jung and Sundar, 2016; Joinson,
2008). These characteristics are highly conducive to the adaptation of social media—especially
Twitter—for political use. Donald Trump’s Twitter followers identify with him on a personal
level, which encourages their blanket acceptance of his policies (Owen, 2018).

Origins of Social Media The current era of networked communication originated with the
invention of the World Wide Web in 1991, and the development of Weblogs, list-serves, and
e-mail that supported online communities. The first social-media site, Six Degrees, was developed in 1997 and disappeared in 2000 as there were too few users to sustain it. Niche sites
catering to identity groups, such as Asian Avenue, friendship circles, including Friendster
and MySpace, professional contacts, like LinkedIn, and public-policy advocates, such as
MoveOn, also emerged in the late 1990s and early 2000s. The advent of Web 2.0 in the mid2000s, with its emphasis on participatory, user-centric, collaborative platforms, coincided
with the development of enduring social-media platforms, including Facebook (2004) and
YouTube (2005) (van Dijck, 2013; Edosomwan et al., 2011), which have become staples of
political campaigning, organizing, and governing.
When Twitter was founded in 2006, it was envisioned as a microblogging site where groups
of friends could send short messages (tweets) to their friends about what was happening in
their lives in real time in a manner akin to texting. Users could also upload photos, GIFs, and
short videos to the site. Twitter initially imposed a 140-character constraint on tweets which
was the limit that mobile carriers placed on SMS text messages. The limit was increased to 280
characters in 2017 as the popularity of the platform peaked and wireless carrier restrictions
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on the amount of content users could send were no longer relevant. Users easily circumvent
the character limit by posting multiple tweets in sequence, a practice used frequently by
Donald Trump. Twitter’s user base quickly sought to expand the functionality of the platform
by including the @ symbol before a username to identify other users and adding #hashtags
to mark content, making it easier to follow topics and themes. While the actual number of
Twitter followers is difficult to verify as many accounts are dormant or controlled by bot
software, it is estimated that there were 335 million active monthly users worldwide in 2018
(Statista, 2018). Still, it took Twitter twelve years to turn a profit for the first time when it
increased attention to ad sales (Tsukayama, 2018).

Twitter in the Age of Trump Standard communication practices for American politicians
have been upended by Donald Trump’s use of Twitter. Trump was on Twitter seven years
prior to his quest for the presidency. His signature Twitter style was established during his
days on the reality TV program The Apprentice, and it has changed little since he launched
his political career. Trump’s Twitter pronouncements are superficial, which is well-suited to
a medium with a word limit on posts. His messages are expressed conversationally using an
accessible, informal, fourth-grade vocabulary. Trump’s tweets have the tone of a pitchman
who is trying to sell a bill of goods (Grieve and Clarke, 2017; Clarke and Grieve, 2017). They
are often conflicting, confusing, and unclear, which allows users to interpret them based on
their own preconceptions. His posts are repetitious and have a similar cadence which fosters
a sense of believability and familiarity among his loyalists (Graham, 2018).

Social-media users often employ social media to seek out and
follow like-minded people and groups which promotes social
bonding, reinforces personal and political identities, and provides
digital companionship
Trump has bragged that his control over Twitter paved his path to the White House (Tatum,
2017). As a presidential candidate, Trump effectively engaged Twitter to publicize his thoughts,
attack his long list of enemies, and hijack political discourse. His supporters became ardent
followers of his Twitter messages during the campaign. Trump’s campaign social-media style
contrasted with Hillary Clinton’s more controlled approach, which had been the pre-Trump
norm (Enli, 2017). Clinton’s social-media posts were measured in tone, rarely made personal
attacks, and provided reasons and facts supporting her issue positions. In contrast, Trump
made broad, general declarations that lacked evidence (Stromer-Galley, 2016) and claimed
credit for the accomplishments of others (Tsur et al., 2016).
Since the election, Twitter has become Trump’s connection to the world outside the White
House. He engages in “rule by tweet,” as his Twitter feed substitutes for regular presidential
press conferences and weekly radio addresses that were the norm for his predecessors when
making major policy announcements. Trump regularly produces nasty and outlandish tweets
to ensure that he remains at the center of attention, even as political and natural disasters
move the spotlight. Twitter changes the life cycle of news as developing reports can be readily
overtaken by a new story generated by a provocative tweet. A digital communications strategist for the Trump campaign named Cassidy asserted that this strategy has been intentional:
“Trump’s goal from the beginning of his candidacy has been to set the agenda of the media. His
strategy is to keep things moving so fast, to talk so loudly—literally and metaphorically—that
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The political Twitterverse
has radically changed how
politicians, citizens and the
press transmit information

A Twitter advertisement at a New York subway
station shows ex-president of the United States
Barack Obama with his wife, Michelle Obama

the media, and the people, can’t keep up” (Woolley and Guilbeault, 2017: 4). Trump’s Twitter
tirades often sideline public discussions of important policy issues, such as immigration and
health care, distract from embarrassing personal scandals, and attempt to camouflage the
mishaps of his administration.
The power of social media to influence politics is
enhanced due to their ability to amplify messages quickly through diverse media platforms.
Social media have become a steady source of political content for news outlets with large
audiences, especially cable news. Trump supporters regularly tune in to Fox News to cheer
his latest Twitter exploits. Talking heads on media that view Trump more negatively, like CNN
and MSNBC, spend countless hours attempting to interpret his tweets as the messages are
displayed prominently on screen. Supporters who interact with, annotate, and forward his
messages lend greater credence to Trump’s missives within their networks. Trump’s individual
messages are retweeted 20,000 times on average; some of his anti-media screeds have been
retweeted as many as 50,000 times (Wallsten, 2018). The perception that Trump is powerful
is enhanced simply by virtue of the amount of attention he draws. Politicians can use the
amplification power of social media to galvanize public opinion and to call people to action.
These benefits of Twitter amplification have been shown to empower men substantially more
than women. Male political journalists have a greater audience on Twitter than their female
peers, and they are more likely to spread the political messages of men than women (Usher,
Holcomb, and Littman, 2018).

Amplification, Incivility, and Polarization

The power of social media to influence politics is enhanced due
to their ability to amplify messages quickly through diverse
media platforms. Social media have become a steady source of
political content for news outlets with large audiences, especially
cable news
Social media host discourse that is increasingly incivil and politically polarizing. Offhanded
remarks are now released into the public domain where they can have widespread political
consequences (van Dijck, 2013). Trump’s aggressive Twitter pronouncements are devoid of
filtering that conforms to cultural codes of decency. He makes expansive use of adjectives,
typically to describe himself in positive terms and to denigrate others. He constantly refers to
himself as “beautiful,” “great,” “smartest,” “most successful,” and “having the biggest brain.”
In contrast, he refers to those who fall out of favor as “lying Hillary Clinton,” “untruthful slime
ball James Comey” (a former FBI director), and “crazy Mika” (Brzezinski, a political talk-show
host). As of June 2018, Trump had used the terms “loser” 246 times, “dummy” 232 times, and
“stupid” 192 times during his presidency to describe people he dislikes (Armstrong, 2018).
Politicians have engaged in partisan Twitter wars that have further divided Republicans
and Democrats, conservatives and liberals. On a day when the New York Times revealed that
the Trump family had dodged millions of dollars in taxes and provided Donald Trump with
far more financial support than he has claimed, Trump sought to shift the press agenda by
tweeting his anger at “the vicious and despicable way Democrats are treating [Supreme Court
nominee] Brett Kavanaugh!” Research conducted at the University of Pennsylvania found
that the political use of Twitter by the general public is concentrated among a small subset
of the public representing polar ideological extremes who identify as either “very conserv-
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ative” or “very liberal.” Moderate political voices are rarely represented on the platform
(Preotiuc-Pietro et al., 2017).
The Twitterverse is highly prone to deception. Twitter and other social media have contributed to—even fostered—the proliferation of false information and hoaxes where stories
are entirely fabricated. False facts spread fast through social media. They can make their
way onto legitimate news platforms and are difficult to rebut as the public has a hard time
determining fact from fiction. Many people have inadvertently passed on “fake news” through
their social-media feeds. In fact, an MIT study found that people are more likely to pass on
false stories through their networks because they are often novel and generate emotional
responses in readers (Vosoughi, Roy, and Aral, 2018). President Barack Obama has referred
to the confusion caused by conspiracy theories and misleading information during the 2016
election as a “dust cloud of nonsense” (Heath, 2016).
Misinformation is often targeted at ideological audiences, which contributes the rise
in political polarization. A BuzzFeed News analysis found that three prominent right-wing
Facebook pages published misinformation 38% of the time and three major left-wing pages
posted false facts 20% of the time (Silverman et al., 2016). The situation is even more severe
for Twitter, where people can be completely anonymous and millions of automated bots and
fake accounts have flooded the network with tweets and retweets. These bots have quickly
outrun the spam detectors that Twitter has installed (Manjoo, 2017).

Trump supporters regularly tune in to Fox News to cheer
his latest Twitter exploits. Talking heads on media that view
Trump more negatively, like CNN and MSNBC, spend countless
hours attempting to interpret his tweets as the messages are
displayed prominently on screen
The dissemination of false information through Twitter is especially momentous amidst the
uncertainty of an unfolding crisis where lies can spread much faster than the truth (Vosoughi,
Roy, and Aral, 2018). Misinformation and hoaxes circulated widely as the shooting of seventeen
students at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland Florida in February of 2018
was unfolding. Conspiracy theories about the identity of the shooter pointed in the wrong
direction. False photos of the suspect and victims were circulated. Tweets from a reporter with
the Miami Herald were doctored and retweeted to make it appear as if she had asked students
for photos and videos of dead bodies. Within an hour of the shooting, Twitter accounts populated by Russian bots circulated hundreds of posts about the hot-button issue of gun control
designed to generate political divisiveness (Frenkel and Wakabayaski, 2018). In the weeks after
the shooting, as Parkland students became activists for stronger gun control measures, conspiracy theories proliferated. A widespread rumor asserted that the students were “crisis actors”
who had no affiliation with the school. A doctored conspiracy video attacking the students
was posted on YouTube and became a top trending clip on the site (Arkin and Popken, 2018).

The Emergence of News Deserts
The consequences of the rise of social media and the spread of false information have been
elevated by the disappearance of trusted local news organizations from the media landscape.
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The proliferation of “news deserts”—communities where there are no responsible local news
organizations to provide information to residents and to counter false stories—has meant that
misinformation is often taken for fact and spread virally through people’s social networks
unchecked (Bucay et al., 2017). Facebook and Twitter have been reluctant to deal effectively
with the flow of misinformation through their platforms and have even refused to remove
demonstrated false stories from their sites (Hautala, 2018). In 2018, Facebook, Twitter, Apple,
and YouTube permanently banned alt-right radio host Alex Jones and his site, InfoWars, after
failing to take any disciplinary action for years against his prolific spread of abusive conspiracy
theories. But this move by big media companies was an exception. These circumstances have
raised the potential for misinformation to unsettle the political system.

The proliferation of “news deserts”—communities where there
are no responsible local news organizations to provide information
to residents and to counter false stories—has meant that
misinformation is often taken for fact and spread virally through
people’s social networks
Local news historically has been a staple of Americans’ media diets. Less than a decade ago,
local newspapers were responsible for approximately 85% of fact-based and investigative news
(Jones, 2011). However, their importance for informing and shaping opinions of people in
small towns and suburban communities has often been underestimated. Community newspapers have been far more consequential to their millions of readers than large newspapers
of record, such as The New York Times and The Washington Post, whose stories are amplified on
twenty-four-hour cable news programs. People tend to trust their local news outlets, and to
have faith that the journalists—who are their neighbors—will report stories accurately. Citizens
have relied heavily on local news outlets to keep them informed about current happenings
and issues that are directly relevant to their daily lives. Local news stories influence the
opinions of residents and routinely impact the policy decisions made by community leaders.
Importantly, audiences rely on local journalists to provide them with the facts and to act as a
check on misinformation that might be disseminated by outside sources, especially as they
greatly distrust national news (Abernathy, 2016).
Trump’s tweets have become more relevant to his base in an era when local news sources
have been disappearing from the media landscape. His tweets can substitute for news among
people living in news deserts. The influence of his social-media messaging is enhanced in
places where access to local media that would check his facts, provide context for his posts,
and offer alternative interpretations is lacking The dearth of robust local news outlets is especially pronounced in rural, predominantly white areas of the country where Donald Trump’s
political base is ensconced (Lawless and Hayes, 2018; Center for Innovation and Sustainability
in Local Media, 2017). With the counterbalance of trusted local news sources, Trump’s attacks
on the mainstream media resonate strongly, and the public’s political perspective is heavily
influenced by relentless partisan social-media messages that masquerade as news in their
feed (Musgrave and Nussbaum, 2018).
The concentration of media ownership in the hands of large corporations has further undermined truly local news. As independent media organizations have disappeared, they have
been replaced in an increasing number of markets by platforms owned by news conglomerates.
Sinclair Broadcast Group is the largest television news conglomerate in the United States and
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A New Delhi newspaper seller holds a daily whose back
page advertisement is a Whatsapp warning about fake
news of child kidnapping in India that went viral on social
media and led to lynchings throughout the country in
summer, 2018
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has bought out local stations across the country, including in news deserts. The company has
strong ties to the Trump administration and has pushed its reporters to give stories a more
conservative slant. An Emory University study revealed that Sinclair’s TV news stations
have shifted coverage away from local news to focus on national stories, and that coverage
has a decidedly right-wing ideological perspective (Martin and McCrain, 2018). On a single
day, Sinclair compelled their local news anchors to give the same speech warning about the
dangers of “fake news,” and stating that they were committed to fair reporting. Many anchors
were uncomfortable making the speech, which they described as a “forced read.” A video of
anchors across the country reciting the script was widely reported in the mainstream press
and went viral on social media (Fortin and Bromwich, 2018).

The Future
The digital revolution has unfolded more rapidly and has had broader, deeper, and more
transformative repercussions on politics and news than any prior transition in communication technology, including the advent of television. Over the past decade, the rise in social
media as a political tool has fundamentally changed the relationships between politicians,
the press, and the public. The interjection of Donald Trump into the political media mix has
hastened the evolution of the media system in some unanticipated directions. As one scholar
has noted: “The Internet reacted and adapted to the introduction of the Trump campaign like
an ecosystem welcoming a new and foreign species. His candidacy triggered new strategies
and promoted established Internet forces” (Persily, 2017).
The political media ecology continues to evolve. Politicians are constantly seeking alternatives to social media as a dominant form of communicating to the public. Candidates in
the 2018 midterm elections turned to text messages as a campaign tool that is supplanting
phone-banks and door-to-door canvassing as a way of reaching voters. New developments in
software, such as Hustle, Relay, and RumbleUp, have made it possible to send thousands of
texts per hour without violating federal laws that prohibit robo-texting—sending messages
in bulk. Texts are used to register voters, organize campaign events, fundraise, and advertise.
The text messages are sent by volunteers who then answer responses from recipients. The
strategy is aimed especially at reaching voters in rural areas and young people from whom
texting is the preferred method of digital communication (Ingram, 2018). Much like Trump’s
Twitter feed, texting gives the perception that politicians are reaching out personally to
their constituents. The tactic also allows politicians to distance themselves from big media
companies, like Facebook and Google, and the accompanying concerns that personal data
will be shared without consent.

The digital revolution has unfolded more rapidly and has had
broader, deeper, and more transformative repercussions on politics
and news than any prior transition in communication technology,
including the advent of television
Great uncertainly surrounds the future of political communication. The foregoing discussion
has highlighted some bleak trends in the present state of political communication. Political
polarization has rendered reasoned judgment and compromise obsolete. The rampant spread
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of misinformation impedes responsible decision-making. The possibility for political leaders
to negatively exploit the power of social media has been realized.
At the same time, pendulums do shift, and there are positive characteristics of the new
media era that may prevail. Digital media have vastly increased the potential for political
information to reach even the most disinterested citizens. Attention to the 2018 midterm elections was inordinately high, and the ability for citizens to express themselves openly through
social media has contributed to this engagement. Issues and events that might be outside
the purview of mainstream journalists can be brought to prominence by ordinary citizens.
Social media has kept the #MeToo movement alive as women continue to tell their stories
and form online communities. Further, there is evidence of a resurgence in investigative
journalism that is fueled, in part, by access to vast digital resources available for researching
stories, including government archives and big data analysis. These trends offer a spark of
hope for the future of political media.
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Considering the recent increase of socioeconomic
segregation in cities worldwide, scholars of urban technology
Carlo Ratti and Yang Xu put forward a new metric with
which to study and counter such a phenomenon. While
past research has focused on residential segregation, this
article argues that segregation needs to be tracked more
dynamically: across the urban environment and not just at
home; through time and not just space; and by monitoring
its presence in social space and not just physical space.
These methods require more dynamic data as well: Ratti
and Xu argue for the greater cost-effectiveness and
possibilities presented by mobile-phone data. They conclude
by speculating on some design actions cities could take to
encourage greater mixing between different groups.
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The past half century has witnessed an accelerated process of global urbanization, bringing
profound changes to the spatial distribution of the world’s population and the underlying
human activities. In 2007, the world’s urban population surpassed, for the first time in history,
the global rural population (United Nations, 2014). It is projected that, by 2050, more than
two thirds of the world population will live in urban areas, a good fraction of them in socalled “megacities.” Such agglomerations will bring numerous social and economic benefits
to urban dwellers. However, rapid urbanization might also cause or exacerbate certain issues.
Social segregation, a long-standing challenge for cities, remains to be a headache for urban
governors and policy makers.
Urban segregation, by its classic definition, refers to the physical separation or uneven
distribution of social groups in cities. Social groups, in this context, are usually measured
using their social, economic, and/or demographic characteristics. The variations in how social
groups are distinguished result in different perspectives of urban segregation, covering the
racial, ethnic, income, and other aspects of social mixings in cities.
Why tackling segregation is becoming so pressing? One crucial reason is that segregation
is usually tied to inequality, which marks the unequal access of different social groups to
certain resources or benefits. The physical sorting of social groups in cities, which is just an
appearance of urban segregation, could lead to many fundamental issues that are detrimental
to the well-being of societies. Racial segregation in the United States, for example, has limited
access to jobs, education, and public services for people who live in high-poverty neighborhoods (Williams and Collins, 2001). These are not problems just for the Americans. Over the
past decade, there has been an increase in socioeconomic segregations in many European
cities (Musterd et al., 2017), causing issues of rising poverty, crime, and even terrorism. In
Asia, many megacities and urban agglomerations are expected to form in the next twenty to
thirty years. Part of the low-income neighborhoods or areas that used to be on the outskirts
of the cities will become “urban villages,” separating the disadvantaged groups from the
others. What could make the matter worse is that gentrification processes might drive these
people out of their habitats. Rising housing prices might force them to move further away
from the city centers, resulting in longer commuting distances and decreased accessibility
to health facilities and other urban amenities.

In 2007, the world’s urban population surpassed, for the first
time in history, the global rural population. It is projected
that, by 2050, more than two thirds of the world population
will live in urban areas, a good fraction of them in so-called
“megacities”
Being aware of the problem does not guarantee a solution. To tackle urban segregation, the
initial and important step is to understand to what extent different social groups are separated in cities. In the past few decades, considerable efforts have been devoted in cities to
investigate residential segregation (Massey and Denton, 1988). There are two main reasons
to focus on this. First, residential location and its surroundings—as one’s primary activity
territory—have a profound influence on people’s daily social interactions. A high level of
residential segregation signifies social stratification and serves as a driving force of many
societal issues. The second reason is related to the limitation of traditional data-collection
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techniques. Population census in many countries is conducted every five or ten years. Such
data capture static snapshots of population footprint and demographic information. They
are suitable for measuring residential segregation but are unable to deliver a timely view of
socioeconomic configurations in cities.
Would it be useful to measure urban segregations beyond residence? The answer is obvious.
Social segregations do not only take place where people live, but also where people work, study,
and entertain themselves (Hellerstein and Neumark, 2008). Different types of places could
play different roles in dampening or strengthening a city’s social integration. An improved
understanding of social dynamics requires observing human interactions at workplaces,
schools, shopping malls, and all kinds of public spaces. However, a comprehensive view of
urban segregation cannot be achieved by only focusing on the spatial dimension. How do the
social mixings of a city change over time? Residential segregation already gives us a nighttime story, but what about the counterpart during daytime? Such a temporal perspective is
desired simply because cities are rather dynamic. As people get up in the morning and start
to move, the changes in urban mobility would reshape the socioeconomic configurations of a
city. The impacts of human mobility on segregation as well as its policy implications remain
to be better understood.
Social segregations do not only exist in physical space. In the past two decades, Internet and
telecommunication technologies have permeated almost every aspect of human life, moving
the world toward a place with ubiquitous connectivity. The technological advancements have
created a digital world in which new forms of social communications are emerging. How
will these changes affect the social structures of cities? Is there a stratification in the social
world, and whether it is simply an image of how people interact in physical space? Answering
these questions could deliver a more holistic view of social mixings in cities. Unfortunately,
the data we used to rely on, such as census and travel surveys, are unable to capture human
social interactions in the “social space.” There is a need to redefine how we address urban
segregations in today’s world, and it is not only about new data, but also new metrics, and
new strategies for tackling this enduring urban issue.
In this article, we first review some of the leading research in this field. We then provide
some thoughts on how to develop a new metrics for quantifying urban segregation. Finally,
we discuss how the metric can possibly inspire new design principles for better integrating
socioeconomic classes in cities.

Measuring Residential Segregation: Some Existing Efforts
Understanding the spatial separation or concentration of different population groups in
physical space has long been a research interest in sociology, economics, geography, urban
planning, and other fields. For decades, studies have primarily focused on investigating segregation at places of residence (Massey and Denton, 1987; Reardon and O’Sullivan, 2004), and a
series of methods have been developed to quantify the uneven distribution of social groups in
physical space. The index of dissimilarity (DI) is one of the most commonly used methods
in segregation studies (Duncan and Duncan, 1955). The index, which was often used in twogroup cases (for example, segregation between black and white), is interpreted as the proportion of minority members that would have to change their area of residency to achieve a perfect
social integration (that is, an even distribution in all areas), normalized by the proportion
of minority members that would have to move under conditions of maximum segregation
(that is, no areas are shared by the two groups). Since it was developed, the dissimilarity in-
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A man lays trouser to dry on a tin roof in an outdoor
laundry known as Dhobi Ghat, near a neighborhood
of luxury residential skyscrapers in Mumbai, India. It is
estimated that Mumbai’s population will surpass 65 million
inhabitants by 2100
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dex was employed in many studies due to its simplicity in representing segregation. Despite
the heavy use of DI, the definitions of residential segregation vary among researchers and
many other indices have been developed to quantify segregation from different perspectives.
This has triggered extensive discussions on the redundancy of segregation indices as well
as which ones should be mainly adopted (Cortese et al., 1976; Taeuber and Taeuber, 1976).
By examining twenty segregation indices using factor analysis, Massey and Denton (1988)
concluded that these indices mainly explain five distinct dimensions of residential segregation, which are evenness, exposure, concentration, centralization, and clustering. Evenness
measures the imbalance of two or more population groups in different neighborhoods, while
exposure quantifies the interaction potential among social groups. These two dimensions
have attracted more attention in empirical studies than the other three.

The index of dissimilarity (DI), one of the most commonly used
methods in segregation studies, is interpreted as the proportion of
minority members that would have to change their area of residency
to acheive a perfect social integration
Since Massey and Denton’s reflections on the five principal dimensions, continuous efforts
have been devoted to examining residential segregation, but mainly from the perspective of
race or ethnicity (Johnston et al., 2005; Musterd and Van Kempen, 2009). In these studies,
social groups were modeled as binary or categorical variables (for example, white/black
people). Thus, many commonly used segregation indices, such as index of dissimilarity
(Duncan and Duncan, 1955), isolation index (White, 1986), and Theil’s entropy index (Theil,
1972), can be directly applied to measure segregation patterns within a population or region.
These indices, although frequently used, are not without limitations. First, many existing
indices (for example, index of dissimilarity and isolation index) only provide the overall
segregation within a given region or population, thus failing to distinguish the differences
among individuals or places. Another critique is that traditional methods usually focus on
measuring groups that can easily be defined as nominal categorical variables (Reardon,
2009). This makes them inapplicable when social groups need to be modeled as ordered
categories or as a continuous variable. For instance, most of the existing methods cannot
deal with income segregation, which is an important dimension of segregation in many
contemporary cities.

Beyond Residential Segregation: Toward a Dynamic View
Through the years, researchers have gained numerous insights into segregation at places of
residence. With the help of longitudinal census data, residential segregations in many cities
and their evolutions have been well documented. It is found that residential income segregation—in twenty-seven of the thirty largest metropolitan areas in the United States—has
increased during the past three decades (Fry and Taylor, 2012). Besides separating the rich
from the poor, these cities are also producing an increased isolation between racial groups
(Fry and Taylor, 2012). Similarly, there has been an increase in socioeconomic segregations
in European capital cities between 2001 and 2011 (Musterd et al., 2017). Such an increase, as
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concluded by the authors, is linked with structural factors such as social inequalities, globalization and economic reconstructing, welfare regimes, and housing systems.
Much has been investigated about residential segregation. But what about other places?
How are people brought together in cities when they engage in different types of activities?
Some of the efforts dedicated to these questions include the work from Ellis et al. (2004),
Hellerstein and Neumark (2008), and Åslund and Skans (2010), in which they investigated
racial or ethnic segregation at workplaces. Two key messages are delivered in these studies.
First, besides a spatial separation of social groups at people’s residence, some US and European cities also exhibit substantial workplace segregation (Hellerstein and Neumark, 2008;
Åslund and Skans, 2010), indicating other factors that would influence the social mixings in
cities (for example, labor market, immigration policy, and education). On the other hand, it
is shown that workplaces could reduce segregation by bridging people with different social
backgrounds (Ellis et al., 2004). This suggests the importance of pursing a dynamic view of
social segregation in cities.

In twenty-seven of the thirty largest metropolitan areas in the
United States residential income segregation has increased
during the past three decades. Besides separating the rich from
the poor, these cities are also producing an increased isolation
between racial groups
As we acknowledge the contributions from these researchers, one thing worth mentioning
is that their results are still delivered through snapshots at certain locations (for example,
workplaces). The diurnal patterns of social segregation in cities remain largely untapped.
Since census data only depict a static view of population distribution, they are not suitable
for measuring segregation beyond where people live and work. Travel surveys can capture
movements and demographic information of the same population. Such data could enrich
the temporal aspects of segregation in cities. In one recent study, Le Roux et al. (2017) used a
travel survey data to quantify segregation hour by hour from respondents’ educational and
socio-professional indicators. The authors found that “segregation within the Paris region
decreases during the day and that the most segregated group (the upper-class group) during
the night remains the most segregated during the day” (p. 134, Le Roux et al., 2017). Such a
new perspective of “segregation around the clock” reveals the dynamic impacts of urban
spaces on social mixings, which could also inspire new practices in urban design.

Urban Segregation in the ICT and Big Data Era: Toward A Hybrid View
On April 3, 1973, Martin Cooper at Motorola used a handheld device to make the first ever
mobile telephone call in history. Since then, information and communication technologies (ICTs) have developed rapidly, unifying telephone and computer networks into an
interconnected system. As a collective benefit for modern society, the social channels for
human interactions have been greatly enriched. Face-to-face communication is no longer
the only way to maintain interpersonal relationships in the contemporary world. Mobile
phones, e-mails, and various social networking sites have become the new darlings for
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human social interactions. Such technological advancements have profound yet unclear
implications on societies’ social structures. On the one hand, some people believe that human social interactions are no longer bounded by where they live, work, and entertain. In
other words, geographic distance or proximity are expected not to influence how people
connect with others. On the other hand, evidence has shown that the structures of online
social networks are potentially shaped by the physical world. One good example is the “distance decay” effect discovered in many online social networks, in which the probability of
friendship is inversely proportional to the geographic distance (Krings et al., 2009; Xu et al.,
2017). That means that human interactions in physical and social space are related to each
other. Unifying the two spaces, therefore, would result in a more comprehensive picture
of social mixings in cities.
The past couple of years have witnessed some new efforts in studying urban segregations.
For example, Silm and Ahas (2014) conducted a temporal analysis of ethnic segregation in
Tallinn, Estonia, based on human movements extracted from mobile-phone data. The study
demonstrates a cost-effective approach that can capture the diurnal patterns and long-term
evolution of urban segregation. Mobile-phone data, which are usually collected by cellular
companies for billing purposes, were put under the spot light in this study. Due to the abilities to capture movements of large populations, such data have provided new opportunities
for urban dynamics research. Besides human mobility, mobile-phone data can also reveal
social network structures. In a more recent study, Leo et al. (2016) examined the socioeconomic imbalances in human interactions using a coupled dataset that records mobile-phone
communications and bank transactions of users in a Latin American country. The authors
concluded that people tend to be better connected to others of their own socioeconomic classes. These studies demonstrate the potentials of big data in revealing urban segregation—in
both physical and social space.
In the past couple of years, Internet and mobile technologies have proliferated around
the globe. By 2016, the LTE networks have reached almost four billion people on the earth,
covering 53% of the global population (Sanou, 2016). In many developed and developing
countries, the mobile penetration rates have reached over one hundred percent. Such numbers are expected to be even higher in urban areas. We are moving toward an age where most
of the people use mobile phones to connect to the outside world. The big data produced by
ICTs and location-aware technologies have become an enabler for real-time and ubiquitous
urban sensing. Mobile-phone data, for example, can be used to analyze city-scale population
dynamics. If coupled with sociodemographic information, such data can provide a timely view
of social mixings in cities. What is more important is that mobile-phone data can explicitly
capture human communications at the individual level. Such information can provide direct
evidence on the degree of “homophily” in social networks, which is a salient dimension of
segregation in cities.
Note that cities are paying attention to the social merit of these data. Recently, the Türk
Telekom initiated a big data challenge named D4R (http://d4r.turktelekom.com.tr). In this
initiative, selected research groups will be granted access to an anonymized mobile-phone
dataset, so that innovative solutions can be proposed to improve the living conditions of Syrian
refugees in Turkey. The dataset, which captures the sightings of refugees and non-refugees
when they use mobile phones, allows researchers to analyze their movement and interaction
patterns. Such data makes it possible to examine how well the refugees integrate with the
others in the country, which would ultimately affect their education, employment, safety,
and health conditions. As we celebrate the emergence of these voluminous datasets, one
question worth asking is how we can come up with novel metrics—by leveraging rich urban
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Local residents transiting the canals in Lagos’s
Makoko neighborhood. With over 13 million
inhabitants, the capital of Nigeria is second only to
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datasets—to reveal the presence or absence of segregation in cities, and how such insights
can inform new urban practices?

Prospect on a New Metrics for Urban Segregation
By reviewing existing segregation studies, we feel that it is time to think about a new metrics
that can deliver a dynamic and multidimensional view of segregation in cities. But what
features should this metric have? What things need to be measured? We start the reflection
by referring to some of the research gaps in this field. First, previous studies have put a
considerable focus on measuring residential segregation. Census data, which are often used
in these studies, provide a static view of population footprint. They are expensive to collect
and their update cycles are very long (for example, five or ten years). This makes it difficult
to capture a timely view of social mixings in cities. Although travel surveys have mitigated
this issue by providing fine-grained human activity information, collecting such data is still
costly and time-consuming. We are in need of cost-effective ways to enrich the spatial and
temporal aspects of segregation in cities. Second, current measures are mainly designed for
measuring spatial segregation. As part of the human interactions become “virtual,” we need
new ways to quantify segregation in social space as well as its relationship with the physical
counterpart. Third, an improved understanding is needed on how well individual citizens
are integrated within cities. Although individual movements and communication activities
can now be captured through various sensing technologies, such data have not been used to
quantify segregation at the individual level. Thus, we think a good metric for urban segregation should be able to fulfill all or at least some of the following objectives:
— to quantify urban segregation in both physical and social space;
— to depict temporal variation of segregation in cities;
— to distinguish segregation patterns at different urban locations;
— to measure different types of segregations (for example, racial segregation, ethnic
segregation, and income segregation);
— to deliver individual-level segregation measures;
— to support intra- and inter-city comparisons.
If equipped with such capabilities, the metrics can then be used to answer profound questions
about urban segregation, such as:
— which places in a city, and at what time, are mainly occupied by similar socioeconomic
classes? Which places are used by a great diversity of social groups?
— what types of places contribute most to the social integration of a city?
— to what extent is an individual exposed to similar others in physical space or social
space? Is there a correlation between the two? (that is, are people who are more isolated
in physical space also more segregated in social space?);
— which cities are experiencing more severe social segregations than others?
— how are urban segregations related to the characteristics of cities (for example, economic
development, demographic composition, migration patterns, and urban form)?
Figure 1 presents our perspective on a new metrics for urban segregation. As the underpinning
of the metrics, multi-source urban data provide new opportunities for coupling movements,
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social interactions, and demographic characteristics of large populations. Different data
types—with their own pros and cons—can be combined in an organic way to facilitate urban
segregation studies. Mobile-phone and social-media data, for example, can capture human
movements and social interactions simultaneously. Such data could support mobility and
social network analysis at population scales. However, due to privacy concerns, these data
usually fall short of collecting individual sociodemographic characteristics. Such information, which is important to segregation studies, can be inferred through other innovative
approaches. It is found that behavioral indicators extracted from mobile-phone usage can
accurately predict an individual’s socioeconomic status (Blumenstock et al., 2015). Other urban
datasets, such as census and residential property price, also contain valuable information
about urban residents. As a person’s frequented activity locations (for example, home) can
be identified from human activity data (for example, mobile-phone data), such information
can be further associated with one’s home census tract or local housing price to establish his/
her socioeconomic profile. Utilizing such prediction and data fusion techniques allows us to
gather valuable input for segregation analysis.

It is found that behavioral indicators extracted from mobile-phone
usage can accurately predict an individual’s socioeconomic status.
Other urban datasets, such as census and residential property price,
also contain valuable information about urban residents
Once such information is available, the next step is to build segregation indicators. But how
to formulate measures in a quantitative and reasonable way? Human movement patterns extracted from the previous step (light-blue tier in fig. 1) can be used to quantify the co-presence
of individuals in physical space. The measure quantifies how likely two given individuals tend
to appear at the same location at approximately the same time. Combining this information
with a social similarity metric could effectively describe how individuals are segregated in
physical space. For example, an individual who spends most of his time at locations that are
mainly occupied by similar others is considered as physically segregated. A similar measure
can be designed to quantify segregation in the social space. People who are segregated in
social space are those who are dominated by connections (for example, frequent phone communications) within their own socioeconomic classes.
Other than these two individual-level measures (green tier in fig. 1), we can also establish
place-based measures. For example, a place which is always used by people with similar social
characteristics is quite different from one that is used by a variety of social groups. Such a
measure can be realized by first establishing a vector at a given location—with each element
representing the proportion of observed people belonging to a certain social class—followed
by the calculation of the entropy of this vector. The measures can also be designed as time
dependent so that the dynamic characteristics of urban spaces can be quantified.
Upon measures that distinguish individual citizens or places, we also need numeric indices
to describe the overall segregation of cities so that they can be compared. On the one hand,
existing indices—such as index of dissimilarity and Theil’s entropy index—can be applied
directly to quantify segregation in physical space. On the other hand, very few efforts, if any,
have been devoted to quantifying the overall segregation in social space (for example, in a
mobile social network). There is a need to design new indices to facilitate this purpose. One
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Figure 1. A new metrics for urban segregation.
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possible approach would be to measure the deviation from the observed segregation patterns from a “null model,” which assumes that interactions between people are established
randomly in social space.
With these new measures, we can monitor not only the long-term evolution, but also the
short-term dynamics of urban segregation (orange tier in fig. 1). Our observations will be
transformed from physical space to a hybrid physical-social space. The ways we quantify
segregation will be enriched to include not only aggregate measures, but also individual-level
measures. Such a metrics could generate new momentum for academic research and, more
importantly, produce numerous social benefits (dark-blue tier in fig. 1).

Shaping Cities for Social Integration
Social segregation is deeply rooted in many cities worldwide, and it can become more pronounced in the future as urbanization accelerates. Overcoming this issue, however, has never
been easy. Factors that breed urban segregations are complicated, usually involving historical,
political, and economic forces that are closely intertwined. The emerging urban datasets and
the proposed metrics, as we believe, could yield a more comprehensive view of socioeconomic
mixings in cities. This can not only inspire new practices for improving urban integration,
but also help evaluate the effectiveness of existing measures.
Although the ways of quantifying segregations are becoming more diverse, we should
always bear in mind the persistent impact of residential segregation on societal well-being.
The “orthodox” urban planning, as criticized by American activist Jane Jacobs, results in
zoning restrictions and gentrification that tear urban societies apart. The metrics proposed
in this article could empower decision-makers to better understand the behavioral dynamics
of people who live in socially isolated areas, for example, to assess their segregation levels
during daytime as well as in social space. This will move us beneath the surface of residential
segregation, from which new policies and intervention strategies can be developed.
Creating diverse public spaces that bridge different socioeconomic classes is something
cities should pursue. Building walkable cities with small street blocks, as advocated by Jane
Jacobs, could possibly facilitate social interactions while reinforcing informal surveillance by
the “eyes on the street.” With this new metrics, we can analyze different design principles—by
correlating place-based segregation measures with built environment indicators (for example,
block size, road network density, and land use diversity)—to evaluate the impact of public
spaces on social integrations.

Creating diverse public spaces that bridge different
socioeconomic classes is something cities should pursue.
Building walkable cities with small street blocks could
possibly facilitate social interactions while reinforcing informal
surveillance by the “eyes on the street”
On the mobility side, cities could consider building transportation links that cover areas that
are less easily accessible. The cable-car system implemented in Medellín, Columbia, is a successful example that improves the connections between the city’s informal settlements and
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the others. The improvements in transit services could strengthen the interactions among
urban locations, which enhance the location choices of people, especially the disadvantaged
groups. Of course, such improvements should come along with relevant policies, for example, providing affordable housing to the less affluent population and creating mixed-income
neighborhoods.
As Internet and mobile technologies proliferate, facilitating online social integration has
become more important than ever before. Regulations should be carried out to ensure that
online information (for example, job opportunities) is equally accessible to different social
groups, and, meanwhile, to create virtual communities that bridge people of different kinds.
Our world is experiencing rapid urbanization. Behind the fast development of contemporary cities, our urban environments are confronted with tremendous social and economic
inequality. Integration is at the core of cities since their emergence over 10,000 years ago. Only
if we are able to measure to what extent this primordial function still performs and—when
needed—implement correct measures can we move toward a safe urban future.
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The degree of gravity with which we view the cyber threat
is a matter of perspective, experience, interaction, and
awareness. Whether we view it as a criminal act or terrorism
or a hybrid is an important point for discussion. Resolving
that question helps frame how we perceive those responsible
for cyberattacks and facilitates resolution regarding
punishment for their actions. That question has relevance
for law enforcement, prosecutors, defense attorneys, and the
judiciary. Our focus, as the title suggests, is on cybersecurity
cooperation in an effort to minimize the impact of an attack.
Cooperation, as we shall come to see, raises concerns in
different quarters. Some of that concern is legitimate. It
needs to be addressed and compellingly responded to. A
cooperation model is intended to offer institutionalized
mechanisms for preventing—or at least minimizing—the
harm posed by the mere threat of an attack, much less an
attack itself.
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Introduction
It is commonly accepted today that cyber threat is a reality. The degree of gravity with which
we view it is a matter of perspective, experience, interaction, and awareness. Whether we
view it as a criminal act or terrorism or a hybrid is an important point for discussion.
Resolving that question helps frame how we perceive those responsible for cyberattacks
and facilitates resolution regarding punishment for their actions. That question has relevance for law enforcement, prosecutors, defense attorneys, and the judiciary. There are also
moral considerations relevant to this discussion in the context of responsibility and accountability.
An additional reality, historically, is a lack of cooperation among distinct—yet interconnected—communities that have much to gain by banding together in the face of a grave
threat. A retrospective analysis of how potential targets of cyberattacks, and those with
a vested interest—and capability—to minimize the threat, fail to join forces paints a disconcerting picture. That picture, in a nutshell, reflects an unwillingness—for a variety of
reasons—to recognize the benefits of a unified response to cyberattacks.
This reluctance or hesitation is not new to 2018; my research while engaged in cybersecurity writing projects made that very clear. In other words, the lack of cooperation noticed
in 2018 is not a recent development, quite the opposite: a review of the relevant data, literature, and anecdotal evidence over the years convincingly highlights an—for lack of a better
term—institutionalized lack of cooperation. In considering different reasons for the success
enjoyed by cyber actors, their nefariousness is enhanced by a consistent failure of potential
targets to recognize the benefits of adopting a cooperation model. Given the persistent,
committed, and unrelenting efforts of those committed to engaging in cyberterrorism/
cyberattacks, the failure to consistently commit to cooperation models is noteworthy, and
troubling. Noteworthy because it reflects a consistent pattern; troubling because it facilitates
continued harm to society, broadly defined.

Cyber threat has relevance for law enforcement, prosecutors,
defense attorneys, and the judiciary. There are also moral
considerations relevant to this discussion in the context of
responsibility and accountability
That historical pattern explains, in part, the success of cyberattacks. It reflects a failure to fully
develop defensive measures that would minimize, if not mitigate, the harm perpetuated by the
effects of cyberattacks. Recognizing the consequences of a lack of cooperation stands out when
reviewing cybersecurity issues over the years; developing, and implementing, cooperation
models reflects a positive—and much-needed—measure to more effectively respond to a
clear threat. Those twin realities are at the core of the discussion in the pages ahead.
Framing an issue has importance in determining resources allocated to countering,
mitigating, and minimizing threats. Similarly, resolving the terrorism–criminal law–hybrid
dilemma is relevant in determining operational measures that can be implemented against
the actor, or actors, responsible for a particular attack. However, as important as that discussion is, it is not the one pursued in the pages that follow. Our focus, as the title suggests, is
on cybersecurity cooperation in an effort to minimize the impact of an attack. Cooperation,
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as we shall come to see, raises concerns in different quarters. Some of that concern is legitimate. It needs to be addressed and compellingly responded to.
To undertake a discussion regarding cybersecurity requires defining the term. As is always
the case in such matters, reasonable minds can reasonably disagree. That is a given and
understandable.
I define cyberattacks as a “deliberate, nefarious use of technology intended to harm
individuals, communities, institutions, and governments.” While this proposed definition
is subject to disagreement, it is assumed that “harm”—regardless of whether an attack was
successful—is a largely agreed-upon notion.
For cyber to be effective, there need not be an attack, nor must it be successful. Given the
omnipresence of cyber—the mere fear of such an attack—we are, individually and collectively, spending significant resources, time, and energy on minimizing the potential impact of
an attack. Much like counterterrorism, significant efforts are allocated to both preventing
an attack and, were one to occur, to its impact and consequences. The point of inquiry is
how do we most effectively protect ourselves; are we doing so presently; and are there more
effective, creative mechanisms for doing so. It is safe to assume that those same questions
are asked, in the reverse, by those dedicated to deliberately harming civil society, broadly
and narrowly defined.

Instituting cooperation models intended to offer institutionalized
mechanisms will help to prevent, or at least minimize, the harm
posed by the mere threat of an attack, much less an attack itself
That is the case regardless of the paradigm assigned to cyber. Nevertheless, the importance—as referenced above—of determining the definition and category alike of cyber cannot
be minimized. However, as important as that is, and its importance must not be gainsaid,
our focus is on a different aspect of cyber.
To that, we turn our attention.
In a nutshell, it is cooperation among distinct potential targets and among different law-enforcement agencies and between targets and law enforcement. Concisely stated, it proposes
that the impact of a cyberattack can be minimized by instituting cooperation models. It is
intended to offer institutionalized mechanisms to prevent—or at least minimize—the harm
posed by the mere threat of an attack, much less an attack itself. Given the consequences of an
attack, and the resources required to minimize its impact, the proposed cooperation model is
intended to minimize costs, direct and indirect alike, of cyber. The model is predicated on an
assumption: preventing an attack, or at the very minimum making a concerted-determined
effort, is preferable to absorbing the costs of a successful attack.
As I have come to learn, there are corporate executives who subscribe to a distinctly different argument: it is more cost-effective to absorb a hit rather than invest in sophisticated protection models. I have met with executives whose corporations were the targets of successful
attacks who subscribe to this theory.1 For me, this rationale reflects short-term thinking focused
on narrow economic considerations, suggesting a lack of understanding regarding benefits
accruing from proactive protection and cooperation models. These people also articulated
concerns regarding public image, customer anxiety, and an upper hand that competitors might
gain. From a strictly business perspective, narrowly defined and applied, such an approach
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is, perhaps, understandable. The argument made was rational, neither impulsive nor spur
of the moment; from my interactions, it was also clear that my interlocutors considered this
perspective reflective of best-business practices.
This is something that is not to be casually dismissed with a wave of the hand. Nevertheless, their argument reflects narrow tactical considerations, focused internally, devoid of
examining the larger picture and possible benefits that may accrue. Whereas information
sharing, in an effort to minimize harm, was presented to these executives as a positive, their
(inward looking) perspective led them to perceive information sharing as a negative, with
significant impact on their product and positioning.
It is important to add that law-enforcement officials perceived the cooperation model as
a positive, enhancing their efforts, albeit with one caveat: clearly articulated hesitation by
federal law-enforcement officials to cooperate information share with their state and local
counterparts. Whether this is institutionalized hesitation or limited to specific individuals is
unclear; exploring this question did not lead to clarity one way or the other.
In this article I hope to convince readers of the shortsightedness of such an approach and
to highlight the benefits of the proposed cooperation model.

For cyber to be effective, there need not be an attack, nor
must it be successful
The question, in a nutshell, is: what is the most effective means for enhancing cybersecurity?
To convince the reader of the viability of such a proposal, we must examine the costs of
cyber, threat and attack alike. That is, there must be a benefit accrued to acceptance of a
cooperation model. That benefit must outweigh any attendant costs, otherwise the proposal
is a nonstarter from the very outset. Similarly, concerns must be allayed that cooperation is
not an “own goal,” whereby positive intentions have harmful, unintended consequences that
mitigate the value of cooperation. The working premise, as discussed below, is that cooperation is a positive, should be viewed accordingly, and that models need to be developed to
facilitate its successful implementation.
This will not be easy as was made clear to me both while writing my book, Cybersecurity:
Geopolitics, Law, and Policy,2 and then reinforced while conducting a tabletop exercise.3
Notwithstanding the arguments posed—some understandable, others best characterized as
“head scratchers”—I believe that the proposed cooperation model deserves careful attention
in the face of relentless cyberattacks. As the cliché goes: “The best defense is a good offense.”
The discussion below will be divided into the following five sections: “What does Cooperation Mean”; “Cooperation Among Whom”; “Cooperation to What Extent”; “The Good, the
Bad and the Ugly of Cooperation”; and “Final Word.”

What does Cooperation Mean
Cooperation has many definitions and meanings. Context, times, culture, and circumstances
play an important role in both defining the term and its actual implementation. Cooperation
can be permanent, transitory, or situational; it can be predicated on formal arrangements
and informal understandings alike. Cooperation, whether bilateral or multilateral, is at its
best when the parties believe the relationship is mutually beneficial.
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That does not suggest that such an agreement—formal or informal—is cost-free. It is not.
But that is the reality of any agreement for the implication is that certain “freedoms” are voluntarily relinquished for a perceived benefit. One has only to recall the writings of Hobbes,
Locke, or Rousseau to recognize the costs—and benefits—of creating and joining a community.4
That is the essence of cooperation. In joining a community, and cooperating with its members, we seek safety, security, and protection. That is generally perceived to be a positive; in
return, we give up individualism, a certain degree of free will, and some independence. For
some, that is an unacceptable cost, not outweighed by benefits that may be procured by the
positives that emanate from cooperation. Fair enough.
However, as history suggests, in the main the benefits of cooperation outweigh perceived,
or actual, costs. Exceptions exist. Of that there is no doubt. However, the notion of “banding
together” for a common enterprise or undertaking is generally perceived to be preferable to
“going it alone.” To facilitate—if not enhance—effectiveness, an agreement of cooperation
must include:
1. consensus regarding common goals;
2. mechanisms for assessing continued costs–benefits;
3. mechanisms for withdrawing from the agreement;
4. established parameters of the agreement;
5. agreed-upon implementation mechanisms of the agreement.
Needless to say, the underlying predicate is that parties enter into the agreement voluntarily, recognizing a need for such an arrangement, and recognizing that the alternative is not
beneficial. As we move forward in this discussion, these principles serve as the basis for our
recommendation that cooperation be an integral aspect of minimizing the threats posed by
cyberattacks, whether viewed as a crime, terrorism, or a hybrid.
To put flesh on the bones: the cooperation model I recommend would benefit private and
public entities alike. This model would, similarly, require—obligate—corporations that have
been hacked to institutionalize reporting mechanisms to law enforcement and customers
alike. The intersecting vectors between the public (broadly speaking), municipalities, law
enforcement, and corporations (public and private alike) are numerous.

The public

Law enforcement

Municipalities

Corporations

This complexity reflects the multiplicity of threats and vulnerable targets alike. To implement
this recommendation is, as I have come to learn, counterintuitive for many affected parties,
including corporations (not surprisingly) and law enforcement (surprisingly). The notion, as
discussed below, of perceiving this as a collective security model combined with legitimate
self-defense (both adopted from international law) was met with skepticism.
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Corporate resistance reflected concern regarding potential loss of revenues and unintended
consequences in the guise of advantages gained by competitors; law-enforcement hesitation
was premised on two different rationales: an unwillingness among federal law-enforcement
officials to cooperate with local officials and the lack of resources available to address cyberattacks. The first argument is a nonstarter; the second requires recognition that cybercrimes
demand sufficient allocation of resources to position law enforcement as a more effective
partner in what must be a collective effort to minimize the threat posed by nefarious actors
(see below for a discussion of the Cybersecurity Information Sharing Act, 2015).
How to achieve the corporation model? There are a number of alternatives and options,
some reflecting voluntary measures, others legislatively imposed. In the ideal, the former
would “rule the day”; however, as was made clear in numerous conversations, that is, unfortunately, unlikely. Which gives rise to a proposal to legislatively mandate cooperation models,
imposing a duty on potentially impacted targets of cyberattacks (the list of potential targets
is outlined under “Cooperation Among Whom,” below).
A word of caution: suggesting congressional intervention, beyond existing requirements,
is a source of great discomfort, particularly for the private sector and ideological concerns,
and particularly for libertarians who strongly reject such measures. Both are legitimate, and
potent, stumbling blocks in seeking to advance such legislation. This potency is magnified by
the reality of politics, particularly in the divisive environment that presently defines the US.

Corporate resistance reflects concern regarding potential
loss of revenues and unintended consequences in the guise
of advantages gained by competitors
Reporting requirements, as illustrated by the Sarbanes–Oxley Act of 2002,5 are the bane
of many corporate leaders. One corporate executive described the legislation as imposing
unwieldly burdens, costs, and obligations on corporations. According to this executive, his
team was comprised more of compliance officers than production officers.
Without doubt, that imposes unwanted—perhaps unwarranted—costs on corporations.
Nevertheless, the risks and threats posed by cyberattacks justify exploring mechanisms
obligating cooperation. That is, if voluntary cooperation is not possible, then the discussion
needs to be expanded to the possibility that cooperation be mandated.
The 2015 Cybersecurity Information Sharing Act (S. 754), introduced by US Senator Richard Burr (R-NC) and signed by President Obama on December 18, 2015, was an important
measure for it “authorizes cybersecurity information sharing between and among the private
sector; state, local, tribal, and territorial governments; and the Federal Government.”6 The
legislation sought to accomplish four important goals; namely it:
— requires the federal government to release periodic best practices. Entities will then be able
to use the best practices to further defend their cyber infrastructure;
— identifies the federal government’s permitted uses of cyber threat indicators and defensive
measures, while also restricting the information’s disclosure, retention and use;
— authorizes entities to share cyber-threat indicators and defensive measures with each other
and with DHS [the Department of Homeland Security], with liability protection;
— protects PII [Personally Identifiable Information] by requiring entities to remove identified
PII from any information that is shared with the federal government. It requires that any federal
agency that receives cyber information containing PII to protect the PII from unauthorized use
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or disclosure. The U.S. Attorney General and Secretary of the Department of Homeland Security
will publish guidelines to assist in meeting this requirement.7

In the same vein, on July 6, 2016, the European Parliament adopted the Directive on Security
of Network and Information Systems (the NIS Directive), which provides legal measures to
boost the overall level of cybersecurity in the EU by ensuring:
— Member States’ preparedness by requiring them to be appropriately equipped, e.g. via a Computer Security Incident Response Team (CSIRT) and a competent national NIS authority;
— cooperation among all the Member States, by setting up a cooperation group, in order to support and facilitate strategic cooperation and the exchange of information among Member States.
They will also need to set a CSIRT Network, in order to promote swift and effective operational
cooperation on specific cybersecurity incidents and sharing information about risks;
— a culture of security across sectors which are vital for our economy and society and moreover
rely heavily on ICTs, such as energy, transport, water, banking, financial market infrastructures,
healthcare and digital infrastructure. Businesses in these sectors that are identified by the Member States as operators of essential services will have to take appropriate security measures and
to notify serious incidents to the relevant national authority. Also key digital service providers
(search engines, cloud computing services and online marketplaces) will have to comply with
the security and notification requirements under the new Directive.8

The question is how to build off both these important measures and increase the levels of
cooperation among different communities, creating an infrastructure that most effectively
minimizes the possible consequences of a cyberattack. This requires integrating sectors,
vectors, and interest groups. To do so most effectively requires recognition that existing cooperation measures, as well-intentioned as they maybe, fall short. The “why” was made clear
to me; the challenge as we move forward in this discussion is determining whose cooperation
must be more effectively institutionalized.9
It is to that question that we turn our attention.

Cooperation Among Whom
From the general to the specific. In the cybersecurity realm, the number of targeted, if not
impacted, targets include the following (this is not an all-inclusive list):
— individuals who are the targets of identity theft;10
— individuals whose privacy is compromised when, for example, health-care providers
are hacked;
— corporations (of all sizes) whose data is compromised;
— the financial industry, including banks, investment houses, stock markets;
— municipalities whose infrastructure (that is, traffic signals, water systems) is compromised;
— hospitals, thereby endangering patient welfare and the safety and protection of health
records;
— militaries, when weapon systems are compromised;
— airlines and air-traffic-control systems;
— government agencies and offices.
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The impact of cybercriminals
is increased by the incapacity
of their potential targets to
recognize the advantages of
adopting a cooperative model

In the west wing of the White House, then US President
Barack Obama announces changes in his government’s
cybersecurity policy following a cyberattack on the
Pentagon in which information on the F-35 fighter was
stolen. May 29, 2009

On July 6, 2016, the European
Parliament adopted the NIS
Directive, which provides legal
measures to boost the overall
level of cybersecurity in the EU

Fiberoptic and copper Ethernet cables. The
Department of Culture, Communication and Sports
is working with the British Ministry of the Interior on
a white paper to oblige technology giants to disclose
how they manage the offensive and illegal material
published by their users

This list, while not inclusive, is sufficiently broad to highlight the range of potential cyberattack targets. It emphasizes the significant number of people, institutions, corporations,
and critical infrastructure at risk from a cyberattack. The notion of “risk” is essential to the
cooperation discussion; devoid of potential risk, the impetus for entering into an agreement
is significantly minimized, if not entirely eviscerated.11
However, the reality of cybersecurity is that it is a world of clear, but unknown, unseen,
undiscernible threats until the attack actually occurs. The cyber threat must be phrased as
“when will an attack occur” rather than “if an attack will occur.”
The list above reflects the broad range of potential targets. It also highlights the scope
of secondary victims, impacted by a particular attack. Furthermore, it accentuates the important question of “to whom a duty is owed.” Cooperation must not be viewed as “nice to
have,” but rather as a means necessary to protect intended, and unintended, victims alike of
a cyberattack. To state the obvious: the number of individuals impacted by a hack into any
of the entities listed above is staggering. Not only is the financial cost extraordinary, but the
crippling of a municipality, the impact on a hospital, the danger incurred by air travelers,
the consequences faced by those requiring services provided by government agencies are
literally overwhelming.

The reality of cybersecurity is that it is a world of clear, but
unknown, unseen, undiscernible threats until the attack
actually occurs. The cyber threat must be phrased as “when
will an attack occur” rather than “if an attack will occur”
That in and of itself should make cooperation among the above an obvious measure. I propose we consider this proposition through the lens, by extrapolation, of international law.
Doing so, enables us to examine cooperation as both self-defense and collective security. In
the context of cooperation among potential victims of a cyberattack, this proposed duality
provides an intellectual—and perhaps practical—framework. It highlights two important
realities: the necessity of self-defense and recognition that joining forces12 is an effective
means of enhancing protection.
Cooperation, or mutual security, does not imply agreement on all issues nor does it suggest a perfect confluence of interests, values, and goals. It does, however, reflect recognition
that certain threats, given their possible consequences, warrant finding a sufficient meeting
ground even when the parties may have otherwise competing interests. The two principles—
self-defense and collective security—can be viewed as complimentary of each other. On the
one hand, individual action is justified; on the other, recognition that certain instances require
cooperation in order to facilitate protection.
Article 51 of the United Nations Charter states:
Nothing in the present Charter shall impair the inherent right of individual or collective self-defence if an armed attack occurs against a Member of the United Nations, until the Security Council
has taken measures necessary to maintain international peace and security. Measures taken
by Members in the exercise of this right of self-defence shall be immediately reported to the
Security Council and shall not in any way affect the authority and responsibility of the Security
Council under the present Charter to take at any time such action as it deems necessary in order
to maintain or restore international peace and security.13
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Article 5 of the NATO Treaty states:
The Parties agree that an armed attack against one or more of them in Europe or North America
shall be considered an attack against them all and consequently they agree that, if such an armed attack occurs, each of them, in exercise of the right of individual or collective self-defence
recognised by Article 51 of the Charter of the United Nations, will assist the Party or Parties so
attacked by taking forthwith, individually and in concert with the other Parties, such action as
it deems necessary, including the use of armed force, to restore and maintain the security of
the North Atlantic area. Any such armed attack and all measures taken as a result thereof shall
immediately be reported to the Security Council. Such measures shall be terminated when the
Security Council has taken the measures necessary to restore and maintain international peace
and security.14

Applied to the cyber domain, the two principles reflect an integrated approach that enables the
meeting of what should be a primary interest of the potential targets of a cyberattack: either
preventing it in the first place, or, in the event of an actual attack, minimizing its impact. From
the perspective of the potential victim, for instance a customer of a large financial interest,
this would reflect recognition of the duty to protect and reflect implementing measures to
meet that obligation. Much in the same way that governments are obliged to protect their
civilian population.
The concept of “customer as partner” in combating cyberterrorism whereby a triangular
relationship is created between the corporation–the client/customer–law enforcement is far
more effective than unnecessarily minimizing—if not denying—the threat.

Law enforcement

Corporation

Client/customer

For a corporation, it is cheaper15 to react or handle a hack as opposed to spending money on
defense and protection. The number of corporations which, in the aftermath of a hack—successful or otherwise—come forward immediately and say “we’ve been hacked, we are vulnerable, let’s learn from this” is minimal. That is a lost opportunity for both that company and
others. It represents a double victory for the hackers16: successful penetration and failure of
corporations to learn from each other. While each corporation has interests it must protect,
there are sufficient similarities and common values that would facilitate—and welcome—
sharing information regarding successful or attempted penetration.
Nevertheless, the reality is that most corporations are extremely hesitant to come forward
and acknowledge that they have been hacked. To that end, they are not forthcoming with
customers, shareholders, and law enforcement. In addition, they are inhibiting or preventing
other corporations from protecting themselves. Perhaps there is a shame element that, despite
enormous expenditures on firewalls and IT teams, vulnerability still exists. However, given
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the nefariousness of cyberattackers, and the damage caused, it would behoove corporations
to put aside that shame factor, and be much more forthcoming.
To that end, it is recommended that failure to share information be deemed a criminal act.
The framework provided by the Cybersecurity Information Sharing Act provides the platform
for doing so. The reasons for this recommendation are articulated below.
— Let us consider customers As a customer of a company that has been hacked, you immediately want to know that your privacy is at risk. It is your right to know that “someone who
you did not authorize” is in possession of your social security number, your health information,
and other information of a deeply personal nature. Corporations must have the immediate
obligation to notify their customers.
— Let us consider shareholders Shareholders have significant financial interests at stake.
That said, there are significant financial considerations in determining when—and how—to
inform shareholders of an attempted or successful cyberattack. Clearly, corporations carefully
weigh the impact of a negative response. Nevertheless, corporations must have the absolute
responsibility to be as forthcoming as possible to shareholders, and immediately.
— Let us consider law enforcement The faster information is provided to law enforcement regarding a cyberattack, the more effectively law enforcement can begin the process
of identifying who is responsible. The attacked corporation, ostensibly, has a vested interest
in assisting law enforcement; nevertheless, repeated delays in reporting suggest conflict
within corporations regardless of ostensible benefits accruing from immediate reporting
and information sharing.

To facilitate an institutionalized reporting process we turn our attention to enhanced cooperation among parties directly affected by a cyberattack on a corporation.

Cooperation to What Extent
A comment and response in the tabletop exercise referenced in the introduction emphasize
the complexity of this issue. The dialog can be summarized as follows:17
— Amos N. Guiora (ANG): When do you inform customers that you have been hacked,
thereby potentially compromising their privacy?
— CEO: Only when the matter is resolved; never while addressing the potential hack.
— Participant/customer: I would want to know as soon as you (the company) know; that
way I can take measures to protect myself.
— CEO: My focus will be on resolving the issue rather than informing customers.
— Participant/customer: Meaning you will not enable me to protect my privacy even
though you know it is potentially compromised?
— CEO: Correct.
— ANG: Would you inform competitors (in the same industry) that you have been hacked
in order to give them “heads up”?
— CEO: No.
— ANG: Why?
— CEO: They’d use it to their benefit, thereby weakening my financial position.
— ANG: Would you inform law enforcement, local or national?
— CEO: That wouldn’t be a priority.
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I found the CEO impressive in his candor; it was also clear his company’s cyber protocol was
sophisticated, reflecting much thought and understanding. That is to his credit. However, I
was similarly struck by an unwillingness—well articulated—to cooperate with three distinct
actors: customers, competitors, and law enforcement. His answers reflected a “go it alone”
approach. This was reinforced when a participant shared with me the following: a chief information security officer (CISO) stated he would share information during an attack only
with those corporate entities that he knows and trusts personally.
Business considerations, financial interests, competition, and trade secrets are offered
as primary reasons for such an approach. On the other hand, long-term strategic thinking
suggests a different approach is essential to successfully countering cyberattacks. That longterm, more strategic approach is primarily predicated on the recognition of a “common
enemy” and “combining forces” will significantly enhance the development of more effective
countermeasures. The cooperation model suggests cooperation between corporations and
between corporations and law enforcement.

Corporation to
corporation

Corporation to law
enforcement

Law enforcement
to law enforcement

Interaction with law-enforcement officials highlighted the lack of cooperation on three distinct
levels regarding cybersecurity: corporation-to-corporation, corporation to law enforcement,
and law enforcement to law enforcement.
What should corporations do upon discovering that a penetration has occurred?
— conduct an honest assessment of “damage done;”
— take every measure to protect existing data;
— as quickly as possible inform clients and customers;
— immediately inform law enforcement and work hand in hand with them to minimize
the damage;
— inform the public;
— cooperate with other corporations, both in order to minimize internal harm and to
prevent future attacks.
Undertaking these measures requires sophistication, teamwork, and an ability—and willingness—to analyze internal vulnerabilities, which requires possessing both the necessary
tools and competent team members. The willingness, as important as it is, must be complemented by a requisite skill level. Immediate reactiveness, which requires integration
of teamwork, competence, and willingness, minimizes future harm. However, the primary takeaway from examining how corporations react to successful hacking is a failure to
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respond quickly. Whether the failure to respond quickly is deliberate or not is an open
question; nevertheless, it demonstrates the challenges in not being able to identify the
penetration quickly, and a failure to inform the customer. Both issues—the challenges and
informing the client—were commented on by a reader of an earlier draft who noted the
following:
Today we are dealing with determined and talented threat actors (hackers), highly skilled and
motivated with time and nation-state backing to perform their tradecraft (hack) on a targeted
system. Yes, some corporations may have appeared to be easy, but that is the news reporting too.
The news is not going to report on a corporation’s internal change management, vulnerability
management, asset management (hardware/software), IT security processes… these entities are
silos/departments that have to come together in order to work a hacking event. And with some
recent hacks, the threat actors deliberately obfuscate their activities in order to avoid detection.
They are ahead of any system alerting on activity; this is above and beyond virus protection as
they portray a normal user on the network, something virus protection does not pay attention to.
Whether to inform a customer while an investigation is ongoing, well that is a double-edged sword.
Till the full extent of the exposure is determined, advising customers can harm the investigation
efforts, especially if you want to see if the threat actor is still active in the system, which is one way
of catching him. And the corporation has to determine the full extent of the customer exposure.
As we have seen with Equifax [which suffered a data breach in 2017], it had to advise the public
over and over about further details of the hack.18

Regulatory requirements in the financial industry are now settling on how long you can
wait till you advise the public of a hack, and the customers “should” be notified prior to the
news/public. The consequences are significant: continued vulnerability; continued threat
to customers; potential civil liability in the context of insufficiently protecting customer
information/privacy; and liability for failing to notify the customer of the breach and the
consequences to the customer.
While focusing on possible lawsuits is understandable, the more important issues are the
failure to protect and the failure to inform. The reasons are clear:
— potential customers will hesitate to “bring their business” once they discover failure
to protect/failure to inform;
— existing customers may take their business elsewhere if they conclude all reasonable
measures were not taken to protect their privacy;
— the broader public will view the corporation negatively in the context of a failure to
eliminate cyberattacks and minimize cyber risks BUT the most powerful criticism will
be failure to tell the truth.
What, then, does that mean for corporations? In stark terms, corporations need to be
much more forthcoming. I think there are clear benefits accrued to a corporation in publicly
discussing when it has been breached. While the public will express concern in the aftermath of a reported attack, the more long-term reaction will be an appreciation for “speaking
the truth.”
Additionally, the knowledge of how a breach occurred, when shared with the
public, could prevent a future breach in a different corporation in a similar manner. This
change in behavior can have a large positive impact that could potentially affect millions of
consumers.
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That truth19 needs to address the following:
— an acknowledgment of the penetration;
— list of measures undertaken to immediately address the penetration intended to protect
customers;
— list of measures intended to protect customers in the future;
— reaching out to other corporations in the context of “information sharing;”
— implement aggressive counter-cyber-measures.
There is risk in this “open” approach; however, from a cost-benefit perspective, the “upside”
ultimately outweighs the “downside.” While an element of vulnerability results from openness
and candor, an approach emphasizing implementation of measures to prevent future attacks,
and honesty with customers and the public, reflects the following: (1) better customer protection; (2) better critical infrastructure protection; and (3) better protection of “larger interest.”

Most corporations are extremely hesitant to come forward and
acknowledge that they have been hacked. To that end, they are not
forthcoming with customers, shareholders, and law enforcement
Risk mitigation predicated on honesty and proactive aggressive measures is a win-win.
From a legal perspective, in terms of minimizing potential impacts of civil suits, a policy of
candor and honesty predicated on “we are taking measures to minimize exposure of personal
information and learning from it and working hand in hand with customers” will mitigate
the possibility of law suits against corporations. Such an approach indicates, from the corporation’s perspective, a willingness to engage different audiences, particularly customers
and law enforcement.

Cybersecurity

Corporations

Law enforcement

For law enforcement to be able to effectively protect corporations, it requires a fundamental
change in the context and concept of cooperation and it requires corporations to be more forthcoming to law enforcement.
The following caveat was offered by a reader:
Are you thinking ‘law enforcement’ has the cyber talent to discover vulnerability and how to
address it? Who would be the one that could do this: local, state, or federal? The issues when LE
[Law Enforcement] is involved: LE is mostly after the ‘who’ committed the hack, whereas the
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corporation is focused on getting back into business. Those are competing agendas, one reason
LE is not called immediately is that the company is trying to do this work without the distraction
of LE. Just because they are LE, does not mean they have the cyber talent readily available to
perform an investigation quickly. And depending on the business, the corporation might not
have the ability to not be open for business while an investigation is happening.20

This cooperation will facilitate law enforcement’s understanding of where the hack was, where
the specific vulnerability was, and would enhance addressing the points of vulnerability. This
can only occur if corporations are much more forthcoming. In that sense, the burden is on
them. The failure to work hand in hand with law enforcement prevents development—much
less implementation—of a sophisticated, corporate–law enforcement cooperation model.
Because of the vulnerability to individuals resulting from a successful cyberattack, there is
a pressing need for “out of the box” approaches to law enforcement.21

Cooperation will facilitate law enforcement’s understanding
of where the hack was, where the specific vulnerability
was, and would also enhance addressing the points of
vulnerability
However, the condition to that approach is the willingness of corporations to view law enforcement as full partners, both preemptively and reactively. To that end, a corporate governance
model for cybersecurity is required; while presently untapped, the burden on its development
rests with corporations. Law-enforcement officials repeatedly articulated a willingness to
closely work with corporations in the development and application of that model, which
would emphasize: 22
— threat identification;
— vulnerability minimization;
— resource prioritization;
— cost-benefit analysis;
— asset protection;
— enhanced understanding of points of vulnerability;
— minimizing impact of future attacks.
So, what do corporations need to do?
Corporate leaders can sit around the table and have endless discussions about
points of vulnerability, but the single most effective mechanism to truly understand those
points of vulnerability is by conducting sophisticated simulation exercises either in-house
or with experts to identify where the corporation is vulnerable.
I would warmly recommend law enforcement have a seat at the table along with other corporations and government officials. Otherwise, the exercise will be akin to an echo chamber,
largely ineffective in terms of articulating and implementing an effective cybersecurity policy.
I fully understand and respect that for many corporate leaders the idea of institutionalized
cooperation with law enforcement, government entities, and other corporations/competitors
raises red flags.23
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Former managing director of Equifax, Richard Smith,
prepares to testify before the United States’ Senate’s
Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs Committee on October
4, 2017. Smith resigned after it became known that cyber
pirates had attacked the credit-standing firm and stolen
information on almost 145 million US citizens
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However, given the cost, impact, and nefariousness of corporate security hackers, I do not believe that there is any alternative other than to rearticulate the corporate cybersecurity model.

Institutionalized crossvector cooperation

Articulation of the threat

Candid information sharing
with multiple audiences

Corporate cybersecurity
model

Recognizing that policy
imposes direct & indirect
costs

Engage in sophisticated
simulation exercises to better
understand points of vulnerability

The following are questions to consider for understanding the nature, and extent, of cooperation.24
— Should corporations be responsible for their own cybersecurity?
— Should the government force corporations to have a cybersecurity policy?
— Should corporations be required to share relevant cybersecurity information with other
corporations, including competitors?
— Should corporations be required to report to law enforcement when they have been
attacked?
— Should corporations have a duty to report a cyberattack to shareholders?
As the discussion above illustrates, cooperation is not a “given.” Far from it. However, dismissing it out of hand is too easy. The challenge is to create workable models whereby a proper
balance is created that protects the distinct stakeholders without causing unintended financial harm to a cooperating entity. Re-articulated: the challenge, in determining the extent of
cooperation, is to convince corporations that cooperation—with customers, law enforcement,
and competitors—is advantageous, both tactically and strategically.
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Tactical benefit reflects short-term gain; strategic benefit results in long-term gain.
The two are not necessarily synonymous. They can be mutually exclusive. In considering
adoption of a cooperation model, the dilemma can be posed as a cost-benefit thought
experiment.
To move the ball forward it is essential to consider four different corporations: the two
charts below are intended to facilitate understanding of the relationship between corporations and cooperation.

Invest in significant cyber protection
(employee training, law enforcement
collaboration, employ several data experts)

Suffer a data breach

Notify law enforcement

Assume liability (despite
investing money and time
in cyber protection)

Absolve liability; rely on the defense
that you did all you could by investing
money and time in cyber protection

Data Breach in a Corporation
(Corporation with Significant Protection)
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Notify no one; simply hope
the situation goes away
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Data Breach in a Corporation
(Corporation without Significant Protection)

Invest in minimal to zero cyber protection

Suffer a data breach

Notify law enforcement

Assume liability

Notify no one; simply hope
the situation goes away

Absolve some liability—this is not really an option
since the corporation took minimal to no effort in
preventing against a future cyberattack

Corporation A assumes great responsibility in the amount of information it
accesses. Therefore, Corporation A invested significant money and time in cyber protection.
It works closely with law enforcement, engages in employee trainings, and actively employs
several data experts to protect it against a cyberattack.
Now, despite all its best efforts, Corporation A has been breached. Similar to Target or eBay
(which suffered data breaches in 2013 and 2014 respectively), over 100 million customers have
now been affected by the breach. The question then becomes, what is the next step, and who
has a responsibility in the aftermath of the attack? But, since Corporation A took significant
measures to protect itself from a cyberattack, and fell victim anyway, the question becomes
should the compensation or retaliation be greater since it took steps to try to prevent the event?
Either way, the first thing that must occur when a company is the victim of a cyberattack
is notification to law enforcement. Although companies may not want to report, for fear of
customer doubt or repercussion, this must be a legal obligation. Without notification to law
enforcement, law enforcement is unable to create patterns or algorithms that could prevent
future attacks.
The next thing to consider is whether Corporation A has absolved liability because it took

Corporation A
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the necessary precautions and, through no fault of its own, still fell prey to a cyberattack.
This is difficult to answer and one that may not be fully answered until additional, relevant
legislation is put into place.

Corporation B Corporation B, like Corporation A, is one of the largest corporations in America. From that, Corporation B assumes great responsibility in the amount of information
it accesses. However, Corporation B has not invested significant money or time in cyber
protection. Rather, its Board of Directors, which is actively aware of the threat of cybersecurity, voted to delay any financial or personnel investment in the pursuit of cyber protection
because it is expensive, and the corporation is in the business of making money. This issue
is the pinnacle of the protection versus profit debate.
Now, imagine Corporation B has been breached.
Similar to Target or eBay, over 100 million customers have now been affected by the
breach. The question then becomes, what is the next step, and who has a responsibility in
the aftermath of the attack? As mentioned earlier, the United States government may take it
upon itself to get involved when corporations exist of a certain size, as it has done previously.
But the question becomes, since Corporation B did not take significant measures to protect
itself from a cyberattack, and fell victim, should the compensation or retaliation be less since
it did not take steps to prevent the event?

Law enforcement should have a seat at the table along with other
corporations and government officials. Otherwise, the exercise
will be akin to an echo chamber, largely ineffective in terms of
articulating and implementing an effective cybersecurity policy
As mentioned before, either way, the first thing that has to occur when a company is the
victim of a cyberattack is notification of such an attack to law enforcement. Usually, most
companies do not want to report, whether from fear of customer doubt or shareholder perception, or other repercussions; this needs to be a legal obligation. The next thing to consider
is whether Corporation B is increasingly liable for its negligence.
Unlike Corporation A, its liability cannot be absolved in any way because it did not take
necessary precautions. Despite likely recommendations from the Chief Intelligence Officer, or
other employees in the corporation, Corporation B chose profit over protection, and became
an easy target. The question then becomes, due to its negligence, should the compensation
or protection post-attack be less? That is a question that will need to be determined by future
legislation.

Corporation C Corporation C, unlike Corporations A and B, is one of the smaller corporations
in America, a small-town business held closely by a few family members. From that, Corporation C assumes significantly less responsibility in the amount of information it accesses.
However, like Corporation A, Corporation C has invested significant money and time in
cyber protection. It works closely with law enforcement, engages in employee training, and
actively employs a data expert to protect itself against a cyberattack.
Despite Corporation C’s best efforts, it has been breached. However, unlike Corporations
A and B, the breach does not affect over 100 million customers. Rather, the breach affects
simply 5,000 individuals. The question still becomes, what is the next step, and who has
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a responsibility in the aftermath of the attack? It is safe to assume that the United States
government is less likely to get involved when the breach is so minimal, as compared to the
Corporation A and B scenario.
However, the question to be asked is, since Corporation C took significant measures to
protect itself from a cyberattack, and fell victim anyway, should it be compensated or supported in some way, more so than a company that made no effort to protect itself against a
cyberattack?
Corporation C, despite its small size in comparison to Corporations A and B, must still
have a legal obligation to report to law enforcement when it is the victim of a cyberattack.
After which, the next question to consider is whether Corporation C absolves liability
because it took the necessary precaution and, through no fault of its own, still fell prey to a
cyberattack.

Corporation D Corporation D, unlike Corporations A and B, but similar to Corporation C, is
one of the smaller corporations in America, a small-town business held closely by a few family
members. From that, Corporation D assumes significantly less responsibility in the amount
of information it accesses. However, like Corporation B, Corporation D has not invested
significant money or time in cyber protection.
Rather, the corporation decided to delay any financial or personnel investment in the
pursuit of cyber protection because it is expensive, and the corporation is focused on making money. This issue, as demonstrated with Corporation B as well, is the pinnacle of the
protection versus profit debate.
Due to Corporation D’s lack of effort, it has been breached. However, unlike Corporations
A and B, the breach does not affect over 100 million customers. Rather, the breach affects
simply 5,000 individuals. The reasoning and considerations now become very similar to the
questions that occurred with the breach in Corporation C. The question still becomes, what
is the next step, and who has a responsibility in the aftermath of the attack?
It is safe to assume that the United States government is less likely to get involved when
the breach is so minimal, as compared to Corporations A and B. But the question becomes,
since Corporation D did not take significant measures to protect itself from a cyberattack,
and fell victim, should the compensation or retaliation be less since it did not take steps to
prevent the event?
Corporation D, despite its small size in comparison to Corporations A and B, must still
have a legal obligation to report when it is the victim of a cyberattack. The next question to
consider is liability. Unlike Corporations A and C, its liability cannot be absolved in any way
because it did not take necessary precautions.
Despite likely recommendations from the Chief Intelligence Officer, or other employees
in the corporation, Corporation D chose profit over protection, and became an easy target.
The question then becomes, due to its negligence, should the compensation or protection
post-attack be less? That is a question that will need to be determined by future legislation.

The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly of Cooperation
Easier said than done.
That oft-repeated maxim applies to the corporation model that is the underlying premise
of this article. Corporation is not cost-free. There is understandable concern regarding vulnerability, exposure, and unwarranted risk, perhaps with minimal “upside.”
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The CEO referenced in the section “Cooperation to What Extent” was eloquent in his conciseness; cooperation, for him, is an absolute nonstarter. I heard a similar theme from other corporate
leaders. To my surprise, a similar refrain was articulated by federal law-enforcement officials
when asked whether they would cooperate with local enforcement. The answer was brief, and
embarrassing: “We don’t cooperate with local law enforcement.” Embarrassing because the brief,
actually brusque, answer was given to local law-enforcement officials at a meeting in my presence. However, in its brevity the official highlighted an important—albeit troubling—concern:
the extent to which law enforcement cooperates among itself, much less with external entities.
This struck me then, and continues to this day to reflect short-term arrogance, putting
one’s own “turf” ahead of the public good. In a recent meeting with federal law-enforcement
officials, I was assured such a response would be met with great disfavor by senior officials.
I hope that is the case.
Assurances aside, it is important that cooperation—among local, state, and federal officials—be institutionalized, not left to the whims and fancies of particular officials. That
seems to serve the public interest and public good which is the primary obligation of law
enforcement. Institutionalizing cooperation—among the various stakeholders—requires
time, dedication, and resources. It is not a “given” for actors representing different cultures,
norms, and mores to immediately—and instinctively—have protocols in place easily facilitating cooperation. This will require a concerted effort.

Assurances aside, it is important that cooperation—among
local, state, and federal officials—be institutionalized, not left
to the whims and fancies of particular officials. That seems to
serve the public interest and public good which is the primary
obligation of law enforcement
Resources must be allocated for such implementation; common language must be found;
common goals need to be identified; understandable hesitation, reticence, and skepticism
must be held in abeyance. This requires a dedicated effort by all involved; the motivation for
doing so must focus on the larger good, rather than temporary costs and burdens. Otherwise,
the undertaking falls flat.
Conversely, the positives of cooperation far outweigh the conflicts and tensions. This
is viewed from the perspective of public safety. That, frankly, must be the most important
consideration in weighing-up the adoption of a cooperation model.

Final Word
The theme of cooperation has been the centerpiece of this article. That is not by chance.
I served as legal advisor to a congressional task force under the auspices of the House
Committee on Homeland Security addressing US Homeland Security policy. The principle
of cooperation was uppermost in my mind in the development—and implementation—of
effective cyber countersecurity. The discussion in this paper is intended to facilitate the reader’s understanding of the need to develop institutionalized cooperation and, simultaneous
to that, recognizing the difficulty in such an effort.
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Former United States National Security Agency
surveillance center in Bad Aibling, south of Munich. In
June 2013, Edward Snowden’s revelations of massive
surveillance programs by the NSA thwarted diplomatic
relations between the United States and its European
partners
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The reasons are varied; whether financially driven, as is the case with corporations, or “turf”
and budget, as was explained to me by law-enforcement officials, the consequences are clearly
predictable. The beneficiary of a consistent lack of cooperation is the wrongdoer; the victims
are plentiful. The lack of cooperation theme was consistently expressed to me while writing
my book. It was repeated when conducting the tabletop exercise. In all three instances—the
US Congress, book research, exercise—those with whom I engaged were uniform regarding
cooperation, whether proactive or reactive: the notion does not fit their “model.” The mantra
was repeated a sufficient number of times.
This was in direct contrast to a meeting I held in Israel with a leading cyber expert. The
conversation on that occasion was extraordinarily insightful, shedding light on the intersection between national security and cybersecurity. More importantly, it highlighted the crucial
role government can—and should—play with respect to cyber. Our conversation focused
on questions of law and policy; the technical matters, while undoubtedly important, were
not at the forefront of what we discussed. What particularly impressed me—in the context
of cooperation—was the enormous benefit accrued when public and private sectors joined
forces and cooperated.
That is not intended as a gloss over inevitable tensions, jealousies, and competition between the two. It was, however, in sharp contrast to the discussions I had with US law-enforcement officials. The difference between the two approaches was jarring. The consequences
are obvious. It is for that reason that the theme of cooperation occupies such importance in
my book: Cybersecurity: Geopolitics, Law, and Policy.

The principle of cooperation should prevail in the development
and implementation of effective cyber countersecurity
Many of us have been victims of harm, whether on a personal, professional, or community
basis. Our vulnerability to cybercrime is well documented; there is no need to repeat the
litany of incidents, ranging from the irritating to the truly catastrophic.
It is clear that individuals in groups, worldwide, are dedicated to continuously seeking
ways in which to use cyber to their advantage and to our disadvantage. There is, truly, an
“us–them” with respect to cyber. The harms posed by cybercriminals and cyberterrorists
are significant; of greater concern are the future harms they are, undoubtedly, planning to
impose on society. Of that, I have no doubt.
There is a profound lack of consensus regarding the question of government involvement.
Perhaps as a direct reflection of my background in the Israel Defense Forces, I am—frankly—
baffled—by the hesitation repeatedly expressed to me regarding the role of government in
cyber protection. I believe that cyberattacks need to be perceived as similar to physical attacks.
The consequence of that, for me, is clear: an attack on an American corporation warrants
government response. While that requires the cooperation discussed above, the benefits—
short and long term alike—significantly outweigh any negative consequences regarding
government “over” involvement. Frankly, the stakes are too high to resort to tired clichés
and irrelevant mantras regarding privacy concerns. That is not to minimize the question of
privacy—NSA leaks disturbingly highlight the reality of government intrusion—but it is to
suggest that cyber threats require a balanced and nuanced approach. Summarily dismissing
government involvement is shortsighted and ultimately counterproductive.
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Hand in hand with government involvement is the question of self-defense and collective
self-defense. In actuality, the two are directly related and cannot be separated one from the
other.
Self-defense is a critical question in the cyber discussion. The inquiry is whether the nation
state owes a duty to corporations and individuals who have been victimized by a cyberattack.
It is not an abstract question, but one rather intended as a concrete query.
There are great risks in imposing “response” burdens on the nation state in the aftermath
of a cyberattack. This is possible only if the cooperation model is adopted. If all potential—
and actual—targets of a cyberattack are to be “stuck” in a noncooperation paradigm, then
the forces of darkness are the obvious winners. That is clear.
Nevertheless, enough opposition has been consistently articulated—by the private and
public sector alike—that it must give pause. That opposition, and certainly skepticism, are
legitimate and cannot be dismissed with a casual wave of the hand. And yet.
And yet, the persistent threat posed by potential cyberattacks, not to mention the actual
impact in the aftermath of a successful attack, warrants careful consideration of a proposal
to legislatively mandate cooperation requirements and obligations. Given the consequences
of a successful attack, cooperation among the different actors outlined in this paper would
have the potential to minimize the consequences of a particular impact.
At the very least, cooperation would contain the consequences by ensuring that other impacted entities—yes, competitors—would be positioned to implement, proactively, protection
measures while simultaneously ensuring that law enforcement—national and local—be fully
engaged in minimizing the fallout.
There are different mechanisms for determining the viability of such an undertaking.
As was made clear to me in the tabletop exercise, communication and dialog are excellent
starting points. To bring the different actors together, to explore how to respond and—hopefully—minimize the fallout of an attack is an important step. It is recommended that such
exercises include a wide range of participants, including elected officials, law enforcement
(local, state, and national), corporate leaders (large and small; private and public), municipal
officials, representatives of consumer advocacy groups, and members of the public.
Such an undertaking will enable the community—defined broadly and narrowly—to
determine what is the best mechanism to ensure cooperation in the face of a cyberattack.
That is a discussion we must have. Postponement in exploring cooperation models is far
from “cost-free”; quite the opposite: it comes with great cost. The existing measures provide an
effective platform from which to build. The challenge to do so is great. The time to do so is now.
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